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PREFACE

Aircraft atrId destgn is still onte of the twInst critical problems fov industry, especialls iii fighter aircraft
des elllpmettt. [lie flion arolund the rear part of tilt fuselage is characterized by the simultaneous (occutrence of ittertrng
phx steal phecimintta such as thick te rhulent bouttdary lax ers. %scseos lio%% separationt hot jet initleretee at the base and t le
boat tail, and jet plttne explatiati~tm itt thtree-dimtenision~al t ratts~nie and supersottie flow, liven experimetttal techniques
hardix fulfill, at the present ntite. requirentents for eorreetin td tunnel sinilation (If all effects.

lDtrittg ettgineering n ork. drag piredict Ilt attd drag tiinttiation pro~cedures% for comttplex c(Itfigu ratillis are st r Iiglx\
dependent oin the reliability of nutmerical atid experintental flionfield sinmulatioln.

Itt rectlgttitilln of this, the AGiARI) Flurid T)Iwamics Pal established the Working irllup W6018 to esaluate the state-
(([the-art Ti xciet and Coniputational 'Techniques l(lr Aircraft Afterbltdies".

-The nllrk folllsred by ten years the publicatioti (Il AGARI~ograph 2018 oin tiprosed No~tl Testing Iechntques Int
Transonic F low" \%ntch was the first attenipt within AGiARI) to handle the comtplicated subject attd nkas (Irgatied by att Ad
11T4le (irouLp (If the Propulsiott and Energetics Panel.

The Working Group WGIIX reports non% (in progress whIich has been mtade. bitlt ill experinmental and nitmertcal
techttiques sitie that tiie.

P.hacher
('hai rttian, \VGi Il

P.Carrie
CI-chairmtan. WGIIX

I .1A
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NOMENCLATURE

Unless otherwise noted the following nomenclature has been used throughout
this report

A cross-sectional area

AMAX  maximum cross-sectional area of body

AWING wing area

AIAA American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air Force Station, Tenn.

AFFDL Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson A.F.Base, Ohio

now: AFWAL Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

ASME American Society of Mechanical Engeneers

AVA Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt, G6ttingen

BMVg Bundesminister der Verteidigung, West-Germany

axial force
C A afterbody axial force coefficient, CA 

=
qx AfMAX

C. + axial force

CA  afterbody axial force coefficient, C A  q_ AWING

CD  drag coefficient, C D  draq
q'MAX

C D  
drag coefficient, C D  drag

O q_ AWING
friction drag

CDF fricLion drag coefficient, C = - AM A
OF F q_ A MAX

C pressure drag

CDP pressure drag coefficient, CDP q . AMAX

pressure drag + friction drag
CDT total drag coefficient, CDT q_ . AMAX

P-P P-P
Cp pressure coefficient, Cp = q_ ___P

2

D drag; maximum diameter of afterbody

DEA Data Exchange Agreement AF 71 G 7425

DFVLR Deutsche Forschungs- u. Versuchsanstalt fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt

DLR Deutsche Luft- und Raumfahrt

drag I 
IXbT

Shoulder

F gross thrust

F, sentropic fully expanded gross thrust

FN  net thrust (F or F i minus free stream inlet momtntur)

FFA Fiugtekniska F6rsdkanstalten, The Aeronautical Research Institute
of Sweden, Stockholm

ICAS International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences (papors available
from AINA)



k turbulent kinetic energy, k = w(u
'2  

w

approximation - u' w
2

L length, referece length, afterbody length

M local Mach-number

M jet exit Mach-number

M free-stream Mach-number

MBB Messerschmitt-Bblkow-Blohm GmbH, Postfach 801160, 8 Minchen 80

NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NPR nozzle pressure ratio, NPR = P tj/P

ONERA Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales,BP 72, 92322 Chatillon C~dex, France

local static pressure

P free-stream static pressure

P t local total pressure, Pt = P(I+2
M
W

-
1

P t free stream total pressure

P. jet static pressure

Pt3 jet total pressure

Ptp pitot pressure

q dynamic pressure, for perfect gas 4 , JpM2
2

q_ free stream dynamic pressure, for perfect gzs q, = pM

RAE Royal Aircraft Establishment, UK

Re Reynolds-Number, Re = 5
L = body length, unless otherwise stated

T local temperature (absolute)

T_ free-stream static temperature (absolute)
Tt  local total temperature (absolute), Tt = T(I 2 M2)

Tt free stream total temperature (absol2te)

T ftj jet total temperature (absolute)

TU Technische Universit~t

U, V, W velocity components in x-, y-, z-direction

U free stream velocity

-uw' Reynolds shear stress correlation (i - -pu'w')



VKI von Karman Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Belgium

x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

(for chapter 2: o free stream flow direction in positive
x-direction from left to right

o x-origin at jet exit

o results plotted in x-z-plane)

xsep'

p separation location on boattail surfaceZSep

ZAMM Zeitschrift fUr Angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik

boattail angle

specific heat ratio = 1.4

dynamic viscosity

density

free stream density

W wall skin friction

for chapter 2: flow angle in x-z-plane,
positive counter clockwise,
zero for flow in positive x-direction

(u) rms of fluctuating velocity component u

(wi rms of fluctuating velocity component w

boundary layer thickness

boundary layer displacement thickness

boundary layer momentum thickness

Adlitiunal indices for axial force and drag coefficients:

Ali afterbody = base + boattail = B+BT

B base

boattail

complete body = forebody afterbody = FB AB

P3 forebody (may include wing)

DiBT boattail friction drag coefficient

U P 13 base pressure drag coefficient

r) AB R afterbody total drag coefficient (boattail + base,
pressure * friction)

,nits f .-ariables are m, kg, sec, kPa, 'K, unleis otherwise stated.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives and Scope of Work

In 1974 the AGARD Working group No. 4 presented the first results and findinqs of
a multinational experimental programme on Improved Nozzle Testing Techniques in Tran-
sonic Flow. These efforts were organized by an Ad Hoc Group of the AGAR) Propulsion and
Energetics Panel (PEP) witg support and cooperation of the Fluid Dynamics Panel (FDP).

Test results of the experimental programme on 3 types of axisymmetric afterbodies
and analyses were reported in Agardograph 208 "Improved Nozzle Testing Techniques in
Transonic Flow" in October 1975 (Ref. 1.5.1.) and in AGARD Advisory report No. 94 (Ref.
1.5.2.).

The above mentioned programme generated a large amount of experimental results,
which provided an improved understanding of the phenomena concerning the afterbody!
nozzle flow and moreover an insight into the shortcomings of afterbody testing tech-
niques as applied i- wind tunnels.

After WGO4 terminated its activities, many additional research programmes were
performed in order to clarify the phenomena found in the multinational programme. Con-
siderable effort has been devoted to improve wind tunnel testing techniques in order to
establish better estimates of nozzle afterbody drag for the design of new military type
aircraft. In addition, in recent years numerical methods for drag evaluation and pre-
diction have considerably improved and, more specifically, many analytical models for
predicting pressure distribution and drag of nozzle afterbodies in the transonic speed
regime have been presented. These analytic methods make it possible to perform paramet-
rio ,dies and flow field analyses of the free-stream, jet flow and their interactions,
di ult to obtain from wind tunnel experiments. The major advantage of applying these

I cetical methods is that wind tunnel programmes can be better aimed to the specified
,als.

Both activities on afterbody/nozzle aerodynamics are of utmost importance for per-
formance and handling qualities of future military aircraft projects. In order to con-
tribute to these efforts, a new workinq group on afterbody/nozzle aerodynamics was
organized by the Fluid Dynamic Panel of AGARD in June 1982 with the support of the Pro-
pulsion and Energetics Panel.

The main goal of the working group was to critically review recent activities on
afterbody/nozzle aerodynamics, nozzle integration and jet/airframe interference effects,
addressing both the computational and experimental techniques.

Terms of reference (TOR) for the study were:

Computational methods

o Assess status of inviscid flow methods including jet effects.

o Assess status of solutions for afterbody flow computations including viscous
effects (both jet/free stream mixing and boundary layer)

o Assess status of solutions of the full or thin-layer parabolized Navier-Stokes
equations.

o Evaluate the critical range and accuracy of available methods with respect to
afterbody drag prediction.

Experimental methods

o Review afterbody testing and test results since 1975, with special attention to
drag/thrust evaluation.

o Evaluate progress in afterbody testing.

- with conventional jet simulation
- with TPS techniques

o Analyse wind tunnel test techniques.

o Summarize methods to detect flow instabilities and unsteady boundary-layer
separation effects including afterbody buffeting.

o Report on wind tunnel correction methods for afterbody tests.

o Propose recommendations for future experimental investigations.

The work of the study group was performed by two subcommittees which dealt
with the computational methods and the experimental testing technique respective-
ly. The outcome of the studies is accordingly oreanized and discussed in the pres-
ent report.
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1.2 Group Members and Meetings

To carry out the ambitious work defined in the terms of reference a number of
qualified aeronautical engineers were nominated by the national delegates of the Fluid
Dynamics and Propulsion and Energetics Panel. These people involved came from univer-
sities, research institutes and from aircraft industry. For the first time experimental
and theoretical specialists were brought together in an AGARD WG to work on the same
subject.

The WG thus formed had the following members:

G. Besigk MBB - Munich Germany
N.C. Bissinger MBB - Munich Germany
D.L. Bowers AFWAL - Wright Patterson lis

E.C. Carter ARA - Bedford UK
P. Carriere ONERA - PARIS France (FDP)
J. Delery ONERA - Paris France
J. Dunham RAE - Pyestock UK (PEP)
J.M. Hardy SNECMA France
J.A. Laughrey AFWAL - Wright Patterson US
B. Munniksma NLR - Amsterdam Netherlands
M. Onorato Polytecnico di Torino Italy (FDP)
F. Porrato AlT - TURIN Italy
B. Wagner Dornier - Friedrichshafen Germany
A. Zacharias MBB - Munich Greece(FDP)

The Group was chaired by

P. Sacher MBB - Munich Germany (FDP)
with the assistance of
L.E. Putnam NASA - Langley US
(Subcommittee A for Theoretical Methods)
F. Aulehla MBB - Munich Germany
(Subcommittee B for Experimental Methods)

In addition several invited specalists have contributed at different meetinqsz

M. Onofri (IT/3rd meeting)
M, Pandolfi (IT/3rd meeting)
L. Zannetti (IT/3rd meeting)
J. Hodges (UK/4th meeting)
T.W.F. Moore (UK/4th meeting)
H.R. Radespiel (US/5th meeting)

Five meetings were arranged to accomplish the tasks within the TOR:

21st/22nd June 1982 first meeting in Paris

- discussion of TOR
- review of state of the art in different countries
- definition of test cases for theory.

23rd/24th Nov. 1982 second meeting in Ottobrunn/Munich, Germany

- assignment for members in two subcommittees
- assignment of tasks
- setup of time-schedule

7th/Bth June 1983 third meeting in Turin, Italy

- preliminary results on test cases
- collection of experimental contributions
- setup of draft report format.

22nd/24th Nov. 1983 fourth meeting in Bedford, U.K.

- Subcommittee A/presentation of results of test
cases

- Subcommittee B/presentatiot. of draft for final
report

_ discussion of proposals for final recommendations
(subcommittees A and B).

19th/20th/21th June 1984 fifth meeting at NASA - Langley, US

- agreement of draft manuscript
- Report orqanization and formalities



1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION

1.3.1 Computational Methods

Chapter 2 of this report is concerned with the assessment of the capabilities of
theoretical methods for predicting afterbody/nozzle aerodynamic flow characteristics. To
accomplish this objective, a literature search was first conducted to determine methods
which are being used or are being developed to predict such flows. (The tesult of this
literature search is presented in Chapter 2.1.) From this review of the literature, it
was apparent that in order to accomplish an assessment of the state-of-the-art in a rea-
sonable time, the working group would have to limit the range of geometric and flow
variables considered. Therefore, the assessment was limited to defining the capability
of theoretical methods for predicting flow over axisymmetric nozzle/afterbody configura-
tions at zero angle-of-attack. It is recognized by the working group that much work is
underway,developing and using methods to predict propulsion system installation aero-
dynamics for complete aircraft and missiles. However, methods for predicting the flow
over axisymmetric configurations have reached a high level of development. The working
group, therefore, selected 13 test cases to be used for the assessment of computational
results.(These test cases are described in Chapter 2.2.) The prime criteria for the
selection of these test cases were the availability of extensive measurements of surface
pressure, boundary layer, and flow field characteristics. All test cases selected had
jet exhaust Flow simulated by high-pressure air. Cases were selected to show the effects
of nozzle geometry, nozzle pressure ratio, freestream Mach number, jet exhaust tempera-
ture, and tunnel blockage. Nozzles with both sharp lip and blunt bases at the nozzle
exit were included.

Contributions were solicited from those theory developers previously identified
during the literature search. Calculations of at least two or more of the test cases
were received from 18 different contributors. The computation techniques varied in com-
plexity from relatively simple multi component methods for blunt-base nozzles with
supersonic jets in supersonic external flow, to solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
for both the sharp-lip and blunt-base test cases. Many contributors provided solutions
from inviscid-viscous interaction methods for the sharp-lip transonic flow cases. Also,
several contributors provided solutions based on the inviscid Euler equations for some
of the test cases. Comparisons of the theoretical predictions with the experimental data
are presented in Chapter 2.3. (Note that the experimental data for th test cases have
been included on microfiche as part of this report). A detailed description of the theo-
retical methods used by the contributors and an evaluation of the prediction methods is
given in Chapters 2.4 and 2.5. Conclusions and recommendations resulting from the analy-
sis of theoretical results are provided in Chapter 2.6.

The different chapters in the theoretical part were written by the group members listed
below. Conzensus about the contents of these contributions was reached within the sub-
committee.

Chapter 2.1 Survey on Afterbody Calculation Methods
by Dr. N.C. Bissinger

Chapter 2.2 Description of Test Cases
by Dr. J. Dunham and Dr.-Ing. A. Zacharias

Chapter 2.3 Compilation of Results
by Dr. N.C. Bissinger

Chapter 2.4 Evaluation of Inviscid and Patched Calculation Methods
by J. Delery

Chapter 2.5 Evaluation of Navier-Stokes Contributions
by Dr. B. Wagner

Chapter 2.6 Conclusion and Recommendations
by L.E. Putnam

1.3.2 Experimental Methods

Experimental testing techniques as applied in wind tunnel investigations on after-
body configurations is discussed in Chapter 3. This section includes information about
the extent of aerodynamic losses attributed to the aircraft afterbody, the advanced jet
simulation techniques, the state of the art of testing techniques in wind tunnels,
afterbody flow instabilities and a consideration of errors and correction methods in
wind tunnels.

In Chapter 3.1, the general considerations concerning the extent of afterbody drag
changes, drag magnitudes and sensitivity to pressure integration are given, followed by
a discussion of effects of engine spacing, nozzle interfairing and base area.

Chapter 3.2 deals mainly with experimental jet simulation techniques used in more
recent investigations. Jet temperature effects, turbine powered simulators, ejectors and
annular jet techniques are considered in detail.
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Section 3.3 gives a state-of-the-art assessment of testing techniques for aircraft
afterbody drag evaluation with special attention to force balance, surface pressure
integration and model support interference.

Afterbody flow instabilities (Chapter 3.4) and a detailed analysis of errors and
correction methods in wind tunnel and flight test (Chapter 3.5) are included and as a
consequence, conclusions and recommendations for future work are given by the Subcom-
mittee (Chapter 3.6).

In grou B all members made contributions to all chapters. These contributions were edited
by the group members listed below.

Chapter 3.1 5eneral Considerations
by F. Aulehla

Chapter 3.2 Jet Simulation
by E.C. Carter

Chapter 3.3 State-of-the-Art Assessment of Testing Techniques for Aircraft
Afterbodies
by D.L. Bowers

Chapter 3.4 Afterbody Flow Instabilities (Buffeting)
by G. Besigk and F. Porrato

Chapter 3.5 Error Analysis and Correction Methods for Afterbody Tests
by J.A. Laughrey

Chapter 3.6 Conclusions and Recommendations
by F. Aulehla

1.4 FUNDAMENTALS AND WG04 BACKGROUND (1974)

1.4.1 Fundamental and physical aspects of afterbody flow and jet plume interaction

Airframe/engine interference losses in terms of thrust isinus drag result from the
interaction between the inlet streamtube, the aircraft forebody and afterbody, nozzle
and jet plume. To demonstrate the fundamental aspects governing these interactions, a
simplified airframe/engine configuration is shown in the following figure.

- -

------------

Fig. 1.4.1 Fundamental flow field single stream nacelle

The configuration is assumed to be axisymmetric with the axis parallel to the free
stream.

In potential flow the sum of the pressure forces in flow direction acting on a
control volume as shaped by the inlet stream tube, body and jet plume is zero. In addi-
tion, if there is no potential flow interaction between forebody and afterbody, sums of
the pressure forces on the separate upstream and downstream part of the control volume
are zero.

This conclusion provides a basis for identification of the interaction between the
external flow field around the afterbody and the exhaust plume. Whereas the sum of the
pressure forces is zero, the afterbody force must vary as a function of the degree of
jet plume expansion outside the exhaust nozzle. Hence, the afterbody force includes the
buoyancy term due to the jet plume. In order to derive the afterbody drag or incremental
drag, afterbody forces have to be corrected for this buoyancy which is equal to the net
external force exerted by the internal flow on the Jet boundary.



In practice, however neither the internal nozzle flow moel nor the complex jet
exhaust flow model can be specified uniquely. As recommended in Ref. 1.5.3, where a
comprehensive study on the fundamental aspects of engine/airframe interactions is given,
an explicit bookkeeping system accounting for all airframs forces and engine thrust
should be adopted.

The transonic afterbody/nozzle flow field is influenced by strong viscous/inviscid
interactions as demonstrated in the following figure.

SEPARATED
RECIRCULATING

M<1 SHOCK REGION

EXTERNAL FLOW

INITIAL
BOUNDARY LAYER .

AFTERBODY -

~ MIXING REGION

JET

Fig. 1.4.2 Afterbody flow field

The complex flow field around the afterbody is characterized by shock waves, shock
wave boundary layer interaction, and boundary layer/jet exhaust interactions coupled
with boundary layer separations induced by steep boattails or underexpanded jet plume
shapes. Furthermore, heat from the afterbody and nozzle is transferred to the surround-
ing flow, which destabilizes the boundary layer of the decelerating flow around the
boattail.

Moreover, for highly integrated fighter aircraft the flow field is highly three
dimensional. Mutual i-iteractions are present between empennage, control surface, wing
and afterbody. For close coupled intake/exhaust configurations, even the inlet flow has
to be taken into acc',unt.

Hence, the flow at the back end of a fighter aircraft is very complex and the
understanding of the flow physics involved is a must to investigate this afterbody flow
utilizing both computational and experimental methods.

1.4.2 Impact of Afterbody Performance on Total Aircraft Drag

Optimum airframe/nozzle integration has bpcome more important with fighter aif-
craft requiring variable geometry nozzles for operation with or without reheat over a
broad range of Mach numbers. An indication of the magnitude of twin-jet afterbody drag
related to the aircraft total drag is given in Fig. 1.4.3 (Ref. 1.5.4).
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Fig. 1.4.3 Magnitude of Afterbody Drag

The reference configuration is an ideal slender afterbody with the same maximum
cross section and equivalent nozzle size. Some configurations were tested in different
facilities as indicated.

F



The drag of the worst configuration tested can amount to about 45 % above the
value of the ideal configuration. This series of sequential tests show that aerodynamic
improvement to a drag level close to the ideal afterbodv configuration is possiLle.

Important parameters which have a significant influence on twin-jet afterbody drau
include nozzle type, boattail angle, base area, nozzle spacing and type of interfairing-
This subject will be discussed in Chapter 3.1. Here, only representative drag increments
for different nozzle types are indicated in Fig. 1.4.4 (Ref. 1.5.4).
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Fig. 1.4.4 Drag of Various Nozzle Concepts Obtained from Different Test Rigs

The model with the short convergent nozzles gives the highest drag increment
ACDmax A 0.042 (reduced according to fuselage frontal area) whereas a model with
iris nozzle and boattail angles 0-15* has the lowest drag increment of 0.020. The total
variation in afterbody drag for nozzle types shown corresponds to approximately 20 % of
the total drag of a typical twin-jet fighter at zero lift in the transonic flight
regime.

From the described considerations it can be concluded that insight into the after-
body performance is of vital importance in an early stage of the development of a
fighter aircraft.
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1.4.3 Review on the PEP Working Group No.4, Improved Nozzle Testing Technique in
Transonic Flow.

AGARD Workinq Group No. 4 initiated in 1972 a multinational programme on improved
nozzle testing in which nine organisations from five nations participated. The joint
programme of research was concentrated on the afterbody/nozzle testing technique in
transonic wind tunnels. Objectives were:

o to obtain a better understanding of the phenomena connected with the rather
complex afterbody/nozzle flow

o to study the merits of wind tunnel testinq for prediction of afterbody nozzle
performance

The defined programme was aimed at an experimental investigation of the external
and internal aerodynamics of afterbody/nozzle configurations in the transonic speed
regime. For a comparative study, three axisymmetric afterbody nozzle configurations were
defined with boattail angles of 10', 15' and 25' respectively, with the same closure and
one internal convergent nozzle contour.

The tests covered the Mach number range of 0.6 to 0.95 and nozzle pressure ratios
(NPR) of 1 to 7. Some participants of the programme extended the test range to Mach num-
bers up to 1.5 and a NPR of 15. A survey of the test set-ups and test conditions is
given in Fig. 1.4.5.

The test results and analyses utilizing all available data from the programme were
published in Ref. 1.5.1. The analyses included the following subjects:

o The model and jet effects as influenced by geometry, Mach number, NPR, initial
5oundary layer, jet and model surface temperature and jet distortion.

o The wind tunnel and support effects attributed to Reynolds number, wind tunnel
wall interference, and buoyancy.

Furthermore, test results from models not directly representative of the defined
configurations were discussed in order to add some critical information about the
applied afterbody/nozzle test techniques.

The following sections will discuss briefly the conclusions and recommendations as
presented by the various authors. Reference is made to the appropriate sections of the
report (Ref. 1.5.1).

1.4.4 Analysis of effects of parameters

The results as obtained from test on the configurations by variation of NPR shows,
in terms of boattail pressure force coefficient, CDp, the following trends (see Fig.
1.4.6) for subsonic free stream Mach numbers.
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Fig. 1.4.6 Pressure Force coefficient as function of NPR
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" If NPR is increased from jet-off (NPR = 1), CDp drops initially dd starts to
rise between NPR = 1,25 - 2 up to a constant level comparable to the level of
the jet-off condition.

" For NPR larger than 3, where plume size increases due to the underexpanded jet,
CDp decreases monotonously.

In Part II (sec. D) authors concluded, that for NPR > 3 the displacement effect of
'the plume dominates whereas at NPR 1.5 - 3 the effects from entrainment and displacement
seems to be balanced.

From all collected data and other data from a wide range of geometries tested
elsewhere, in Part II (sec. A), it was concluded that CDp and drag rise Mach number
correlated quite well with the mean boattail chord angle. The boattail pressure force
coefficient CDp increases and the drag rise Mach number decreases if the boattail
angle is increased.

The observed jet temperature effects on CDp Part I (sec. C, E, G) and Part II
(sec. D) appeared to be dependent on whether only the jet temperature was raised above
the value of free stream or both the jet and model surface temperature were increased.
The latter was the consequence of uncontrolled heat transfer from the hot jet qases to
the mclel wall. The isolated jet temperature effect was explained from the larger ini-
tial jet plume angle of the hot jet relative to the cold jet, resulting in a more pro-
nounced displacement effect and hence a higher pressure on the boattail. (Fig. 1.4.7)
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Fig. 1.4.7 Nozzle exhaust temperature effects on 15
° 
boattail, Mach = 0.9

For models with both hot jet and hot model surface, only little effect on the

boattail pressure distribution with respect to a cold jet was found. From these findinqs
it was speculated, that heat transfer to the boundary layer surrounding the boattail
might cause a marked decrease of the boattail pressure. (i.e. less pressure recovery on
the boattail).

For the standard AGARD configuration, no distinct effect of jet distortion was
found on the boattail pressure distribution, Part I (sec. E).

In Part I (sec. ?) effects of varying Reynolds number and initial boundary layer
displacement thickness on the boattail for the Mach range 0.8 - 0.95 were discussed.
Variation of displacement thickness was obtained either from boundary layer blvwing or
changing the length of the model. From the results it was shown that:

o For gentle boattail angles, the general trend was towards a slight decrease in
CDp when the initial boundary layer thickness was increased. This effect was

explained from the less effective curvature of the boattail as felt by the in-

viscid flow.

o Results from steep boattails showed conflicting trends. Increase as well as de-
crease of CDp was noted dependent on Reynolds number.



1.4.5 Data scatter due to different testing techniques

Models were tested in seven wind tunnels with differences in support arrangement,
blockage, buoyancy, wall type and the methods for the determination of reference free
stream conditions (see Fig. 1.4-5).

From pressure distributions it was concluded, Part II (sec. E), that up to
M = 0.95 there was very little difference in the flow over the shoulder (expansion
region) for the various facilities. However, significant data variance appeared in the
recompression region of the boattail. Obtained data showed variance in boattail pressure
force coefficients, CDP, from 0.010 to 0.026 at m = 0.8 and 0.017 to 0.065 at
M = 0.9. Part I (sec. F), and Part II (sec. A, E and F) deal with the effects of the
different wind tunnel testing techniques on the afterbody flow behaviour. In Part II
(sec. £ blockage and buoyancy effects were considered using model and wind tunnel wall
pressure distributions from analytical techniques. For high blockage it was found that
wall interference increases the local flow Mach number in the region of the boattail
close to the nozzle lip. With respect to the effect of buoyancy, originating from the
downstream tunnel diffuser only a qualitive feeling was obtained. It was postulated,
that diffuser back pressure creates a more adverse pressure gradient for the boattail
flow to negotiate in the recompression region, thereby causing earlier flow separation.

A detailed analysis, Part II (sec. F) of the influence of Reynolds number (as
achieved by altering the density in the wind tunnel) on complete body and part body in-
dicated that part of the dependency of CDp on Reynolds number was in fact due to small
deviations in the free stream static pressure in the wind tunnel test section. A similar
finding was noted in Part I (sec. G). As a result of this assessment, an additional
calibration of the wind tunnel was performed in which Reynolds number was the primary
variable.

To provide additional insight into the effects of support interference, Reynolds
number and model fineness ratio, The experimental results were compared with those of
analytical models. Some of the most important findings are listed below.

o Inviscid flow calculations confirmed the observed pressure gradients on the
model were caused by sting-strut support interference. The conclusion was
drawn, that support interference must be a subject of major concern of wind
tunnel test techniques, Part II (sec. F).

o Variation in pressure distribution with Reynolds number was obtained with a
viscous/inviscid strong interaction theory similar to that observed from
experimental data, Part I (sec. F).

o From inviscid flow calculations for bodies wii:h dirferent fineness ratio L/Da xit was indicated that the local Mach number ahead of the boattail is higher
when L/Dmax is decreased, Part II (sec. E).

" In Part II (sec. F) results from calculations showed Lhat Jeometric changes of
the afterbody affect the flow over the forebody. Both findings lead to the con-
clusion that in studying the afterbody, the forebody has to be presented cor-
rectly and the metric/non-metric splitline has to be chosen very carefully.

1.4.6 Conclusions and recommendations (WG04 in 1976, see ref. 1.5.2)

It was generally concluded that the result of the efforts of the multinational
programme was another step towards a more complete understanding of afterbody aerodyna-
mics and that further experimental and computational efforts are required.

It was recommended to:

o investigate the influence of exhausi: temperature

o refine and extend analytical procedures to cases with shock wave boundary layer
interaction

o develop the LuSe of computational procedures to assess wind tunnel wall-inter-
ference

o perform a refinement in wind tunnel calibrations.
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2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1 SURVEY ON AFTERBODY CALCULATION METHODS

2.1.1 INTRODUCTION

Many mathematical models for the calculation of afterbody flows have been pre-
sented in past years. A literature search of these models has been conducted. In the
following sections, short descriptions of these calculations methods are presented,
ordered according to the equations or models used to calculate jet-freestream-afterbody
interactions. It is interesting to note that all methods calculate the flow around
afterbodies at free flight conditions. Only one report on calculations addressing the
very important problem of wall interference effects in windtunnels has been found.
However, many of the methods could in principle be applied to afterbodies in closed wind
tunnels.

2.1.2 NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

Wherever Navier-Stokes equations are mentioned here, the Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes equations are meant. This set of equations represents the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy supplemented by two equations of state for a perfect gas. Tur-
bulence modelling is needed to obtain the same number of equations as there are unknowns.
Of the numerous turbulence models available the following have been applied in the refer-
ences:

Two-layer algebraic turbulence models
Relaxation eddy viscosity model
Constant eddy viscosity
Patching of different models for different flow regimes.

Most of the references (Refs. 2.1.1 to 2.1.16) have not calculated the flow
around afterbodies with a base. In some cases the actual afterbody geometry has to be
modified, e.g. base corners have to be rounded, or the base has to be replaced by a thin,
sharp trailing edge. Refs. 2.1.11 and 2.1.16 calculate the flow around afterbodies with
jets without using any geometrical modifications.

2.1.3 THIN LAYER AND PARABOLIZED NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

The Navier-Stokes equations can be approximated by the thin layer method. This
method is based on assumptions similar to the boundary layer equations, i.e. streamwise
diffusion terms are small compared with the normal diffusion terms. All viscous terms
with gradients parallel to the body contour are neglected. In contrast to boundary layer
theory, the normal momentum equation is not replaced by the assumption of zero pressure
gradient.

for supersonic flows it is possible, by neglecting all time derivatives and the
streamwise viscous diffusion terms and by modifying the streamwise convective flux vec-
tor, to make the equations parabolic in the streamwise coordinate. The modification of
the streamwise convective flux vector is necessary because otherwise, in the subsonic
flow close to body surface, the equations would not be parabolic in the streamwise
direction. This modification has been done by several researchers by manipulating the
pressure in the subsonic flow region. For example Schiff and Steger Ref. 2.1.32) use the
"Subsonic Layer Model" where the pressure gradient normal to the surface within a sub-
sonic layer is zero, whereas Roberts and Forester (Ref. 2.1.33) decouple the streamwise
and lateral plane pressure gradients and assume the streamwise pressure gradient to be
constant in planes normal to the main stream. Both methods use a "boundary layer type"
coordinate system and are valid for large Reynolds numbers only.

In Ref%. 2.1.17 to 2.1.31 laminar and turbulent flows at subsonic and supersonic
Mach numbers around two-dimensional or axisymmetric models are calculated. The models
include isolated jets and afterbodies with or without jet or let simulator. Small to
moderate angles of attack are considered for axisymmetric bodies.

The relations for ideal gases with constant Prandtl-number are used in steady
and unsteady flow calculations. For laminar flows the Sutherland formula is used, For
turbulent flows two different turbulence models are applied:

Two transport equations
Two-layer eddy viscosity models.

To save computer time and storage, some authors use simpler methods for parts of
the flow, e.g. around the forebody. The results of these calculations are used as input
for the calculation of the afterbody flow. In Ref. 2.1.25 the flow downstream of the jet
exit is divided into two overlapping zones: the inviscid freestream and the viscous jet
regions. The flow in the inviscid region is calculated by a panel method, the flow in the



viscous region by the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations. The overall solution is found
by iteration where the solution of one zone is used as the boundary valoe for the
calculation of the other zone.

2.1.4 PATCHED MODELS

2.1.4.1 INVISCID FLOW METHODS

In this approach the jet is considered as part of the afterbody and solutions
are sought of the potential flow equation for the combined body (afterbody plus jet).
Most often linearized "panel methods" are used (Refs. 2.1.34 to 2.1.40). In Refs. 2.1.42
and 2.1.43 a finite element method is applied to solve the incompressible potential equa-
tion. In Refs. 2.1.44 and 2.1.45 the flow is calculated from the full potential equation.
Transonic small perturbation methods have also been used (Refs. 2.1.46 and 2.1.47).

The jet can be represented by a solid body or a wake (Ref. 2.1.41). Engine power
effects are simulated by different jet shapes of by constant jet shapes with transpira-
tion. Both the jet shape/or the amount of transpiration must be derived from either ex-
perimental data (Ref. 2.1 43) or from other calculation techniques, e.g. Navier-Stokes
calculations (Ref. 2.1.45).

Which inviscid calculation method or exhaust jet model is being used depends on
the complexity of the body geometry and the purpose of the calculations. For highly com-
plex geometries, such as engine-pylon-wing-fuselage configurations (Ref. 2.1.41) or af-
terbody models in a windtunnel (Ref. 2.1.34), usually panel methods are applied. Engine
nacelle-pylon-wing combinations have been treated by the solution of the full potential
equation (Ref. 2.1.45)."Solid body" jete suffice for calculations for which the influence
of the engine nacelle with jet onto other components, say the wing of a transport air-
craft, is of interest. The "wake exhaust" model gives more information on the influence
of fuselage or wing onto the afterbody/jet flow.

2.1.4.2 INVISCID/VISCOUS INTERACTION METHODS AND MULTI-COMPONENT MODELS

These methods simulate the flow around afterbodies by splitting the flow up into
regions which can be calculated by existing methods or known solutions. The most common
approach is to split the flow into an inviscid part and viscous regions, and to "patch"
together the solutions by using various methods. Very often, empirical results for sepa-
ration point and reattachment point location, geometry of separation region, and pressure
and velocity destribution within the separation regions are needed to include their ef-
fects on afterbody flow. Strong interaction regions in the flow, e.g. shock/boundary
layer interactions, are very difficult to model with these methods.

The two earliest methods were derived for supersonic flow about two-dimensional
downstream facing steps. One of them, the theory of Crocco and Lees (Ref. 2.1.48), has
never been extended to axisymmetric cases with jets. The second theory, closely connected
with the names Chapman and Korst (for example Ref. 2.1.59), has been extended by Korst
and several co-workers to axisymmetric afterbodies with a base and jet. Sirieix and
Carriere at ONERA (e.g. Ref. 2.1.91 to 2.1.104) improved the empirical part of the theory
by conducting relevant wind tunnel tests from which they derived a "recompression deflec-
tion angle criterion". Wind tunnel tests have been conducted for the same reason by White
and Agrell at FFA (Ref. 2.1.81).

Addy (Ref. 2.1.b9 and 2.1.70) wrote and published a computer program for the
calculation of afterbody flows using this theory. At ONEPA a modified method was doriv d
based on the Chapman-Korst model (Refs. 2.1.91 and 2.1.104). This method takes into ac-
ount mass and momentum injection into the base region as well as the effect of the ap-
(roaching boundary layer by an "equivalent base bleed" concept. Based on this concept
Wlqner at Dornier (Refs. 2.1.83 and 2.1.85) investigated the effects of detail chanoes
in the flow model of Addy. Both Wagner and White/Agrell (Ref. 2.1.84) extended their
pErram version to flows around afterbodies at small angles of attack.

In Fig. 2.1.7.1 the flow phenomena that the flow model of Korst et al. attempts
to describe as close as possible are depicted. Both the jet and the freestream flow are
at supersonic Mach numbers. The assumptions, calculation methods, and empirical input
that the Addy program uses are shown in Fig. 2.1.7.2. This program calculates the invis-
cid flow up to the confluence point with the help of irrotational characteristics. The
two recompression shocks at the confluence point are determined by the requirement of
common pressure and flow direction behind them. The mixing layers on each side of the
separated base flow region are approximated by self-similar two-dimensional mixing layer
velocity distributions. Mass and momentum conservation considerations, assumptions, or
empirical data on the recompression of the flow through the confluence point make it pos-
sible to determine base pressure iteratively. Because energy conservation considerations
are included, it is also possible to consider jets with total temperatures different from
the freestream. Extensions, variations, and improvements of the flow model (Fi.2.1.7.3),
have been tried by several authors (see Refs. 2.1.49 to 2.1.104).



Presz (Refs. 2.1.105 to 2.1.109) developed a patched method especially for axi-
symmetric afterbodies with jets or jet simulators which exhibit flow separation at sub-
sonic freestream Mach numbers. He derived a control volume criterion for the separation
point location. The shape of the discriminating streamline which separates the reverse
flow region from the main flow is found by a momentum mass conservation approac.

Moulden/Wu (Refs. 2.1.110 to 2.1.113) developed a computer program for the cal-
culation of the flow around various missile configurations (including jets) at transonic
flight Mach numbers. The iso-energetic calculation of the afterbody/base/jet interference
is very similar to the one of Korst, i.e. it is also restricted to purely supersonic
flows. Several techniques are applied to calculate the inviscid flow around missile
bodies from the transonic flow small perturbation equation. Thwaites' method (Ref. 2.114)
is adopted for laminar boundary layers and Nash's technique (Ref. 2.1.115) is used for
turbulent ones.

Tanner (Refs. 2.1.117 to 2.1.123) not only extended the two-dimensional
Chaoman-Korst model but developed methods of his own for the calculation of axisymmetric
afterbody (without jet) base pressures at subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers. His ideas
are based on the connection between the drag of a body and the increase in entropy of the
flow across it derived by Oswatitsch. Using empirical data he is able to calculate drag
for angles of attack up to 20 degrees at supersonic Mach numbers.

Grossman and Melnik (Ref. 2.1.T24) apply a method for the calculation of the
inviscid flow which is similar to the one used by South ard Jameson. For the inviscid jet
flow they solve the Euler equations, fitting imbedded shock waves and Mach disks. The
inviscid plume shape is found by iteration, i.e. by calculating the pressure distribution
on a guessed plume shape from the solution of the full potential equation for body and
plume, and then by calculating a new plume shape from the pressure distribution until the
plume shape or its surface pressures converge. The turbulent boundary layer on the body
as well as the mixing layers on the jet plume are obtained by Green's Lag-Entrainment
Method (Ref. 2.1.125). The plume surface is treated as a wake centerline with zero skin
friction and, compared with the body boundary layer, a doubled turbulent length scale. In
strong interaction regions on the body, e.g. near shock waves or corners, the boundary
layer displacement thickness is replaced by a conic section to get a smooth effective
body. Yaeger (Ref. 2.1.126) extended this flow model by adding a somewhat modified
Presz's method (Ref, 2.1.108) for boundary layer separation on the afterbody.

Chow, Bober and Anderson (Ref. 2.1.127) couple a finite-difference analysis of
the full transonic potential equation with the integral boundary-layer method of Sasman
and Cresci (Ref. 2.1.128). Their model is an afterbody with a sting as a jet simulator.
With the results of the inviscid flow as input, the displacement thickness of the boun-
dary layer is calculated and an "effective body shape" constructed by adding this dis-
placement thickness to the actual body geometry. By repeating these calculations the
final pressure distribution can be found iteratively. Damping is required at higher
free-stream Mach numbers. A modified version of this method has been applied to a blunt
based projectile in Ref. 2.1.129.

The method of Cosner and Bower (Ref. 2.1.130) differs from that of Grossman,
Melnik and Yaeger mainly by the method the turbulent boundary layer on the body and the
mixing layer on the jet plume are calculated. Their integral procedure is an extension of
the work of Bower (Ref. 2.1.131). The shape factor is bridged empirically around separa-
tion and reattachment point regions. The inviscid boundary of the plume is treated as a
non-adiabatic moving wall and the boundary layer calculation is continued from the
afte-body onto this wall. The iteration procedure needs "a significant amount of damping"
to be stable.

By using conservation of mass considerations Yaros (Ref. 2.1.132) sought a cor-
rection to the inviscid plume shape due to entrainment effects. On the body the full po-
tential equation (South-Jameson Transonic Program) is solved for the inviscid flow and a
"fast" boundary layer program (Bartz program) is used to calculate the displacement
thickness to be added to the body geometry. The shape of a jet within quiescent external
flow calculated by the method of character'stics is the starting geometry for the plume
shape . The final pressure distribution on the afterbody is found by calculating the in-
viscid flow about the effective body, i.e. actual body and inviscid jet plume geometry
plus displacement thickness.

Ref. 2.1.142 presents what can be considered the final stage of a patched calcu-
lation method developed by several researchers, mainly Wilmoth, Dash, and Pergament
(Refs. 2.1.133 to 2.1.143). Tne schematic flow field it describes is shown in
Fi 21 7.4 and is subdivided into the regions of 2 17.5. As in other patched
s f inv scid external flow is calculated from the full potential equation by the
South and Jameson method. (Ref. 2.1.144). The boundary layer on the afterbody is computed
by the use of a modified Reshotko-Tucker integral solution (Ref. 2.1.145). The method of
PreSz as described above is used to simulate possible separat-ion regions on the after-
body. The flow in the inviscid iet exhaust plume is found from Dash's (Ref. 2.1.146)



shock-capturing/shock- fitting solution of the Euler equations. For the calculation of
the jet mixing layer the "overlaid" procedure of Dash and Pergament (Ref. 2.1.135) is
applied. The iteration steps are similar to all other methods presented so far and in-
clude the inviscid flow calculations, determination of the displacement thickness of the
boundary layer and mixing layer, and modification of body/jet geometry to form an effec-
tive body using an under-relaxation technique.

Kuhn (Refs. 2.1.147 and 2.1.148) employs the method of South and Jameson
(Ref. 2.1.144) for the calculation of the inviscid flow over body and plume and a modi-
fied iesonRobertson shock-expansion one-dimensional method (Ref. 2.1.149) or the method
of characteristics for the inviscid jet flow. By applying an inverse integral boundary
layer method at separation points he is able to iteratively determine separation location
and separation bubble displacement thickness distribution. Also included in the flow
model is the simulation of boundary layer separation due to shock interaction.

The approach by Dutouquet and Hardy (Refs. 2.1.150 and 2.1.151) determines the
inviscid part of both the external and the nozzle flow through the solution of the stream
function equation by a relaxation technique. The external boundary layer is computed by
the finite difference method of Spalding-Patankar (Ref. 2.1.152). The nozzle boundary lay-
er is neglected. Coupling of the inviscid flow with the boundary layer flow is performed
through the correction of the body geometry by the boundary layer displacement thickness.
For cases with boattail separation the pressure downstream of the separation point is
assumed to be constant.

The "velocity splitting" method was used by Cosner in Refs. 2.1.153 to 2.1.155
to solve the steady state Navier-Stokes equations for the transonic external flow of
afterbody and jet plume. In this approach the velocity vector is split into a potential
part and a residual component, and the static pressure is defined as a function of the
potential velocity part only. This approach reduces computation times considerably. Boun-
dary layers, separation, and strong interaction regions on the body can be calculated
directly. For axisymmetric afterbodies (Ref. 2.1.153) inviscid jet flow was calculated by
the method of characteristics. The jet/freestream interaction was found iteratively by
using the pressure distribution on the plume from the Navier-Stokes solution to derive a
corrected plume shape and vice versa. In Ref. 2.1.154 examples with solid jet simulators
only are presented.

In Ref. 2.1.156 Chima and Gerhart report on a patched method for the calculation
of axisymmetric afterbodies with solid jet simulators at subsonic flight Mach numbers.
With a finite element code they solve the coupled irrotationality and compressible con-
tinuity equations for the inviscid flow, the results of which they couple iteratively
with a Sasman-Cresci type integral boundary layer code. Neither flow separation nor jet
flows are considered.

In Ref. 2.1.157 Hodges presents a method for predicting the subsonic flow over
axisymmetric afterbodies that patches together three sections of the flow. The method of
characteristics for the calculation of the jet, a surface singularity method (Panel
method) for the inviscid external flow and a lag-entrainment integral method for the
boundary layer and mixing region are used. Simple models for separated flow regions and
the entrainment of air are applied. An assessment of this method and the one of
Ref.2.1.142 has been conducted in Ref. 2.1.159. Since then the method has been modified
to handle jet temperature effects and blunt afterbody bases (Ref. 2.1.158).

Radespiel (Ref. 2.1.160) constructed a calculation method by coupling the solu-
tion of the Euler equations from the Streamtube Curvature algorithm (STC) (Ref. 2.1.161)
with the solution for the boundary layer and free shear layer from the implicit marching
procedure GENMIX (Ref. 2.1.162). For the free shear layer a k-t-Y turbulence model has
been found to be superior to a k-E turbulence model (Ref. 2.1.163). The method is res-
tricted to afterbodies without base and without flow separation. The nozzle pressure
ratio should be less than three.

Most of the methods presented so far perform quite well for afterbody flows with
weak viscous/inviscid interactions. In Ref. 2.1.164 Dash and Wolf extended the (weak
interaction) SKIPPY code (Refs. 2.1.146 and 2.1.165) to flows with strong interactions by
implementing a parabolized Navier-Stokes procedure for the jet. They also investigated
the effects of three different turbulence models.

Ref. 2.1.166 (Kern, Hopcraft) reports on afterbody flow results obtained by
coupling a two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solution for the jet with a potential flow
analysis of the external flow. Steps towards a code that couples complex potential flow
and/or Navier-Stokes codes to PANAIR (Ref. 2.1.167) are defined. The aim of this
investigation is the calculation of the flow around closely coupled engine-nacelle/
strut/wing configurations.
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The method of Swanson, Rubin and Khosla (Ref. 2.1.168) is similar to that of

Cosner (Ref. 2.1.153) in the use of the steady state Navier-Stokes equations. However,
instead of the velocity splitting a multiplicative composite velocity is used. The
original approach has been extended to transonic and turbulent flows and has been applied
to axisymmetric afterbody configurations with solid jet simulators. The results in
reverse flow regions differ from the measurements. Improvements in the turbulence model
are supposed to reduce these differences.

In Ref. 2.1.169 (Boppe) a patched flow model that differs from others only in
details is described. For subsonic/transonic external inviscid flow the Full-Potential
equation is solved. A shock-fitting method for the solution of the Euler equations is
applied to supersonic external inviscid flow. The displacement thickness of the afterbody
boundary layer calculated from Green's lag-entrainment integral boundary layer method
(Ref. 2.1.125) is added to the solid body. Local control volume analysis is used in
determining separation point and reattachment point locations of recirculating flow
regions. The Euler equations are solved for supersonic exhaust jet flow. Entrainment of
external flow into the supersonic jet is accounted for by adding a displacement thickness
to the jet boundary that corresponds to a fully developed turbulent mixing profile bet-
ween two incompressible streams of different velocities. The merging of the upstream
boundary layer and the jet mixing displacement surfaces is described as "smoothing".

Tinoco and Chen (Ref. 2.1.170) present a calculation method for transonic flow
around isolated engine nacelles and an extension of the method in Ref. 2.1.44 for
wing-body-strut-nacelle configurations. The flow around the isolated" nacelle and in the
jet is calculated by an Euler code (Ref. 2.1.201). A boundary layer calculation for the
internal inlet and the external fan cowl is coupled to this code and the inviscid flow
geometry is updated by the boundary layer displacement thickness during iteration cycles.
The solid plume shape and the transpiration necessary to simulate engine power effects
introduced in Ref. 2.1.44 for installed nacelles are calculated here from an axisymmetric
Navier-Stokes code (Ref2.l.5).A boundary layer analysis is conducted on the wing only.

Reviews of many of the methods described above can also be found in
Refs. 2.1.171 to 2.1.174.

2.1.5 EULER EQUATIONS

Solutions of the Euler equations can be used in multi-component models for flows
with varying total pressure and temperature and for which rotational effects cannot be

neglected. They can also be considered as "stepping stones" towards the solution of the
full Navier-Stokes equations.

In all references both the freestr.am flow and the jet flow have been calculated
by the Euler equations. Whereas Refs. 2.1.175 to 2.1.178 split the flow into domains,

Refs. 2.1.179 to 2.1.182 consider the entire flow as one domain. The solutions are found
by time-dependent computations using either a predictor-corrector scheme of MacCormack
(Refs. 2.1.175 to 2.1.161) or a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme (Ref. 2.1.182) for thetime integration.

Although the results shown look quite realistic, there are still numerical
problems to be solved. Artificial inviscid separation and questionable entropy production
at stagnation points and in shock regions are two examples. In Ref. 2.1.182 these are
assumed to depend on the boundary conditions and the numerical filtering used in that
specific code.
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2.2 DESCRIPTION OF TEST CASES

2.2.1 INTRODUCTION

A critical review of the computer programs available to the Working Group was un-
dertaken, by applying them to selected experimental test cases. Experience in other bran-
ches of computational fluid mechanics has shown that this "test case" approach is a gene-
rally revealing and constructive activity. It clarifies the scope of the various programs
and gives some indication of their current relative standing. It must be emphasized at
the outset, however, that a limited review of the type undertaken here can never provide
a full assessment either of the present accuracy of predictions or of the relative merit
of the different modelling or computational procedures for further development.

Several features of a flow field program ideally need to be assessed:-

(1) the accuracy with which the geometry is represented by the computational grid

(2) the quality of fluid behaviour modelling within the field and at its boundaries

(3) the accuracy, stability, and convergence of the solution algorithms

(4) the effect of grid density

(5) the size of computer needed and the speed of execution.

All these 5 points are best checked by test cases with a known exact solution; no such
cases are known in the present context. A massive effort, using many test cases, would be
needed to check all these five points for any of the programs, and that effort was not
available to the Working Group. Therefore, the more limited objective was selected of
illustrating the scope of the programs made available to the WG, and giving some indica-
tion of their predictive quality.

2.2.2 TEST CASE SELECTION

So the selection of test cases was made using the following criteria:-

(i) the number of cases should be small

(ii) they should be confined to an axisymmetric single stream nozzle and afterbody
and cover the major variables involved:

flight speed
jet pressure ratio and temperature
afterbody shape
presence or absence of base regions
possible presence of wind tunnel walls

They should encompass cases in which boundary layer separation did and did
not occur on the afterbody.

(iii) the experimental information should be as accurate and as comprehensive as
possible, with measurements of flow field details as well as afteroody pres-
sure distribution.

(iv) there could be no restrictions on the publication of the data, so that the
cases would be available for research workers to test their own programs in
the future.

A fairly wide range of possible cases was offered, including one of the "AGARD" af-
terbodies selected for testing by the previous Working Group.
Table 1 shows the final selection; it will be seen that each of the variables mentioned
in (ii) is covered at least once. In each experiment, only one or two test points from
the range of test conditions potentially available could be chosen.

Unfortunately, technical difficulties prevented the test results being obtained for
test case 4 (hot jet), the calculations having already been done.



Origin Flight nozzle approx jet afterboly base wird Mr:ASURETO2ITS
Reference Mach pressure temperature shape, region? tunnel t'attail

NO. ratios 'K angle blockage separation? on the in the
variation? afterLa*Iy Jet

1 2.9 8" no
2 NASA 0.8 2.9 300 circular 17* no no yes P PV
2A 5.0 arc 17' yes

3 300 no
4 DFVLR/MBB 0.7 3.0 900 (AGARD Al) no no P, 01 P,V,T
5 300 circular arc
6 300 10* yes

7 NASA 2.2 11.13 300 conical, 5" no no no P P,V

8 ONERA/AERO 0.85 300 conical, 6* yes no r, P V, T
SPATIAL 37.03

10 FFA 2.0 102.5- 300 conical 00 yes no &P one
11 17.08" 6. no
12 102.5- 6' yes

P = pressure, V = velocity, T = temperature, Tu = turbulence, bi = Doudary layer
* plus base pressure prediction for jet static pressure ratios iii the

range 1 to 15

Table 2.2.1: Test cases

Brief details of the test cases follow. Their full experimental results are tabu-
lated in an Appendix, included in the form of a microfiche.

2.2.3 ACCURACY OF TEST RESULTS

No estimates have been made (or provided by the experimenters) of the accuracy of
the quoted results. In each of the experiments, there will have been quantifiable random
inaccuracies resulting from normal instrumentation inaccuracies, but such errors in this
type of test would not be significantly large in the context of the present comparisons
with theory. However, the possibility of important systematic errors in this type of test
- especially affecting the net drag coefficient - is recognised. Such errors could arise
from non-uniform entry flow, from model support interference, from poor downstream con-
ditions, or from minor model defects. They are fully discussed in later chapters.
They cannot by their nature be quantified by the experimenter. The Working Group there-
fore selected tests undertaken by teams with great experience fully aware of the pitfalls
exposed, for example, by the earlier AGARD PEP Working Group 4 ten years ago. Further-
more, tests were chosen (as far as possible) to allow comparisons to be made of the ef-
fect of changing one parameter within a single test series, so as to minimise the impor-
tance of any systematic errors. It will be noted also that no attempt has been made to
apply "wind tunnel blockage corrections" to the quoted results since blockage is one of
the parameters investigated.
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2.2.4 CONTRIBUTORS OF THE TEST CASES

Test Case Contributor Country Address/Company

1, 2. Lawrence E. Putnam USA Mail Stop 80
Nasa Langley Research Center

2A, 7 Hampton, VA 23665

Jean Delery F O.N.E.R.A

a 29, Ave. de la Division Leclerc
F-92320 Chatillon

9, 10, Dr. S. Wagner 0 Theoretische Aerodynamik (BF 30)
Dornier GmbH

11, 12 Postfach 1420
D-7990 Friedrichshafen 1

J. Agrell FFA-Aeronautical Institut of Sweden
P.O. Box 11021
S-16111 Bromma
Sweden

3, 4, Dr. A Zacharias 0 Messerschmitt-Bblkow-Blohm GmbH
Military Aircraft Division,LKE123

5, 6 P.O. Box 80 11 60
8000 MUnchen 80

2.2.5 DATA AVAILABLE

Test Cases Measurement Incompresible Values Compressible Values Remarks

Location /D Oi/ D i/D I Hi 63c-/ UI -1.D I c

2 -2,935 0,0168 0,0074 2,28 0,0184 0,0071 2,60 3 from M/
2 -1,967 0,0168 0,0074 2,28 0,0184 0,0071 2,60 fmeasured
3,4,(5,6)* -2,658 0,0153 0,0097 1,57 0,0169 0,0095 1,78 from U/Uo meas.
7 -0,598 0,0201 0,0100 2,01 0,0258 0,0084 3,07 from Pt/Ptc=meas.
8 -0,200 1,40 0,0374 0,0227 1,65 by experimentalist
9,10,11,12 -1,30 1,37 0,0279 0,0088 3,18 by exp.(exept Hi)

For Test Cases 5 and 6 not related to actual body diameter but to body
diameter of Test Cases 3 and 4.

Table 2.2.2: Initial Boundary Layer Data
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2ATest Case lI 2 2A 3 I 4 5 16 7 8LLJI.1 11 1?

Surface Pressure Distribution I

-External x x > X x x/x xx x x_
- Internal - , i '

-Base Pressure x. 0 X *

Surface Temperature Distribut.

-External

- Internal '

Boundary Layer Profiles I

-Upstream of Jet Exhaust X X X X _________

- AtJet Exit X X, X

- B.L. Separation Location X X

Pitot Pressure Profiles in

Surrounding Flow X l X X X X X

-Jet X X X X X X~ . -

Shear Layer Jet X x xI x X

Temperature Profiles in

- Surrounding Flow I

- Jet I i

- Shear Layer Jet/Surround.Flow

Velocity Profiles in

Surrounding Flow X ,X N

-JetL. X 2-Je, .i~X i -X4 _
- -Shear Layer Jet/Surroumd.Flow

Turbulent Shear Stress -

Local Mach-Nuiber

- Surrounding Flow X X X X

- Jet

Shear Layer Jet/Surround. Flow

Flow Angle in [

- Surrounding Flow X X x X -

- Jet

Shear Layer A

Pressure Distribution x X
on the Tunnel Wall

Schlieren pictures IX x x

Table 2.2.3: Sumary of available data
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2.2.5.1 TEST CASES 1, 2 and 2A - NASA LANGLEY CIRCULAR ARC BOATTAIL AT MQO= 0.80

I - Model Configuration (see Figures 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4)

A. Forebody - 14* Cone/Circular Arc/Cylinder (see Figure 2.2.2)
B. Nozzle for Test Case 1 (see Figure 2.2.3)

Length to Maximum Diameter Ratio 1/D = 1.768
Base Diameter to Maximum Diameter Ratio dB/D, 1/D - 0.51
Chord Boattail Angle P. 8.

C. Nozzle for Test Case 2 and 2A (see Figure 2.2.4)
1/D - 0.80, dB/O = 0.51, P= 17'

II. Model Installation in Tunnel (See Fig. 2.2.5) 0.098 % blockage

III. Free Stream and Jet Conditions

M(, = 0.80 NPR = 2.9 for Test Case 1 and 2

Pro
= 

101.0 kPa NPR = 5.0 for Test Case 2A

Tto
= 

310K Ttj = 300K

IV. Data Available

A. External Surface Pressures
B, Local Mach Number and Flow Angle in Flow Field Outside Jet Exhaust
C. Pitot Pressure in Jet Exhaust and in Shear Layer Between Jet and External

Stream
D. Boundary Layer Separation Location
E. Boundary Layer Profiles Upstream of boattail

V. References

2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2.5, 2.2.6
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NASA AIR-POWERED CONE-CYLINDER MODEL

STA 137.16
SALID - 0.-80.

D=1524 DBID = 0.51
CIRCULAR-ARC

NOZ.ZLE

>\ TOTAL-TEMPERATURE
PROBE (ROTATED 450

FOR CLARITY)
TOTAL-PRESSURE

45' RA KE

Figure 2.2.1: Drawing of exhaust-nozzle simulator. (All dimensions are in centi-
meters unless otherwise noted.)

Stad of boattail

x/D 0.0 1.001667 3.041077 9.000000

olD rID 40 rID From x/D - 0.0 to x/D = 1.001667

0.0 0.0 1.8 0.408170 r/D - 0.249251(x/D)
.1 .024925 1.9 .422439

.2 .049850 2.0 .435487

.3 .074775 2.1 .447323 * From x/D 1.001667 to xlD 3.041077

.4 .099700 2.2 .457950 
2

5 .124626 2.3 .467373 r/ D- 7.932489 + q(x/D) 6.082154(x/D) + 61. 858721
.6 .149551 2.4 .475596
.7 .174476 2.5 .482623 * From o/D 3.041077 to o/D 9000000

.8 .199401 2.6 .488456

.9 .224326 2.7 .493099 r/D - 0.500000

1.0 .249251 2.8 .496553
1.1 .273551 2.9 .498820

1.2 .296564 3.0 .499900
1.3 .318300 3.1 .500000
1.4 .338771

1.5 .357985
1.6 .375951
1. 7 .392677 9.0 .500000

Fiuure 2.2.2: Details of 14"-cone/circular-arc/cylinder forebody.
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Figure 2.2.3: Details of nozzle configuration for AGARD WG-08 Test Case 1.
All dimensions are in centimeters unless otherwise noted.

liaise 1ii. S Situe hi 1c7reSl ii. cc.1
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/
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W~ leao AcTS2 1'P'1't 5, .11D

2.26 iS d SoQS( S.].
.12D 388' RID5 1Q1

.524 Iilz ScM MO /De 1
S1 1cSS S.2i S ID S 533

z7z 16s , 115 5151 L ~
25 S' 158 - i 55.eq IS

li 1 55 8 s4. i. 5ic

4111 ISSI

Figure 2.2.4: Details of nozzle configuration for AGARD-WG-08 Test Case 2 and 2A
All dimensions are in centimeters unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 2.2.5: Photograph of model and flow survey device in the NASA Langley
16-Foot Transonic Tunnel.
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2.2.5.2 TEST CASES 3, 4, 5 AND 6 - AGARD MODEL A-I with P- 10' AND Moo 0,70

I. Model Configuration (See Figures 2.2.6 and 2.2.7)

A. Forebody - Cylinder (See Figure 2.2.8)

B. Nozzle - AGARD Al

1/D 1.6578

VB/D .4154

P 10
°

II. Model Installation in Tunnel (See Figure 2.2.8)

A. For size of model relative to tunnel see Figure 2.2.7 and 2.2.8
B. For test cases 3 and 4 calculations are to be made by assuming model is

in free air. That is tunnel walls are not present.

1II. Free-Stream and Jet Conditions

MOD - 0.70 NPR - 3.0

TtD - 300K

PtCD- 101.0 kPa

Ttj - 300K for all cases except case 4

Ttj - 900K for case 4

IV. Data Available

A. External Surface Pressures
B. Velocity and Temperature Profiles in External and Jet Exhaust Flows
C. Boundary Layer Profiles
D. Model Surface Temperatures
E. Tunnel Wall Static Pressures.

V. References

2.2.7, 2.2.8, 2.2.9, 2.2.10
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0. 5

0. 3-/0 0 0,5338
0,6438 ,C

0.2 -1. 1416 1. 4788

0. 1 11 Sb7B

/

-1. 6570

Figure 2.2.6: Details Of the AGARD A-1 model. Al] dimensions are non-dimensiona-
lized by the body maximum diameter.

0 /2. Circular arc contourconst. 
- i0 °

62 

.5ar

5.207.23

AGARO WG-06 

, 0 .. 
L 

DD  R A = 
L 2 =b R

T , c ., 
os- 

r!! .mn [mm] (m] (m (mm] 101 
-~ Tnn'-e l .... ,

5 
s 

I 45.5 
75.43 

15.90 220.55 
10 1.6578 

0.415 
4.8472 

1.07%

3 
.

ASASO 
,1 

67.0 
111.07 

27.83 
324.76 

10 
1.6578 

0.415 
.8472 

2.32%

2 
w 3 

125.0 
207.23 

51.92 
605.9 

10 
1.6578 

0.415 
.8472 

8.07%

Note: 
Test 

cases 
3 and 

4 are 
to 

be 
computed 

for 
0.0% 

blockage. 

That 
is,

calculations 

are 
to 

be made 
assuming 

tunnel 
walls 

are 
not 

present.

Fiur 22.7: Details of the blockage models. All dimensions 
are in millimeters

unless 
otherwise 

noted.
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/ s- Combustion .hamber

' Ra-ke displacement
i BelImouth d evic

Primary Test section Jet rake Diffusor Jet engine J 79 Sound
compressed air Afterbody model rnmax 50 Kg absorber

Nozzle

Jet Induction wind tunnel (SIB) of DFVLR

K' RAFE_

3- - EE
232

2 3 3

4' , 7 8

Measuring Plane

Figure 2.2.8: Model arrangement in the jet induction wind tunnel (SIB) of DPVLR.
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2.2.5.3 TEST CASE 7 - NASA LANGLEY = 5* CONICAL BOATTAIL AT MOD= 2.20

1. Model Configuration (see Figures 2.2.9 and 2.2.10)

A. Forebody - 14* Cone Cylinder
a. Boattail (configuration 6 of Figure 2.2.10) I/D = 0.60

Boattail Angle P= 5*

II. Model Installation in Tunnel (see Figures 2.2.9 and 2.2.11)

II. Free Stream and Jet Conditions

Moo = 2.20 NPR = 11.13

Pto = 124.1 kPa Tt j = 300K

Tt CD = 316.67K

IV. Data Available

A. External Surface Pressures
B. Internal Surface Pressures
C. Local Flow Angle, Mach Number, and Static Pressure in

Flow Field Outside Exhaust

D. Boundary Layer Profiles Upstream of boattail

V. References

2.2.11, 2.2.12

I C ,IdICO' ooe0 odyw-th
bo-ndoy- !ayer Srey ke-,

-o0 e -- - - - ---

5 cn lBela.o

Cl', 00- 0'o e '0C~ Ce CC'' '

L45.

I S, m~olol"noe, eo'00'Id >\ e

3 Ch,, 1,7 -dI

2075 152.-C

3 302 -N'

...ot . .lo "-sc al.

Figure 2.2.9: Sketch of jet-engine exhaust-nozzle simulator. All dimensions in
centimeters unless otherwise noted.
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Figure 2.2.10: Details of nozze~.5 rAll diesin ar ncnietr eta

noted. Areas listed are in square Centimeters.

t ~T-n1 .-V i
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Figure 2.2.11: Wind-tunnel flow-field survey apparatus.



2.2.5.4 TEST CASE 8 - ONERA/AEROSPATIALE CONICAL BOATTAIL WITH P = 6' AND SAS.

I. Model Configuration (see Figures 2.2.12 and 2.2.13)

A Axisymmetric afterbody with conical boattail ( 3 = 6 °
) and nozzle.

B Geomet''cal definition of the external contour of the afte,body shown in
Figure 2.2.12

C Geometrical definition of the nozzle given Figure 2.2.13

II. Model Installation in Tunnel (see Figure 2.2.14)

Nose sting mounted model. Tested in the ONERA S3Ch transonic wind-tunnel
(continuous return wind tunnel). Model installation is shown in Figure
2.2.14. The model is mounted with zero yaw and zero angle of attack in the
center of the WT.

The S3Ch WT has a quasi-octagonal test section (Cross sectional area equal
to 0.66 m

2
) inscribed in a circle of diameter D = 1 m.

The upper and lower walls are perforated (porosity to 0.20 ) and slightly
diverging (30').

Geometry of test section is shown in figure 2.2.15.

III. Free Stream and Jet Conditions

1. External Flow

MOD = 0.85

Pt,1 0 100 kPa

TtOD- 325 K (mean test value)

In fact the tabulated (and plotted) quantities (i.e. mean velocity components
and Reynolds tensor components) are relative to a conventional stagnation
temperature:

Tt,,
= 

288 K

Boundary-layer characteristics:

The external layer has been probed for 4 angular positions ( s = 0,90
°
, 180

°

and 270
°
) at a station located 20mm upstream of the base (X -20 mm). Its

averaged integral properties are:

- displacement thickness: 6" = 0.00374 m;

- momentum thickness: = 0.00227 m; I compressible values

- incompressible shape parameter H i = 1.40;

- estimated physical thickness: 5 = 0.024 m.

2. Nozzle flow

Mj = 2.9.

This is a mean value, the flow being not strictly uniform in the nozzle exit
plane.

PJ = 1,17 (for Mj = 2.9).

Ttj = 300 K.
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IV. Data available

Pressures on the afterbody;

Mean-velocity components and Reynolds tensor components in the near wake
flow region (by use of a two-color LDV system).

V. References

2.2.13

ONERA/AEROSPATIALE TEST CASE

cylindlrical R :0.04

- 0D10015 0 0.0 7898

LL 0.1

base on diameter D = 71 mm
diameter D,3= 78.98 mm D=47m

diameter DiO 15 mm

Figure 2.2.12: Geometrical Definition of the Afterbody
(conical boattail, L - D, 13 - 6")
All dimensions in m

Fiue221 emtia eiiino h febd
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ONERA AEROSPATIALE Test Case

6. Li .0.02176

01 x Dj .0.015

Radius of curvature at the throat Rj =0.00445

X 103 Y 103 X 103 Y 103

0.5,36 375 32 7P. 72 ''' 2g .825! 23 '2 .5" =:-
3 5 2 .3 O .'5

3 2 330 '.4, 25'3 937

3.5 ;.541 8' '5.22 -

3 '33.28 273 '5.322 5.8

I' 5 939 5.25
f  

3' "'.f'9 7,9

fZ 6, -,5 5. 308 32 93 , 7 35

,2 7.317 5,8.8 22 '39 75

S . '7 5.777 J, 9. !3 '3

5 8. 203 1.9o 35 f?.22 75 7 9

'6 9. 1789 6.)23 3o ,9 5'0 - '9

!7 9.3 5 6. 129 37 37. -4; 7,53

'8 9.)6 t .23 38 2'. 74! 7. ,3

!9 !0. 34 7 6. J28

23 ?1.5 f33 q.22

Figure 2.2.13: Geometrical Definition of the Nozzle
All dimensions in m
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ONERA AEROSPATIALE Test Case

width~ 0.9 after body

2 70-.Tt 350- M.08

Figure 2.2.14: Model Installation in the Onera S3 Ch W (All dimensions in m)

ONERA AEROSPATIALE Test Case

perforated wall (porosity =02

r.7-

0.741 20--40.9

= 1.75

Figure 2.2.15: ONERA S3 Ch Transonic wind Tunnel -Thast Section Geometry
(All dimensions in m)
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2.2.5.5 TEST CASES 9, 10, 1 AND 12 - FFA CONICAL BOATTAIL WITH BASE AT MC, = 2.01

1. Model Configuration (see Figure 2.2.17)

Two boattail angles: 0 = 0 6; (6* conical boattail chosen Sincu
this is an optimum angle 2.2.15, 2.2.16

Afterbody length: L/D I

Nozzle: nearly uniform conical flow O= 20*; Mj = 2.5
(nozzle exit)
nozzle calioration: see Figure 2

Radius ratio: RII/R 2E = 0.6

U1. Model Installation in Tunnel (see Figure 2.2.16)

Suck down windtunnel with stagnation conditions corresponding to ambient at-
mospheric conditions (tunnel cross section 0,46 x 0,57 m

2 
corresponding to 3

percent blockage)

Reynolds number per meter: Re = 13 x 106 1 (boundary layer transition strip
85 mm from nose)

Ill. Free Stream and Jet Conditions

External Mach number: MOD = 2.01

Static pressure ratios: Pj/POO = 1.0; 6.0

Cold jet: Ttj = TtCO = 286 K

IV. Data available

Tabulated pressure recordings from FFA Technical AU-913. The numbers of
the pressure orifices correspond to the positions given in the test case
decription. P2 is a reference pressure taken on the model surface 2.2 dia-
meters ahead of the base and representing PCO ' PE"

Plots of base pressure and separation point position are presented for the
whole pressure ratio range and for all boattail angles tested in order to
give a complete impression of the experiments.

Schlieren pictures for cases 9, 10, 11 and 12.

Since oilflow pictures are only available for pressure ratio P3 /Pm =9.0
at boattail angle PE = 6*, such a photograph and the corresponding
Schlieren picture are also included in order to reveal the excellent
agreement in separation prediction between oilflow visualization and ex-
trapolation of the corresponding shock wave onto the the body surface.

External Boundary Layer

V. References

2.2.14, 2.2.15, 2.2.16
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Figure 2.2.16: Details of wind tunnel model

P PS
E_ quoI, spoced osr, lc '

I rfice saember o M 01

General Configuration and Nomenclature

Mj =2.5 l =20

50 0 y MaCh-
77,, " mm n umber

3 0 2-
o 75 250
3 0 2.1.8

Nozzle colbration

Base orif ces

Norle exit 30mm

030

LoCation of base pressure tops*

Test case 9,10 DT /0 0.82 ax mrs oo -6.00 -12.00 - 4 00 -16.00 -17.00
lest case 1112, OT ID :0.75 1500 I 1282 10.63 992 9.15 932

rmr -18 0 -9 00 -2000 -2100 -1.5.00 -7700
mm 926 92 926 9'" 1113 13S3

Afterbody orifice locations Nozzle coordinates

Figure 2.2.17: Details of nozzle. All dimensions are in millimeters unless
otherwise noted.
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2.3 COMPILATION OF RESULTS

The figures should be self-explanatory if one notes that the jet exit is at
X/D = 0.0 for all test cases. For the same test case some plots (e.g. c along boattail
or drag build-up) are included several times, each containing results of different con-
tributors. In that case, the first plot shows the results of all contributors without
identification including the experimental data. This figure is followed by figures in
which either Navier-Stokes, IVI, or Euler results have been plotted as specified in each
figure. The curves in these plots are marked by the identification number of each contri-
butor. These identification numbers are specified in the table of Fig. 2.3.1.

The boattail pressure drag coefficient CDPBT has been calculated by most of the
contributors by using the trapezoidal rule. The test data have been integrated before and
after extrapolating the measured boattail pressure coefficient linearly from the last
measuring station to the end of the boattail. Both values are presented. The result of
the extrapolation has been marked by a dashed line in the bar graph for CDPBT.

Thirteen figures have been devised to present the data of each test case:

Fig. 1: Boattail wall pressure coefficient
Fig. 2z Drag buildup along boattail
Fig. 3: Axial velocity on jet centerline
Fig. 4: Mach number on jet centerline
Fig. 5t Static temperature along jet centerline
Fig. 6t Pitot pressure along jet centerline
Fig. 7: Bar graph of base drag coefficient
Fig. 8: Bar graph of boattail pressure drag coefficient
Fig. 9s Bar graph of boattail friction drag coefficient
Fig. 10: Bar graph of total boattail drag coefficient
Fig. llt Skin friction coefficient
Fig. 12: Pressure coefficient along base grid line
Fig. 13: Tunnel wall pressure coefficient

In cases where there was no data available for specific figures these figures
have been skipped without renumbering of the other figures.

ID T es t C as e
No. Participant Organization Method 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 12

I ZANNETTI/ONOFRI Turin Politecnico EULER x S

2 VUILLOT/VEUILLOT ONERA EULER s x s

3 BISSINGER/EBERLE MBB-LKE EULER s x s

4 PUTNAM/WILMOTH NASA-Langley 1.0... , x I

5 KUHN NIELSEN ENG. I.V.I. x X X

6 HODGES RAE N.V.. I xx

B7 HARDY/DUTOUQUET SNEC .v.I. M x ULE
SRADESPIEL NAAAe .S. x x X X

B.IM BondryElmet Meto

' 9 ACHAR,4S MB -K B... [ xl

.0 ELERY ONERA M.C.M. Method
I1 LACAU/BERRUE AEROSPATIALE ADDY

12 ADDY U. of Illinois ADDY 13MOORE BAe POo Y X !X --
140 IWGE ONER W MCM

15 MOORE BAsE MOULDEN oue iP

16 WAGNER DORNIER N.S. I xx X X X X

17 OEIWERT NASA-Ames N.S. X X X X

18 FORESTER/KERN BOEING NIS. X

EULER Solution of Euler Equations
I.V.I. Inviscid/Viscous Interaction MethodB.E.M. Boundary Element Method
M.C.M. Multi Component Method
ADDY Addy Program
MOULDEN Moulden Program
N.S. Solution of Navier-Stokes Equations

FIG. 2.3.1: Participants and Methods used in AGARD Working Group 08
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IVI Solutions
0 . 4 + -Measurement

0. Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
. 4,5,6,7,8,9 7
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WG08 TEST CASE I
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WG08 TEST CASE 2
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Euler Solutions

0.6 + = Measurement
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WG08 TEST CASE 2
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0. 00s

0. 004

LL 0.003 -

0.002 -

0.001 - A

0.000 - Co ntributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

-0.001 Eg

- SEPARATION

2BOATTAIL SHOULDER POINTI I I I I I

-1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.2.11a

0 005

.0 004

0.003
OJ 0 002

0.002 
Navier-Stokes Solutions
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

0.00016,170 .000

-0.001 
tEXP" 17

TSEPARATION
-0. 002 POINT

I BOATTAIL SHOULDER
-16 -1 .4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0

X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.2.11b

0. 005

0 .004

0.003

0.002 - 4

0.001 - 5
0 000IVI Solutions

0.000 ontributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

-0.001 45EP
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-0.002 POINT
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

I I I I[II

-I 6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.2.11c

SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT

WG08 TEST CASE 2
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0.8
0.7

0.6 -All Solutions
+ = Measurement

0.5 -Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
2,3,4,6,7,9,16

0.3
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0.0
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-0. 6ON
-0. 7

BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0. 8 -0.6 -0. 4 -0. 2 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.2A.Ia
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
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0.7 - Navier-Stokes + Euler Solutions -

0 .6 -+ = Measurement
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
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o. 0.4

0.2 - 16

0.1 ++l ++ +

-0. 2
-0. 3

-0. 4
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-0. 6ON
-0.7

I BOATTAIL SHOULDER
-1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0. 8 -0. 6 -0. 4 -0. 2 0.0

X/D
FIG.NO.: 2.3.2A.lb
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

WG08 TEST CASE 2A
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0.8
0.7
0. 6 - VI Solutions

0.5 -Co ntributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
4,6,7,9 9

o. 0.4

0.2 - 17

0.1 .7
-4

-0 .1 697 6
-0.2
-0.3 «<9

-0.4
-0. 5 AEXP. SEPARAI ION

-0.65 POINT

-0.7
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.2A.lc
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
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All Solutions
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

0 0048 4,16

0.0040
o 0.0032

0.0024 16

0.0016

0.0008

0.0000 4

-0.0008 4
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-1.6 -1.4 -1.2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.2A.11

SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT

1 .50

1 .25

N
1.00 All Solutions

+ = Measurement

Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
3,7,16+

0.75 + 16/7

+

w+
+73

0.50 +

02s -

16

0.00

0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6
CP

FIG.NO.: 2.3.2A.12

PRESSURE COEFFICIENT ALONG BASE GRID LINE

WG08 TEST CASE 2A
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0.6

0.5 /

All Solutions
0.4 -+0 Measurement

a. Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

0. 3 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,16,17

0.2

0.1

0.0

-0.1

-0.2

r 3:

-0.4
IBOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.3.1a
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

0.6

0.5 Navier-Stokes Solutions
+ = Measurement

0.4 Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
0. 16,17

0.3 8 . I t 16

0.2 16 17

0.1 17.1 16

0.0

-0.1 16

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4 I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.3.1b
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

WG08 TEST CASE 3

4



i 8.6

0.6

O.S
IVI Solutions

0.4 + = Measurement
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
4,5,6,7,8,90.3 7

'-4

0.2
\6

0.1

0.09

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4
IBOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.3.1c
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

0.6 2

Euler Solutions
+0= Measurement

0.4 Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
a. 2,3

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0 +

-0. 
+++

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4
IBOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.2 -2'.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.& -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.. 2.3.3.1d
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT

WG08 TEST CASE 3
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0,09 All Solutions
+ - Measurement

Contributors (Pig: 2.3.1):0 .08 - 2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,16,17

0.07

n 0.06
00s

-o

D 04 

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.00

-0.01
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-2.0 -1.6 -1'.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.3.2c

DRAG BUILDUP ALONG BOATTAIL

0.09
Navier-Stokes Solutions

0.08 + - Measurement
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
16,17

0.07

.0 06

-j
m 0 05

0.04

C 0.03
17 16

0.02 
16

0.0 -0

-0.01
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.t 2.3.3.2b

DRAG BUILDUP ALONG BOATTAIL

WG08 TEST CASE 3



0.09
IVI Solutions

0.08 + Measurement
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
4,5,6,7,8,9

0.07
CL 7

D 0.06
.J50.05

O .04

0.03
6

0.02

0.01 9 -4

0.00

-0.01
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.3.2c
DRAG BUILDUP ALONG BOATTAIL

0.09 Euler Solutions
+ = Measurement

0. 08 Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
2,3

0.07

0.
D 0 06

0.05 - + +

D0.04 + + 2

0.03 - +

0,02 - 3

0.01

0.00

-0.01
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-2.0 -1.6 -1.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.3.2d
DRAG BUILDUP ALONG BOATTAIL

WG08 TEST CASE 3
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6" 15

'D 1.4
z 1.3
= 1.2
L.)<I!

1.8
8.9

0.8
0.7 All Solutions

Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
2,3,4,8,16,17

8.5
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-0.2
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0.4 9
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-02 5

-0.3 .BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.8 -1.5 -1 .2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.4.ic
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
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1.7
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AXIAL VELOCITY ON JET CENTERLINE
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1.9
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X- Navier-Stokes Solutions:) 1.4 "a e tks ou oz Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
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1.2

0.9

0.8

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.4.4b
MACH NUMBER ON JET CENTERLINE
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-o 1.5

z IVl Solutions
Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1)::r 1.3 -4,8

1 .2

.0 4

0.9

0.8
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X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.4.4c
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2.8

z 2.6

2.4 All Solutions
I-- Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

2.2 -4,8,17

2.80

1 .8

1.6

1.4

0 0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0
X/D

FIG.NO,: 2.3.4.5a
STATIC TEMPERATURE ALONG JET CENTERLINE
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z 2.6
- 2 .4 Navier-Stokes Solutions

"- Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

2.2 17

2.8

1.8
17

1.6

1.4

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 14.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.4.5b
STATIC TEMPERATURE ALONG JET CENTERLINE
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.4.11
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All Solutions
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IBOATTAIL SHOULDER

i 21

-3.2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 -11.2 -0.8 -0.4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.5.ta
BOATTAIL .JALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
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0.5

IVI Solutions

0.4 + = Measurement
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0.004

0.003
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0.002

All Solutions8
Contributorg (Fig: 2.3.1):
8

0.001

0. 000J
I BOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO. 2.3.5.11
SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT

All Solutions
0. + - Measurement
0.1 -Conributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

C-)

0.0-

-0.2- BOATTA IL
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X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.S.13
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0.7

0.6
All Solutions

0.5 + = Measurement 3

Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):

0.4 3,8,9

o03

0.3 8

0.2

0. f 3

0.0

-0.1 8+ + +9

-0.2
IBOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3. 2 -2.8 -2.4 -2.0 -1.6 - .2 -0. 8 -0. 4 0.0
X/D

FIG.NO.: 2.3.6.la
BOATTAIL WALL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
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IVI Solutions
+ = Measurement
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0.04

.0 03D
0 02

m 0 01
0.00 -+++
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All Solutions
-0.04 + = Measurement +
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.6.2

DRAG BUILDUP ALONG BOATTAIL
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1.7
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D .4
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. I
All Solutions
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Contributors (Fig: 2.3.1):
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.6.3
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All Solutions

Contributors (Fig: 2.3
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0.001

0.000
JBOATTAIL SHOULDER

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0

X/D
FIG.NO.: 2.3.6.11
SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT

0.3 All Solutions
+ - Measurement3
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FIG.NO.: 2.3.6.13
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2. . - EVALUATION OF dINVISClll AND PATCHED l AIX-[ AeI '0AiE tIob$

2.4.1 - Brief diescript ion of cadcudt ion methods -

2..d. - Perfect fluid-c,,lculat tons -

Intro)ductory remarks -

Four contributions comprise perfect fluid calculations. Three ot tsem are solutions of the Euler
equations. According to this approach viscous effects are ne'glected and consequentlov the entire flow
is assumed to be inriscid, a classical slip condition being prescribed on solud boundaries, and
frontiers between different streams heing coosidered as sli itIItes. lie fourth method (contri-
fltoil, ot ,, ltl I ot II', cuiiiit voiii'j ,I. Iot ,-, '-Ini,] reilttil -illig the ot-
1 1.-t1 v'tji,it I- t olie external flow.

It should be said that comparison of such calculations with experiment has no significanc tn
situations where separation 15 likely to occur -or occurs effectvl on the afterbodly, Indeed in)
this case strong viscous effects are present in the flow so that an entirl inriscid flow model can
he totl unrealistic. The main interest of the Euler contributions lies in fact in a comparison
of the accuracy asd of the reliabi lit of difeli codeiaiming at ti solution of the Saine equations
applied to identical comaSuritiois. Such a comparisoi is of course entrencly useful since any Intro
duict ion of a ciscoaIs correct ion -as in nociscid, Viscous Inteructive nethods- obriousle requires a
sulficieotlo, accurte basic inciscid flow calculation.

fiirthrore. purely in-ciid calcu 10 on arc interesti1mg for at least two other reasons

- thec- arc needed for f low diagnostic and they can he estremele useful to0 evaluate witd i nnel

blockage elf'cts (see Section 2.4.2.2. below) ;

Ii - Elrr codes, are a stepping stoor towaril Nl ier-Stokes codes. Nacier-ioe codes chico do not
dive tbeL correct isci flow part will never h.- ahle to calculate toe correct viscous flow.

Fb.' -Ca tIrihtu t i's , iI/, i niit'tii ,tuoil, ,~ t r (22. 1 - 7. i (nuohe r I)

In t 1i . ..nt.... I merlicl tilt'loer ciloat 11)s ire solveditobr a compressible rotaional flow ouich cool
"c ltll subov"Ic.,rsii or foll Ioupecsonic . The steady state solut ion is sought loc the use of

it' narching tec hnIi'. however the matco of solution adopted he're utili/es am original procedure
haseid upon the hi-i of tharicterist irs I 2-83 .

InI order I. ,I, hav '' iserl scheme always consistent with thc' usury' propaigiation phenomal usplicitlc
11-d liv Ilie, t lre-ic pcdent Euler eluutaiomS, the governing equations are recast as conipalibulity

,,,i in c 'iictrio .t ic surtives. 'he toitai of tho' equatiions finally aiiopied is io lo-t the cesult
ttro cotaterist ic surfaces. Eadch ofi the retatited equal io contauins derivattives compute'd along

tw~ lii' on -- , chi ieii sor ul nimelo the hit hliict'ris buys tln which the signals propaugate
Iiid sitller lIte ll)t' lb-ii liner Combinition eliminates all cii'is it'' i rloted ito btiharacteritc

ie one ic cltn J~optedi be lottgs to the s-cablbed lambda faly . Pie spat ialI part- d Iterivcartices
art' apprinximlttr o a one-sided finite llfference ill order to take into aoontF the p j yciteCti
of propigariion 01 sigitals alting 1iicharacteristivs.

yor tiit liristt .ppl cat itt the ioputaciorial domain is r dLd into lw-i sohItiOmlan 4 ait 4 bs'c
fig. 2.1by mcons i. .t cut line issujing from the afterhody trailing edge IF:

- ouhiomoin ID, is the internal flow - or enxtaust plunie. It is confited by the centr line I., , 'he
nottle wall . the cot line 1 and tile permehi hounorieo Z', lidEf

- uIbliotin 04 is the eniurnal f low. It is co+ined hy the upper wa I 112 atid thti cut I Int
Xrf . it canttsendl to infitrlin thI directiin or it can ho' contitted ho the -il1 'f a cootiri

It is limited by, tuti peellto htitdtes ,~ aIt it etalcre, IY- at Ii' colt.

Dlit cut l ince separatung .4 and 40 is in fici a Streamline which is il- aictiaci duscomli iuir
if thle st tgnatt nit conti it iuns atid c it i iiermodcmanuic proper t ies 01 rte flt I111 do s I£T.Z atid 

2
, art'

dIif eren t. IiS onrtICi11 i doinrtmaU I ty' V~ t timputed as an explicit discitttnuito . It Is coTISIdet ed
'is an impermeable andti per Vc I ,efitnal utl 1. OIn the two sides of F the tangent ial componient

hrI i flow orloic It V atnd the tortal pressure coo be discontinuous. '-ille the static pressure and the
Iirml imap-oit 'tf the flow yelvtcitv ire conmtinuons. At rthe start of rthe ctlcU1,t1 inl n 00 nit .it ICo

tit I gti Iitid on pe..11 i), Ii I to' let is assumed. SinCe it uS not compatible u-it I a steady state soluti
- nsrmphose to genetral ed

turing the transient phase tif thiec Calculation. this contact discontunuiv changes its shipe in tiler
to sotlisf the ctndi tIoans of Impenetrahi lity tud continuity of the static pressure .tcross Ii. Ai the
,-I cif the trinsir. phase ai final sope which Satisfies the Steady state flow condition Is oblinll

lit, ippl ted lintndarv itnit titus tre as fol ltiws

I ti the tpstret -irmeaible biodirics X f and 
1
1 (set Fig. ).4.1) the total pressure5

tool temperature r and flow. angle, 0 are prescribed if the- incoming flow is subsounic. It it
is supersonic ill I ut' fotur f low pritlerties (nl P , 7,. plus the stati prI oui li
most hi' pri- rilitd ,'n F,, tndI
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ii - at the outlet permeable boundaries two cases must also be considered

* if the flow is subsonic the pressure is prescribed,
* while if the flo is supersonic no boundary conditions are needed.

iii - on the upper boundary J,, and on the solid walls a slip condition is applied, i.e. the slope
of the velocity vector is prescribed.

iv - on the axis Lig symmetry is stated.

Thus the problem has in fact four kinds of boundary

a - solid wall and center line,
b - inlet permeable surfaces,
c - outlet permeable surfaces,
d - interface (the contact discontinuity)

Ali these boundaries are treated so as to be consistent with the physical phenomena which take place
in the actual transient phase. The use of the bicharacteristics compatibility relations allows a
rational imIaementation of these boundary conditions.

Two different grids are used in the two subdomains 0, and , . In the inner flow the mesh lines

are defined by the X = const. and Y = coust, lines where

X=

with X and 9 cartesian coordinates, q4 and 9a being tee ordinates of the upper and lower
boundaries reipectively.

The external flow region is mapped in a similar way in the case of a nozzle in a tunnel while if
the region extends to infinity, the Y co-ordinates are stretched according to the formula

Y tanA[ (-Y/-)] - task (44)
1- task (69)

where I is a stretching parameter, D is the maximum diameter of the afterbody, A i ny1 /D-t) n
which 14 is the ordinate of the lo.- boundary (wall of the afterbody and interface). Ihe line

= I corresponds to infinity in th Y direction. The location of the last computed 7 = coost.
line is at about one and a half or two diameters D depending u the test case.

In all the test cases 40 x 6 intervals in the inner region and 40 x 13 in the outer region hase been

used (see example of mesh in Fig. 2.4.2).

The contribution of loillot and Veuillot-[2.4.9-10 (number 2)

In this method the Euler equations are solved numerically by a pseudo-unsteady type method in which
the stagnation enthalpy is assumed always constant. An advantage of this assumption is t' avoid the
solution of the energy equation. As a result the unsteady phase of the calculation has no physical
mearing since the constancy of enthalpy is only satisfied when a steady state is reached.

The continuity and momentum equations are integrated step-by-step iii time by usii.g an explicit
predictor-corrector scheme with a local time step technique. The spatial derivatives are discretized
directly in the physi.al plane ( . , i ) hv mians of finite difference formulae.

As shown in Fig. 2.4.1 the computational domain is divided into two subdomaitm 4 and ,z by means
of a cut line issuing from the arterbody trailing edge. In fact, as in the previous method, domain

X4 identifies with the exhaust jet and domain Vz with the external flow. The enthalpy which is
constant in each subdomain may be different from one to the other.

As in the previous method the cut line separating 4 and , is a streamline on which compatibility
conditions between the two adjacent flows are enforced, namely equality of pressure and flow direction.
This streamline is fitted as a mesh line whether or not it is a real slip line. In the course of the
unsteady phase of the calculation this streamline is moving until it reaches an equilibrium position
when convergence is reached. Thus the mesh has to be readjusted at every time step.

The applied boundary conditions are the following :

i - on the inlet boundaries I, and 4f (see Fig. 2.4.1) the direction of the velocity vector
O (here e - 0) and the stagnation pressures , and 1. are prescribed if the flows are
subsonic. All the flow properties would be given at these boundaries if the incoming streams
were supersonic.

ii - on the outlet boundaries 1j, and £gy the two cases are distinguished

if the Mach number is subsonic a non reflection condition is applied.
* if the Mach number is supersonic no conditions have to be prescribed.

iii - on the upper boundary iz a slip condition is applied

iv - on the axis Z4 symmetry is stated.
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Ihe treatment It the above boundary conditions is achieved by teats ft i t(ts ihlqut i-cts on (ompa-
libiltt relations derived from the theory of characteristics.

Artificial viscosity terms are added to the equations in order to etotre th itI ity ot the scheme
and to capture shocks (if any) correctly.

The mesh is defined by two families of lines. The I-liines are- verti-il irid the -I ine are interpolated
between a Jil-line and a J2-line, which are the given boundaries ol vich domairt. lie( iitnil exhaust
plume boundary is horizontal, The mesh is refined inside the nozzlt in the I direction and near the
cut line for subdomain Dz in the J-direction.

The following table gives the number of mesh points ot each tompoted test (as. An ixlmple of a mesh
is shown in Fig. 2.4.3.

* :Number of mesh points

R L on in x direction iII V direct tor i

'Test case : the .

body in in in in

1 :3 6 6 67 : SI : 86 t I : 1t )
2 : t3 : 37 48 : 51 : I5 1A

- 2A : 3 t 3 : 17 : 48 51 : 15 1
3 t 3 t 6 : 81 : 86 15 1: 1)

L and R are defined in Fig. 2.4.1.

the initial conditions are uniform flow except upstream of the nozzle exit plane in subdomain 4
There the initial flow is a one-dimensional flow calculated by means of an isentropic law.

the calculations were executed on a CRAY-I computer. For each calculation the number of iterations
was equal to 8 0010 but in fact convergence was achieved well before for most test cases (for instance
2 500 time steps were sufficient for test case 2 as shown in Fig. 2.4.4).

The cost ribution Of Rissing.r and Fberle -[2.d. 11] (number 3)

This code solves the time dependent Euler equations supplemented by the energy equation. It uses a
fully conservative predictor-corrector method (quasi-conservative for test cases S and 11).

A finite volume discretization technique is employed with flux difference splitting. Natural damping
is provided by eigenvalue decomposition. local time stepping is used.

The t low regitn for wtich t h- calcult ions ire done LsuaI IV extends from 11 times the maximum body
,irmet D upotream to 25 D downstream of the nozzle exit plane. the lateral extent is between
o D ndI 12 I .

the bttllrirst I thie tttmput't itonl domaiu are treated in a way that differs somewhat from the methods
lis r i bed above. At the ent ni e id ex it all I low variables known are spec if ied and kept constant.
[v t hit, tt rt I t i ( tsitirat ttos inltirmat ion about the flow variables needed are fed into the
flow ( ti cuI ttons. At so Id body nor ices a slip (onditivon is applied. Free stream conditions are

iet It the outer tound,irv. In t-ases with i unnel wall (test tises Sand 6) the outer boundary is
treted like a solid wall. Symmetrv is ,n itr(ed tlong the symmetry axis. the following tables gives
the number lt grild points fot vih o totid te tost (ase

itrt -ise Numbev e t grid points

S : l0 x 74
: 75 x 74

2A 75 x /4
1 1 00 x 100

10l n 72
6 : 100 x 37
1) : 100 x 98
1l 10 I0 x 92

Convergence criterion is a residuaI defnod Is the maximum of the sum of th absolute values of the
difference between iterat iins if eat ht varitble at each grid point. In addition, changes in static
pressure along the whole length ol the grid Itile forming the nozzle contour and the change of the
boatt.il pressure drag coelfficient (tPBI with ti-ritins ;are cosidered.

the ninhir t l erattins rnrges trtm it )(t) i, l
t
t IN). Improvements in grid shape are possible which

Should redue number of iterat ins an4 tompuiter time.
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For it calculation ,I the flow of test cases 5 to 6 (axisyrnetric afterbody ini a cylindrical wind
tunnel) the pressure at the exit of the computatioral domain has to be specified. Because this pressure
is not k:Lown at the start of the calculation, the final answer can be found only by an iteration
procedure during which this exit pressure is varied. II the first step the calculation was started
sith an exit prescore equivalent to tie measured wall pressure at about the same streamwise station.
the result of the calculation gave a value of the pres-ure coefficient at the body wall which lid
not go to zero far upstream of the nozzle exit plane. For the, second calculation step the original
exit pressure was corrected by toughIl the deviation of the body wall pressure from zero of the first
step. Fhe results contributed to this Working Group are the results of the second step.

Pie contribution ot 1iharlis 2..12-143 (number 9)

In this method the cuterniI i l- is assumed incompressible and irrotat ional. In these conditions the

stream funct il det ined hv :

uz ___ V= as

sItisfIes the laplave equ' t Ion 0V = 0t. Use of the streim funct ion is particuIarl rercomended
since in the piesent problem the tangential velocity Vt along the afterbody contour and/or the tunnel
wail is required. In ettect it can i e readily shown that

Vt= dV

where It is the direction normal to the surface.

An empirical flow model is used to simulate the propulsive jet. In it the displacement effect is
represented by means of a solid conica. body whose semi angle corresponds to the jet spria i ng
atgle . . Furthermore the entrainment effect of the let is represvenced by i si nk efferI . IfO this
purpose a velOLity die ribution normal to the jet biLurodarV is prescribed as sho.n in fig. 2..5. ic-

let spreading angle & and the velocity distribution of let et raisment Wi* hote been estail ished
trom extensive experiments and compiled matheMaically in the form of polynomials

& e (/s'., iP.~,u , 77,i2T , 9 ) 1 4 = boat...i. in .... e)

w':9 ( , /. , , . ,
rhe .aplace equation along with the .ppropl-tI b-lousislly tondlitLions in the inlet and clot let set toss,
on the afterhody, the tunnel wall conl,jr and the Jet is solved bv using the Boiundary Element Method.
The basic principles of this method are as toll os.

By means of weighting with the fundamental solution and the application (it Green's function it is
possible to carry over the ldplace equation 0 = which is used for potential problems ilto
Green's second equation

j [€*r' p_ do'0 f 0 [ 0) /,f - # 'd ]dJ

lhe fundamental solution thus repreovnts the solut ion if the Laplace equation In II liti liitelv extncoed
space for a source singularity of intensity I. [lii0 fondamentil solutii flot toe iwii-ilm/siLii ls'
ts :&

277

where r is the distance from the siugliri'v.

If the propertie 'i this tundimettal solution ire Laken tile i;iosiderit hIll io;-iii 's s-nold equalt-n
then it reads as follows I or any point k in an enlosed (]()main

(I c¢, i = € #,a _r [0 d*/dtJ de"

where C is ai coilstitt dependent i, the location of the pollt . Insidle the domtil C = I .iid fur
smooth boundlries C = 1).) (in the ablve equation it is the unit niim.il to IhV SlUisCa),

By sub-dividing the boundary into ilements and prdetermining tf tin lils lioI beh i vCVio Of t f
potential ind of the griLent JO ' 1a liitng the hulir - elems-it S, tihe tiliat iin I rull he
represented in the form if matrices

12107 CA - -Q

iO/)
i  ani arm, the l idnns of the nodal values oit tle gradient and 'lie potcntil, .1ercis

0Y -mis p Ire the ' tespon dlu g influence mat rices.

If point , is moved to tie boundary, Eq. 2 ran lie formulated for all the boundary elements as
fol I

'? .

-2-0-1A,
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, ' it,n i which ih us hi i 'iiirid I, , Il ,' : i' t i-,,,t I .oI t O gradient ire combined I,
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2. 4. I. 2 _ In '.1 d-1 a "u,_l atll[ , It v I .,t h,1, ,t a I I it i{o

l'he !tiat 1,1v ofI nviscid-Viscous Inteirctive I IV[ ) methods Als. called coupling etods. I - consists
In a "pl itt Ing t he Iflo Iow fh i nto. :

I an external or outer region where viscous effects (laminar as wll as urhofent stresses) are
assumed to play a negligible role,

1 1 one or several inner region(s) in which dissipative effects ire essent ial . hese regions ire
bouidary-layers, wakes, mixing zones .....

The usual [V[ is a substitute for solving tile full time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for flows
in which dissipative effects are confined within regions the size of which is small when compared
ti a character ist i length scale of the problem (chord-I enyt h of a prof i le, blade-to-blade distance
of a cascade, afterbody diameter,...).

Plus i n t lie IVl approach the external flow has to satisfy the simpler Fuler equations, which are
frequently replaced by the potnt ii equation if the inviscid flow is - or is assumed to be-irrota-
tLosal . It should be nted that what is cilled the "external flow" can in fact comprise severil
streams ; for instance the external Ilid the exhaust jet in the case of a propulsive afterbody.

On the other hand, the dissipative regions can be calculated using various flow models differing in

their level of sophistication :

i the full Navier-Stokes equations can be used [2.4.15],

it -analvt ical methods hased on asymptot ici, epnston 'r perturbation techiiques are sometimes
employed [2.4.16],

ar the most popular -and most ei nomicil- odel lowever mikes se of the Prandt thin shear lacer
equations which in' olv-d tther cby finite diflerence techniques or more frequently by integral
met buds.

ixed procedures tin in lict b ii i sagei : for i nstance boundary- layer equat ions are appl i'd ir the
major part of the viscous fI I encept on smal

1
I regions where their val dity in questionable (shock

foot region, trailing edge fl-w, largely separated cone, etc...). These sub-domains are represented
by more refined analvsey using either inil yt icil methods or numerical solving of che full Navier-
Stokes equations.,

However s ll the neithou. tested by tho il-'ittilrus til .- iWorking Group rse the classical PrandtL
eu'a tions 11) represent the I- iutOis Iayers, u" will iiit comment on ith'r possible approaches.

Briefly speaking, Iev'hopmiot of in II methud requires te following ingredients which will le
described in tie presmntati of tiie.iri',os testid IVl methods :

- a accurate and last solv r of the invisc ilf low equations,

ii -I accurate (i.e. physicalIy realistit) method to comput' dissipative flow regions,

iii represent ativ and if possible convenient compatibility relations between the outer and inner
flti regions. These compatibility relations result in a coupling equation , the form of which
may lead to delicate problems in transonic or supersonic flow.

iv a an effi(ient iterative procedure to ensure a fast convergence of the interactiVe calculation
bet weet ie two fIow regions.

the flow schematization employed in the ease of the afterhody problem is represented in Fig. 2.4.7.
In consists of two inviscid flow regions ; nattely tihe external stream which is frequently transonic
and the euhaust let which frequently expands to supersonic conditions. The dissipative part of the
flow field comprises the following "suh-regisns" which are frequently calculated by using different
models :

- the turbulent-boundary- layer developing on the upstream part of the afterhody outer part,

i, - a separated flow region developing from the separation point of the incoming boundary-layer.
This region only exists if the jet pluming or/and the shape of the afterbody downstream part
induce a sufficiently strong adverse pressure gradient.
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tl ts mi-ilool is ill tact known as The kS-.IkE iralytic-rl metirod . In i cIheirivtisc id external flow solutioin
is I rained w 1ih t he relanat.ioin percedure ,ti Soot h and Jameson _ d. ,. In t Iotr sn rig thei enact n onlin Iea r
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initiated along the in,scid plume interlace ke, Fig. 2.4.L'). ,at edge condition, and th normal
and stream. se pressure gradients are specitiod everywhere by th inyiscid external flow and the jet
exhaust solut ions.

[the turbulence cs ilritI,,t by thddy iscIIsit coricept along nitth two transport elqutiono fur fil
turbulence kinetic energy and the tulb ienc vd sipat ion rate. lile et uamlons for the shear-layver
Icont inuity, nxiral momentum, turbulence transport quantities plus species conserr rtion in tire complt
StAT version) are written with as independent variables the streanwise co-ordinate X ar t tid
so Iealfunction ;P . Ithe system of parabol ic equa tions thus obtained is solved by a I 111rte dir fIrence
marching procedure using an implicit/expliit formulation. tIre calculation is started rrt the no zle
exit for attached flow or at the reattachment location for separated flow.

In the present application, the starting velocity profiles are determined trum the knowledge of the
two displacement thicknesses at the origin if the shear-later. Tlrese displacement thickntesses are
provided by the calculation of rhe upstream part of the viscous layers. The initial velocity distri-
butions are then deduced by a law of the wall/law of the wake type representation (see Fig. 2.4.11).
Provisions are made in the program to select the initial level of the turbulent kinetic energy.

firre ilutirn of tire turibueit Mixrig-layer yields a displacement thickness distribution arising irom
the let entrainment effect as well as mining-lav properties across the inviscid plume boulndary (sle
Fig. 2. 4 . 2. This displacement chickness P' is evaluated by integration of (see Fig. 2.4,12)

-d- *(z) 16r. = V, r*) /U i ( )

and is added to tire inviscid plume interfarce to obtain the effective plume hounndary.
The component solutions of tie RAXIfT met hod are combined into tire itera tive procedure shown in
Iig. 2.4.13. An undcrrelaxation procedure is applied in adding the displacement correction to tie
burly-plune shapy lnd iI i Mpolsr rig tihe in isc Id pressure grad ients on tile boundarv-layer soltions .
iterations are repeated c' i l tie dsired onvergence level is reached. For the A;ARDI test cises
apypiromatl 20) iterations were suifticient for coiirgernre. Twenty visctous-inviscid tveratrons require
12 tinutes of P'pP time on i ontrol lita CYBER 17) computer.

7h, contcibutin or Kuhn - [2.4.2 5-27] (,n.hee 5

In the method developed hi Kuhn, the external inviscid flow is calculated by the method of South and
Jameson [2.4. 1I] as implemented by Keller and South [2.4.261 with, minor modifications to accomnuodate
the iterative inLerctiot procedure. firs ityvisnid exhaust jet is determined by using on approximate
method Ir which the jet flow is assuned uniform in) each iross section. Pi'l plume shape' is calculated
in . series of straightt-iine segments which opproximate the curved shipe of the plume. ihe external
pressure is compared with the internal pressure at the exit plume boundary point and. depending on
the compiarison, ixn expansion or compression turn is calculated rising PrrinltI-Meyir theory.

5i compute tie houndary-laver, , comprrssiblt-inconprtssiblt traiiformrtiton is first applied to tien
basic equat ions. Then the sot ut ion procedure employs ani Ittegral technique in the incompressible
plane based upon the momentum and moment-of-momentum equations. fire velocity profiles are represented
by an improved version of the law of tile Wall/law of tin warke' fomsa allowing in piticular I
faithful representation of the profile shape in the netar wall region. The viscous integrals are
evliuated by a two-layer eddy viscosity model. The method applirs Also to laminar flow, transition
Irom laminar to turbulent being calculated by lettingli. eddy viscosit) change from a laminar viscosity
to a tully turbulent value over a short distance. This boundary-laver method can be applied either
in a direct mode -i.e. with velocity at the boundary-layer outer edge prescribed- ori in r inverse
mnde -i.e. with the displacement thickness prescribed.

Ibhe modeling of the exhaust let entrainment effect is based on a technique developed by Peters et
al. C 2.4.29] in which an integral method for the plume mixing laver is coupled with a Method of
Stiarryteristics inviscid jet crlculation. Tie boundary of the jet is taken t be tin mid-poirt o
thi' mixing laver antd the displacement thickness of tire mixirng-layer is calculated in a manner similat
to the wa the displacement effect if a boundar-layer is defined. lire ritrainment effect of the
exhaust jet is thus accounted for to a first approximation by using tiLe displacement surface of the
jet as the effective boundary upon which to calculate a boundry-tayer. Then the afLterbodv boundary-
lay Is simply extended on to this approximate surface is though the jet were a solid surface.
Pntrinment is accounted for by the fact that tive displacement surface of tile mixing-laver profile
is ,r negative quantity relative to the jet boundary.

Several techniques are available for estimating the location of separation. An iter tive procedure
is included in the computer program in which tile separation point is adjursted to minimize tile mean
squaried error of tite niscous and inviscid solutins for the freestream velociy. A simpler lechnique
localtes seiparationl according to im input Value of tire iouuriary-layer shape ,actor - fin,'
separation location can also be provided directly as an input.

A sheratrc representation of tle flow model is given in Fig. 2.4. 14. Upsream of the selparaton
Iocation Zj , the boundary-layer is computed in ;r direct mode with liie eOge velcity Coming frorm

the invistid flow calculation specified. Beween Xi and a suitably chosen point Xp downstrism
of reactachment or in the plume reattachment region, the displacement thickness is presccrhed. fire
effective displacement surtace between rS and Xp, is assumed to be conical. In this region am
inverse mod, of calculation for cihe boundary-lyer is performtd. It provides a "viscous" edge velocity

4,,X which may or may not agree with the " t isc Id" veloc ity e v  1 todtuced by tie perfect If Uid
calculation. On th( downstream part of cile calculacir domain lit, direct mode is employed rnv'w.
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The iteration cycle represented in Fig. 2.4.15 includes two loops. The inner loop is performed for
given values of L, and 

6
s and consists of it at ion on the boundary-layer displacement effect.

When the inner loop is terminated, if s paratton is present, the squared deviation between the two
velocity solutions U.i and Cjiv between X$ and Lp is calcutated. the accuracy ot the matching
of the two solutions is then indicated by the value of the RMS error

,5-

If this error is not within a specified tolerioce, ii 1w Ion cycle is started with nw values of

j and X,

The inviscid exhaust lr't is cal(ulated twice during the ,ih-ne iteration process. The first jet
calculation is performed assuming an external fiIon piarlet to th," It axis with constant pressure
and the free stream Mach number. After four Lccls of IIte peedlng itelation a new exhaust jet is
calculated using the external pressure distt iblot on that -vi sts it that time as calculated by the

inviscid external flow calculation.

Subsequently [2.4.27] the interaction method has reteld sevetal improvements

- relaxation of the assumption that the effe(t i
n 

,oter boundlirv l lie separated flow is conical.
In the improved iteration method, the new displacenent thickness dist;cibution is deduced from
the mismatch of the "viscous'' and "invisc'i" sute edge celo it ten L$ ,had UV_ following
a correction procedure introduced by Carter [ 2.4. it ] . Also it is no longer necessary to operate

the boundary-layer method in a direct mode up t, the separation point, but the inverse mode

is used with the displacement surface prescribed ver the entire afterbody flow region.

ii - use of the Method of Characteristics to compute the t-xhaust jet inviscid core.

nit - finally, capability to treat shock-induced separation has been added.

The present method is applicable to flows with subsonic or supersonic free streiams with Mach number
in the range 0.5 - 1.5 including flow with shock-wave induced separat ion and to bodies with either
high pressure exhaust plumes or solid plume simulators.

In the calculations performed for the WG t16 the iterative pricedure was used to obtain a first appro-
ximation to the separation location. Tien this location wis adlusted forther by the author until the
error between the viscous and inviscid solut ions was minimized.

Initial conditions for the boundary-layer calculation are obtained from analytical solutions for

boundary-layer on flat-plates. For the present calculitions, the solutions for laminar flow were used,
followed by a short region of transition to turbulent flow.

For the NASA Langley models the calculation was started a short distance from the tip of the nose
of the model using the given flow conditions to determine tile required parameters. For the AGAR
models. several starting location were tried until the calcuIated boundary-layer displacement

thickness at the beginning of the boattail matched the measured values. This resulted in the boundary-
layer being started at an axial station about 5.7 diameters aft of the nose tip.

The computer run time was typically 30-45 seconds on a CDC 76Ot computer for a case with the separation
point specified. The number of iterations was in the range If-lb, depending on the test case

considered.

For the calculation of the external inviscid flow the mesh had 81 axial points, 61 of them being on
the body, and 31 radial points. The exterior boundaries were placed at infinity.

The costriburion of HodRes - [2.d.31-32] (number 6)

In this method the inviscid external flow over the afterbody is computed by using the surface singu-
larity method of Hiess and Smith [ 2.4.33 ] . This method is normally used in conjunction with an
approximate compressibility correction based on Gothert's rule but incorporating a refinement. The
revised procedure uses the standart. Gothert rule together with the surface singularity method to

calculate surface Mach number M
t
1 and pressure coefficient C . An incompressible flow pressure

coefficient (,, is then calculated using Kuchemann's rule [2.4.34:

Cp =C 4 with: l
and a .JiFiid covpressibility factor 2 defined by

The value of 3 varies along the afterbody and jet. The corrected pressure coefficient is then taken

as :C P u C O'

The inviscid flow in the jet exhaust is computed by the Method of Characteristics as far as the end

of the first cell. The pressures along the jet outer boundary are supplied by the inviscid external
flow calculation. This method assumes that the exit velocity at the nozzle is sonic and is capable



in p ot ji t tie I, i exhaust flow chairac terist ics for under-expanded lets of pressure rat ios, NPR,
tr p in Ir re presore- distribtion oin the afteebody is niot sensitive to fine detail of the jet
linunot ti ritc- 1"'rt cell thre renainder of the jet is modeled simply by adding several more cells,
r.tt-ttiral ti- Usv tir-,?, titllnwel lv a semi-infinite cylinder.

Ic,- p-c-diir for einli-ling the viscous layer is ullustrated in Fig. 2.4.[6. the boundary-layer displa-
in-ntI hirhit,- rs, iI .iftI-.... I r itIv li (ti-egicit-vil I a s olIIt ill']udY) is compated with
he iioril sIrn of the lag-enitrainment method r2.4.35 .iJ Briefly speakiag, the lag-entrainmentL

mt sd is in1 itr rial net hod based in the integral momentum eqnation and on Head's ent rainment equation
trepreisent ivg the ratr at which mass is transferred into the hoandarit-layer by the turbulent mining
ytc-e-s . Ibis well known method incorporates a transport-like equat ion to represent lag effect on

me entrainament crtettitienc which occurs when the boundary-layer is subjected to strong adverse-cr
icc rable j- crr graidient s.

J- irint is io, usedt tc determineu the location of separat ion on the afterbody. The boandary-layer
I I o-m-1 t, inspi-ate when the t rinsforned shape parameter H is equoal to 1.44. This criterion
*-I-i h[rd cror at, orvi-rallI presore distributions predicted by this metiod rather than

g-o irimint with measured separation locations.

ffri- dlisc riminititig st reanlime is de fined as -t straight lint- which starts at the( separat ion point
sir a n ' X i the afterbody and leaves the surface at aii angle 8ir . the straight l i ne
tiee liir h boundary, of thle jet at what is considered as thre reattachnit point. Tilre angle

es is li i,.. in degrees, by the empirical relat ion

.4 + 16. 0 (sI M,.

xhih di et-in-i by an 'tylpe osimieI fit Ltu e-r i mentalI da ta. lTe boundacry-Ia yer flIow charrac te -
, ,, is tLhe- shiar lapier bi-tween the sepairated region and the external flow are, computed he the-

* p-s i i tnit methoird x. wic h tein- c istsIcix i -ff(litaut is see equali to zero. -the effective itody shiape
in tiiis ri-gisn is determined by adding the boundary-layer displacement thichness to the discriminat ing

ci s-.inI1 mr. tti-ciitinurities in slorye at ii-t-nerds cif the separaiterd region rte snooithed with quintiv.
crlcvrrtI ichoctc .uch tllit radius, sl opt aind cnrvature ace noatchedi it both tends (see in fig. 2.4.17).

re intr-it ,m on I thie d isceinat ing >t rseimIi ni- with the jet boundary, tire upstream emil rif
smrnrlhiod region is in miii plaitn Pi the nozzle exit and thre downstream end is a sinilar distance
1el t- rieatticrnent Poist. I r? the nr-ighborhvood iuf thle seprrtitos point thy- boundary-layecii At I-".ylent is crltiated I- rise d croitiig is applied to the disjilicenesvt ,urface. fI-( smioothing

steptarLItintend 0 -ttcor li0 [ittent ,i tire- miteirunny length.

tither simple :ipliiivh is used tr odel thtiriic inrt io
t 

i-sterna I -ie ito the mining region
IJritigalirig the shoiru t Iciviriruacy ; flu I'ticts v coirii r. on the incise id external surfae-

it tIm [tn -ssrl ii tci itic [sitiii ifl IriirrminI to the liruidtic thei miagnituire tif which is liritfr-
rti alI tino i- ln it,, 1, i ftv-r ic- -- ,rc iii, iet itrdoec. hiru~ti it-r it ettacmeintn ir downstrean

eI critt £ fi pt sue
2 

exiul iiiigthe etmcrliticti prirci-il ocr it uwis ftiund that
rs1r ms-~ i-si.. 1t -~~ IntIainet to ititt reefian iv nit vshp :::~:o~;iin (the si-ci led o

ire-, ) ci £it ri -ii is itoci fI ti itiaifmnt , ciii f i c irsi be-twevn thle seync ationr
To inut rid r putt ini th yl, larc, ofte'szz .i-i Ai intcaitmv-nt coieff icient raf til5 is used from
il- sizze c-sit to rel-Ihelt I at the ditfieree in these eriuonent coe fficients prosides

aiet t ,,i ito the sm lc -itylt [[iec appeoxit [roo if time dlist c imisating sternl tire. the results
ii-cutsiti-i ctiep-rime-ntil eidrrnce which shoiws that t he dlisc iutinat [my streamine is convex

lii the eitlIII" f ow ti , rut o f i ts I ng Lib.

Sine yif.. i1 was publ ishr-d, there t-e hits two Modi ficatioins cit the- methrord. [Ih fiest modificat in

aIllIcus t he aeiflit t in ofI flrms prut aiimirtrir of tvrbirdi-s with ansnuilrr bctses. The base regumn
is icisitid in a simil[or ucry to a sv-parricd Ilo ireigrimn. 16h b Iuiary of ti-e ri-gimm is at straight line
which has its intersect ivin with ths jit boundaicy smoothed with a qnint ic yolcniumiol. [hr slope rif
the straight line boundary is equal to the slope of the afteetroiy at the let exit plane. As for the
sepa rated regiron, an "entrainment" taet or is applired ae the boundacry of the base flow region. thleI value of thre facttir, lift2, was chosen by inning.

the c"revid modi ficaitioin is on. attempt it Modelling [c-t tempertere efrecu. A rise in jet te-mpe-rature-
can affet tei external flow in twor ways, firstly onl incieist- ini the- entrainment ctle cais- byv
increased [it ,ecriir ic and secondly an insti-as, is the mining lifer griuth crti.

The first of theseeffleets was alIready caitered for in the eIntrainment n-ril I-the mixsing layer is inot
modelled x-pI reit ly and sit thi seetirl efIfeet is tre-ated byv modellIing the mining liver gr wthril tar
asa, ri sliar-its ,( att ingm it tir tile eclaire-t ti-c liity. Thei rathal velocity isr'alctlat-i

Vyrui - U, t uher, U o-oc icy iii ext ecrnal flow

d raeocne o f myn layer
dXthickness with rdietance dotwnstream,

haing calciilate-id nt/ds lip cnsit let ii f cieti-e mis hclarne i c thin ti le livYer

St Ven - a hr, V = nrtaiinrnt velocity
dr Xci
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UX - mean velocity in mixing layer

em = mean density in mixing layer

rhus the net radial velocity towards the axis V n- V -rowth = Vn
t gw ext

As illustrated in Fig. 2.4.18 the present method uses two iteration loops. The outer iteration is
betweei the jet calculation and the external flow calculation. The first step in this procedure is
to calculate the shape of the boundary of a jet issuing in still air. The external flow is then
calculated over the combined afterbody and plume. The resulting pressure distribution over the jet
boundary is then used in the calculation of a new jet boundary. This procedure is continued until

The inner iteration is between the calculation of the inviscid external flow and the boundary-layer.
The pressure distribution obtained from the inviscid flow solution is supplied to the boundary-layer
method along with the body and plume shape. The displacement thickness and the discriminating
streamline are then added to the afterbody and plume. Because of the sensitivity of the calculation
to the iteration procedure, an underrelaxation procedure is used to ensure convergence.

Boattail pressure drag coefficient is computed from the predicted pressure distribution for each
iteration. Convergence of the inner loop is assumed to occur when successive values of the boattail
drag coefficient differ by less than a specified value (for instance 0.00001).
The computer program written for a DEC 1099 computer takes approximately 10 minutes of CPU time to

obtain a typical solution.

The contribution of Hardy and Dutouquet - (2.d.36-37] (number 7)

In the present method the inviscid external and jet exhaust flows are computed by using as dependent
variable the stream function W . Thus the basic equation is obtained by writing the irrotationality
condition, which gives :

(3) ( _L d1d) 4l' o

OX er dx Or er Or
The density e is calculated by the following equation

-- V- - V-.
For the external stream which extends to infinity the numerical resolution is in fact performed with
an auxiliary stream function remaining finite when the radial distance r tends towards infinity.
This function X is defined by :

where V. represents the behavior of the stream function ?4r at infinity

As for the external flow the physical space co-ordinates ( X , r ) extend to infinity, a finite compu-
tational domain is constructed -co-ordinates ( X , R )- by means of the following transformation for
the radial co-ordinate :
(4) ru P

(a.. AR) L
In this expression A and B are constants. A similar transformation is employed for the streamwise
co-ordinate.

Considering the internal flow -which comprises here both the flow in the upstream part of the nozzle
and the exhaust jet- a special procedure is used to solve the basic equation. As we know, the stream
function equation looks like the exact potential equation in which we find the two "components" NZ
and Mr of the Mach number. However this equation for the stream function contains a cross derivative
whose approximation would necessitate the use of a nine-point finite difference scheme. To avoid this
difficulty, a new basic equation has been written which takes the form :

(d51 (,rlc~ ev )z% 2 2) - - -7 -
where 0. ca(d9/*/O/o,) and where 4) is a supplementary term representing a possible variation
of vorticity for the cast of a non isentropic incoming flow.

The advantages of a method using the stream function as dependent variable a,e

i - a faster convergence rate because of Dirichlet type boundary conditiois,

ii - a mass automatically conserved,

iii - an easy extension to include vorticity effects due to non isentropic incoming flow or shock
curvature,

iv - an accurate calculation of a centered supersonic expansion.

The basic equations for both flows are solved by a relaxation technique. The numerical procedure uses
a five-point implicit scheme. The scheme is centered when the local Mach number is subsonic and an
upwind finite difference scheme is employed in regions where the Mach number is supersonic. The method

i i
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of solution consists of performing successive resolutions of Eqs. 3 and 5 in which e and M are

considered as given quantities provided by the preceding resolution.

The calculations are performed by prescribing the following boundary conditions

- for the external flow Mach number, static pressure, stagnation temperature at upstream infinity.

- for the internal flow stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature of the flow entering the
nozzle.

The mesh topologies for the external flow and the nozzle flow are represented in Figs. 2.4.19 a and
b. It should be noted that the figure gives only a schematic representation of these meshes ; in
reality many more grid points were used to perform the present calculations, namely

- i0 x 20 grid points in the external stream,

- 40 x 15 grid points in the internal stream.

In the finite computational domain ( X , R ) the grid points are equally spaced. In the physical
plane ( x , r ) the mesh size varies from the wall to the far field according to formula 4 given
above.

The boundary-layer developing on the afterbody is computed by using the well known Patankar and
Spalding [ 2.4.38] finite difference method along with a mixing-length type turbulence model. It is
recalled that this method uses a dimensionless stream function as cross-stream variable, obtained
from a Van Mises co-ordinate transformation. The boundary-layer calculation is cartred on over the
exhaust jet boundary, considered as a solid surface except if separation occurs on the boattail (see
below).

The solutior, is obtained by an iteration procedure consisting basically of two steps

1 - at first an interactive calculation is performed between the inviscid external and nozzle flows.
This iteration is conducted until convergence, i.e. until the free boundary separating the two
flows is frozen (the number of cycles is generally equal to 4).

2 - during the second iteration procedure the plume shape obtained when step I is finished is
considered as invariant. Then an IVI calculation is performed between the external stream and
the boundary-layer developing on the afterbody and on the plume boundary considered as a solid
surface. A typical number of cycles is 20.

3 - in the case of large nozzle pressure rutiq it c he necessary to start a new step I by making
a calculation of the exhaust jet with the pressure distribution given by step 2 prescribed on
its boundary.

During the IVI calculation, separation is looked for by considering that it occurs when the boundary-
layer shape parameter I = 19 reaches the value 2.6. If separation is found at a location

.rs , then downstream of X. the pressure is assumed to be constant and equal to its value
at the separation point.

The AGARD WG 08 calculations have been executed on an 1MB 3tMif computer. For each case, the CPU time
was about 4 minutes.

The contribution of Radespiel - (number 8)

In the external flow and exhaust jet the Euler equations are solved by means of the Streantube
Curvature algorithm (STC) f 2.4.391 . Thus a grid of streamlines and orthogonal trajectories is set
up as shown in the example presented in Fig. 2.4.20. The positions of streamlines are calculated by
means of successive approximations of continuity and normal momentum equations. The STC algorithm
is suitable for regions of different stagnation temperature and different stagnation pressure. It
allows a rapid calculation of the inviscid part of the flow field for configurations comprising several
external-internal streams provided that the jet pressure ratio NPR is in the range below 3. At the
outer edge of the computational domain both wall boundary and far field options are available, For
the latter case a small perturbation linear potential theory is assumed in the far field region.

The boundary-layer type equations are solved by the GENMIX implicit marching procedure which is applied
both for wall boundary-layers and free shear layers [ 2.4.40] . The G lNMIX code solves the mass-
weighted averaged mean momentum and stagnation enthalpy equpt ions and three transport equations for
turbulent quantities : the turbulence kinetic energy N , the dissipation rate 6 and an
intermittency factor y . Concerning the calculation of free shear layers, the ( 4- F-& r
turbulence model proved superior to the standard ( if - ) model C 2.4 41] . Viscous sublafers near
walls are bridged by adequate wall functions.

On the one hand the viscous algorithm GENMIX is linked to the STC solution with the help of the local
pressure gradient which is approximated by integration of

eUl alk

orthogonal to the mean flow direction ( U and e denote viscous qual it ins while 4/ denotes
the inviscid curvature). This concept leads to a realistic representation of viscous pressure gradients
at the wall and a smooth fit of viscous flow quantities to the inviscid flow at the edge of the
turbulent region. The matched wscou- solution for the jet region is established from the jet axis
to the edge of the turbulent mixing region.



On te other hind , t he vitscous flow. quant it 1 e are used in t hie S F iI gor thin t or t he a lipr 001 tit,,t i loll
of continuity in every streantuhe. Thus turhulent viscous deceleratiou and acceleration ire- accounted
fur in the ynviscid part of the solutijon.

Vhe, lVI -clw ti i-n procedu. fre isas foi los.
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For tent cases 5 to 6, turbulent boundary-layer thickness was added to the tunnel wall. According
to the experiments, the computed pressure distributions matched the reference pressure a, the tunnel
wall at the location . = -0.44 m.

2.4.1.3 - Multi-Comuonent Methods for base flows -

Underlying physcal description of base-flow -

The very complex flow that establishes behind the base of a missile equipped with a propulsive nozzle
is schematically represented in Fig. 2.4.22. The figure shows the streamline pattern of a meatn steady
flow. In most practicalsituations the flows which separate at the base are turbulent so that in reality
such streamlines are fictitious since they are relevant to a mean flow in the sense of statistical
turbulence (i.e. Reynolds averaging). In reality the flow is highly fluctuating and its instantaneous
structure far more complex than the mean organization shown in Fig. 2.4.22. Nowever the streamlines
thus constructed are those which would result from a modeling of the flow within the framework of
the classical tine-averaged Nanier-Stokes equations concept.

The base-flow region is at a quasi-uniform pressure P and constitutes what is frequently called
the dead-air region. Two turbulent miuing layers develop between the outer high velocity inviscid
streams and the dead-air region. To summarise briefly, the internal organization of the dead-air region
is almost always marked by the presence of a fluid circulation promoting exchanges between external
and internal flows as shown in Fig. 2.4.22. The slower flow (here the external flow) gives up some
mass flow entrained by the faster flow (here the nozzle flow).

A necessary condition for the above steady flow solution to be possible is that the mass-flow
9e fed into the dead-air region by the external flow be equal to the mass-flow q extracted by

the entrainment effect of the propulsive jet.

The above flow pattern must be notified in the following circumstances

I - when the outer flow is faster than the internal flow,

ii - when separation occurs either on the afterbody surface upstream of the base shoulder or inside
the nozzle (see below).

iii - when mass injection or mass aspiration (base bleed) is performed through the base of the missile.

However, in every situation the main flow features represented here and the essential concept apply,
the guideline to derive a realistic flow pattern being the necessity to obey the mass conservation
principle.

Basic principles of the tested methods -

The different methods tested here are all based on the same flow schenatization which is a generali-
zation of the well known Korst's flow model for turbulent reattachment behind a rearward facing
step C 2.4.42 1 . All these theories are valid only ic: supersonic flows, which means that the external
flow as well as the jet issuing from the nozzle must remain supersonic at least for a short distance
downstream of the confluence point.

The complex real flow structure is schematized in the following way

i - the dead-air-region - roughly limited by the triangle Se Rr S (see Fig. 2.4.23) is at the same
pressure P5 as the two separated inviscid flows (external and internal).

in - the viscous phenomena are superimposed on a perfect fluid structure entirely determined if the
base pressure P, is fixed.

In the case of an under-expanded nozzle flow, the external stream may separate somewhere on the after-
body upstream of the base shoulder. The same flow model is applicable, the difference being that now
the external separation point Sn is located upstream of the base plane (see sketch a in Fig. 2.4.24).
A similar situation can be met if the nozzle flow is highly over-expanded. In this case an internal
separation may occur at a point $ located inside the nozzle (see sketch b in Fig. 2.4.24).
The inviscid supersonic flows are presumed known down to the separation points Je and Sj , together
with the properties of the incoming boundary-layers.

For all theories the first step consists of performing an inviscid fluid calculation considering
provisionally the base pressure PS as known. The Method of Characteristics is most often used to
perform this calculation. Thus it is possible to calculate the inviscid flows separating at points

S and S respectively. This calculation provides in particular the constant pressure free
boundaries 4 e ) and ( TV ) of the inviscid flows. When A is lower than both I and P f ostream
pressures at Se and .S respectively), Se and 5d are the origin of an expansion fan (a cii iMstance
schematized in Fig. 2.4.23). But, as already pointed out, this situation is not always met : for
example if the jet is under-expanded P can be higher than P and then a shock-wave emanates from
Se . Conservely if the jet is over-expanded a shock can propagate from 61

The two lines ( r ) and ( .5 ) usually meet at the inviscid confluence point Ar different from
the physical reattachment point 9 . Downstream of Ar the two inviscid streams have a common
boundary ( r ) -a slip line- on which both flows have the same pressure and the same direction.
These two conditions allow the determination of the initial direction 4#, of ( I ) at Pr as also
of the common downstream pressure P. in the two flows. The determination of the downstream conditions
can be done
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- either by considering that at Rr each flow undergoes a compression shock -as sketched in

Fig. -.4.21- which is in principle the most accurate procedure to he adopted for purely inviscud

ii - or hy repla(i og the shocks by isentropic compressions ; indeed experiments show that the shock-
waves form by the focusing ot compression waves at a distatce from 

9
r . The assumption of

in ist-tropic compression should thus lead to a more accurate evaluation of 
9
.fr

then the visous effects are superimposed oa this inviscid flow model. In the present situation

turbulence effects manifest themselves essentially by the development of mixing-liers -or mixing-
zones- along the isobaric boundaries ( e ) and ( j ).

To represent the properties of these mixing-laers all the theories considered utilize the approximate
solction proposed b Korst for the case of a vanishingly thin boundary-layer at the separat ion

ill in terms of an error function uelocity distribution

C- being the spread parameter of the mixing which is given by experimental correlations.

fur non-adiabatic cases in which the dead-air temperature ro differs from the inco ing flow

stagnation temperatre 1t , on Td ) the temperature profile is taken to be of the form

ie bove two-dimensional velocity plol ties are located respectively to each of the isobaric boundaries

-e ) <d t / / by sit isfying the integral momentum balance for the respective strea-i on a local
t-.ivssional basis.

lh, n- -'.T ll consists of apply ing a reat tachmeot cr tero for both flows which reattach at R, on
the dowi-tim eI -men line of colrf luence ( ) , At this point resides the major di ffennrce between
toe vn r, methodi tested here. loweer, t;is reattachment criterion whatever it is provides the
-schisfe rten 9e and 9- which are fed into (or e tracted from) the dead- air region

b then tri:t- nt pios s tIking p~ace in the external and internal mixinig-lavers respectively. hese
nayss-Ilow rat'- are ieadily calcilated if the velocity and temperature distributions across the mixing-
liver, are k < l

Also I th rates tf theimal energy 4e and e; transterred (the transfer being either positive or
nl ti i-e) to the dsad-air regi on ia:, 1i" I cculiiiled 1 l i ]I lav sac .

1hss the mass ,anld energy consi- it vs pricciples -ipivlig is the stead, state regime lead to the two
-, it owiag olt ions :

(7 e 4 9, + ) w 0

IH) 65 + * e8  0

whre , and 604 are respectively the mass-flow n ind t he enir} I It rate, -vi-ltuil lv fed into tie
dead-air region throngh the base.

File mass-flow and energy rates transferred to the dc,ld-Iie oegilin b tht miing piceos are written
in the form

q, e Ie = 2fls (7r7 ~

where rgr is the distance of toe conflunce pint pr trilm 0t-iisa ri- rl -i ' av•
4t and Ed are evaluated from two-dimensional iting ieorc. Ihist

> 
iantlIt s-; -ire i-p-qi it ,

the mixing sptead parameter ir and to the so-calli-d Ie sing og!l -- wlich is thl- lilti iiiv italic wih
the isoba ric turbulent mixing takes place. Freq en t tv till mixing ni- h ,t I k", io too'al 11. Iit'
length of the isobaric boundary between tile separation point and thi, is-ilacli nt lii l Rr .

Phis the two eqliatilons 7 ilnd 8 constituli lill' "I 11tioiil l& v it il llili-. wi (II I m-cdv- I It-- t
at q, and , - determine uniquely the two ,lut it e tip to l ih o t -irPilltid ; s lihi ,iS
pr-sure P 0  and thn dead-air temperature 7 . [he soloti-in ta-i edlrit. itLst i lt Iiug is

A n,. until Eqs. 7 and 8 art simltlneuousli sait fi ed.

lliweter this solution procedure must be mudiifled it sparation - s i'll th altert d bd Ihsid the
l Ie. (gee Fig. 2+s.h4) In fll, - ,te pce- i 0 t-l-ihltl i, i l Plv is I is.rItit i-pil i-

criterion which gives the pressure in the separatid region is a Ulict ion d I he Incomli ng I low,
properties i separation tn supersonic flow being independent ot downstream or litins accolding io

the -ree-Inti action concept introduced by Chapman (2.4.41) .

In the present situation, P, being known, the base-flow theory allows the determination of the
location X5 of the separation point on the aiterbodo or in the noizzle. Pb- solution is now obtained
by iteration on X 3  (plus eventually 7, ) until the balance equations 7-A -ire satisfied.

Sl
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The method of D6lery - [ 2.4.44-45 ] (contributor no 10)

Basically this method relies on the angular reattachmeit criterion concept introduced by Carrire
and Sirieix [ 2.4.46 ] . This criterion postulates that the reattachment process is entirely governed

by the state of the dissipative layer when it approaches the reattachmen zone. This state can be

characterized by :

I - the direction V of the inviscid external flow relative to the wall on which reattachment

occurs (see Fig. 2.4.25),

Li - the external Mach number Mes at the outer edge of the separated dissipative layer ( Me, corres-
ponds to the base pressure P, ),

iii - the velocity and density distributions across the turbulent mixing-layer.

It is further postulated that the reattachment angle VS must obey a relationship of the form

(9) Nbi4Wtes . 4,A 8  r
where

Ao is the ratio of the dead-air temperature to the external stagnation temperature,

t J ratio of specific heats,

C- the generalized injection coefficient defined by

c+ ,5 P _
U,, L LiZ -X U1

In the above expression

q- is the mass-flow rate eventually injected into the dead-air region,

Is . the moneintun carried by the fluid injected,

- a is the momentum thickness of the incoming boundary-layer at the base shoulder. anus in this

formulation the boundary-layer effect is represented by means of what is now known as the "equivalent

base-bleeu concept",

L is the length of the isohaic free-b d,i t L = SRT 2.4.25) , X 0  is the
displacement of the mixing zone virtual origin introdiced to tile into account initial boundary-
layer effects on the mixing layer development [ 2.4.47-48 ].

U- j, -i re the velocity and the diostity o the external Invisci I stream at the pressure

Inasmuch as 6q is usually a small parameter, Fq. 9 can I written

9Io~Mess#) L" (es , 1 ),

The unperturbated reattachment angle is a known function of Ae 9  . , and r resulting mainly
from empirical correlations. rhe sensitivity function dO/vdCq is determined theoretically from
solution of the isobaric turbulent mixing represented by the error function (see Eq. 6 above), the

effect of the initial boundary-laver being taken into account by thi. origin shift concept,

the effect of axisymmetry on the unperturbated reattachment angle is r,.presented by means of a
correction funct ion involving the geometrical shape of the isobaric free-boundaries ( Te ) and

[he reattachment ci iterioi is applied to the external and to the internal flows by assuming that
everything happens as if each of them reattaches on a wall achieving the corunon colfluence direction

9r •Hence one can immediately deduce the (4 's and the corresponding mass-flow rates q and

In the versi,,n of rhe method employed for the W( 08 calculations the flows ;;re assumed iso-energetic
(no energy balance is considered) so that the solution uniqueness (i t.erms of base pressure P )
is ensured by the single condition Je + , + ,= 0 ith go= 0 fo the, present test cases.
The mixing paramet er 0 is calculatd from the correlat ion curve of Sirieix and
So lIignc C 2.4.48] ith i cmti ion factor t o take into a(count the aixlsvmmt rc iflect . The influence

on the ini t lhoundarv-layer of expansion (or compressiion) at the senarat ion points is computed by

the well known keshoki and Tucker discontinuity aiiaiysi u 2.1 .Si .

Separation on the boattta iJ is detected by using a separation iiterion derived from the Free-
Interaction theory of Chapman [ 2.4.431 . According to this c iterion the pressure P in the separated

Inme is expressed by the following relation

p L, s-'; cA)' (.,'.i~

0 4
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in whrl the stair prhsori', i . he Mach number No ind the ski-friCtion coefficient

Cf 0  are relat ive to the Incoming telow. fit. (oelf-en! i is deduced Irom empirical correla-

ions : the ralue I = 5.5 has been adolted here. It should be pointed out that the Free-Interaction
theory i valid only at low to moderate Revn, I.s number as is generally the case in most wind tunnel
experiments. Ihis theory becomes questionable at high heynols number [ 2.4.51 1 then a separation
criterion such as the one proposed by Zukoski [ 1.4.52] should Ie preferred.

Phi neth o sI.dd!, [2..5 1] (rontcihuto... ii II, i lid It)

In Addy's method the isobaric turbulent mixing analysis is applied by neglecting rmtntei thi' efect
of the init ial boundary-laver. the original Chapman-Korst escape criterion is used a, reattachment
criterion. It is recalled that this criterion states tht the stagnation pressure Pp reached oi
the limiting streamline when the reattachment process I.,gins must be equal to the static pl-ssure

Ps after reattachment. the downsl ream pressure P results from ttie obl ique shock srst em at
RT in the inviscid flowfields (see above). However, in order to take into account the axsrvnetri

effect and to improve agreement with experiment Addy has modified that criterion Ly expressing it
in the form [2.4.54]: Pt?/,. = # ('&,/.) where 4 is an inpiric.l fol,
of the r,it o of radii F at Jk and l 4 r 0  9 /. . Furtherm oe in the presetll ci rt o n
of the theory the quantities q , . j and ot Eqs. 7-8 are eraluated by int'o,lcn l

elfective mixing length ( L0  ).ff and L ) )e// approximately determinod b locat ing the
meeting point of the two mixing-zones. This moif ication has been introduced to take into- ourl
the fact that in reality the isobaric mixing represents only a fraction of the length 2e intd

L) of the inviscid isobaric free boundaries.

In the program developed by Addy the case is considered where the flows ice not iso-energetlic which
occurs in particular when the two flows have different stagnation temperatures. In these conditions,
as already explained, the temperature T5  of the fluid imprisoned in the dead-air region is a

supplementary unknown whose determination requires writing a budiget equation for etergy (see aboce).
[the computer code automatic,lIly determire- the base pressure and the base temperatule by an iterative
process until Eqs. 7 and 8 are both satisfied.

Th' merho .If Wag .er - [ 2.4.55-57] (,-oot iihut o, nc i I )

this method is originaily based on t e Addy's program but incorporates significant eviations from
it.

hus initial boundary-layers at the separation points are taken into account by introducing an origin
shift for the isobaric turbulent mixing and the equivalent bleed concept (see above). Boundary-layer
expansion (or compression) at the separation points is computed by making use of Nash
fi ula [2.4.58] and the spread parameter is compured after the Koast and Tripp correlation [2.4.59].

But the essential difference from Addy's method lies in the use of the angular reattachment criterion
of Carriere and Siriets including axisymmetric correction (see above). However, in the present appli-
cation of this criterion to tl ' two shear-laver confluence problem an irerat ive procedure is included
in order to adjust the attachment direction ORr for achieving equal reattachment pressure Pg in
both shear-lavers (this condition being not tulfilled in the application of the angular criterion
made by belery). The recompression pressure rise up to the reattachment paint is given by assumin
an isentropic recompression on the limiting streamline from 

P  
to P . Thus in Wagner's nethod

the attachment direction is n,, more that c the continent inviscid flows downstream of Rr . Instead
the pressure at tile reattachment point R is the same in ttie two reattaching shear- layers which
seems more saltisftctor trom a physical point of view.

In order to calculate flow separation oil boattails the separation criterion of Zukoski 12.4.521 for
upstream facing steps was used incliding a provision for incipient separation as proposed by White
and Agrel I [ 2.4.0 .

Ill. me.thod ot Mouldon -[2.d.'t-(23 Icottribut,, o' 15)

]his meth ..i Is Ised in flow todel wIlth predicts boundary-layer development ove ttte body and then
soluc's l e ti flutne of the resulting external shear-layer with the jet exLaust plume (internal
shear -layer) behind le deid-air zone. the means by which a solution is obtained is illustrated in
Fig. 2.4,26. the calculation procedure begins by making an initial esti' ate ol the angle through which
the external flow is turned i the base. The ensuing pressure change is thus known and the shape if
the exhaust-plume which expands to the base pres;ure can be determined by a Method of Characteristics
stlution. The solution is classically determined by a mass-flow balance eqluation in which the nett
mass flow returned near 'he cof luence point and the ditference evaluated.

lhe angle of the external shear-layer is then iteratively adjusted until this difference becomes small
(to within a specified tolerance), i.e. a mass balance is achieved.

An extu.rnal flow separation ahead of the base is deemed to exist if the flow cannot be turned suffi-
ciently by a shock wave to meet the convergence criterion ; the relationship between maximum turning
angle and Mach number is determined on an empirical basis. In this cas the flow turning anle is
held constant at its maximum value and the shear-layer separation point iteratively moved forward

from the base until a converged confluence solution is reached.

The calculation of boundary-layer development requires the knowledge of body pressure distribution.
The program provides the option of either performing a potential flow calculation or an input of
pressure coefficient values. althouth in all present applications the potential flow option has been
used. For bodies with ogive noses the calculation is based either on supersonic slender body theory

or an alternative transonic flow theory, the selection of which depends on the Mach number. For bodies



With cones liflerent theoretical methods a-e used, actord ll, to whether th ,oi(k is attached or
detached. Bhattailed afterbodies are treated by aliernatLiv, supers:- or transoiuc theories, depending
upon the approach Mach number.

Moulden's method is applicable to low supersonic speeds up to a m.ixium ulf Mach 2.1. fle lower limit
is Mach 1.i but enperience suggests that the lowest speed for useful results is Mach 1.2. ithin this
speed ringe the program can handle bodies hating ogival or conical noses, a cvlindrical center set ion
and a conical boattail afterbody having any boattail angle within the range O to IU . Hot or cold
exhaust plumes may be handled as well as a solid plume simulator, the program outputs body pressure
coefficient, base pressure and plume shape.

2.4.2 - Evaluation of vuthods by comparison With experiment -

2.4.2.1 - Perfect fluid calculations -

In the present paragraph we will consider only the Euler calculations, since the Boundary Element
Method of Zacharias (contribution n' 9) -which is an iuc scsd fluid cilcultti- tokes into cons -
deration the entrainment effect of the exhaust jet, this effect being of course i viscous phenomenon.
Thus the contribution of Zacharias will be discussed when examining Inviscid-Viscous Interactive
met ds in the nest section,

rest cases 1, 2. 2A and 3 have been computed both by Vuillot-Veuillot (contribution n 2) and by
Bissinger-Eberle (contribution no 3) ; test case I having been also computed by Zanmetti-Onofri
(contribution n' 1). It is thus possible to make a comparison between the results given by different
numerical methods applied to the solving of the Euler equations and considering identical flow
configurations. These test cases correspond to classical aircraft afterbodies with a sharp extremity
(no base) and equipped with a sonic or slightly supersonic propulsive nozzle. In all these cases the
external flow is transonic.

The distributions of the boattail wall pressure coefficient for the four test cases 1, 2, 2A and 3
are plotted in Figs. 2.4.27-30. The different contributions are identified by numbers whose attribution
., i,,dicated in Fable 2.4.1. The experimental results are also plotted in the figures. It is observed
that relaticely large differences exist between the three -or two- calculations which in principle
should give identical results since they solve the same set of equations. The largest discrepancies
,ire noticed for test case 2 and 2A whic. correspond to a greater value of the angle e, at the
boattail extremity. In this case the external flow expands to higher Mach numbers on the boattail
rear part. The best agreement betwee, methods is obtained for test case 3 (see Fig. 2.4.30) which
is in fact the most "gentle" case.

Explanation tof the differences observed between the various contributions is not an easy task since
in such calculations -even if the afterbody geometry, the external upstream Mach number, and the
Nozzle Pressure Ratio, are identical for all the calculations- many other parameters are chosen freely
by the contributor, for instance :
- location of upstream and downstream Boundaries,

- location of the upper boundary En2 (see Fig. 2.4.1) which, for the present test cases, can be
taken at large cut finite distance dr at infinity,

- the flow variable imposed on subsonic boundaries,

- the number of grid points.

Consequent Iv it is very delicate to reach conclusions about the accuracy of the different methods
and to establish in order of merit among them. For example in the calculations terformed by Vuillot
and Veuillot (contribution o' 2, the upstream value of the pressure R has been prescribed on
the downstream houndarp. This is certainly true from a physical point of view provided that this
boudary be frr enough from the afterbody. However in the present situation the upper lumit

ZIt having been located too close to the afterbody this boundary condition leads to a wall pressure
which does not tend to P (or equivalently to a CP which does not tend to zero) on the upstream
part of the afterbody. This behavior is obvious iI one considers Fig. 2.4.3 : the outlet section

F, is eVidently larger than the inlet section Zfp hence, since the external flow is subsonic,
the pressure ini £i must necessarily be lower than the pressure in 2:i . A far better agreement
with the other calculat ionf, would certainly have been obtained by adjusting the pressure in

Em in such a wac that CP tended to zero in the entrance section Eyz

The Mach number distributions on the jet centerline or test cases 1, 2, 2A and 3 are plotted in
Figs. -.4. 1I-4. Tlese distributions also exhibit large differences between the contributions. Thus
the results obtained by contributors I and 2 show oscillations which probably reflect the enistence
of a suc(ession of shock-waves in the supersonic exhaust jet. On the other hand contribution n 3
gives a perfectly smooth Mach number distribution along the centerline.

rest cases 5 and 6 (see Figs. 2.4.bhand 57) of section 2.4.1.2 below have been calculated by Bissinger
and Eberle only (curve nu ber I on the figures) so that it is not possible to ma, comparisons here
with other Euler calculations. In fact, test cases 5 to 6 are very close to test case 3, the afterbody
geometry and the NPR being identical. The essential difference is the presence of as outer wall at
a finite distance from the afterbody, the aim of these cases being the illustration of tunnel blockage
eff t. This question is more thoroughly disccused in section 2.4.1.2 below.
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f"et cise 7 has been calculated ry Zanrieti and Onofti only (contributor n I). 1iis flow situation
is ditterent from the other aircraft afterhody configurations (namely test cases I to h) in that tioe
irconimig extert.'l flow is supersonic. ie computed boattail wall pressure coefficient is represented
in Fig. 2.4. iS. In fact in the present situation the external stream undergoes a re,iti simpl-i-cr
eopansion at the origin of the boattail with almost negligible viscous effects so that igreement
between perfect fluid theory and experiment is very good.

The two last Euler calcux-tions performed by Bissinger and Eberie are relevant to msiles l aftrbodles
having a relatively large bse, the external and nozzle flows being both supersonic. fhen as we know
(see above) the flow field includes a large separated 'one constituting a dead-air region in contact
with the base. In these circumstances the use of purely inviscid flow model is highlri questionable
since in the present situation viscous effects llay an essential role. As canhi sees Irm
Figs. 2.4.36 and 37, the results from the Euler code do not show these separation zones. Nonerthel,-
the base pressure drag coefficients from these calculations are not too far off the mesuoed alues
(see Figs. 2.4.64 and 65). This is another hi-it to ciution igiinst the uso, ol integrated iaiiublv.

as a measure for the quality of a code. (see remark in following sub-section).

The quantity of most proctica interest for flows 9 arid 11 being the base pressure, we will examine
the results glvent by the uler .lpproach in the parogriph decoted to applications of multi component
methods (see § 2.4.2.3 below).

Figures 2.4.27-30 also show a comparison of Puler calculations with experiment. One notes a fairly
good agreement Between theory and experiment for test cases 1. 2, 5, b and 7. This is because in these
cases viscous effects are weak. Indeed for these trst cases the viscous correction is small and its
order ,f magnitude can be comparable with the uncertaint y of the perfect fluid calculation itself,
either Euler equations or the potential equation bieng used. On the other hand, for test cases 2 and
2A, because of a larger boattail terminal angle ( NO£ = -17' instead of -8 or -lrW), the adverse
pressure gradient in the rear part of the ,fterbody is muh more severe so that the boundary-lawer
separates. In these circumstances a purely inviscid calculation is likely to give a result very far
from the reality, as is shown by Figs. 2.4.2<i-2l. In fact, as al readv mentioned in § 2.4.1.1. comparing
inviscid flow calculations with experiments in which the flow is manifestly separated has so -'.
significance.

2-2.2 - dnvdscid-iscos Iteractii-e methods -

Test cases 1, 2, 'A, 3 and 4 have been treated by the great majority of IVI methods. All these cases
are relevant to aircraft-type afterbodies placed in an external stream extending in principle to
infinity. Test cases 5 and 6 which include tunnel blockage effects have been computed by only one
IV[ method (contribution n' 8 of Radespiel) and also by the Boundary flement Method (contribut ion
n' 9 of Zacharias).

Let us first consider test case 1. As already pointed out in the preceding section, due to the nsild
curvature of the afterhody contour the adverse pressure gradient on the rear part of (he boattail
is not very severe. Thus the external flow boundary-layer thickens moderately and does not sepirate.
Furthermore, because of the modest Nozzle Pressure Ratio (NPR = 2.9) there is practically no let
pluming as shown by the tracing of iso-Mach lines in Fig. 2,4.38 (these iso-Mach Lines result from
the Euler calculation performed by Vuillot and Veuillot). Consequently the interaction between the
external flow and the exhaust jet i-s small. As a consequence of these two facts viscous effects on
the afterbody are weak ind -as seen in the preceding section-a purely perfect fluid calculation already
gives a result rather close to reality. The greatest discrepancy between experiment and perfect fluid
calculations is observed very close to the hoit tail extremity, where the compression given by a perfect
fluid model is evid.ntly too steep. In rericy there is always locally a non-negligible interact ini
between the external stream and the exhaust jet which involves viscous phenomena.

The distributions of boattail wall pressure coefficient given by the IVI methods (contributions
nm 4 to 8) plus the bE method (contribution n 9) are plotted in Fig. 2.4.39. The following features
are observed :

- all the computed distributions are very close to each other. The more noticeable -hut modest-
deviation is that of contribution n' 7 (Htardy-Dutouquet) which slightly overpredicis tie
expansion on the upstream part of the afterbody.

ii - the accounting of viscous effects improves the prediction, essentially in the vicinity of lhe
boattail extremity.

iii the largest differences between the calculations are observed precisely in this region. these
differences can have various origins : numerical accuracy of the code employed to solve the
inviscid part of the flow fiel' ; physical accuracy of the model used to predict the development
of the boundary-layer on the boattail ; more or less satisfactory representation of tile
confluence of the external and internal boundary-layers at the origin of the jet mixing layer.
fius, contribution no 9 overpredicts the pressure rise at the boattail extremity whereas the
method of Kuhn (contribution no 5) gives too small a pressure rise. Bes: agreement with experi-
ment is achieved by contribution no 4 (the RAxJFr flow model) and by contribution m' 8 (calcu-
lation of Radespiel).

Also a fair agreement between calculations and experiment is noted for the drag buildup along boattail
as shown in Fig. 2.4.40. It is recalled that the drag buildup is obtained by integration from the
boattail shoulder of the elementary streamwise component of the pressure force coefficient. Thus the
end value of this integral -in which quantities are appropriately scaled-is by definition the boattail
pressure drag coefficient. Figure 2.4.4 1 gives the bar graph of boattail pressure drag coefficient.
f1- irues are given fur the experimental coefficient



-ot Value (the lower) is obtained by linear entrapolation of the CP distribution down to the
boattail cxtreritv where there is no measurement point for the pressure because of the impossibility
of locating r pressure tap at the model trailing edge.

the other value results from an integration of pressure force down to the last pressure meisurement
point.

fhe bar graph representation reveals a relatively large scatter among the calculated boattaiI pressure
drag coefficients. Consideration of these results make it difficult to judge the quality of the
theoretical models. since for this test case there is a difference of nearly 1001 between the two
possible experimental values. In fact inLerpretation of such bar graphs can be misleading and cannot
be considered is a really os-sit sorr- criterion for tihe accuracy of the theoretical model :

- the measured values of CDPBT is most often known with a large uncertainty since as alreads
pointed out CDPBF is determined by integration of an incomplete wall pressure distribution.
There results an error which can be noticeable as shown by the pressure drag buildup plotted
in Fig. 2.4.40. Furthermore, the numerical scheme employed to compute the integral ma have
also important repercussions on the final result [ 2..63 .

11 - a good agreement between the computed and measured values of CDPBT can be achieved even with
a large discrepancy bet ween the corresponding wall pressure distributions. In this case the
agreement is fortuitous and results in fact from an error cancellation mechanism.

Methods emploed by contributors N' 4, 5 and 8 (as alIso n' 7) provide also the (list ribution of skin
friction along the boattail, so allowing calculation of the friction drag coefficient CDfB[. [he bar
graph of CL)FBT represented in Fig. 2.4. 1 shows that tIre three methods gice comparable results. One
should note that for test case I -as also for test cases 3 to 6- the drag due to friction is prctL-
callv as high as the drag resulting from pressure forces. this fact demonstrates that for such configu-
rations with a very progressive change in tie boattail cross-section ay i predictive method sirold
include a realistic calculation of tile skin-friction coefficient.

For test case 2. the curvature of the boattail contour being much greater = -17 ' instead
of -8' for test case 1). the compression at the boattail extremity is steeper. Thus in this case the
external boundary-layer thickens much more than in tire previous case and separates, as revealed by
the plateau of the experimental wall pressure distribution (see Fig. 2.4.41). On the other hand, tlre
NPR being equal to only 2.9, the exhaust jet remains nearly cylindrical as showy by the iso-Mach lines
plot of Fig. 2.4.42 (calculation done by contributors n' 2). In the present situat ion Viscous i-f fects
play a predominant role on the rear part of the boattail , so thait -as already seen in the preceding
sect ion- a purely perfect fluid calculation give.s ,-rot poor prediction of the external flow behavior.

Fhe distributions of boattail pressure coefficient given by contributors n' 4 to 7 are plotted in
Fig. 2.4.4. For the present test case, consideration of viscous effects improves the prediction
considerably. Inclusion in the theoretical model of the viscous region displacement effect -that of
the external boundary-layer principally- leads to a considerable reduction in the pressure level on
the rear part of the afterbody, making tire distribution thus computed much closer to experiment than
the distribution given by perfect fluid calculations. On the other hand, contribution n Q (Ml'B cal-
culations) leads here to a poor prediction for tile reason that the employed model is essentially
inviscid, since only the entrainment and displacement effects of the exhaust jet ate taken into rirrsot-
deration. In fact for the present case major viscous effects come from the thickening and separation
of the external beundarY- layir. Thus it is riot surpri. ing that the method used in contribut iso
n' 9 is unable to predict correctly the boattail pressure distribution, since it neglects the
dr-placement effect if the afterbodv boundary- laser.

[lie best agreement with experiment is obtained by contribution n 4 (the RANJI'I flow rodel) which
gives a very good prediction 'f bith the upstream part of the wall! pressure distribution ,rd of the
pressure level in the separated region. A satisfactory prediction is also achieved b contribution
o' 5 (Kuhn's method) and a reasonable one by contribution Ti 7 (Ilady-lutouquet ). In paticular,
contrinution n' 7 predicts with good accuracy the pressure level of the Sipir teflow i guun ,is well
as tire separatuon point location. Contributio n ni f (Ilodgos'nithii) pIlt dirts io unrte listic rise in
pressure near the afterbody extremity.

ihe plot of the drag buildup urstributionrrtr s trng th,- b st ll ( , I -. 2 it of chaptier . i)
amplifies considerably the d s' repants ibet wren e ph I l tis e' i,,pt tar
contributions n 4 and 5. The bar graphs of ID'I aylnl (Ili-id ire slbr n is I - .4.ig For the la-ent
configuration the bottail pressure dr-rg ieIf fti int Is ohrghi i i gri-itri ta ti- ,n t-st
case I. On the ,thee hand, drag due to frictirr rn's is-sii) c, Io tieus , ,il ibin drg doi-
pressure forces. this comes from the fact that the b-litt-l is i,,,rtir thit I i-it r- - I Amd that
the skin friction drops rapidly to very small vIilue bi-iare i- 'I - i: it' i .

Also thi bar graph rif Fig. .4.4,4 (ornborates ii(i , -rI i-a- mi, i 1,rtv ,,i I h,it in son - c rums-
tances a poor predictrion if tie will Ipressur- list ibu oll tiall 1it 'i-l-s liirds tr ,i r..isrr..a1t
evalIuation of C DPBrI nenise , tf vrr o i ,omi p its. it i un oi-, l i tr mlii-trirl" ts t bIa Iun lo

,  
ilr ,i

butor ni 9).

In test case 2A the model is the same as that o test (as' 2 hut iow the NPR is equal to ilstiar d
of 2.9. In fact, as already mentioned, for this afti-roly shape and thise mod-rate values of tile NPR
jet pluming is of secondary importnnce to adverse pressure gradient ellets induced by the bol ttail
contour (Fig. 2.4. 45 shows the shape of the exhiust et resulting from anil FulIer ca Iculat inon .
Consequently the main conclusions pertaining to test case 2 remain valid for test case 2A, in paltl-
cutar the pressure distributions on the boattail are nearly identical in the two cases. Iere the best
agreement with experiment is still achieved by contribution in' 4 (see Fig. 24.4t, ). In the present
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li uh flows tbe' extent of the separated region may be very large, so that tis find at flow is not
ec"s "It amenable to a rlass'ircal Inviscud-Visroos Ioteractive anal ysis in whircb it is imrplicitly assumred
that tire tisous port Of the f ow remains rela tine iv thinl and ri: be tieated by t boutidory-laner type
an alo sin. For this reason no conventijonal IVI methbode bhion been osed to calculate test ca5s 9 to

h . ie mijority tit clintrlr ioils Consist (i lihirottin of tbe Mlti-Conponent Metbods dentrlbed
52.4,1. 1 abiove. As -i know these rrotod biar basedf on a rather stchemat it representaition of thi-nery

complex real ftns field. consequently the only ifvuant it y tbat theyc lari to predict accuratel Is tile
presoore P actig m n the 'by ,, plInn for some of then the base temnperat ure T6 in cases whirr

hi' Iown are not isunit' et it

hot' to the h-prrbltrl na ture of the equatitonsn goteriitg thy' two insist id streams (tiamely, -eui'l
tc' I ud nozzle flou) thy' pressure distri but ion I'll tt part of tile' .ifti'rhilp liicied spot ri-ini oi

thi' tia', dciis viot idepiend on ft li boot' fliiw solulin rhto. its iityrinalto call be diiii indipe tdrii
it the bane c pressue caIcul atiin i tselIf by any tonen t i nt pe) -rtIett fluid ni-thod, the Me-thoilo
Ch.,ricterit ico fyir c'imple. Eventutally a boundary I ier displatement tort-tio can, be ;iltI o
I, coilst for wea A ineractuoou effects . flowener thi Ini1le'Jpendt'i i' Of ti'e upt triam I liw 'it I hie bii f low
region is no Ivuger true when tbere is large let pluming since then the bane pressure can become

SIinit icatiIiIi higher th[an tbe pressure upot ream ofIlie bane , so that separat ion map Octur Oii thli
hoatil -1 Ini ti sIt tt i on Mlti-cimpient Metbiid s gene'rilly predict aIsii t he locat io 11f11 liii-

Slpirit lilt Piiot 1st-'e " -'. 4 1 .3 aibove').

but test rcy' o to I2 ,vIe two Macb numeirs Mo and IV/ ite the oat'me Intl Li'.lt- ~ grl"imrI
is uiicn~rgi'i. I'hi' ,,iLolg iarltlietern are tliei ttrlibiiv enii'ricl olityt itoh the Nozzle f

1
resri--ti'i.

-ti-st 5c-- 9i aini 1i) hll, a col iniilicil 'if ti- oly ani]

! tiacscs-.nid I- litr ,; afti'rioc citfi l coticcl biiitrtcil

.l t, shape two ialue, of the, NPll are considered. Hoiwever because of the very shiiit computer tine
heeded lo,- Mult -Ciivponent Methoids. the Contributors lace performed raliuliLtin fur aI larger number

,IN Pf ce in ordyr Cci cii 1m thy' tracing of c1 ilr It' g IolI g caontI iiioiul I - yari,,,at it" of base
ittI onure witIh the nozzle Irupailsion ratio. b un mesh I It e presenteid as turoes g iv ing the ratio

'18  as P 'i, function of the prensure ratio P" $ which i s mare cumnoill e used

tl int the NPRb for missile ittc-rhndies at supernonic Speeid.

ouhcurses for the ryl itdiial ofterbiiil are repr'seit-ed i i i eto fAd a vu
empuon'uh6 by ecI'ri r aIonit r iut:orn, (i IlI, 12 arid 1 I) wbiiot ci of ourso iuleuutical ""suit"so

that thiese tontrihutors hive nior been distunguishi'd in the preni not lilt of risults,. Alo, twi i'lrotn
of Adi% 's Method have been tooted siOn- incluades thle-empirical correct ionl of thle tinttachnent criterion
atcounting for aninstimeiry effects (see § 2.4. 1.35 absov-) ;the iitbhet uses thle original fuor criterion.

At -f I eiuf the expansion piressor - ratio )",/ P lion that 6, the best agreement w it
taper imno eis atchi eyed by hI) er p'S method and by thre nerosion at Addy's mtirhod whiich Ii l ,arsiot i tic I Ode
the correct ion factir. Ibis good agreemnt deteriorateo at higlier rvaluesiif i/ P. - t1hus
lo Ir P P greater tluit ft tfii host og reenclit witllvnuipti ilit is proigrc'ssinely ichieei v
nagier 'o metbod. Ihle flow model of Miiuliden (root rib utor .' IN) umierpredicts the h-toe pressure as

I1111 is-i above l, the discrepancy between theory and experiment increasi" st i'li
is ~/4 itrres. Hlowever., it shyiuld he saidi t biat thlt t"icultiouii Iif conetht-inI

lane beet clone cit a Mach iunhber of 2 an this Is the tlsinils speed for wliirh the priogran of Miiulden

hesult, t .Ii I Ies I fcevrbiidyt witd~ boar-tail are represened in F ig. 2.4.01 . Far thin cant all the
ithoiiis teiil to underpredior. the hose pressure. bagner's mtto pros iesi the best predictfiot fur valuts
1f '- /%. less than 8f. fyt the present tinst rose', sep-i rtv Ins diet e d On IlIt( hnit I II
1931ero's ethiid pred irts Octourenre of neparat ion at thle base for j /P. Clonue to 9 whoeret'

acr toi i n iyiier 's method separatioun otou.o as -01 'is 8/ to I equal to A. Such i lotgi
hi [I -sr- III .1-, pred irLion iif sipirmion c-in he attLr ibut ed inI ticirtL to thi' def in Itionul adiipti Ifd 10
.1,t i- t rii'j i 11 <In'ce if "It" t iion : loInlI hoi Lit I mu-I emfil oveil )vi Det-to, li trr l' of ip-- iI It

,,,I-,esliltlI sn ii li, Fuo 11 A ppe'a..nuco' , a tiny% oine- i-h rinersi-d 1 1w alonng the buot tml I

-,u-,i' 2.4.- and li givi' thy' scane results in the fiirm at flit' sa-ct- pressur- ciirff icient (Elf. T1lit'
it cr-liphs I i h )(ast' pre .- u-e drag eveff icitent fur all c'inrih[ut tons citid for tindiit ilts ciorriespond iag
h o test canes 9 and 12 ire IeprenentLed In) Figs. I oi ad ,. these bat grciphi, iiic Ldr FtIer
cIlcnhIa;tiiinn d asIi Nyir eSn Ibis IcaIfculIatIiins.

2. . ri - etft'on, ti-s -

2.4.1 -?aunit I II L. "tranonin flow fIel itI I1 2ff or AxnisynonetLri I onsergenit N
0 0 0

I es.n" Prot . 2nd ilnM
t:.tf . tin unir ritca tIMeth o n Fl id i Meefi. IhFVl, pp . 2 13ti-21 f8 ( 197 7).
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2.9 Evaluation of Navier-Stokes Contributions

2.5.1 Contributions

Navier-Stokes results have been presented by only three contributors although a considerable nmber
of publications are already known dealing with the numerical solution of the Wavier-Stokes equations for
jet-afterbody interference problems. The participants 16, 17 and IS provided solutions to the test cases
as listed in Fig. 2.3.1. Hence, unfortunately only for test case 2 solutions from all three contributors
are available. For test cases 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12 two different results were giver, while only one
solution exists for test cases 2A, 4 and 10 and no solution for cases 5 and 6.

Some attempts have been made to validate the numerical results by variation of the numerical parame-
ters as grid resolution, grid adaption, variation of forebody length, changing of turbulence model etc..
Contributor 16 changed the forebody length for test cases 2 and 2A and the boundary layer thickness in
order to check influences coming frgm the upstream bondary where the initial conditions on the cylindri-
cal part of the body have been defined by use of the experimental boundary layer data. In case 3 the fine
resolution region of the wake mesh has been adapted to the calculated plume boundary in an additional
run. An exercise was made for some cases by variation of the artificial smoothing terms in order to veri-
fy their influence on the solution. For cases 3 and 8 the solution has been analysed at different conver-
gence levels. Considerable effort has been spent by contributor 17 on the construction of solution adap-
tive meshes using the finest meshes of all. Contributor 18 examined the effects of refined grids and
different residual tolerances. Case 2 was also run by switching off the eddy viscosity in order to deter-
mine the difference between Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions.

However, despite these valuable exercises the results do not contain a systematic analysis of all
effects obviously important for determining the solution. This would at least require a more detailed
study of grid resolution and adaption, calculations with different codes using the same mesh and the same
turbulence model, and comparisons of different turbulence models running one code in a fixed mesh and
including corresponding laminar and inviscid calculations. Therefore, the following comparison of results
can only represent a rough and preliminary estimate of the capabilities of Wavier-Stokes methods with
respect to the jet-afterbody interference problem. Nevertheless, the results indicate the potential of
Navier-Stokes analysis to predict many features of the flow correctly.

2.5.2 Description of the Different Contributor's Approaches and Calculation Procedures

2.5.2.1 Participant 16 (Wagner)

The full time-dependent, Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations have been solved using a finite
volume method based on HacCormack's hybrid Integration scheme (Ref. 2.5.1) similar to Jacock's treatment
(Ref. 2.5.2). The turbulence is modelled by the two layer eddy viscosity model of Baldwin and Lomax (Ref.
2.5.3). The external flow calculations were started on the cylindrical part of the body at least two
diameters upstream of the body boattail junction setting there fixed boundary conditions which use boun-
dary 13yer profiles being constructed after Whitfield (Ref. 2.5.4) from the given experimental data. No
corrections have been applied for the fact that the experimental values were mostly taken farther down-
stream. Usual no-slip, zero normal pressure gradient, and zero normal temperature gradient boundary con-
ditions have been applied at the solid walls including the base surface. At the nozzle exit supersonic
conical or sonic parallel outflow was assumed, except for case 3, by setting corresponding conditions
immediately upstream of the nozzle exit. Because of the I0 degree convergent exit of test case 3 the
internal flow within the nozzle and the preceeding supply tube has been modeled in order to get realistic
conditions at the nozzle exit. In the latter case a vanishing base area was constructed by extrapolating
slightly the external slope and extending the internal contour cylindrically while for all other cases
the real base area was introduced into the calculation. The downstream boundary was located at least
three diameters behind the base extending to more than six diameters for cases 3 and 8. The downstream
boundary condition required zero gradient for all flow quantities. Laterally, the boundary had a distance
of ten diameters from the axis, except for case 3 where it was only five diameter away. Undisturbed flow
has been assumed at the lateral boundary.

The complete mesh consisted of 88 cells In streamwise direction (exception: case 3 having 108 cells
streamwise) and 35 in normal direction resolving the boundary layer typically by 16 cells of increasing
thickness through exponential stretching, except normal to the base where a coarse equidistant spacing is
applied. Within the wake region behind the base the mesh is divided in an upper and a lower part over-
lapping by two cells rows and having 35 cell rows each; the wake columns are therefore counted twice in
the above mentioned total of 88 cell columns. At both sides of the dividing mesh line the resolution is
very fine, corresponding to the boundary layer resolution. Hence, the dividIng line was intended to flow
the real plume boundary as close as possible being either known from experiment or estimated by a guess
of the plume expansion. Only for case 3 an additional calculation was made adjusting the dividing mesh
line to follow the separation streamline during calculation. Obviously, this procedure cannot work for
blunt bases because this streamline usually reattaches in the base region as can be seen, for example, by
inspection of the streamlines indicated by the experimentalists (Ref. 2.5.5). As examples the original
fixed mesh of case 3 (Fig. 2.5.0.1) and a part of the mesh for case 11 (Fig. 2.5.0.2) are presented. For
the blunt base cases the internal shear layer at the Jet boundary could not be finely resolved up to the
confluence of both shear layers bounding the separation region since an excessive number of time steps
must be avoided. Also the turbulence model has not been adjusted to represent this layer properly.

Convergence to steady flow has been achieved after 1200 time steps for supersonic cases and 5000
time steps for subsonic flow. Only case 3 needed 8000 steps until the internal flow field was converged.
The critical transonic blunt base case 8 has been additionally run up to 10000 steps. Convergence has
been judged by the behavlour of the drag coefficients and by inspecting the flow field at typical posi-
tions inside and at the boundaries. Typical flow times non-dimensionalized with body diameter and exter-
nal undisturbed velocity are 7 for supersonic problems and 15 for transonic ones.
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2.5.2.2 Participant 17 (Deiwert)

The Reynolds-averaged, time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations have been solved in the thin-layer
approximation following Ref. 3.5.6. The timewise integration has been performed with the aid of the beam
and Warming implicit finite difference algorithm (Ref. 2.5.7). The equations are factored (spatially
split) and central differences are used. The turbulence structure is also modeled by the algebraic eddy
viscosity model of Baldwin and Lomax (Ref. 2.5.3). The calculations were performed with an included fore-
body, with the complete experimental configuration used when known. Usual Navier-Stokes boundary condi-
tions including zero normal pressure gradient have been applied at the body surface except at base sur-
faces where slip conditions are admitted since neither the grid nor the present formulation of the thin
layer code support the viscous effects (Ref. 2.5.8). At the nozzle exit the supersonic outflow condition
is set on the base grid line which is in the nozzle range aligned to the spherical or plane surface
through the nozzle lip exhibiting constant state in the conical or parallel flow, respectively. For test
cases 3 and 4 the convergent outflow conditions was simplified to sonic parallel flow. In the cases I to
4 the very small base has been neglected by modifying slightly the external contour for vanishing base
area (References 2.5.9/10). Computational boundaries are 20 body diameters apart from the body surface,
and extend 25 body diameters downstream from the nozzle exit plane. Upstream boundary condition was uni-
form free stream. Uniform free stream has also been assumed at the far-field lateral boundary and extra-
polation has been applied at the downstream boundary. A special treatment of the boundary conditions is
applied at the nozzle lip also including a special relaxation procedure for turbulence description (Ref.
2.5.8). Both corners of the base exhibit double-valued boundary conditions depending on the direction of
approach.

A body-oriented computational grid is constructed in a manner compatible with the thin-layer appro-
ximation. Radial grid lines on the forebody join the surface orthogonally and on the afterbody surface
and jet centerline they are normal to the body axis. Typically 140 points are distributed in the stream-
wise direction with some 80 points on the body surface between the nose and the end of the afterbody and
60 points on the jet centerline between the end of the afterbody and the downstream outflow boundary.
Clustering is used near the nose and the end of the afrerbody and near the afterbody shoulder. Streamwise
grid lines are distributed radially from the body surface with a high degree of clustering neir the sur-
face to resolve the turbulent boundary layer. Typically 48 points are used between the body surface and
the far field boundary. An additional 20 points are distributed across the nozzle exit plane and, for
configurations with blunt bases, an additional 32 points are distributed across the base for a total
number of radial points of 100 for blunt based geometries and a total number of 68 for sharp lipped
nozzles.

Initially the grid lines are distributed using a simple algebraic algorithm and the grid lines are
not necessarily clustered to regions of high gradients in the flowfield solution. During the course of
the solution the grid is adapted to both density and pressure gradient providing clustering in regions
where these gradient are large. An example of this adapted grid for a blunt - base configuration (Ref.
2.5.9) is shown in Figs. 2.5.0.3 (initial grid) and 2.5.0.4 (adapted grid) for test case 10. The
application of the turbulence model includes the possibility of detecting two shear layers in a vertical
grid line (Ref. 2.5.10).

Convergence typically has been achieved between 1200 and 5000 iterations corresponding to
dimensionless times of 6 to 17. A solution was assumed to be converged when the flowfield over the
afterbody became steady. The flow field in the far jet may not yet be converged. The meshes of
contributor 17 give the best overall resolution and extend relatively far downstream.

2.5.2.3 Participant 18 (Forester/Kern)

As reported in nef. 2.5.11 the computational algorithm is based on MacCormack's explicit method
(Ref. 2.5.12) solving the complete time-dependent, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations by use of a
finite volume approach. A two layer eddy viscosity turbulence model has been used with the length scale
in the outer layer by the boundary layer thickness. This turbulence model has been combined with wall
functions for obtaining the wall shear stresses and convective fluxes in the mesh cells bordering solid
surface boundaries. This greatly reduces the mesh required for boundary layers and avoids excessive com-
puting times. Behind the base, the eddy viscosity is assumed to be proportional to the mixing layer
thickness and the velocity difference across it. The code uses an automatic sclution adaptive grid to
improve the computation of boattail pressure, base pressure and plume shape in the near field.

The calculation is started externally on the cylindrical body using initial boundary layer profiles
and internally at any point inside the nozzle or at the nozzle exit as desired. The normal pressure gra-
dient is assumed to be zero at no-slip surfaces or equal to the centrifugal force. Total pressure, total
temperature and flow angle are specified at subsonic inflow boundaries with the remaining field variables
obtained by assuming a zero axial gradient in each variable. At supersonic inflow boundaries all field
variables are prescribed. Linear extrapolation is used ior all field variables at purely supersonic out-
flow boundaries. Where both subsonic and supersonic flow occured at the outflow bondary, the free stream
static pressure is prescribed at each cell regardless of the local Mach number. Discontinuities therefore
occur in the supersonic outflow region (shocks or sudden expansions) but little upstream influence was
observed because of the supersonic flow preventing upstream propagation of disturbances.

The grid consisted of between 1100 an' 2400 mesh points that are carefully tailored to the gradients
of the flow problems (Ref. 2.5.13). For mesh resolution studies this number was varied from 470 up to
6850 points. Convergence to residual levels of less than 10-

5 
was achieved within 3750 and 20,000 time

steps depending on mesh size, flow conditions, boundary layer resolution, and prescribed convergence
tolerance. The adaptive grid is used to resolve thin mixing layers and accurately compute the flow turn-
ing at the nozzle exit plane. A variation of the level of the coefficients in the artificial viscositiy
is used to determine the role of smoothing upon the results. Some oscillations usually remain in the
crispest solutions.



2.5.3 Discussion of Navier-Stokes Results

Separate discussions follow now for each test case. Preceeding the basic discussion of the diagrams
jresenred in chapter 2.3 an evaluation of the flow fields is presented based on the individual plots of
velocity vectors, isobars, and iso Mach lines. The iso-plots for the temperature ratio T/T. also provided
by contributors 17 and 18 contained not much additional useful information. Hence, these plots are omit-
ted.

2.5.3.1 Test Case I (Participants 16 and 17)

The velocity vector plots (Figs. 2.5.1.ia and 2.5.1.Ib) do not differ essentially. Only smooth vari-
ations can be observed going from the boattail to the wake and no flow separation is detected on the
boattail. Apparently. solution 16 (Fig. 2.5.1.1a) exhibits somewhat less spread out of the free shear
layer indicating less turbulent mixing than solution 17 (Fig. 2.5.1.1b). Both isobar plots (Figs.
2.5.1.2a and 2.5.1.2b) sh-. the same flow structure revealing an initial expansion of the jet (static
pressure ratio Pj/P. about 1.5) and a compression following. The positions of pressure minimum and maxi-
mum on the centerline agree very well. Contribution 16 exhibits some waviness of the solution within the
jet shortly behind the nozzle exit indicating probably a too coarse mesh there. Also the iso Mach curves
(Figs. 2.5.1.3a and 2.5.1.3b) agree basically exhibiting only slight quantitative differences.

Both calculated pressure distributions on the boattail surface (Figs. 2.3.1.ib) are relatively close
to the experimental results, especially in the rear part of the afterbody. Both'ahow a sudden pressure

drop at the very end of the boartall where no measurement was available. Contributor 17 has not modeled a
base area and claims the result for the grid point at the trailing edge questionable since the boundary
condition set at rhis grid point depends on the sweep direction followed at last in the course of the
numerical procedure (Reference 2.5.8). In contrast contribution 16 included a modelling of the small base
with a resolution of about ten mesh cells. The solution exhibits a base pressure level reasonably lower
than the boattail pressure thus influencing probably the last cell on the boattail and causing the drop.
However, by no means can it be presently judged if these details of the solution are realistic. The pres-
sure drag build up on the boartail (Fig. 2.3.1.2b) is obviously very sensitive to the small %-differen-
ces between solutions 16 and 17 observed in Fig. 2.3.1.1b. these small deviations lead to the pronounced
difference of Fig. 2.3.1.2b.

The velocity ratio on the centerline (Fig. 2.3.1.3b) shows the peak values exactly in the same posi-
tion for solutions 16 and 17 and also the following velocity minimum is in the same position. Furthermo-
re, the positions of the extreme values agree reasonably well with the IVI and Euler results (Fig.
2.3.3a). The extreme values are more pronounced in solution 16 than in solution 17, probably due to a
coarser mesh in solution 16, but surprisingly the Navier-Stokes values range in between the Euler and IV
results. The Mach number (Fig. 2.3.1.45) behaves very similar to the velocity. Downstream, these initial
oscillations of the jet are soon damped out in the Navier-Stokes solutions, especially in solution 17 for
which the mesh extends far downstream leading to a probably realistlc behaviour of the jet. This damping
is obviously stronger than in the Euler solutions 1 and 2 probably due to the viscous terms. The static
temperature ratio on the centerline (Fig. 2.3.1.5b) confirms the previous observations except a little
difference in the initial temperatures at the nozzle exit. This difference is due to a disregard of the
slight difference between external and internal stagnation temperature in solution 17 and can in no way
affect other solution features. Finally in Fig. 2.3.1.6b the pitot pressure on the jet centerline is
compared with some experimental values. To some extent the measurements seem to support the expansions
and compressions found by computation but the experimental points are too coarsely distributed to draw
firm conclusions and they may be affected by some measurement errors.

The calculated base drag in Fig. 2.3.1.7 confirms the above mentioned fact of lowered base pressure
level for solution 16. The calculated boattail pressure drags (Fig. 2.3.1.8) of the Navier-Stokes sol-
tions are not far from the extrapolated value for the experiment (dashed line). But considering the
possible errors using the extrapolation procedure applied to the experimental values (see chapter 2.3)
the agreement with reality cannot finally be judged by this figure. A more reasonable impression may be
got from Fig. 2.3.1.2b by comparison at the position of the last measurement point which is the point
before the last one in this figure. Fig. 2.3.1.9 contains the friction drag calculated from four solu-
tions. The IVI solutions 4 and 5 are between both Navier-Stokes solutions with respect to this quantity.
Correspondingly, we see a comparison of total boartail drag in Fig. 2.3.1.10 where the difference in the
Navier-Stokes solutions result mainly from the different friction drags shown In Fig. 2.3.1.9.

Fig. 2.3.1.iia depicts the distribution of skin friction coefficient Cf revealing that the level of
solution 16 (identified by Fig. 2.3.1.1ib) is considerably higher than those of the VI results 4, 5 and
8 while solution 17 shows the smallest values of all. The behaviour of Cf at the very end of the afterbo-
dy (Fig. 2.3.1.11b) reflects the pressure behaviour of Fig. 2.3.1.1b.

Finally, the pressure coefficient in a transverse plane just at the nozzle exit is presented in
Fig. 2.3.1.12b. While the values of solution 17 are exactly taken at the nozvle exit grid line, the va-
lues of solution 16 are corresponding to the first column of cell centers slightly downstream of the base
but the experimental values indicated also in the figure are still farther downstream measured. Solutions
16 and 17 are closer to each other than to the experimental results In the external field and no explana-
tion can be offered for this fact. Approaching the body, solution 17 mets the measured C-values while
solution 16 still exceeds them. The considerable drop to the lowest base pressure value becomes by this
figure quite clear for solution 16. Within the jet solution 17 exhibits exactly the theoretical values
set there at the base grid line while solution 16 shows already a considerable decrease of C0 caused by
the influence of the reduced pressure at the nozzle lip since the internal pressure wasset to the theo-
retical value slightly ahead of the exit (see Chapter 2.5.2). Also the wavIness of solution 16 within the
jet becomes obvious in Fig. 2.3.1.12b.
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2.5.3.2 Test Case 2 (Participant 16, 17 and 18)

The velocity vector plots (Figs. 2.5.2.la to d, where Fig. 2.5.2.1d presents only the flow direc-
tions but not the actual values of the velocities) show features similar to test case 1. Although the
experiment exhibited a considerably thick separated flow region, only solution 17 shows some evidence of
such a separated flow. looking onto skin friction results, solution 17 could be seen to predict separa-
tion very close to the position where it was experimentally observed (Ref. 2.5.10). Also solution lb
predicts separation but farther downstream in between the experimental separation point and the trailing
edge. Apparently, this computed flow separation restricts the flow reversal to a very thin layer at the
body surface possible coinciding with the laminar sublayer. This fact prevents the development of a rea-
sonable bubble dimension normal to the surface, ard in consequence the expected and experimentally obser-
ved pressure plateau was not achieved. Solution 18 exhibits no separation at all in terms of negative
shear stress. This fact has been mainly attributed to grid sparseness normal to the wall, the use of wall
functions, and too simplified and may be insufficient turbulence modelling (Ref. 2.5.13). This inaccura-
te prediction of separated flow zones on smooth contours appears the most severe limitation of present
Navier-itokes solutions which has to be overcome as soon as possible. Nevertheless, the accurate predic-
tion of the separation point by solution 17 is already encouraging.

The isobar fields of Figs. 2.5.2.2a to c look very similar with the exception of the region Immedla-
t y behind the trailing edge in solution 18 (Fig. 2.5.2.2c). The plume structure is essentially the same
as that of case I (Figs. 2.5.2.la and b) since the nozzle pressure ratio is identical. Also the iso Mach
coves are similarly structured (Figs. 2.5.2.2a to c) at least in the near field of the afterbody and at
the nozzle exit.

The surface pressure distributions shown in Fig. 2.3.2.1b do not agree as well as in case I to expe-
riment even upstream of the separation point. Especially in the region of the pressure minimum solutions
16 and 17 do not reach the experimental level while solution 18 exceeds it. All Navier-Stokes calcula-
tions do not predict the pressure plateau of the separated region although the contributions 17 and IS do
better than 16. Solution 18 appears to be wavy a the rear end presumably due to coarseness of the mesh.
Again sudden pressure changes occur at the very end of the boattail as already discussed with ten'
case 1. But now the pressure in the last boattail cell falls definitely below the pressure in the adja-
cent base cell for solution 16 and must therefore be attributed to numerics ther to physics. The defi-
ciencies already discussed are reflected in the drag build up (Fig. 2.3.2.2: where the solution 18 pro-
vides the best final value. The IV1 solutions 4 and 5 are seen to get much better results (Fig.
2.3.2.2c).

The position of the velocity peak at the jet centerline (Fig. 
2
.3.2.3a) predicted by the Navier-

Stokes calculations differ only slightly from the IVI solution 4 and the Euler solution 2, both with
respect L, the position of the corresponding Mach number peak and the following Mach number minimum. The
Naviec-Stokex solutions are in excellent agreement to each other (Fig, 2.3.2.4b) except the differences
in peak heights. This holds similarly for the temperature (Fig. 2.3.2.5b) except the slight difference in
stagnation temperature for solution 17 as already discussed with case t. The comparison of calculated
piot pressures with experiments supports the Mach number peaks (Fig. 2.3.2.6b). The extreme behaviour of
the IVI solution matches the experiment even better (Fig. 2.3.L.hc).

The base pressure drag (Fig. 2.1.2.7) is negative indicating a base pressure level exceeding . The
boattail pressure drag (Fig. 2.3.2.8) is predicted best by solution 18. The underpredcLtion of outions
16 and 17 is to a great deal caused by the overprediction of surface pressures in the eparated flow
region. The friction drag computed Fom solution lb and 17 differ little from the IVI results . and 5
(Fig. 2.3.2.9) and this par. of the d-g is not significant to the sages of total drag (fig. 2.1.2.10) in
contrast to test case I.

Both skin friction distributions of the Navier-Stokes solutions 16 and 17 are different from th,ose
of the IVI results 4 and 5 which agree very well to each other. Probably, the prediction of the separa-
tion point could be improved for solution 16 if the skin friction level could be lowered. But it should
be mentioned that exercises with an elongated forebody and separate ones with reduced boundary layer
thdckness did not move the separation position by considerable extent. Finally, Fig. 2.3.2.12 shows the
pressure behaviour on a vertical line nearest to the base. Approaching the trailing edge from the lateral
external field the deviations from the experimental values inrease, being a maximum for solution lb and
a minimum for 17. Within the jet the behaviour of solutions 16 and 17 is similar to that seen in test
case 1. The calculation of coxtribution 18 is started farther upstream inside * e nozzle which may ex-
plain that the pressure distribution is even tore affected by the nozzle exit state than for solution 16.

2.5.3.lA Test Case 2A (Participant 16 only)

As a result of the increased nozzle pressure ratio compared to case 2, the jet exhaust for this test
case Is larger in diameter (see velocity vector plot Fig. 2.5.2A.1). The higher jet pressure should have
an influence on the separation point but experimentally no shift has been observed. In the calculation,
the separation point moves slightly upstream but it remains still far from the measured one. Tsobars
(Fig. 2.5.2A.2) and iso Math lines (Fig. 2.5.2A.3) reveal the much stronger expansion within the jet.

The surface pressure distribution is only slightly changed on the rear patt of the afterbody and a
considerable pressure drop Is exhibited at the very end which seems not to be supported by the physics
(Fig. 2.3.2A.lb). The drag build up can therefore not be accurate (Fig. 2.3 2A.2b).

The Navier-Stokes result 1b and the IVI method 4 agree excellently with respect to velocity and Mach
number peak as well as temperature and pitot pressure minimum on the jet centerline (Figs. 2.3.2A.3 to
2.3.2A.6). Also the first measured minimum is reasonably approached with respect to position and height.



The base drag (Fig. 2.3.2A.7) is even more negative than for case 2 and the boattail pressure drag

is far from that calculated from the experimental pressure distribution (Fig. 2.3.2A.8). The friction

drag (Fig. 2.3.2A.9) is close to that given by IVI method 4 but this is obviously due to the cancellation

of different errors (see skin friction distribution Fig. 2.3.iA.il). The theoretical predictions of the
pressures at the base grid line (Fig. 2.3.2A.12) are in excellent agreement to each other. However, the
predictions do not agree well with the experimental results.

2.5.3.3 Test Case 3 (Participants 16 and 17)

The velocity vector plots of solution 17 (Fig. 2.5.3.1b and c) differ considerably from those of

contribution 16 (Fg. 2.5.
3
.1a) since a parallel sonic outflow was modeled in solution 17 while contribu-

tion 16 accounted for the convergent exit by computing the internal flow in order to achieve the real

curved sonic line outside the nozzle. But in spite of this difference there appears no essential diffe-

rence between solutions 16 and 17 with respect to isobars (Figs. 2.5.
3
.2a and b) and iso Mach lines

(Figs. 2.5.3.3a and b). Plume and external flow field structure of solutions 16 and 17 fit well into the

observations discussed previously for the other cases.

Both solutions agree well with the experimental pressures (Fig. 2.3.3.ib) in the rear part of the

afterbody except the little waviness of solution 17 and an extreme pressure drop at the very end in solu-

tion 16. No physical explanation can be offered for this drop in solution 16 since a base area was not
modeled and the pressure falls below the minimum value in the exit plane while it should be expected to

be close to a stagnation point at the trallhg edge. The drag build up (Fig. 2.3.3.2b) of solution 17

agrees now best with the experimental data.

With respect to the centerline data not many firm c-ncluslons can be drawn since the velocity values

given experimentally are too coarsely distributed (Fig. 2.3.3.3b). The downstream behaviour of solution

16 appears not to be realistic missing the deceleration by turbulent mixing. Solution 17 seems, however,

to model the experimental behaviour much better as can be judged from the Mach number distributions (Fig.

2.3.3.4b). Nevertheless the agreement of solutions 16 and 17 is still satisfactory in the plume rear-

field. Similar findings hold for the temperature (Fig. 2.3.3.5b) and pitot pressure distributions (Fig.
2.3.3.6b) whereby solution 17 is definitely seen to model the experimentally observed downstream

behaviour best. Solution 16 in the downstream region is closer to the inviscid behaviour, especially

close to the Euler solution 2.

Solution 17 is closest but not very close to the experimental boatal] pressure drag found with the

aid of surface pressure ex-rapolatlion (Fig. 2.3.3.8). Note that for this case the linear extrapolation
had to be applied over a considerable part of the boattail (see fg. 2.3.3.1b for comparison) and may

therefore be uncertain. The prediction ot contribution 16 is fa:ther fro this experimental value. By

a calculation with automatic adjustment of the mesh to the actual plume boundary, contribution 16 showed

a considerable reduction of the pressure drag ("remesh" in Fig. 2.3.3.8). The friction drag for solution
16 is higher than f,r solution 17 and for the IVI results 4, 5, and 8 (Fig. 2.3.3.9) corresponding to the

higher skin friction level (Fig. 2.3.3.11) ending u, with a high Cf-peak which reflects the pressure
behaviour discussed above while solution 17 shows a slight separation. Both pressure and friction drag

contribute to the deviation of the Navier-Stokes result 16 from the LVI results with respect to total

boattail drag Fig. 2.3.3.10).

Finally, the predicted pressures at the base plane (Fig. 2.3.3.12) are in reasonable agreement to
each other but large deviations between both Navier-Stokes results occur within the plume due to the
difference discussed above concerning the treatment of the initial plume flow-field.

2.5.3.4 Test Case 4 (Participant 17 only)

Since for this test case only the plume stagnation temperature is different from case 3 io signifi-
cant differences can be detected in the flow field r-'terns (Fig. 2.5.4.1 to 2.5.4.3). Also the pressure
distribution (Fig. 2.3.4.1) does not differ visibly from that of case 3. However, the drag build up (Fig.
2.3.4.2b) exhibits a slight reduction.

The Mach number along ti jet centerline (Fig. 2.3.4.4) shows initially a slightly more pronounced

oscillatlon compared to case 3 (Fig. 2.3.3.4b) and drops to a somewhat lower value in the far field due

to the smaller momentum of the jet. The temperature distribution (Fig. 2.3.4.5) is of course completely

different from case 3 and the pitot pressures (Fig. 2.3.4.6) decrease more raFidly to a lower level in

the far field again due to the smaller momentum of the jet.

The small differences just discussed result in a reduction of total pressure drag (Fig. 2.3.4.8'

which In its tendency agrees with all other available results except the IVI-method 9. The friction drag,
however, does not change at all (Fig. 2.5.4.9). The pressure distribution along the base grid line exhi-
bits no visible dizference to that of case 3 (Fig. 2.3.4.12).

2.5.3.5 Test Case 5

Navier-Stokes results are not available for this configuration.

2.5.3.6 Test Case 6

Navier-Stokes results are not available for this configuration.



2.5.3.7 Test Case 7 (Participants 16 and 17)

The velocity vector fields (fig. 2.5.
7
.1a to c) do not show dramatic effects. Isobars (Figs.

2.5.7.2a/b) and Mach number contours look similar but due to a finer resolution the isobars of solution
17 resolve the external shock wave at the boattail shoulder much better (fig. 2.5.

7
.2b).

The boattail pressure distributions of the Navier-Stokes solutions 16 and 17 agree less well with
the experiment than those of the Euler solution I (Fig. 2.3.

7
.1b). Comparing both Navier-Stokes solutions

a correction must be considered for solution 17 which accounts for the difference to undisturbed free-
stream values upstream of the boattail. Applying such a correction both Navier-Stokes solutions would
agree closely. However, also the question must be raised wether a correction has to be applied to the
experimental data or not since the measured pressures immediately ahead of the body-boattail junction had
not reached the level of undisturbed free stream pressure p . The difference between solution lb or the
corrected solution 17 and the experiment is approximately of the same amount. The large final pressure
increase at the very end of the boattail in solution 16 approaches the base pressure level calculated for
the small base area. Because of the coarse resolution of only two cells at the base, this result cannot
be very reliable. The drag build up (Fig. 2.3.7.2b) reflects the differences in the pressures but in
supersonic cases the total drag is less sensitive to those deviations since the integrated drag is
steadily increasing from the body-boattail junction to the boattall end.

For the centerline data some disagreement exists between the Navier-Stokes results 16 and 17 and the
Euler solution I (Fig. 2.3.7.3 to 2.3.7.6) which may be partially caused by use of different initial data
at the nozzle exit. The Mach number at the nozzle exit (Fig. 2.3.7.4) is for example in solution I defi-
nitely different from the nominal value of 2.024. The different initial plume temperature (Fig. 2.3.7.5)
is due to an interchange of the total temperatures of jet and external stream by mistake in solution 16
but no essential effect is expected on the rest of the calculated data from this error.

Fig. 2.3.7.7 shows the small base drag predicted by solution 16. The total pressure drag level (Fig.
2.3.7.8) is given by all solutions with similar accuracy while the friction drag is again definitely
higher for solution 16 (Fig. 2.3.7.9) leading to a fortuitously good agreement for the total drag values
predicted by both Navier-Stokes solutions (Fig. 2.3.7.10). With respect to the pressure distribution in
the base plane the available solutions show a good agreement (Fig. 2.

3
.8.12a) especially solutions 1 and

16 are very close to each other in the external field.

2.5.3.8 Test Case 8 (Participants 16 and 17)

This transonic missile afterbody case exhibiting a large blunt base is a very tough test case for
Navler-Stokes methods but it is also very interesting since derailed LDV measurements are callable con-

cerning mean velocities and turbulent velocity fluctuations. The calculated velocity vector plot of solu-
tion 16 (Fig. 2.5.8.1a) agrees surprisingly well with the flow field of the experiment (Ref. 2.5.5). The
streamwise extent of the recirculatlon bubble is very similar while the calculated result shows a slight-
ly smaller size in latvrl direction resulting in an outward shift of the reattachoent point at the bave
compared to the experiment. In contrast solution 17 shows the main vortex in the separated region rota-
ting in the opposite sense. The isobar plots (Figs. 2.5.8.2a and b) of both Navier-Stokes solutions and
the iso Mach lines (Figs. 2.5.8.

3
a and b) are similar but obviously more distinct than in the smooth

afterbody cases 1, 3 and 7. The differences concern mainly the recirculating base region.

The experimental surface pressure distribution (Fig. 2.3.8.1) around the body-boattail junction and
ahead of it is better represented by solution 17 while this prediction becomes worse near the boattail
end. Solution 16 suffers from a rather coarse mesh at the body-boattail junction but it b, comes very
reasonable near the boattail end. Hence, none of these solutions can perfectly predict the boattail drag
build up (Fig. 2.3.8.2) but result 16 is quite reasonable.

The nozzle centerline results differ considerably (Figs. 2.3.8.3 to 2.3.8.6) showing in solution 16
a larger and more extended initial expansion but finally a probably unrealistic steady increase of Mach
number occurs in downstream direction (Fig. 2.3.8.4) consistent with the results for test case 3 discus-
sed previously. Obviously, the initial disagreement between both Navier-Stokes solutions seems to be
related to the different base pressure predictions (see Fig. 2.3.7.12).

The base drag (Fig. 2.3.8.7) shows the predictions 16 and 17 to give a level comparable to the ex-
periment, solution 16 being closer to the experimental values. The boattail pressure drag (Fig. 2.3.8.8)
is also better predicted by solution 16 corresponding to the better agreement of surface pressures in the
rear part (Fig. 2.3.8.1). Skin friction results again appear to be much higher for solution 16 than for
solution 17 (Figs. 2.5.8.9 and 2.5.8.11).

Finally, Fig. 2.3.8.12 presents the pressure behaviour in a plane at the base showing clearly the
surprisingly good agreement of the mean value of the distribution predicted by 16 with the measurements
while solution 17 delivers somewhat lower base pressures. But it should be mentioned that a comparison of
shear stress correlations calculated from solution 16 to the experimental results looks less promising
thus leaving sowe questions open concerning the prediction quality (Ref. 2.5.14).

2.5.3.9 Test Case 9 (Participants 16 and 17)

Solution 16 shows a main vortex in the recirculation region which rotates in opposite sense compared
to case 8 (Fig. 2.5.9.la/b). Some rough evidence is also seen for predicting the shock system indicated
by the Schlieren photograph including the Mach disk at the axis. Figs. 

2
.5.

9
.1c and d reveal similar

features for solution 17, but the main vortex in the separated region rotates in the opposite sense and
the separated region seems to be shorter. The isobar plot of solution 17 (Fig. 2.5.9.2b) gives a very



impressive picture of the shock system because of its dense spacing of lines in contrast to the plot for

contribution 16 (Fig. 2.5.9.2a). The plots of iso Mach lines (Figs. 2.5.
9
.
3
a and b) confirm the shock

struc- ture but do not reveal subsonic flow behind the 'Mrach disk" nor the precise location of the disk.

The predicted surface pressur, distributions on the cylindrical body (Fig. 2.3.9.1b) differ somewhat

from the experimental values due to the treatment of the upstream regions. This fact suggests a correc-

tion of the calculated values similarly as carried Out evaluating the experimental results (Ref. 2.5.15).

Both solutions predict a strong pressure drop at the boattail end approximating the base pressure level

due to an upstream influence through the subsonic part of the boundary layer.

The centerline distributions for solutions 16 and 17 are initially in good agreement to each other

but differ somewhat from Euler solution 3 (Fig. 2.3.9.3 to 2.3.9.6). Especially the first peaks are close

to each other in position and height.

The base drag prediction (Fig. 2.3.9.7) is slightly better for solution 16 since the solution 17

suffers from a too low base pressure level (Fig. 2.3.9.12). But is shoula ae kept in mind that the "mea-

sured" value given in Fig. 2.3.9.7 is questionanle because it is based on only one radial position of
pressure taps. At that position solution 16 meets the experimental mean value quite well although consi-

derable variation occurs over the rest of the base (Fig. 2.3.9.12). The degree of agreement to experiment

may therefore be judged for such cases much better by comparison of pressure distributions. The difft a-

ce of pressures within the jet results from the fact that the base gridlIne In solution 17 respresents a

spherical surface with constant conical outflow conditions while solution 16 describes a vertical plane

where essentially the same flow field was modeled accounting locally for the upstream position of this

plane.

2.5.3.10 Test Case 10 (Participant 17 only)

This case differs from case 9 only by increasing the static pressure ratio p /p from I to 6. The
velocity vector plot (Fig. 2.5.10.1) shows already the essential changes of the fLow field compared to

case 9. The isobars (Fig. 2.5,10.2) and the iso Mach lines (Fig. 2.5.10.3) reflect very well the experi-

mental shock structure seen in the Schlieren photograph (see chapter 2.2).

The surface pressures are identical to solution 17 for case 9 except at the very end of the body

where a smaller drop occurs due to the higher base pressure level (Fig. 2.3.10.1). The centerline distri-
butions seem to be very reasonable (Figs. 2.5.10.3 to 6) showing now severe expansions and compressions
which have to be expected within the jet. The base drag is essentially overpredicted (Fig. 2.3.10.7) due

to a too low base pressure level (Fig. 2.3.10.12). But it should be considered that the unknown experl-

mental base pressure distribution could vary across the base to a considerable extent.

2.5.3.11 Test Case 1i (Participants lb and 17)

In contrast to case 9 solution lb shows a main vortex rotating in clockwise sense within the separa-

tion zone (Figs. 
2
.5.11.1a and b). Also the internal barrel shock and the Mach disk are already indicated

in Fig. 2.5.11.1a, The corresponding plots for solution 17 (Figs. 2.5.11.1c and d) look similar. Compar-

ing Figs. 2.5.11.lb and d, again the length of the separated zone behind the base seems to differ some-
what. Because of the finer resolution Fig. 2.5.11.2b for solution 17 reveals the shock structure much

better than Fig. 2.5.11.2a for solution 16. The calculated shock pattern agrees well with the Schlieren
photograph (see chapter 2.2 and Ref. 2.5.9). Disregarding the coarser isobar resolution of contribution
16 both Navler-Stokes solutions agree well to ea h other with respect to the isobars and iso Mach lines
(Figs. 2.5.11.3a and b).

The surface pressure distribution (Fig. 2.3.1.1b) exhibits excellent agreement between solution 16
and the experimental values (except the first one) on the boattail including the pressure drop at the

boattail end. But it would be not fair to state less accuracy for solution 17 since the differences ap-

pear to be mainly due to the deviations already present at the cylindrical body which are caused by the
different computational approaches. If we consider an adjustment of the %-values to zero on that portion
of the body the agreement of solution 17 with the experiment would probably be even better than that of

solution 16. These arguments hold also for the drag build up (Fig. 2.3.11.2b) which is in excellent
agreement with the experiment for solution 16.

The centerline values of solutions 16 and 17 (Figs. 2.3.11.3 to 2.3.11.6) are similar up to the

first peaks and the peak positions agree also with the Euler solution 3 but the peak heights are quite
different from the Euler solution.

The base drag (Fig. 2.3.11.7) is somewhat too low for solution 16 whereby a possible variation

across the base in reality should be kept in mind while it is too high for solution 17 reflecting the
lower base pressure level shown in Fig. 2.3.11.12. The boattail pressure drag values (Fig. 2.3.11.8) may
coincide after applying a correction as suggested above and the skin friction drag (Fig. 2.3.11.9) shows
the typical difference already discussed above. The total boattail drag values (Fig. 2.3.11.10) are al-

most identical.

Finally, with respect to the pressure distribution in the exit region (Fig. 2.3.11.12) the Navier-

Stokes solutions agree well to each other (considering the differences within the jet to be natural as

discussed above) except at the base surface. It may be mentioned that the Euler solution 3 gives the best
base pressure prediction at the measurement position although the pressure agreement on the boattail is
only fair.
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2.5.3.12 Test Case [2 (Participants 17 and 18)

The geometry of test cases I1 and 12 is identical but the static pressure ratio is increased to 6
for test case 12. the velocity vector plots (Figs. 2.5.12.1a, b and c) reveal essential flow field featu-
res. The isobars of both solutions (Fig. 2.5.12.2a and b) reflect clearly the main features of the
Schlieren picture from experiment. The Lao Mach line patterns within the plume (Figs. 2.5.12.3a and b)
are similar to each other despite some quantitative deviations. The strong shock angle is clearly
shown. Neither solution 17 or 18 show the weaker precursor shock or the associated flow separation.

The pressure distributions on the boattail are shown in Fig. 2.3.12.1b. Solution 17 differs only at
the very end from that for case 11 and may be corrected as supposed there. Solution 18 reflects partially
the large pressure peak measured at the boattail end which corresponds to the higher base pressure. The
drag build up (Fig. 2.3.12.2b) is too high for solution 17 because of the reasons already known and solu-
tion 18 follows this trend up to the middle of the boattail where it changes to a consecutive underpre-
diction.

On the centerline (Figs. 2.3.12.4 to 2.3.12.6) solution 17 predicts expansion peaks within the jet
which occur downstream of the mesh boundary of solution 18. The predicted base drag values exhibit only
fair agreement with the experimental value compared to the results of other methods (Fig. 2.3.12.7). Both

Ler-Stokes solutions agree well to each other with respect to the boattail drag (Fig. 2.3.12.8) and
.ose values are not far from the experimental result. The prediction of solution 17 can probably be
urther improved by applying corrections to the pressure distribution as discussed above. The base pres-

sure level shown only for solution 17 in Fig. 2.3.12.12 is again somewhat too low compared to the experi-
mental value.
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Fig. 2.5.1.3 a: Iso Mlach lines, Test Case Isolution 16
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Fig. 2.5.2.2 a: Isobars, Test Case 2, solution 16
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Fig. 2.5.2.3 a: Iso Mach lines, Test Case 2, solution 16
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Fig. 2.5.2A.I: Velocity vectors, Test Case 2A, solution 16

Fig. 2.5.2A.2: Isobars, Test Case 2A, solution 16

Fig. 2.5.2A.3: Iso Mach lines, Test Case 2A, solution 16



Fig. 2.5.3.1 a: Velocity vectors, Test Case 3, solution 16
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2.6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This theory assessment has attempted to provide an understanding of the state-of-
the-art for predicting nozzle afterbody flow interactions. Because the working group
agreed to restrict the assessment to axisymmetric nozzle configurations at zero angle-
of-attack, the assessment does not provide a complete picture of the state-of-the-art
for predicting the interference effects of the engine installation on complete airplane
or missile aerodynamics. However, because axisymmetric prediction methods are in a more
advanced state of development than three-dimensional methods, the assessment does
provide Insight into the potential capabilities of analytical methods for predicting
nozzle afterbody flows. Because of the rapid changes occurring in computational fluid
dynamics, this assessment provides only a "snapshot" of the capabilities of theoretical
methods at about the middle of 1984. The rapid growth and improvements of computers and
in theoretical methods should, in the future, provide significantly better methods for
predicting the effects of engine installation on airplane aerodynamics.

The results of the present theory assessment can be summarized as follows:

o The assessment criteria for theoretical methods should be based on the
agreement with measured surface pressure distributions and flow field
characteristics and not on boattali pressure drag. The present assessment
clearly shows cases where there is very good agreement between predicted and
measured drag but where the agreement between measured and predicted surface
pressure distributions are very poor.

" Inviscid methods can be used to provide reasonable estimates of wind tunnel
wall interference effects. While not investigated in the present assessment,
it is also clear that inviscid methods can be used to evaluate support
interference effects. In addition, inviscid procedures can be used to provide
first order predictions of the occurrence of boundary layer separation when
used in conjunction with boundary layer calculatlon methods.

o At subsonic speeds some of the inviscid/vi3cous interaction methods provided
good prediction of the surface pressure distributions on the sharp-lip nozzle
test cases, reasonably good prediction of the location of boundary layer
separation, and reasonably good prediction of nozzle pressure drag.

" For the supersonic blunt base test cases, the multiple-component methods
provide a reasonable prediction of base pressures, acceptable prediction of
separation location on the boattail, and reasonably accurate predictions of
the nozzle afterbody pressure drag.

" The Navier-Stokes solutions were in good agreement with the experimental
surface pressure distributions up to the location of any boundary layer
separation. Because of the poor agreement downstream of separation, the
predictions of boattail pressure drag by the Navier-Stokes methods were
unreliable. The discrepancies downstream of separation were possibly due to
the turbulence models used. For the blunt base test cases, the Navier-Stokes
methods provided detailed flow field information and, for some cases, provided
good prediction of base pressures. It appears that the Navier-Stokes
solutions can provie the experimenter with a valuable diagnostic tool to be
used to understand the physics of nozzle afterbody flows.

o Both inviscid and inviscid/viscous interaction methods usually predicted
correct trends in pressure distributions and boattail pressure drag as wall
blockage was changed and as jet temperature was changed. One Navier-Stokes
method was used to predict the effects of jet temperature, and the correct
trends were indicated.

" Today's Navier-Stokes calculations generally cost from 5 to 20 times as much
as an inviscid/viscous interaction calculation on the same super computer.
The cost of multiple-component methodj is negligible. The rapid increases in
hardware technology and improvements in numerical techniques currently
underway may soon make axisymmetric Navier-Stokes codes inexpensive enough for
production calculations.

As a result of the assessment of theoretical capabilities made by the working
group, the following recommendations are made:

0 Computational research should be undertaken to Improve two-dimensional
modeling of the separation region for inviscid/viscous interaction methods.
Navier-Stokes code development should continue with concentration on grid
generation, solution algorithms, turbulence modeling, and user friendliness.
Detailed studies of the effect of turbulence modeling on practical trailing
edge problems should also be undertaken. Emphasis should be given to the
development of methods for three-dimensional flows. Zonal approaches as well
as complete 3-D Navier-Stokes solutions should be pursued. The 13 AGARD test
cases used in the present assessment should be used as a basis for these
theoretical developments.



o For present day engineering appl icat ions, invlsciu/viscous interaction methuds
and multiple-component methods can be used for design guidance. For 3-lD cases,
inciscid methods with a 3-1) boundary-layer calculation should be used, in pal-
ticular to give indications of likely separation. Navier-Stokes calculations
should be used for diagnostics of the flow about simple configurations.

o Careful "test case" experiments should be undertaken to provide flow field
details for the development of turbulence models. Fundamental studies of
thick boundary layers merging with thin boundary layers at different energy
levels (characteristic of initial regions of shear layer between internal and
external flows) should also be undertaken. These experiments should be made
at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds. Emphasis should be given to
transonic speeds for cases where strong shock interactions occur.
Meanurements of body pressures, tunnel wall pressures, body and wall boundary
layers, flow field velocities, and all Reynolds' stresses in separated flow
and mixing regions should be made. In all of these experiments careful
measurements of all flow quantities should be made at an inflow boundary
normal to the model and well upstream of the nozzle exit. Finally, data
similar to that obtained for axisymmetric configurations should be acquired on
simple generic 3-D models with well-defined geometry.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

It is generally accepted that one of the best proofs of the validity of a theory
is the experiment. On the other hand, theory hs helped in many cases to improve the ex-
periment. Examples of this mutual benefit are the detection of systematic errors, the
better understanding of available test results, improved concepts for future tests and
the monitoring/controlling of the boundary conditions in a wind tunnel test section, to
list just a few, but important items.

The following chapters deal with the experimental side only. They are not meant
to be a data base for afterbody drag but highlight some topics in experimental afterbody
aerodynamics in which progress has been achieved in the past ten years or draw backs
have been encountered; in some cases simply the present state of the art is described.
Prime emphasis was placed on afterbodies with propulsive jet(s); nevertheless many re-
sults presented here will be useful also for afterbodies without jets.

3.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before discussing the very specific subjects of jet simulation (chapter 3.2),
testing techniques (chapter 3.3), flow instabilities (chapter 3.4) and errors and cor-
rection methods (chapter 3.5), a few general considerations will be presented in the fol-
lowing to illustrate

a) the influence of afterbody drag changes on other parts of the aircraft,

b) the magnitudes of afterbody drag and its sensitivity to pressure integration,

c) the correlation of afterbody drag with some key parameters like effective
base area, boattail angle, engine spacing, nozzle interfairings, centre
base pressure and afterbody mean slope. These correlations are by no means
reliable enough to replace an accurate measurement, but can in many cases
be used to predict a trend or drag increment.

3.1.1 Extent of Afterbody Drag Changes

According to the conventional definition) afterbody drag is the sum of pressure
and friction drag of that portion of the fuselage which extends downstream from the maxi-
mum cross-section. Normally, these absolute drag values are of minor relevance except if
they are used for the verification of computational methods, for the prediction of local
aerodynamic loads or for the determination of the best distribution of the instrumenta-
tion.

In practical aircraft development, i.e. in optimizing the overall drag and in es-
tablishing the drag pclars of the complete aircraft, only afterbody drag changes relative
to a reference aircraft configuration are used. To date these changes have to be measured
since the computed values are not yet accurate enough on complex aircraft configurations
at subsonic flight speeds. This is particularly true when boattail separation is present.
If in such measurements the afterbody is attached to a balance while the forebody remains
non-metric, careful consideration must be given to the forebody drag changes induced by
modifications on the afterbody at subsonic speeds. The order of magnitude of this up-
stream influence fnr isolated, axisymmetric fuselages (defined in Fig. 3.1.1) is shown
in Table 3.1.1 to be ACDp FB 0,002. Whether this value is of relevance depends on the
test objective.

AFTBODY No /5 *) Note: A more sophisticated definition
of pressure drag is given in
Ref. 3.1.22 (difference between

_ __ __real and potential flow pres-
I < :sures). However, for actual test-

--- L 800 mm -... ing of slender 3-D bodies this
definition is less practical be-
cause of the required effort in

-CYLNDER
4  

computational accuracy.

_ ~~~1,0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ao' 0,8 Amxboattai

AsasA 0,6 - ~ - -0,6 ' d l

ROS-SECTION 0,41

tC-iii STING

- x/L
- x/L

Fig. 3.1.1 Model cross-sectional area Fig. 3.1.2 Model cross-sectional
distribution, MBB-After- area distribution
bodies No. I to 5 (Ref. 3.1. ) (Ref. 3.1.6 and 3.1.3)



Table 3.1.1 Effect of afterbody geometry on forebody drag change, Ref. 3.1.3

"Metric break" at x/L 0,5

Ref. %CD FB Obtained from M. Afterbody change

3.1.2,5 (MBB) 0,0022 Inviscid computation 0,8 No. 1 - No. 3

3.1.2 (MBB) 0,0020 1 FB balance 7,8 No. 1 - No. 3

3.1.1 (AEDC) 0,0030' Pressure integration 0,9 No. 1-No. 5

3.1.6 (AEDC) 0,0018 Pressure integration 0,8 8 = 15 deg -cylindrical

*) Afterbody No. 5 had steeper boattailing than No. 3

Table 3.1.2 Comparison of afterbody pressure drag changes, Ref. 3.1.3

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 7

Change of forebody drag

relative to

Change in Metric Change in
Ch n e i break Jafterbody

Source afterbody break CD FB Complete body pfesr
boattailing at pressure

X/L pressure drag drag
tCD FB % ACD FB,%

CD CB 'CD AB

Ref. 3.1.1 A- --

Fig. 13 ABI-AB5 0,5 0,0030 23 3,6 4,5 A

Ref. 3.1.6 15 deg -cylindrical 0,5 0,0018 29 4,7 i -5,3 B
Cylindr. -contoured 0,8 0,0022 35 10 -16 C

Fig. 14 15 deg-contoured 0,8 0,0022 10 5,8 -12 D

Table 3.1.2 relates typical forebody drag changes obtained by AEDC to the pres-
sure drag of the complete body (columns 5 and 6). For example, replacing the cylindrical
boattail by the contoured one (defined in Fig. 3.1.2) raises the forebody pressure drag

by 35 % or 10 %, depending on whether referred to the pressure drag of the complete body
with the low or high drag afterbody (line C). Column 7 relates the pressure drag changes

on the forebody to those on the afterbody. The negative sign indicates that the corres-
ponding changes on forebody and afterbody vary in opposite directions. In line D, for ex-

ample, 12 % of the afterbody improvement is compensated by the associated drag increase

on the forebody.

In testing actual aircraft geometries with nonmetric forebodies, the metric break is of-
ten placed near the trailing edge of the wing, i.e., downstream of the maximum fuselage
cross-section. With variable wing sweep aircraft this station may be as far downstream
as x/L = 0,7 up to 0,8. This aggravates the situation, as the upstream influence becomes
more pronounced compared with a metric break at x/L = 0,5. Frequently the wing is also

nonmetric, i.e., it can be regarded here as part of the forebody. At subsonic speeds any

changes in afterbody flowfleld will also affect the wing, in particular when the wing is
in its swept back position. For a typical afterbody flowfield variation, like afterburn-
ing on/off, this induced pressure drag change on the wing is estimated to be of the order

of 5 % of the pressure drag of the complete fuselage (Ref. 3.1.2). For a complete trade-
off this value has to be added to column 5 in Table 3.1.2.

Sometimes it has been argued that these induced changes on the forebody are too small to
be taken into account, and particularly so when comparing them with the total drag of the

complete aircraft model: a typical upstream influence of ACDP FF = 0,002, as shown in
Table 3.1.1 for isolated fuselages, becomes roughly 0,0002 when referred to the area of

the wing rather than to that of the body cross-section, and two drag counts are normally
near the limit of the accuracy attainable in complete model force measurements. However,
optimizing the drag of the complete aircraft requires optimization of many, also small,

drag sources. In addition, these small pressure drag changes are measurable or can be
computed by conventional methods at subsonic speeds. That is, although theory may fail
to compute absolute local drag values accurately enough, it is probably well suited to

compute the upstream propagation of small pressure increments measured by a few check
points near the metric break. In this context, it is suggested to call afterbody drag
changes which comprise not only the local changes on the afterbody itself but also those

changes induced on all other portions of the aircraft, global afterbody drag changes.
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3.1.2 Afterbody Drag Magnitudes and Sensitivity to Pressure Integration

An idealized, axisymmetric fuselage of 15 % relative thickness (afterbody No. 1)
showed at M = 0,8 and zero incidence roughly the following positive and negative axial
pressure forces acting on the four model portions having solely positive and negative
pressure coefficients respectively (see Fig. 3.1.3, data from Fig. 7 in Ref. 3.1.1): At

subsonic speeds the posi-

M = 0,8 tive and negative axial
pressure forces on the

+ - + P = part bodies forebody cancel each other
almost completely (CDP FB

Re-No. = 15,7 • 106 -0,001). On the afterbody
this is not quite the case,
resulting in a pressure

FB AB drag coefficient of 0,01.
That is, "all" pressure
drag of such a complete

CDP PB 0,06 -0,06 + 0,055 0,045 0,01 CDP CB body stems from the after-
FB AB body. In order to assessthis value of 0,01 to an

accuracy of only 10 % re-
:ig. 3.1.3 The problem of obtaining the difference quires the average error

of almost equal magnitudes in Cp to stay below iCp =

0,001. For measured pres-

Note: sures, this requirement
can marginally be ful-

Cop is the filled. However, for the
M < J drag coef- M >> 1 ( /> _/ /  pressures which have been

ficient ob- - // _-computed even by the most
tained by * advanced current codes,Cp integrat- this acc uracy seems to be
ing Cp from Cp completely out of reach:

0 to any typical errors for rela-
x/L (i.e. tively simple axisymmetric

I drag build- shapes are CDp = ! 0,02
l'-" .i up) COP CB as has been shown in the

preceding part No. 2 onCDP CDP "Computational Methods".
WP CB Similar accuracies can be

obtained (also for three-
0 dimensional shapes) by

purely empirical methods,
as for example, by the

Fig. 3.1.4 Pressure distribution and pressure drag truncated Integral Mean
buildup in subsonic and supersonic flow Slope technique described

at the end of this chapter
(para 3.1.3.3). As a re-

sult, improvement is necessary in both, the empirical and theoretical methods. A
more comprehensive discussion on measurement errors will be presented in chapter 3.5.

At supersonic speeds the problem of obtaining the difference between two almost
equally large values no longer exists: apart from the pressure rise in the region of the
trailing edge shock there is virtually a monotonic increase in pressure drag with the dis-
tance from the nose of the body as shown in Fig. 3.1.4. That is why in supersonic flow the
pressure drag is considerably easier to evaluate than in subsonic flow (larger tolerable
error ACDp for the same percentage accuracy). Apart from attaining the maximum flight speed,
however, the relative importance of the afterbody drag of turbojet powered aircraft is much
smaller in supersonic flow than in subsonic flow, as will be shown in the following.

The variation of forebody, afterbody and complete body pressure drag with Mach number is
shown for bodies No. 1 and No. 5 in Fig. 3.1.5, reproduced from Ref. 3.7.1. From the rais-
ed level in pressure drag coefficient at supersonic Mach numbers one could be misled into
assuming that afterbody drag at supersonic speeds is particularly large and important al-
so for combat aircraft with afterburners.

a) Forebody b) Afterbody c) Complete Body

0,20 2 ~
,lo.1 and No.5 0,20T--- 0,30 No. 5

-CDP FBR -CDP AB 
1

o -

O_0 CDP. CB'- ,N.

li[ I / [ : i 0 ,0 e I! V l0,1010 L0
0,5 1,0 1,5 0,5 1,0 1,5 0,5 1,0 1,5

Fig. 3.1.5 Relative magnitudes of subsonic and supersonic pressure drag (Re=21,7.106
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ACF ( F)N -D OEL - SINLE REF

CRUISE AT MAX ACCELERATION ) Note: This approximation

does not hold for
the "convergent cusp"
configuration

0,2 (AF/Fi 0 at super-
,sonic speeds)

AC F }i "'r ) Fig. 3.1.6 (Ref. 3.1.7) suggests
that rather the opposite is cot-

0,1 rect: in one test series all

C- CONV. CUSP 12 twin jet afterbody configura-
tions of a combat aircraft project

HRUST LOSS experienced at subsonic speeds
SINiE REF (-- thrust minus drag coefficients CF0 R which were lower than that of the

0,8 0,9 1,0 2,0 2,2 single jet reference model by up
O2 M 2 to 0,225. In these tests the thrust

of each model was very close to
Fig. 3.1.6 Magnitudes of thrust-minus-drag that of the single jet reference

coefficient at subsonic and model and so ACr is aproximately
supersonic flight equal to (DModel - DSingle Ref.)/Fi

as explained in the same figure.

A ACF = 0,225, therefore, means that the drag of the worst configuration was higher than
that of the reference model by about 22,5 % of the ideal gross thrust. With an assumed
ratio of gross thrust to net thrust of two and with net thrust = drag it follows that the
aircraft with the worst afterbody had about 45 % more aircraft total drag than an air-
craft with the idealized afterbody. The idealized or single jet reference afterbodies are
characterized by a boattail of linear distribution of the cross-sectional area, by zero
base area and by a single jet the throat area of which is equal to the sum of the throat
areas of the twin jet models. The reference model for the subsonic flight regime had a
convergent nozzle with a very gradual contraction while the supersonic reference model
had an idealized convergent/divergent nozzle matched for M_ = 2. In order to provide the
linear cross-sectional area distribution together with a shallow boattail the subsonic
reference model had to be increased slightly in length. The reference models are consid-
ered as being the aerodynamic optima. Their main advantage over other reference models
with cylindrical boattails is that during an optimization study they indicate how far
from the aerodynamic optimum a particular configuration still is and whether further ef-
forts are worthwhile.

Purely from aerodynamic viewpoint, i.e. disregarding nozzle weight and complexity,
it will be shown in chapter 3.1.3 that twin jet afterbody configurations can be designed
such that they reduce the above 45 % of additional aircraft drag at subsonic flight speeds
to about 4 % for a boattail angle 6 150 (Fig. 3.1.11) and to about 3 % for 8 = 10' to 12'
(Fig. 3.1.10). Hence enormous performance improvements seem possible for combat aircraft
assigned for long range missions in which nozzle weight is of secondary importance.
Fig. 3.1.6 shows further that in the high supersonic regime the drag of the same models/
nozzle concepts was only up to 3 % of the ideal gross thrust higher than that of the su-
personic reference model (:CF = 0,03). This is explained by the fact that the nozzles were
here in the maximum reheat position: the ideal gross thrust is considerably higher and the
projected areas of boattail and base are reduced due to the larger exit diameter of the
matched convergent/divergent nozzles.

The only model having a simple, short flap convergent nozzle with a cusp base
("convergent cusp") experienced a higher ,ACK. This is explained by the relatively high
thrust losses of a convergent nozzle at high jet pressure ratios ( 10 at M- = 1,9). Sub-
tracting those losses from the measured ACF of the "convergent cusp" yields a negative
value (caused by the post exit thrust). This means that the afterbody drag of this model
was smaller than that of the supersonic reference, the optimum (T-D) configuration. This
example illustrates again the close interrelation between drag and thrust. If one of the
two components is optimized separately, precise assessment of the interface, particularly
in the experiment, is required. This problem will be further e:panded in chapter 3.3 on
testing techniques. The thrust-minus-drag coefficients in Fig. 3.1.6 were obtained from
cold jet model tests. No attempt has been made to correct these data to the true jet tem-
peratures. This will be dealt with in chapter 3.2.1 on "Jet Temperature Effects".

Similar results as in Fig. 3.1.6 are shown in Fig. 3.1.7 for three different
types of afterbody/nozzle combinations. These data were derived from wind tunnel tests
conducted by SNECMA (Ref. 3.1.8). Two of the afterbodies shown are actually being flown
(configurations "C" and "TSS"). The third configuration ("CD") is a more or less venti-
lated ejector with variable boattail angle. In a similar manner, the shroud of the TSS
has variable trailing edge flaps, which move outward to a cylindrical position at M_ > 1,2.
At smaller flight Mach numbers the boattail angle of these flaps is a function of M, and
varies between 5' and 20. Tertiary flow then exists. Its drag is included in the external
drag of the afterbody. The secondary to primary mass flow ratio Ws/W is of the order of
9 % for the TSS and is charged with the free stream momentum. In con rast, the other two
nozzle concepts (C and CD) have only small amounts of secondary flow, Ws/Wi being about
0,5 %. Therefore its entry drag (free stream momentum) has been neglected nere, particu-



larly as this flow has already been used to cool other aircraft components and has been
charged there. It is clear that in an aerodynamic optimization all three flows have to
be taken into account.

CRUISE H 1i1 K. COMBAT REGIME H 1 1 k.

6F-D
AF/ Bor -7,-

0. tC' IDEAL

"C'and'CO1 TSS
TSS "CD"

TS "S

-io ,------ --- - C ,A-------- ------- -------

. includes external drag, (.F-O)/FSB

FB - ideal primary and secondary gross thrust

Mo

-20%

05 1,0 1,5 2,0 tertiary f11w
secondary

Fig. 3.1.7 Afterbody/nozzle performance, Ref. 3.1.8

The reference value, F*B, is the ideal gross thrust of the primary and secondary
flows. The curve "C" IDEAL, therefore, gives the thrust losses of an ideal convergent
nozzle resulting from incomplete expansion. The full lines "C", "CD", and "TSS" represent
the internal ejector nozzle performance including the pressure force on the base. Perfor-
mance including the external afterbody drag is shown by the dashed lines.

The losses in gross thrust of a convergent nozzle depend primarily on the 3et pres-
sure ratio. In the present example they are as high as 10 % at M_ = 2,0 (curve "C" ideal,
linear approximation). Due to the overpressure created by the expansion of the jet down-

stream of the nozzle, these thrust losses are partly compensated by the associated increase
in base pressure. The total loss, therefore, is reduced from 10 % to 7,5 % (curves "C").
In spite of this recovery in losses, this configuration is aerodynamically much inferior
when compared with the good performance of the CD concept having a total loss of only 2 %.

In summary, for good performance at higher supersonic flight Mach numbers it is im-
portant to expand the primary flow in a convergent/divergent nozzle. The external drag, on
the other hand, is relatively unimportant. In the present example it is zero at M = 2,0
and only 2 % of the ideal gross thrust F*B at M_ = 1,2. At subsonic cruise, the situation
is reversed with the Predominant performance penalty being caused by external afterbody

drag (difference between full and dotted curves). Note that Figure 3.1.6 shows at M, = 2,0
quite similar results obtained from a different investigation: the configuration "conver-
gent cusp" yields a change in thrust minus drag coefficient ACF = 0,06 which compares well
with the (AF-D)/F*B = -7,5 % for the "C" afterbody in Figure 3.1.7. The difference in sign
and magnitude is due to the different definitions of ACF and (AF-D)/FnB. Also, the jet
pressure ratio was lower in Figure 3.1.6.

The examples discussed in Fig. 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 show that it is important to con-
sider the losses in internal thrust as well as those attributed to external drag when de-
termining afterbody installed performance across the Mach number range. AS will be shown
in chapter 3.3, the experimental measurement of these losses can be difficult.

3.1.3 Some Useful Correlations

To date there is no empirical or semi-empirical method which gives predictions of

afterbody performance (i.e. thrust-minus-drag) to a similar degree of accuracy as high

quality measurements. However, orders of magnitudes and general trends in afterbody drag

can be predicted with the aid of published data. In Ref. 3.1.7 for example it was shown

how boattall angle, nozzle Interfairings, engine spacing and base areas affect the after-
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body performance of a typical twin jet, long leaf nozzle configuration at subsonic cruise.
An extract of the main results will be briefly repeated in the following together with
more recent results on the influence of base area, centre base pressure and afterbody
mean slope.

3.1.3.1 Effect of Engine Spacing and Nozzle Interfairing

SCOAB- COnS Fig. 3.1.8 shows

____ _ _the variation of
_incremental after-

body drag with
t nozzle spacing:

____0_06 There is a clear

aerodynamic opti-

mum for spacings
A._ 9 _00 s/de as close as

- 9 1 0. 2,5 to 2,7. The
P, .5 drag values at zero

spacing were ob-

0.04 tained from a con-
figuration in which

-- the jet pipes and

3.03 the two Iris noz-
. zles were squeezed

together to form
0 non-circular, double-

__ ._ 0.02 D shaped exits. Note
that the CD is re-
ferred to the single
jet reference model

0_03 .... .001 having the minimum

AC total (= friction +
o pressure) drag. This
0 -definition of ACD

applies to all fig-
ures from Ref. 3.1.7.

00. Note also that,
00 _ throughout the pre-

p,/ 5 0 " IRIS sent report, CD is
W~s referred to the max-

imum fuselage cross-
section unless la-

5 20 2.5 3.0 I.5 .0 4.5 belled by ()*. In
s/de such cases the ref-erence area is the

Fig. 3.1.8 Optimization of engine spacing from two wing planform.
different investigations, Ref. 3.1.7

0.0.
M. ,09

Pt lI/P *2 5 IRIS
NOZZLE

0.03 -- 5/d, -2.69

0,02 NO INTERFAIRING

0.01 W1IH

10 15 20p"

Fig. 3.1.9 Effect of boattail angle and interfairing, Ref. 3.1.7

The beneficial effect of a fairing between the two nozzles is shown in Fig. 3.1.9:
The presence of the interfairing reduces the draq by a larger amount than a reduction
of the boattail angle from 20' to 100 does, that is AAC D z 0,015 as compared with
AACD a 0,010. The combination of both, interfairing and shallow boattail of about 11 de-
grees, results in the "absolute" minimum realistic total afterbody drag of a twin jet
fighter configuration (ACD = 0,003). Still lower boattail angles would result in an in-
crease of drag due to greater friction from the increased length to achieve the same zero
base area.
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3.1.3.2 Effect of Base Areas

As found from wind tunnel tests, the largest changes in subsonic drag occur for
variations in base size. Geometric bases located upstream of the nozzle exit plane nor-
mally introduce flow separation on adjacent surfaces. The sum of geometric and induced
base areas is called effective base area. Fig. 3.1.10 shows this pronounced influence of
effective base sizes.

0 10 20 30 40 50Y.

0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08
Geometr I ".

U a Base.

Induced
Base

M o - 0.9

SPt,j / Po - 2,5

WS/d- 2.69

-150

Fig. 3.1.10 Influence of base area between nozzles on drag, Ref. 3.1.7

The worst configuration had an additional drag over that of the single jet re-
ference model of 45 % of the complet, aircraft total drag. Note that this reference model
had virtually zero pressure drag and a wetted surface which was equal or even smaller than
that of all other models in this investigation. Hence the incremental drag ACD = 0,08 of
this worst configuration represents roughly also the corresponding pressure drag coeffi-
cient CDP CB z CDp AR z 0,08 (compare also MBB-body No. 5 in Fig. 3.1.5b and c for which
the same magnitudes were found at M_ = 0,9).

A similar investigation was conducted by ARA (Ref. 3.1.9) on two classes of twin
jet afterbodies: in class 1 the nozzle exit planes were at the same axial position as the
rear most point of the fuselage, while in class 2 they were located upstream of the end
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of the fuselage (Phantom-type
configurations). Fig. 3.1.11
shows the variation of after-
body total drag (i.e. pressure
plus friction) with the effec-
tive base area. In these tests
the geometric base size varied

geom. base due to the different indenta-
p (tions ("gullies") between the

gap (second. nozzles and due to the differ-
duct, no flow) ent shroud and throat diameters.

The trailing edge boattail angle
was 100 and 15', the sum of the

3 two throat areas, Ae, was 7 %
throat, Ae/

2  
shroud and 13 % of the fuselage maxi-

mum cross-section Amax, while
shroud the effective base areas ranged

from 0 % to 26,1 % of Amax. The
= estimated effective base area Ab eff includes jet pressure ratio had different
also annular gap between shroud and throat of values for each Mach number test-
convergent nozzle ed corresponding roughly to those

encountered in subsonic cruise
(see Table 3.1.3). "The values

0,12(Ab eff/Amax) + 0,024 for the smaller nozzles, which7 represent a lower bypass ratio

0,08 engine, have been taken as 1,5
maximum tested times those of the larger nozzles

so that the comparisons are made
at approximately the same net en-

0,06- all models of +0,006 gine thrust" (Ref. 3.1.9).class 1 and 2

CDT AB 0,71 M 0,95 It is remarkable to note that the
A - total drag of all models of

0,04 "class I and 2, a total of 21, in-
creases approximately linearly
with effective base size for

0,02 0,7 < M. < 0,95:
0,026 =frCDP AB 0,12Abeff/Amax , 0,006

For different jet pressure ratios

0 and also for higher Mach numbers

0 0,10 0,20 0,30 (e.g. M. = 1,3) this simple rela-
tionship is less successful, ac-

SAb eff/Amax cording to Ref. 3.1.9. A further
example of the effect of base area

Fig. 3.1.11 Correlation of total afterbody drag on afterbody pressure drag was pub-
(pressure plus friction) with effec- lished by McDonald and Hughes for
tive base size, Ref. 3.1.9 an "interceptor type aircraft" as

far back as in 1965 (Ref. 3.1.15).
Fig. 3.1.12 shows this correlation

Table 3.1.3 Values of for Fig. 3.1.11 of increase in aircraft drag versus
oPtj/P fthe square of the base diameter.

Note that, in contrast to the other
M= 0,7 0,8 0,9 0,95 diagrams, the parameter on the ab-

scissa includes the jet area. Ac-
cording to Ref. 3.1.15 this corre-

Ae/Amax = 0,13 2,1 2,5 3,0 3,4 lation holds for 0,6 < M. < 0,9,
but probably does not hold for

Ae/Amax = 0,07 3,2 3,8 4,5 5,1 conical afterbodies with boattail
angles greater than 80 or for
curved boat'.ails (circular arc and
parabolic) greater than 160.

Yet another example of the same interrelation is shown in Fig. 3.1.13 by the solid curves
(D). They have been reproduced from Ref. 3.1.10 and represent a synthesis of the results in
Ref. 3.1.9, 11, 12 and 13. It is assumed that the influence of boattail angle 8 would large-
ly disappear, had effective bases been used instead of geometric ones. For comparison pur-
poses also the linear relationship of Fig. 3.1.11 is shown as dashed line E. Apart from the
lower values curves D and E agree quite well. This may be expected since the data of curve E
were also used to establish the curves D of the original diagram.

In Fig. 3.1.14 the correlations of Figs. 3.1.10 (curve C) and 3.1.12 (curves A, B)
are compared with each other. For this purpose the curves of Fig. 3.1.12 were converted as
follows:

CDP AB 5 CDo a/c = (CDT FB = const = 0,140)/(CDo a/c/LCDo - 1)

with CD FB 0 CDo a/c - CDP AB.

In this conversion it is assumed that the zero lift drag of the aircraft minus the pressure
drag of the afterbody stays constant. In addition, the abscissa values of Fig. 3.1.12 were
reduced by 0,080 - const to convert (Ab + A ) into Ab. This implies that Aj is constant in
Fig. 3.1.12 and equal to the lowest flight lest point, at which Ab must then be zero. Per-
fect agreement is now shown for the correlation curves B and C. However, because of the
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_07 Twi.thout
0,4 0,70,0
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Fig. 3.1.12 Increase in aircraft profile drag 00,2 0,4

due to the sum of jet and base areas, 0

Ref. 3.1.15 - Ab/Amax

Fig. 3.1.13 Correlation of afterbody

pressure drag with base
size, without empennage,

assumptions made above, this agreement could be Ref. 3.1.9 and 10
fortuitous (for example, had a more representa-
tive jet area ratio Aj/Amax = 0, 10 been used in- 0,0 -

stead of the above 0,080, curve. A and B would
be slightly shifted to the left in Fig. 3.1.141. p
Therefore, additional wind tunnel results from
the early Tornado development phase were also _

plotted in the same figure as points No. 1, 2 cInpennage
and 3 (Ref. 3.1.19,20) They confirm curves B i t~rference
and C . This is quite remarkable since very 00
different wind tunnels, testing techniques and
aircraft configurations were involved. /

Curve C was obtained from a test series CDp AB -
in the Boeing 8 ft x 12 ft Transonic Wind Tun- /
nel for the US/FRG AVS (Advanced V/STOL Weapon

System) project during 1965 - 1967. Thrust minus 0,04
drag was measured on a model with metric fore- I /
body without wing. This forebody did not dupli- 2
cate the Tornado but rather the "Iliad" config- I /
uration. Point No. 1 represents an early Tor-
nado configuration with a slightly shortened /
forebody (model 20A) tested in the same wind
tunnel with the same test set-up. Points No. 2 0,02 w e
and 3 represent also early Tornado configura- / , t n

tions, however, tested with model 20B in a dif- / except: 2a, 
3
aE

ferent (the ARA 8 ft x 9 ft)Transonic Wind Tun- 0-

nel. In contrast to model 20A this model had a >/
non-metric forebody and a (non-metric) wing. /
The one-component balance did not record thrust
but afterbody drag only. While the afterbody 0
pressure drag values were readily obtained from 0 0,2 0,4
incremental force measurements conducted by MBB
(Ref. 3.1.19), the effective base areas were - Ab/Amax
taken from an independent assessment made by Fig. 3.1.14 Correlation of afterbody
BAe (Ref. 3.1.20). pressure drag with base

There seemed to be a clear discrepancy size, with and without

between the trends shown by the curves ABC and empennage, Ref. 3.1.23

PE. Reanalyzing the ARA data (curve E) in 1984
for the same jet pressure ratio as for curve C i.e. for Pt-/P = 2,5, did not resolve the
discrepancy: variations in jet pressure ratio between 2 an

3 
3 had little effect on after-

body drag (Ref. 3.1.18). The most probable reason for this discrepancy finally turned out
to be the presence of the empennage. Curves A and C and also the points No. 1, 2 and 3
apply to twin jet configurations with empennages while urves D and E represent configu-
rations without empennages. Curves D apply to single jets and curve E to twin jets. The
number of jets, therefore, seems to have little effect on afterbody drag. Points No. 2
and 3 were tested not only with but also without empennage.

Idmwu
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A/Amax - . .A/Amax IMST

A truncation,

1,0 insert max.
Amax Aj value c)

real slope

0 --Ama -d(A/Amax)
d(X/Deq)

a) Afterbody cross-sectional b) Truncated slope distribution

area distribution

Deq I Am.x

max. slope Integrate hatched area in b) to obtain
integral mean value IMST of truncated

3 slope distribution:

1,0
2

IMST - -1 fd(A/Amax) d(A/Amax)
1 1-(Aj/Amax) f d(X/Deq}

0 0 M Aj/Amax0 ' il0

c) Specified maximum slope d) Computation of IMST

E

0,2 Tail Type ACDTai

-6t 0

o , , . M. - 0,006

0,6 0,8 1,0

e) Empirical correction factor E, f) Correction for tail type

function of M, only

q) Predicted afterbody drag CDPAB = E (IMST)
2
'
7 7 

- ACD Tail

Fig. 3.1.15 Afterbody drag prediction procedure, Ref. 3,1.17



From the tmeasured difference in afterbody draq the computed profile drag was sib-
tracted -o obtain the interference draq. For the horizontal tail an nterference draq co-
efficient of 0,010 was futi.d; the corresponding value for ti- fin was 0,005. The- sum of
the two (0,OTSI is subtracted from points No. 2 and 3 in Fig. 3. 1. 14. These new pcnts,
No. 2a and 3a, come closer to c-urve E but do not q.ute reach it.

On the whole, fair agreement exists. That is, toe trends and the orders of satni-
tudes seem to be c.rrect. Therefore, for very rou'h estimates Fiq. 3.i .4 culd be used
to predict afterbody drag and draq chanqes purely from measaed or est mated magjrtudes
of separated flow areas, further work sho2ulJ be undertaker t- find rut whether better
agreement between the correlation curves ABCDE -an be .,bt ined.

3., .3.3 Effect o f Aferbod Mear , I pe

In 1972 Swavel, nd So leau (Ref. '. li,) I et -r r, late,
afterbody pressure Iraq with the Irt-jril MeN , 1 im s 'f , i-. At-
Brazier and Ball this method "failed !,r itiio i n J ,5s
of steep slopes aft of the point where se, .i i " f h , the

Truncated Integral Mean Slope IMIST) aj I e r "q . r [q

snal s,'rK-.

In e.~sence, this now metS te ! Ii17, alIeb
'ross-sectional area distribution bi I i : ; t
which the real slope distribut ion ex c .'- t is -
cated slope distributiti over the fro co if, t , A I

IMST is obtained. The afterbody pressu t, ;i I .7.i.1=,.

The effectiveness of the 1MST ,.
tained for a wide range of variablts, that ir t, i! i i i a, tails,
exit (let) areas Aj/Amax = 0, 0 - 0,40; afterti,-. , it, .- : ne, spa -
ings S/Deq = 0,671 - 1,280 and for a .atche ! n z."i 

i 
t i 

-  
e 
i  

i i i , - Beal-n,i in
mind that t tis method does not take i! to accnt i. ,ttr.e &reort
between measured and computed afterbody pressure 'to, 1;-J.' t 1 rd ,nally qo ! Cop

S*0,O2).

0,16 - -. 1.3.4 Crreia , i Base Pressuqre Wit

-at -z .Afterboiz Drfl
Measured l/

0,12 -,,. During To rado fliqht development minor
,, geometric , ti bat ta 1 etre eqdl .u I "

correct an .tteoo iu " but:,t srbh set aS

0,08 ter 3.4 or) at teruo4y flow ristabiities) .u t o! the
many modi ia tinns tested a solution, was finall- so-
lected which not only eliminated the buffet problem

S /but at the same time reduced the drag of the aircraft
0,04 by a large amount (.D/q, I ft'), Ref. 3.t.14.

To assess the drag changes of the flying
0 prototype, among other methods, a centre base pres-

0 0,04 0,08 0,12 0,16 sure correlation derived from wind tunnel tests was
used, Fig. 3.1.17. This method proved to be powerful

- Cop Predicted and simple: the accuracy is expected to be as good as
the standard method with calibrated engines. This cor-

3.1.16 Correlation Method relation will probably not hold for very large geomet-
Fig. Ref. 3.1.17 ric changes on the Tornado. For other aircraft types

Errors, Ref. 3.1.17 it is expected that a similar correlation can be found.

3.1,4 Concluding Remarks
13/g. (ft'

basic prototype In the preceding paragraphs a few selected
topics in experimental afterbody aerodynamics have
been presented, some of which have received increased
attention by afterbody specialists over the past years.

modified Since a data base on afterbody drag was be-
prototype yond the scope of this report, some correlations of

afterbody drag with a few key parameters have been in-
scatter * I cluded. These correlations could be useful to predict

0,15 ft s" ' afterbody drag and to provide design rules during the
conceptual phase of an aircraft programme when test
results may not yet be available. Later, during proto-
type flying, drag changes caused by afterbody modifi-
cations may be assessed bv using the correlations of
drag change versus in-flight measured centre base pres-

Cp b sure. However, additional work is required to corrobo-
rate the correlations presented above. Additional top-

Fig. 3.1.17 Correlation of afterbody ics in experimental afterbody aerodynamics receiving
pressure drag with centre considerable attention during the past 10 years are
base pressure, Ref. 3.1.14 discussed in the following chapters.
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3.2 JE SIMULATION

,it.ROoUI "ON

This section deals with the requirements for simulation of the exhaust jet in testlng, it is lmplLlt
that meaningful tests on afterbody performance must account for or represent the forward interferer-ce
effects of the presence of the jet. The mechanism whereby the jet plume influences the exterral fV .r
the afterbody is discussed in the first subsection 3.2.1 which deals primarily with the effects of the et
temperature. It is common practice to represent the hot flight jet by a cola jet in the wino t r.e. 0y
analysing the mechanism of the influence of a jet 'lume into a solid body inviscid flow 0etelrrr
and a secondary viscous entrairmen effect it is possible to define guide lines cf the separate -'-e-

effects and the means of modifying the cold jet prssure rat to better improve the t:ta' Sin, ti
solid body and entrainment interference.

The methods of providing a model exhaust jet in the p vsence of intake flow are disc
subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 for turbine powered simulators and for ejector drive siolat rs re spe !,',.
The bias towards inlet flow provision in these simulators, as distinct from direct blow siniu'1 i t

efflux only, is justified by the anticipation that many current airframe flow representalaI-S ',o
close coupled configurations where inlet and exhaust flow interactions must be assumed to Le
Direct blow exhaust nozzle simulation is not discussed here as it is considered that, apart
earth-metric coupling required, the techniques of direct blow are well underotood anr ,io.mete,_

Whilst discussing the use of simulators in the 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 subsectiros f ll re j-!1, .. ..C!7t
of the difficulties of engineering models and their support systems to carry simulat(,rs rI t rioea Lr r,
interference-free forces and it is qJestioned whether the imposed interferences if the experments aie
greater than the configuration interlerences under investigation, With this theme in miic the ira'
subsection of this section 3.2 is devoted to the concept of the nor-interfering sipport system f'r r
provision of datum drag levels. This technique of annular blown sting support is developed ard -sCsse!

in subsection 3.2.4 which shows that results obtained this way will essentially be limited to lo, '1-
conditions and probably to reheat only afterbody configurations, althougn this latter limitatir .. ay h,
avoided if afterbody pressure drag via pressure measurement is sufficient.

3.2.1. Jet Temperature Effects

As far back as 1963 Ref. 3.2.1. by Pindzola indicated the need for quantitative relatcrnSnips nete,
afterbody pressure drag and jet parameters. At that time high temperatures associated with recie: l,/cc

effluxes were of more concern. However, more recent data has clearly indicated the signrfccant m1qgr- 1fd
of the effect of plume and efflux on tfe afterbody. In particular, flight data has shows unexplalre: o.-aq
benefits due to reheat which had not been seen in cold jet model tests.

In physical terms the development of the flow and pressures on the afterbody Fig. 3.2.1. may be
considered to develop as follows:

As the separated base o
F

the zero efflux flow

(a) condition is gradually
- filled the base drag is

-eliminated giving a sharp
reduction in drag from the

-51 fully separated base
condition. (1-2 Fig. 3.22

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --- -- - As efflux pressure is

BLUFF BASE increased the jet flow
SEPARATION BODY I entrains afterbody flow

-Cp 7causing it to accelerate
on the boattail giving
rise to increased suction

1drag. (2-3)

As the exhaust pressure
I Pratio increases so the
8
EN T L  

plume diameter increases

as the efflux expands to

1
1  

freestream ambient (or near)
(a) PLUME conditions. The external

tel PARALLEL JET boattoil flow sees the plume
as a solid body which
increases in size as pressure
ratio increases. The forward
influence of this plume body

causes the boattail flow to
recompress giving forward
thrusting pressures and

FIG.3.2.1. DEVELOPMENT OF AFTERBODY JET INTERFERENCE reduction of boattail drag.(3-4)

It is this increase of boattail pressure and reduction of drag which is referred to as post-exit
thrust which is essentially related to the plume shape and the recovery of the under-expanded exhaust momentum.
Hence the form of the post exit drag reduction of the traditional drag v pressure ratio curve.



3,2.1.1. Analysis of the Problem

Modern turbo-jet and turbo-fan effluxes CD -
aperate in the region 1500R to 3500 R whilst much FIG.3.2.2. TYPICAL PR
afterbody drag testing is conducted with a cold C DC
jet near SO0R. Thus the problem is to determine CHARACTERISTICS
the extent to which jet total temperature (and
its associated gas constants) affects the form
of the drag - pressure ratio curve. The previous E
broad description shows how the resultant drag is
primarily a function of the jet plume initial

expansion angle, final plume diameter, and jet
mixing effects which entrain the external afterbody
flows, acting somewhat as a jet pump. Thus we have D 3 \

conflicting influences, the drag reduction effect 2 . \ a 4
of the solid plume body forward pressure E E A
interference and the drag increase due to
entrainment giving increased afterbody suctions. 1'0 4 )
These effects are modified by the behaviour of PRESSURE
the viscous afterbody flows and by the effect of RATIO
surface temperature on the boundary layer
Fig. 3,Z.3.

Experimental work by Compton Ref. 3.2.2. studied the manner in which the exhaust gas physical
properties can be related to the jet plume shape and the entrainment and so influence the jet interference
on afterbody drag. The jet in Compton's work was obtained with hydrogen peroxide decomposition at values
of total temperatures of 646*K and Y = 1.3, 810'K and r = 1.28 and 1013'K and l = 1.26. The external
afterbody skin temperature was not affected by the temperature of the internal flow. Data of the general
form Fig. 3.2.3. was obtained for a range of variables of M., boattail angle, a , and Mj with different
jet parameters. This data has been correlated against various plume parameters in an attempt to isolate
a critical parameter for prediction purposes.

y' R joulesI 1 kg K T, K

o 1.40 287 300

o 1.30 390 646
3x20*, Md1 =O.95 o 1.28 384 810

JET PLUME BOUNDARY 6 1.26 376 1013

ENTRAINMENT

SEPARATED REGION

.15

C 0, AFT 0

AFT DRY.05 TUR8JET

0

-.05
JET 3 5 7 9
OFF Pt, i/P

FIG.3.2.3. EFFECT OF JET EXHAUST GAS PARAMETERS ON JET INTERFERENCE

(REF 3.2.2)

Plume blockage has been related to the initial expansion angle of the plume 6j which is the
Prandtl-Meyer expansion ingle of the jet flow when expanding from its internal exhaust static pressure
to the external boattail static pressure at the exit plane. Results showed a collapse of the data to a
series of parallel curves independent of pressure ratio for values of 6j, Fig. 3.2.4,
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.10R~ joules. 0Y j R i, k g K T t , j , K

.05 0 1.40 287 300
CD,aft 0 1.30 390 646

i0 0 1.28 384 810
A 1.26 376 1013

-. 05 1 1 1 1 I
JET 3 5 7 9 II
OFF Pt' j/PM

.15

.10

.0 5t

0 
j__ _

-.051
JET 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 JET 5 15 25 35
OFF Pe/P c  OFF 8j

FIG.3.2.4. AFTERBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF Pt,j/p,. AND SJ.

P =20 °, SONIC EXIT, M,=O95(REF 3.2.2)

It is recommended in Ref. 3.2.2. that for most aircraft configurations and jet pressure ratios the
duplication of Mj, nozzle divergence angle ej and 6j will give adequate correlation of plume body
interference on the afterbody drag, incuding modest suoersomic jets Oj - 2 and jet divergence angle.

At transonic flow conditions where large base areas or regions of separated flow may exist the
plume body forward interference is only part of the story and the jet entrainment through its
influence on base drag can be significant. The amount of external body flow entrained by the jet
depends upon the momentum of the jet flow in relation to the momentum of the afterbody flow and the edge
velocities, energies and characteristics of the two flows. Reference 3.2.3. gives the relatioship for
entrainment in quiescent flow as

d (mass entrained)
d distance downstream) - (Jet momentum)

Reference 3.2.2. studied the correlation of afterbody drag for constant values of ij (i.e. assumed
constant plume solid body interference) using various parameters relating momentum, mass flow, kinetir
energy, internal energy fo, the jet and external flows. It was concluded for the particular configurati ris
tested that entrainment effects correlated best with the ratio,

R .j
i.e. the internal energy/unit mass without accounting for the difference of specific heat,R.T.

Cv of the two flows.

Compton summarised the temperature effect situation adequately with Figure 3.2.S.

Ihis illustrates how results obtained with a limited jet temperature range may be interpolated and
extrapolated to real flight temperature conditions, it does not however give prediction methods to put
corrections into tests which have only been made at cold jet conditions.

Work reported by Robinson Ref.3.2.6 at the same time as Compton indicated similar trends although
the entrainment effects were less pronounced than those on a mean 15' afterbody. In this work, which was
conducted in the AEDC 16ft PWT pressure distributions were measured on an isolated axisymnetric model
of a military turbojet afterbody with ethylene/air hot jet representation. The results in Fig. 3.2.6
(all for rather high NPR) show that the measured afterbody drag reductions associated with increased jet
temperature compare well with the cold jet data corrected for the f effect on initial plume expansion
angle. This correction, for this unseparated boattail, accounts for most of the temperature effect,
leaving only a small amount to be accounted for by entrainment at M -0.9,

In a later reference, further jet temperature effects have been investigated by Robinson lRef.3.2.4.)
using a practical non-axisyoetric nozzle configuration of a General Electric ADEN design as shown in
Fig. 3.2.7. The upper surface of this nozzle extends beyond the throat and forms a cowl whereas the lower
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surface terminates near the throat. The exhaust plume will therefore be a combination of a forced expansionfollowing the boundary of the inner upper cowl surface and a free expansion from the lower nozzle lip.The jet was represented at 4 temperature levels 500'R, 1200'R, 1500'R and 1900'R by a combustion mixtureof ethylene/air. Because of the non-axisymmetric characteristics of the nozzle, water cooling wasnot applicable and so the external surface was subject to temperature conduction through the model withpossible affects on the results.

"Yj R,, . . j, K

0 1.40 287 300.15 DUE TO EXHAUST PLUME 0 1.30 390 646

C oSHAPES AND ENTRAINMENT 0 1.28 384 810.1 
a 1.26 376 1013

0 AFTERBURNING
DRY TURBOJET

-. 05 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 TURBOJET
JET 3 5 7 9 .15
OFF Pt, /P Co 'o

S AFT.5

CORRECTION FORPLUME SHAPE 
0 2 4

" £k _ F' DUE TONRTENTRAINMENT

C 10 E DUETI

0D, at.05 A
-. 05

JET 5 15 25 35
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FIG.3.2.5. JET INTERFERENCE COMPARISON PARAMETERS. MeO95(REF3.2.2)
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FIG.3.26. COMPARISON OF THE COLD FLOW DATA CORRECTED FOR
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIOS TO THE EXPERIMENTAL HOT-FLOW
DATA AT Re =25x 106 /ft. (82 x 106/m) (REF 3.2.6)
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X= 0i r COWL- ETENA

9 10 COWL SURFACE
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--- 9
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FIG.3.2.7. NOZZLE AFTERBODY GEOMETRY (REF3.2.4.)

In the experiment, axial pressure distributions were measured along the nozzle surface at 8 radial
positions (as shown in Fig. 3.2.7) and integrated for pressure drag. Results were obtained over a range
of 0.6 < M 1 1.4 for NPR from 1.0 to 6.0. The results show that the recompression on the afterbody
surface increased with increasing plume temperature both subsonically and to a greater extent supersonically.
This gave a corresponding reduction of pressure drag with increasing plume temperature. Examples of this
are shown in Fig. 3.2.8. where the nozzle external thrust force is seen to increase with increasing plume

TGAS,*R 0 500 ' 1500
1200 x 1900

00 0

CD.10'.

-0.1 [

-02 _- _

M.= 0'6 ME0.7 M.0=,8

2 -1- 6 2 4 6 2 4 6NPR
0 0.6CD10'.

C0.1 0.

-021 04

M,-0.85 M-,09 M .2 -

2 4 6 2 4 6 2 4 6

FIG.32.8. EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON PRESSURE DRAG COEFFICIENT AT FOUR
EXHAUST PLUME TEMPERATURES,TOP PRESSURE GENERATOR REF.(3.2.4)



temperature (note that only part of the afterbody is pressure plotted, this giving mainly the thrust
recovery region). This figure shows, for the M - 0.6 to 1.4 range and NPR range 1 to 6, the effect of
plume total temperature on the top row of pressure taps. Similar results for the bottom row show a
much reduced effect of temperature for the subsonic Mach numbers which is somewhat surprising as the
lower row and cowl exit is much closer to the plume and its expansion influence. The effect on the
lower row for supersonic speeds is, as expected, significantly greater. The level of surface temperatures
achieved during the elevated plume temperature runs is not discussed in the report and there must remain
a feeling that the skin temperature and its impact on external bour!ary layer development and the
corresponding effect on pressure recovery might be responsible for some of the effects measured.
Nevertheless the data is in general conformity with the expected plume temperature effects.

R,ft-lbf/bnn-R y In tests using the same rig at AEDC, Peters anu
0 55 140 Kennedy (Ref. 3.2.5) studied a range of nozzle variables
O 55 120 tol27 and included some data on temperature effects. Ihis data

which gave afterbody pressure drag derived from pressure
0"2C integration, and studied in particular the effects of

M.=1-2 temperature for an attached afterbody e - 15 and a
C0  separated afterbody, v = 25, confirmed the significant

drag reducing effect of increased jet temperature.
06- - Ref. 3.2.5 results shown in Fig. 3.2.10, demonstrate

very well the development of temperature effects on the
25 afterbody for a high subsonic and low supersonic
Mach number. The correlations with NPR and 'j show mar-Ke.

012 differences for the two afterbodies indicating, as did
Ref. 3.2.2 the need for some additional parameter to pl:jme
size (Ij related) for the high subsonic separated cases.
Entraitiment correlations on a momentum basis did not

- produce very good results for the difficult case of M -0.4.
Mw= 0.9 Kennedy in Ref. 3.2.7 reviews many aspects of testing

techniques for afterbodies and considers the constituent
- parts that go to make up a total temperature effect.

004 Results are presented for tests with hot burned ethylene
and with nitrogen gases. This had the effect of separating

effects at constant temperature and gas constant and
showed that whilst there were significant differences i,

0 1 A.B.-drag at the same nozzle expansion pressure ratio (,Ph
0 4 1'2 2-0 2-b 36 these differences became negligible when compared at the

NSPR same nozzle static pressure ratio i.e. same plume shape.
These results are illustrated in FIG. 3.2.g 'or a 15

FIG. 3.2.9. 150 BOATTAIL (REF 3.2.7) boattail for M 0.9 and 1.2. The value of - 1.2 to 1.27
used in the ethylene tests is lower than that for typical

turbojet exhausts. Kennedy showed however that for any of the plume shape parameters (diameter, expansion
angle or static PR the drag could be correlated. This indicates a very small residual d'fference to be
attributed to entrainment for the two gases. It is concluded that these negligible s effects indicates
that changes in mass, momentum and kinetic energy of gas (25 in these tests) due to changes have no effect
on entrainment, but that jet velocity (constant for these tests) may have an effect which could not be
demonstrated in these tests.

In further results reported in Ref. 3.2.7 the effect of chajes in gas constant R for fixed 5 has been
studied using mixtures of cold nitrogen and cold hydrogen. These effects (Fig. 3.2.11) are seen to be
large in absolute terms but small in relative drag changes due to NPR i.e. the curves of boattail drag
v NPR are parallel for the different values of R. Since the drag coefs ient increments do not vary with
pressure ratio the results indicate that incremental entrainment effect, are not a function of the absolute
value of parameters that are a function of pressure, such as mass flow, k:-etic energy, momentum and
velocity at the shear edge of the plume. With gas constants as a variable at a constant pressure ratio and
temperature the jet momentum flux is constant but velocity, density and kinetic energy flux vary as R1/2,
R-1 and R1/2 respectively. One might expect that the entrainment would increase with increasing R and re-
sult in increased drag. The fact that it does not, might be due to the rate of decrease of density (R-I)
rather than mass flux )R-1/2).

Further work showed results for varying temperature and gas constant. Data was analysed as a function
of the product of these two variables and showed that this term collapsed the data reasonably for the same
product derived by different R & 1. This indicated that R may be used as an alternative variable to T
and cold tests may be made to represent hot conditions if a gas of different R is used. This is
consistent with the previously referred data which showed large effects of R on drag at a constant NPR,
but only small effects on the variation with NPR (i.e. entrainment).

A further useful reference to jet plume effects is given in Zacharias (Ref. 3.2.9). 'is work which
was carried out in a jet induction tunnel at OFVLR in Germany was on a serie, of different afterbody shapes
with mean afterbody boattail angles of 7', 10' and 25

', 
nozzle pressure ratios (NPR) of 1.0 - 2.4, nozzle

temperature ratio (jet total temp + free stream static temp) 1.0 - 2.86 at Mach numbers up to 0.7. The
model installation in this instance had a "negative blockage" of about 6% i.e. the tunnel flow area increased
from an approximately constant value to a 6t greater value immediately after the nozzle plane. The results
obtained cover afterbody pressure distributions, jet total pressure and temperature distributions, jet plume
shape, initial jet spread angle.

Zacharias in the analysis of the plume results obtains a useful quantification of the jet entrained
mass flow in the form mjk mass flow entrained where this parameter is shown to be a near linear

mjo initial mass flow of jet

.3
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function of distance downstream of the nozzle plane and jet total temperature ratio. As an example it is
shown that the mass flow in the jet profile at a plane 12 nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle plane
for a jet nozzle temperature ratio of 2.86, is twice that which is initially contained in the jet at its
exit plane. Treating the increase of mass flow in the jet at any plane as a resultant inflow velocity
Wr* normal to this jet boundary surface the Reference produces the interesting results of the variation of
inflow velocity with jet parameters viz:

p.i/p .I o s I_ M=: o
Pt 1P- 89 M,., 0.5 _=0.c p Tt) - Ttj tT -1.94 P1 /p -1.89* .o p0 .- -- lj IT. - 1 94 _ 8O - ;" o.Ge I

u, = t P Tt j / T_:,

CS0 0 1 4 0 100
0 ,0 1 . 160 19 ,a

-. 05 u " 1890 2860

0 0 7 <a - 20. /

e o..o..o .
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1J 0. &fCe O 0 .1r-
8 
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0 W
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free stream Mach nozzle pressure jet temperature
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Ptl I= -1 89 I Uj = meanjet velocity
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*_008' -Mode( 1 p .7- 0
Moael 2 pl-100 * Measurement

4)

,..:Z. 00,-

4 x/D IG0) FIG. 3.2.12. NON-DIMENSIONAL ENTRAINMENT
® Influence of the VELOCITY OF THE JET w,/u-, INFLUENCE OF

boattail angle 9 THE FREE STREAM MACH UMBER, NOZZLE

PRESSURE RATIO, JET TEMPERATURE AND
AFTERBODY ANGLE.

If for the purposes of analytic analysis of jet flows and entrainment a sink distribution is defined on the
boundary of a hypothetical plume then it can be seen that the intensity of the sink reduces with increasing
Mach number (i.e. reducing slip velocity), but increases with increasing jet total temperature (i.e. increased
slip velocity) and with increasing jet total pressure (i.e. increased jet plume momentum). So the results
do follow a logical pattern. Finally it is seen that increase of boattail angle also increases the sink
intensity which can perhaps be explained as an increase of impingement momentum of the external stream on the
jet stream.

From the empirical analysis of the critical jet spreading angle and the jet sink strength the reference
makes a theoretical analysis of the afterbody/jet flow-field using a mathematical model of the potential flow
which can be solved by a finite-element method. This is used to determine theo-etically the effect of the
various test parameters on the afterbody pressure distribution and drag. In particular it is demonstrated
a ATtj of 5001C gives rise to an afterbody pressure drag reduction of 15% which can be demonstrated by both

experimental and theoretical results. It is commented that experimental results with a non-insulated
external boattail surface showed a 15% increase in afterbody pressure drag but zhere is no evidence given of
any theoretical analysis to demonstrate this result. This is a good reference but is limited, quite correctly
due to the experimental facilities, to Mach numbers up to 0.7. It is likely that the experimental results
will not be too greatly influenced by the wall constraint effects of the blockage up to these Math numbers.

3.2.1.2. A Proposed Correction Technique for High Pressure and Temperature Jets

In a recent paper by Price and Peters (Ref. 3.2.11) a correction technique is proposed to correct
afterbody drag for both the effects of jet plume shape (the y effect) and the effects associated with
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jet entrainment (the T effect). It is assumed that an equation of the form:

CDHOT JET CDcoLD JET + ACD + "COT

where ACDy is associated with the specific heat ratio of the plume and the surrounding air and is

used to describe the plume shape effect,

and 6CDT is the jet entrainment effect correction term associated with the Rj Ttj energy term.

A. The first correction term uCo is basically the solid body inviscid interference term and assumes that

the solid body interference of a hot jet can be represented by a cold jet at a different nozzle pressure
ratio which expands the jet to the same plume diameter.

Ref. 3.2.11 gives the relation: -n ~ -[ .1 + 2 M1  +j 1

Plume max. diameter Dl2 2 where n = 'j
Nozzle exit diameter De (Ae/A ) 2(1j - 1)

2 - the isentropically expanded let

and M1  NPR -Y Mach number.

and Ae is the nozzle exit area to throat area ratio.

A-

and NPR is the nozzle expansion pressure ratio of jet total pressure to free-
stream ambient pressure.

Hence from this it is a straightforward process to derive a set of matching test pressure ratios with
a cold model test gas which will correspond with the range of values for the hot flight engine jet.

B. The second correction term ACOT is assumed to be related to the respective internal energy of the
jet stream and the entrained external flow i.e, Rj Tj ratio. Peters in Ref.3.2.12 shows that the

entrainment effect produces a linear variation in afterbody drag as i function of OeVe
1

log 7

By using a value acD obtained from the linear part of the CD v NPR relationship for a cold jet

a log feVe

i.e. the "mainly entrainment" part of Fig. 3.2.2., and the difference between the hot and cold jet
value of log [e Velat matched values of Dl we obtain:

ACOT - log  ,--V o g ' e O 1
a log[Pe Vel COLD [HOT V- C0l

The above analysis is verified by hot and cold tests which give afterbody pressure drag and shows that the
value of the slope a C0  is approximately the same for the cold jet as that obtained for the hot

a log oe Ve

jet at M m 0.6 and 0.9 at constant values of Dl . An example of this is shown in Fig. 3.2.13.
De

For M = 1.2 however the slope from the cold jet data does not correlate well with the hot jet data and it
is conjectured that this may well be due to the more unrepresentative velocity d fferences between the jet
and the external M = 1.2 stream in the cold model tests. Better data correlation was obtained by using
the slope values obtained at the lower Mach number cold tests. The interested reader is recommended
Refs. 3.2.11 and 3.2.12 for more detail explanation.
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Recent analysis of flight data on Tornado by MBB has shown significant reductions in drag increment
due to reheat compared with that measured in cold jet tunnel tests. These measurements, which look only
at the reheat increment, showed reasonable correlation with the hotplume effects previously described here
and in the references. Data extracted from References 3.2.5 and 3.2.7 are summarised in Fig 3.2.14 showing
the typical effect of jet temperature on the 15- and 250 afterbodies. These data have been used to show
how this temperature effect brings the flight and cold tunnel tests into line for data interpreted by MBB
(Fig. 3.2.15) from References 3.2.8 and 3.2.10 for F 15, and for Tornado.

3.2.1.3. Theoretical Analysis

In Reference 3.2.36 Wilmoth of NASA Langley has developed a viscous-inviscid interaction model to
account for jet entrainment effects in the prediction of the subsonic flow over nozzle afterbodies. The
representation of the entrainment is by the addition of a displacement thickness surface to the inviscid
plume shape. The subsonic flow over the whole afterbody is solved by an iterative method which takes into
account the boundary layer and shape of the aeterbody, the inviscid plume shape effect, anj the effect Of
the displacement surface on the plume. Calculations have been compared with experimental data to show the
effects of entrainment on nozzle boattail drag for a range of free stream and jet flow conditions. The
inclusion of jet entrainment effects has been shown to significantly improve the prediction of nozzle
boattail drag over that predicted by treating the inviscid plume shape as a solid body.

The predicted variation of boattail drag with jet gas composition and temperature has been shown to be
in good qualitative agreement with experimental data. The drag is shown to decrease with either a de-rease
in the molecular weight or an increase in jet temperature. At high temperatures above 1500 K. however,
the predicted afterbody drag reduction with temperature reaches a minimum and from thereon increases. This
is at variance with experimental data at these higher plume temperatures and appears to be due to the
representation of the entrainment shear layer creating an excessive washing away of the afterbody boundary
layer.

3.2.1.4. Conclusions

The effect of jet temperature is likely to be most significant in the transonic flow region where
large areas of base or separated afterbody flows occur. The effects are greater for large afterbody angles
and can be as large as 35% of the jet-off afterbody drag for high pressure ratios. Temperature effects
will thus be configuration sensitive and so prediction methods are difficult to obtain although correction
of measured data obtained at limited temperatures may be made by :0 rrelation with initial plume divergence
angle, plume maximum diameter and the jet/freestream energy ratios.

There is an indication that the use of cold air to simulate a hot low by-pass dry turbojet exhaust can
result in a measured value of afterbody drag of the order of 20% above the correct value. Cold jet test
data will give pessimistic afterbody predictions.

It is unlikely that elevated jet temperature will become a routine test feature in the near future.
Even the more sophisticated CMAPS simulator is deficient in temperature simulation. Expansion of the
valuable contributions of References 3.2.2 to 3.2.6 briefly discussed here will be most important on a
parametric basis if true extrapolation of model results to full scale is to be achieved. Temperature
effects must not be ignored simply because they are difficult to quantify.
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3.2.2. Turbine Powered Simulators

Current airframe geometry concepts are leading to compact and closed coupled engine inlet and
exhaust confiqurations. These arise from the need to compact the engine around the centre of gravity to
minimise V/STOL out-of-balance vectored thrust forces at low forward speeds. These geometries then give rise
to the possible high speed interaction of inlet and exhaust flows. In these conditions it is no longer
possible to assume that independent tests of the inlet and the exhaust nozzle may be simply added
together. Spillage flows may well influence the afterbody approach flow conditions and afterbody nozzle
flows may couple into the inlet flow (although less likely).

To improve the quality of aerodynamic data it becomes a requirement to test inlet and exhaust flows
in combination. This requirement has been anticipated for some time in the US and has led to the
development of a model engine unit CMAPS (Compact Multimission Aircraft Propulsion Simulator). These
units were developed by McDonnell Aircraft Company in conjunction with General Electric and Tech Development
Inc. under contract to the U.S. Air Force Aero Propulsion laboratory. This unit is a high performance
version of the range of TPS (Turbine Powered Simulators) marketed by Tech Development Inc. for use in civil
transport applications of high by-pass fan engines, the major new technology being the development of a
4 stage engine compressor providing an engine pressure ratio range of 1.2 to 4. Much of the calibration
and bookkeeping technology of the civil application can be applied to the CMAPS.

It is not the purpose of this document to write a treatise on the subject of the development of the
CMAPS and interested readers are referred to References 3.2.13 - 3.2.20. The following sections will
describe the CMAPS unit as a piece of operating equipment and its range of simulation.

3.2.2.1 Basic Description of Unit and Equipment

The Figure 3.2.16 shows the
4 -- - -264mm---

TURBINE
TURBINE BLEED MANIFOLD

DRIVE NIFOLD INSTRUMENT STATION 15 INSTRUMENT STATION 7COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE NOZZLE DUCT -
INSTRUMENT STATION 2

" ,MIXER

MODULE

WEIGHT 54kg

INSTRUMENT STATION 4 INSTRUMENT STATION 57

TURBINE INLET MIXER

FIG 3 216 CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW OF THE CMAPS. (REF3 2.20)

compact simulator. This unit has a 4 stage axial compressor which is driven by the power generated by
the single stage turbine. The basic performance is defined by

AIRFLOW MAX FLOW RATE MAX T MAX P

Compressor 1.65lbs/sec (Corrected) 150F 16 psia

Turbine inlet 7 lbs/sec. 2OOF 2000 psia

Turbine bleed 7 lbs/sec. 200'F 800 psia

The turbine is driven by the high pressure inlet air which may then be mixed with the compressor air
through a mixer/ejector module to provide the exhaust nozzle total pressure air supply. The level of
nozzle exhaust total pressure is controlled by the quantity of turbine exhaust air which is bled from
the unit via the turbine bleed manifold. Hence, as indicated in the Table, it is possible to exhaust
all the turbine drive air external to the exhaust nozzle leaving, as a minimum, the mass flow and total
pressure of the compressor. Fig. 3.2.17 illustrates the flexibility of the unit in a simulated dry
power configuration. The compressor operating envelope with the CMAPS drive turbine is shown relating
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engine pressure ratio and sea-level normalised compressor airflow 42 T_
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independent of the main tunnel test equipme., The NASA CMAPS controller is capable of monitoring
the health and controlling the airflow and EPR of 2 CMAPS units in a test. the control package provides

(l) Operators console
(2) Data acquisition
(31 Hydraulic power supply
(4) Bearing oil supply and scavenge
(5) Air control and measurement
(6) Transducer environmental control

The operators console monitors a large range of health parameters whilst controlling inlet airflow, and
engine pressure ratio automatically. The operator may override the controller at any time to avoid
health (of the unit) hazards. RPM control is normally maintained within ±0.5' for E.F. distortions 15

and ±I.0, for " 25>

In this respect it has been shown that engine face (EF) distortions up to 30. are acceptable to the
compressor but in practice it is advisable to work at levels below this.

3.2.2.2. Engine Performance Simulation

Static tests have been conducted to provide the performance data of the simulator. Figs.3.2.18 to
3.2.22 show some results of static tests giving the simulation capabilities of a unit and the corresponding
turbine supply and bleed airflow requirements.

Fig. 3.2.18 shows the non-dimensionalised compressor air flow characteristics versus EPR in both the
dry and the reheat operating modes. Illustrated on the dry power figure is the operating line of EPR V
sea level referenced flow for some modern augmented turbofan engines (Ref. 3.2.15). These two figures
demonstrate the effect of two different pancake ejector mixers at the exhaust chamber entry, the reheat
case being capable of passing much larger quantities of turbine exhaust air at high pressure into
the exhaust chamber where it mixes with and ejector powers the compressor exhaust flow thus increasing
the EPR. Included in the figures is the upper limit of EPR associated with the compressor stall for the
dry case and the two upper limits of PT 57 which is the maximum permissible turbine exhaust pressure
of 800 psia and PT4, a turbine inlet pressure limit of 1500 psia. The 1500 psia limit was a structural
one in these tests.

Fig. 3.2.19 shows the dimensional compressor airflow characteristic for dry and reheat cases for a
range of constant turbine inlet drive pressures PT4. These correspond with the characteristics of
Fig. 3.2.18.
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' et is controlled by a combination of turbine exhaust

' r tne reneat case however turbine drive pressure has a
be remembered here that these figures are only typical

-' m" : "r,! i 'e, -',J mi xer lesignu. it is of interest to note Fig. 3.2.20
,,'e pressure characteristic that would have been

expected indicating a choked inlet
flow condition with constant

5~A4.7 , corrected turbine airflow.

uetailed worx in Refs. 3.2.15 and 3.2.17
stWdied the range of variables with

4.-different turbine outlet mixers and
different exhaust nozzle sizes. For
detailed study the reader is referred to
Ref. 3.2.17 but broadly the results are
summarised as Fig. 3.2.21 from Ref.3.2.15.
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was based on scaling to match the corrected
0 max ory power simulator flow with the corresponding engine

o Max AIB flow. The three boundary lines in Fig. 3.2.22

Shaced Symbols Indicale Currenl Engines give the simulator max. EPR against nozzle
area (from Fig. 3.2.21), the dry performance

o 45 and the reheat performance lines. For the
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FIG. 3.2.23. COMPARISON OF SIMULATOR ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE
WITH ADVANCED ENGINE CYCLES. (REF3.2.17)

course a non-metric unit is used then a simple description of mass flow ratio and exhaust pressure ratio
is sufficient. However, for the really important interactive cases and complex nozzle geometries where
a natural break-line between a non-metric simulation nozzle and a metric airframe shall cannot be cr'ated,

it is essential to define a simulation thrust accounting system for calibration and isolated, and installed
performance.

It is possible to draw upon the significant field of calibration performance which has been devised
for civil applications. It is perhaps fo.unate that in these applications the accuracy requirements
are more stringent than those for military applications.

The basic problem of TPS simulators, and in fact all powered simulators is the size of the

component forces e.g. gross inlet momentum and exhaust momentum, relative to the net propulsive force.
The interference forces are then, in turn, almost an order of magnitude smaller than the net propulsive
force. So, we are trying to discriminate increments which are of the order of 0.25 of the gross



propulsive thrust, when account is taken of the fact that increments are derived from two independent
measurements which are each subject to their own errors. It is easy to lose the very terms which we
set out to measure in the error scatter of the steps passed through en route.

The use of a CMAPS simulator has of course specific application to VSTOL. For these uses, other
components than propulsive forces are important, and calibration of lift and pitching moment is required.
This puts further requirements on the general purpose capability of the calibration test rig.

However, the simulator application being specifically discussed here relates to afterbody performance,
and in the calibration discussions to follow thrust and drag accounting only are considered, the lift
and vectored performance of the simulator being considered part of the stability and control and
vector-in-flight aerodynamics.

3.2.2.4 Thrust Calibration Test Systems

The requirements of a calibration system are simple to define:

(1) Correct representation of exhaust nozzle pressure ratio.

(2) Correct inlet total pressure and temperature.

(3) Accurate measurement of primary drive flows.

(4) Accurate measurement of compressor/fan flows.

(5) Accurate measurement of exhaust nozzle flows

but of course in practice, are difficult to achieve. As with all good experimental techniques the success
depends upon attention to detail, detail in this instance being the attention to non-uniformity of pressures
and temperatures, distortion flow fields, extraneous inlet vorticity etc.

Atmospheric Inlet Calibration Tanks

These tanks, typical of various in use with atmospheric tunnels provide a suck-down capability to
simulate the in-tunnel test Mach numbers (hence the term Mach simulation tank). Typically(Ref. 3.2.23
and 3.2.25)is the example shown below:
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AIR FEED TURBINE DRIVE AIR TO CRITICAL COMPRESSED AIR
FLEXURES MODEL VIA FLEXURED VENTURI FROM SEVO-VALVE.
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SCREENS FL W UNIORMITY

ARRAY OF 19 THERMOCOUPLES
FORMING A "THERMOPILE'

FIG. 3.2.24. BASIC ELEMENTS OF MACH SIMULATION TANK (REF. 3.2.23)

Tests in this type of tank are conducted to determine nozzle coefficients in the presence of quiescent
environment and under conditions which match the model internal pressures as they occur in the wind
tunnel tests. Test conditions of correct pressure difference across the unit are set up by adjusting
the tank depression hence simulating atmospheric total pressure ram inlet air and wind tunnel ambient
working section pressure at Mach simulated. Precision flow measurements are made of the inlet drive
gas and the total flow passing from the tank (i.e. the sum of the drive gas and the compressor/fan flow),
Thrust measurements are made by precision balances on the metric carrier of the tank. A design feature
of the tank is the self-compensation of the metric carrier with suction in the tank. This is achieved
by a combination of opposed load bellows and with good design it is possible to achieve a metric carrier
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whose balances do not respond by more than I' to the very large suck down forces which occur with tank

depression, a system which is a development of Fig. 3.2.24 shown in Fig. 3.2.25. This development,
as ARA MST2, has a very accurate thrust capability with virtually zero tank suction interaction. This
rig has been specially developed for small civil TPS units requring high precision calibration but the
principle may equally be applied to a large CMAPS system.
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Non-atmospheric Variants

The above principles have been used in various modes at test establishments, Grumman, ONERA and
NLR for example to develop their own particular requirement, the variation often being modifications to
allow for non-atmospheric inlet flows, to measure more than one component, and to use the in-tunnel
balance system for calibration force measurements. An example is given in Ref. 3.2.24 of a TPS
calibration bench used in France by ONERA at ,odane. In this method which is illustrated in Fig.3.2.26
the two air supplies are taken across the ualance, one to feed the fan air through a metric settling
chamber and a bellmouth,the other to feed high pressure air to the turbine. Both of these flows are
measured accurately by critical venturis. In principle the two air feed streams cross the balance normal
to the direction of thrust, any small errors in this are calibrated against the known thrust of an ASME
nozzle. The simulated Mach number can be controlled independently of the total mass flow through the unit
by regulation of a remote plug nozzle. This provides the great advantage of continuous variation of
TPS characteristic (say EPR or Corrected RPM) for constant M simulated. Data analysis will follow a similar
pattern to that described.

It has been demonstrated in Refs. 3.2.23, 3.2.24 that high precision data can be obtained in the form
of discharge and thrust coefficients for use in the wind-on installed and isolated unit aerodynamic tests.
in preparation for general purpose use of the high pressure ratio CMAPS units, calibration facilities
are being prepared at NASA Ames Laboratory specific to these requirements. These are described in detail
in Ref. 3 2.15 a figure from which is shown (Fig. 3.2.27). The concept shown has incorporated some
of the new desirable developments and special requirements of CMAPS with its three-fold air system.
Meeed air is -upplipd tc the rnmprissnr irlet, to the turbirn inlet. and from the turbine outlet/exhaust
nozzle bleed. This data orovides flow information against which the internal CMAPS instrumentation can
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repeatability of the fundamental ingredients of pressure and temperature. It is not essential that a
totally comprehensive coverage of basic data is necessary at the reference stations but enojqh coverage
must be provided to guarantee repeatability (i.e. stability) and limited variation with other parameters
(such as Corrected RPM). It must be remembered that a calibration of a flow is only a calibration of the
instrumentation array in that flow. For that reason, coefficients which should in principle be near sn-ty
may well appear at a gO% level, and may vary significantly with other parameters. For this reason it is
absolutely essential that no changes in internal flow and instrumentation are introduced between calibration
and test. In the event of partial instrumentation failure it is preferable to re-establish new calibration
coefficients based on a reduced instrumentation array than to try to repair or replace broken instrumentation.
A typical approach to calibration methods for a twin stream TPS for civil application is given in Ref.3.2.23
details are given in Fig. 3.2.28. This shows schematically and the essentials of any calibration system
and in-tunnel application bookkeeping process. In the above method particular emphasis is placed on a linked-
methodology of flow continuity in the test phase where inlet mass flow and ram drag are linked to the exhaust
for gross thrust via an identical mass flow term. The importance of this becomes greater with increased
by-pass ratio i.e. as the ratio of gross thrust to net thrust increases.
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ACCOUNTING PROCESS(REF3 2 23)

For the CMAPS calibration, a different approach to the flow accounting needs to be adopted as bleed
and scavenge exist in addition to the inlet and drive flows. All airflows entering and leaving the CMAPS
are shown in Fig. 3.2.29.

Regulated drive air is supplied to the drive manfold. This passes through the turbine and then enters
the fifteen strut bleed module where it is either diverted into the annular bleed manifold or directed
through the pancake mixer and thrust trim orifice. The bleed turbine air exits at high pressure (in the
region of up to 7000 psia) into the metered bleed air line. The amount of turbine exhaust air that mixes
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FIG. 3.2.29 CMAPS AIRFLOW DIAGRAM (REF3.2.15)

with the comnressor air (to form the exhaust nozzle total flow) is controlled by the amount that is bled
off to the r tered bleed airline. In addition to these flows a small amount of parasitic air escapes from
the simulato via the oil scavenge system. Thus the flow continuity requires that:

WINLET + WDRIVE 7 WTURBINE BLEED * WNOZZLE + WSCA'ENGE

all of which, except WNOZZLE. are metered.

Hence the positions of the drive and bleed valves provide a unique combination of inlet and exhaust mass
flows and exhaust nozzle pressure ratios. With the extreme range of attitudes of the inlet approach flow
conditions the CMAPS calibration will need to be far more comprehensive than that for the civl TPS.
In these extremely distorted inlet flows the inlet instrumentation must be sufficient to provide an
adequate description of the inlet mass flow. This must be achieved by an array of gauzes and distortion
plates in the calibration which can then be related via a distortion flow parameter to the test inlet flo
conditions. In practice, of course, it is rarely a requirement to derive accurate drag performance under
these conditions of large inlet distortion. It is unlikely that the inlet distortion will reflect in the
exhaust nozzle total pressure distribution as only a small part of the nozzle chamber flow is derived
from the inlet and that will have been greatly smoothed through the compressor.

3.-.2.5 Practical Applications of CMAPS

The first consideration to be made in the practical use of the CMAPS will be the applicability of
the calibration data and the test performance limitations imposed by the simulator. It cannot be assumed
that the simulator will reproduce the performance of the engine over its whole flight envelope. Thus
it must be accepted that the expensive and complex "ultimate" model may have limitations which will
preclude testing over the full desired range. This will normally be due to inlet distortion and particularly
swirl which may well react on the simulator comprxssor in a different manner from that of the real engine.
Whilst this may provide an early warning of "flight problems to come" similar warnings could be obtained
from detailed engine face static and dynamic distortion and swirl flow measurements as an inlet test model
- probably at a better scale. Simulator calibrations will in general be obtained in a rig of the type
described in the previous subsection. These calibrations will initially be made with ideal bellmouth flows
into the intake which provide the possibility of achieving calibrations to the accuracy required for T-D
performance. If thrust calibration performance is needed at higher flight attitudes then the corresponding
inlet and engine face flow field must be provided in the calibration. This can be done with attention
to detail for spatial distortion in a similar manner to that for the full scale engine. It is unlikely that
the quality of the mass and thrust definition will be good enough for performance T-D analysis but will
adequately describe the inlet and exhaust flows for stability and control checks of inlet and nozzle flow
effects. If significant swirl is present then it becomes a major task to simulate this in the calibration -
particularly if twin swirl arises in the inlet duct due to the airframe environmental conditions.

Aircraft models equipped with CMAPS should be scaled to match the simulator maximum inlet flow
capabilities i.e. corrected inlet flow of 1.65 lbs/sec., the maximum CHAPS co-rerted airflow

This gives a mc' I scale 1.65

:;. orrected inle' flow llbs/secl

This typically results in a model scale of about I0' for a twin engine configiration but only about 7' for
a single engine geometry. Fig. 3.2.18 illustrates that the simulatcr will embrace the operating engine
pressure ratio range for the typically required dry engine flows. The length of the simulator being 3.5
times the compressor face diameter will present problems when laid out in some advanced airframe VSTOL

.. . .... ... ...bm n I , .,, n



configurations. Some typical comparisons are given in the table below

Type Scale t Engine L/D Duct L/D

F4 11 3.1 14
F5 12 - 19
F14 7.5 2.5 11 where
F15 8.2 2.7 12 Engine L Bare core
F76 8.2 2.7 10.5 Duct L=Engine
Fl8 10.7 - II face to
F20 10.7 - 11.5 nozzle
Fill 7.3 2.5 10.3 DfEngine Face dis.
B1 I - 8.5
X29A 10.7 - 12.5 (All figures very
Tornado 10.5 2.8 12.6 approximate).
AMX 11 3.1 12.3
Mirage 2000 9 2.7 10.7
Mirage 4000 9 2.7 13.4
Viggen 7 2.7 10
Grippin 10.8 - 13.5
Harrier/AV8 6.2 2.3 2.5/5.0

FIG. 3.2.30 APPROXIMATE GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CURRENT
AIRFRAMES RELATED TO MODELS SCALED TO CMAPS

It may be assumed that even with a minimum length inlet duct ratio of 3 and similar nozzle length
ratio, the overall duct L/D (defined as being from inlet lip to exhaust nozzle plane) for the CMAPS must
be of the order of 9. This is seen to be adequate for the representation of all the cases given in the
table Fig. 3.2.30 except for the Harrier, But with future plans for VSTOL configurations in flight
vertical thrust and close coupled projects it might be questioned that the CMAPS with a minimum L/D
(including nozzle) of say 8 is not short enough to represent the close coupled build of the future which
is basically its 'raison d'@tre'. However, the definition of close coupled may be different for different
operating modes and so the simulator will find a place in the hover and transitional modes even if the
length is too great for the cruise mode.

Cassmeyer in Ref. 3.2.21 makes a paper study of the cost effectiveness of a simulator in comparison
with the conventional part-model approach and shows that significant savings in test time may well be
achieved. The comparison is made on the basis of a no-cost simulator and control unit, and uses an
assumed model for an advanced STOL configuration. A 2-model conventional test technique, consisting
of an aero flow-through and a jet-effects model, was compared with a single-model-with-simulator technique.
The comparison results are indicated in Fig. 3.2.31,

Co AEDC The cost estimates indicate

Models Dali Obtained Rai Occupancy that the building of one propulsionHour Raio simulator model could provide only
4% saving over the cost of the

* Convenlional Technique conventional models indicating that
Aere F&M Flow-Tru Model the use of 1 simulator model instead

S Basic Drag Polars of 2 conventional models is virtually
offset by the increased complexity0 Inlet Drag Variation of the former. However, the 134

reduction in wind tunnel occupancy
represents a very useful saving. It

1.0 t.0o should also be remembered that the
cost of the simulator and all its

Jet Eects Model control equipment has not been
included in these calculations.

* Nozzle Drag Varialon
The application of CMAPS

technology irto test programmes
is still in its infancy and apart
from the early programme of operating

* Simulator Techniqu tests at AEDC the only recorded
application of the CMAPS is given in

Smutlur-Equrpped Model 0 Basic Drag Platrs Ref. 3.2.14 by Bailey et al. This
- .. 0 mInlet Drag Variation 0.96 0.87 describes in detail the model design

* Nozzle Drag Variation philosophy applied to the installation
of 2 CMAPS into a 9.6% scale V/STOL
airframe concept (two slightly
different versions were in fact used).

Assumptions: The object of the tests was to make
1, Calibrated simulators and user's control console are provided a comparison of results obtained with
2. Comparison is ton aecrlt proposal or system development phases. the two simulators with those obtained
3. Models at 10.5% scale based on propulsion simulator size and by the conventional method with a

Inlet simulation. flow through model, and a faired-
inlet jet effects model. In order

F1 G. 3.2.31. COST COMPARISON OF TEST to minimise the effects of errors

TECHNIQUES FOR AERODYNAMIC in the comparison, attempts were
made to keep the error sources common

PERFORMANCE DEFINITION(REF3.2.21) (or similar) in the two different
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model concepts. Thus the tests were planned to have a common support system, common metric/non metric
breaks, and common instrumentation. The configuration had two wing mounted nacelles which facilitated
the mounting of the non-metric CNAPS from the earthed end of the fuselage balance whilst carrying the
majority of the ai -frame metric on the live end of the balance. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.32.

From this Fig. 3.2.32 it is seen that a single support sting is used to duct the drive air into the
model and the torbine bleed air from the model. The sting entry is from below the fuselage centre line
at the centre of gravity up into a manifold system which distributes the high pressure air ducts out to
the two earthed simulators in the wings, The live model shell is mounted on the rear live end of the
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FIG.3.2.33 TESTING APPROACH SUMMARY (REF 3.2.14)
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balance. This Reference 3.2.14 is particularly recommended to those readers interested in the details
of this test programme and concept. Information on seal arrangements and the effects of the hot drive
temperature on the balarce system is provided in detail. Of particular interest also is a breakdown
figure of the testing concept showing commonality to reduce error bias to ensure that a high quality
comparison of the simulator versus conventional approach is achieved. This Fig. 3.2.33 is a valuable
guide to the build up of an intelligent test programme. This shows how the comparison between the
simulator and conventional approach is validated by tests on a common reference configuration which is
used on all three model test builds i.e. the flow through (FT), the jet effects (WE) and the simulator.
This common reference has a faired inlet and an extended exhaust nozzle with no flow. These builds
of the model should give the same results within acceptable tolerance and if this is achieved then it
may be assumed that the individual effects of the FT, the JE, and the simulator tests may be validly
compared. The results of these tests will be very informative but it must be remembered that it is
representative of a nacelle system with an inlet to nozzle separation L/D of 9.5 engine face diameters,
which may well prove to be non-close-coupled.

3.2.2.6 Conclusions

The concept of an engine simulator is well founded and has been well executed in the CMAPS work.
It has been shown that such a simulator may be operated to provide a full operating map of engine
pressure ratio and inlet mass flow for most current and immediate future requirements. Because of the
complexity of the operation of CMAPS its use may be limited to aircraft late in the development cycle.
In addition the development of minimum interference support systems for metric or non metric installations
will be essential if the support interference is to be less than the coupling interference which is the
subject of the tests.

The justification for the simulator however is the need for simultaneous representation of inlet
and e:haust flow. The critical separation distance between these two flows has not yet been established
and teat critical dimension will be a function of the operating conditions (i.e. low speed VTOL, in
flight vector, or cruise) of the engine duct. In the cruise condition it is likely that the physical
dimensions of current engines and inlet and exhaust ducts will keep the overall minimum separation
(duct L/D) to a value not less than 7. It may then be questioned whether this is small enough to be
critical i.e. give inlet/exhaust mutual interference. It has been found that the mutual interference
in civil applications, where duct L/D for the fan nozzle is as low as 2 is only marginal on isolated
engine nacelles.

The current simulator design CMAPS has an engine core length of 3.5 inlet diameters which is at
least I inlet diameter longer than most engines it has to represent. Consequently the representation
of a current minimum length VSTOL nacelle cannot be less than a duct L/D of about 8. Hence the present
simulator cannot be mounted in a model to represent what is currently a minimum length installation
nor what might be achieved in future shorter engines.

There would thus appear to be a strong case for a CCMAPS where the compressor is reduced to 2
stages whilst providing the same engine pressure ratio. In this case the simulator could provide a
full simulation oC a current minimum length installation.
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3.2.3. Ejector Powered Simulators (EPS)

An ejector powered simulator is in essence a ducted jet pump using the high energy pressure input of a
set of primary nozzle jets to induce and pressurise a secondary flow. The induced flow forms the inlet
duct flow, the inviscid primary and secondary flows form the exhaust nozzle pressurised flow. Thus by
definition less flow passes through the inlet than exhausts from the nozzle. This has often been quoted
as a negative feature of the EPS relative to the TPS because correct simultaneous simulation of the
inlet and exhaust is not possible. The statement is more true in relation to the civil TPS, but if
existence of a third flow is allowed (as is the TPS turbine bleed) then the ejector should be allowed

ENGINE PERFORMANCE (RATED POWER) an inlet flow bleed which would
enhance the inlet flow ratio.

ME= NONAFTERBURNING TURBOJET Inlet bleed however, being at
3 mII NONAFTERBURNING TURBOFAN relatively low total pressure

REHEAT (BOTH CYCLES) may require a larger flow duct
than is practicable - but probably

ALL CAPTURED FLOW not much greater than that required
THROUGH EPS for the CMAPS turbine bleed.

30CR =- Experimental results have3. 0shown that a single stage EPS with
multiple primary nozzles is
capable of producing uniform
exhaust flow conditions simulating
high performance turbine engines.
FIG. 3.2.34 illustrates the

25- M_ 1 5 pumping characteristics of current
generation engine cycles with some

projecni of sn advanced EPS

performance from Ref. 3.2.26. The
ejector works up one maximum

CR =2 operating line which is the design
2 0- line for a range of primary pressures.

C - Throttling the exhaust influences
CIL the pumping characteristics giving

' a means ofensurg an operating
range to the left of the maximum
design line. Expansion to the right
of the design line is achieved by

1'5 inlet flow bleed as illustrated,
I M> 15 where percentage bleed is defined

in relation to the inlet capture.
principle with independent control~of engine pressure ratio via the

ejector drive pressure and control
1-0- Io0 30 40 S0 of the inlet mass flow via an inlet

MAXIMUM MUIINOZZLE bleed it should be possible to match

EPS PERFORMANCE Woe the performance range over a major
INDICATED PERCENT part of the dry mode and the reheat
INLET BLEED mode, but not with the same ejector.

In this--iespect the EPS model build

&5 I I I I requiring two ejector installations

0 20 40 60 80 Ibm may be considered mui complex than
sec-ft

2  
the TPS. Whilst the use of inlet

I I duct bleed as a means of moving the
100 200 300 400 KC1 2 EPS characteristic to the right

sec-r
2  

sounds attractive, the physical size
of ducting for 20', bleed at the low

CORRECTED INLET MASS FLOW w NV2 pressures of inlet flow may nive
WEC EXHAUST NOZZLE THROAT AREA 62 A'x rise to unacceptable model distortion.

FIG. 32. 34. PUMPING CHARACTERISTICS OF The EPS and TPS have been the

subject of many controversial
CURRENT GENERATION ENGINE CYCLES arguments between the protagonists

of each. Factors like compactness,
AND EPS. (REF 3,2 26) unit cost, test cost, repeatability,

ease of use, supplementary services,
calibration,may be used by each

school of thought in turn as a pro-or con- foreach particular simulator . Of these factors the only ones
which must be of prime importance are accuracy, repeatability, and degree of simulation. Without good
perform-an e of these parameters therm is no point in embarking on a test no matter how cheap or simple it
might be. Contrary to first impressions, it would appear that the EPS coul. be more susceptible to errors
in operation due to internal deformation or damage to the primary nozzles or screens and pressure dropper
plates, than the TPS which might be expected to retain tha same basic calibrated performance characteristic
as long as it remains operational.

3.2.3.1. Basic Design of Ejector Systems

This section only briefly introduces the basic desiqn objective of the ejector. For more detailed study
the reader is referred to Refs. 3.2.26, 3.2.28, 3.2.29, 3.2.30.

Reference 3.2.29 by Wood provided one of the first published detailed analynes of the design and use
of "ejector drives fnr engine simulation in wind tunnel models at high speeds". This work was limited to
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simple one dimensional analysis with estimates forsystem losses. It was in this paper that the first
thoughts of inlet flow bleed to concurrently simulate correct inlet and exhaust flows wern proposed

Reference 3.2.26 by Smith, Matz and Bauer of AEDC took up the development from this stage and studied
the relationship of the experimental ejector to the theoretical one dimensional model defined in this ref-
erence by the consideration of mass, momentum, and energy, This work also suggested that it is more suit-
able to relate the ejector performance to the engine performance via the mass flow and the choked exhaust
nozzle exit area Aex.

Winlet
i.e. WC -

Ax
ex

where the mass flow Winlet is the non-dimensional flow parameter Winlet. R. heing independent of flight

Mach number and altitude. Engine pressure ratio(EPR) with geometrically similar nozzles must also be simulated.
Thus Ref. 3.2.26 defined the ejector powered simulator(EPS) performance in terms of WEC v EPR.These
parameters for typical engines are shown in FIG. 3.2.34. The reference also introduced the concept of the
need to operate at an increased EPR to correctly simulate the hot gas plume effects. Using the results
of Ref. 3.2.6 it is suggested that for:

(a) normal 'cold' operating engine conditions of 1800-2200', the EPR should be increased by 2-12!

(b) turbofan operating conditions, the EPR should be as for the engine and

(c) reheat operating conditions of 3000-3300'F, the EPR should be increased by 20-50
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FIG.3.2.35 EFFECT OF EXHAUST NOZZLE CONTRACTION RATIO CR (REF 32.26)

Ref. 3.2.26 studied the effect of a range of geometric parameters by experiment for both single
stage and dual stage ejectors. The important findings were that the ejector mixing duct Mach number
should be in excess of 0.6 for maximum performance. This effectively controls the exhaust nozzle
contraction ratio to a value less than 1.2. But contraction ratio can be used as a way of degrading
an ejector performance to achieve a lower performance requirement e.g. reheat FIG. 3.2.35.

A further factor in ejector performance is the primary nozzle Maci nimber, the effect of -hich
is shown in FIG. 3.2.36. Theoretical analyses have been used to establish a design criterion to achieve
the high performance arm of FIG. 3.2.36. Theoretical study using the ivomentum and continuity equations
for a single stage multi nozzle have established a relationship betweet the primary nozzle thrust and
that of the mixing duct exit which indicates whether or not the high pfrformance mode can be achieved.
It was found that an exhaust nozzle contraction ratio less than 1.6 was required with a primary nozzle
Mach number of 5. For lower primary Mach numbers the limiting value of contraction ratio reduces
significantly as shown in FIG. 3.2.36. Further analysis indicates that a low total temperature of the
primary flow is necessary for maximum performance but not too cold to give liquefaction of the primary
expanded flow at very high Mach numbers.
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FIG. 3.2.36. THEORETICAL EFFECT OF PRIMARY NOZZLE M2  FOR VARIOUS

LOW VALUES OF CR. (REF 3.2.26)

Theoretical mixing duct length analysis on the basis of turbulent mixing theory has shown
that for acceptable exit pressure profiles a mixing duct length of 6-15 diameters (primary + secondary
duct) is required for low by-pass engines and 8-20 diameters for turbojets. In practice this means that
the mixing duct must effectively be broken down into smaller elements to achieve a shorter total mixing
duct length i.e. a multi nozzle system is required.

Analysis of the performance of a two-stage ejector compared with that of the single stage shows that
whilst this provided a higher simulated EPR, the maximum value of WECwas only 70-90 of that of the
single stage ejector. The advantage of the 2 stage system is the flexibility of operating range which
can be achieved with variation of primary drive pressure. With a judicious choice of geometry of the
two stages it may be possible to operate an £PS over the shaded band of FI5. 3.2.37.

Whilst the demonstrated flexibility could be an advantage the two-stage ejector is not recommended
for reasons of its greater length and lower WEC.
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the degree to which one parameter should be optimised and whether inlet bleed is permitted for inlet flow
simulation. The required ejector mass flow ratio may be calculated directly as a function of the full
and model scale temperatures:

Ejector mass flow ratio - __

'( TR). (-YR). (TR)

where (TR) Full scale to model static temperature ratio at . or jet pipe j conditions.

and (RR) - Full scale to model 8 Ratio at jet pipe conditions



alternatively if other parameters are known use:

d,2 i2 Mass flow ratio

ii5 dI 62 Mass flow ratio + 

.here ri2  Q . Ae PoL] weeA ]is the known capture area ranto.

and 115  Q5 AS . (0 PRP )

Then Mass flow ratio (MFR) flli
MFR 1 5 75O

where PC. is the total to static pressure ratio of the free stream If(M

NPR is the exhaust nozzle pressure ratio

and Q is the total pressure non-dimensional mass flow function Il = f(M,
Ai-0.

Referencr 3.2. :0 proposes certal" desi 9 ,ilst rai i:to 3 Jeterci lie, f', epei eno Cr g,-sd pract ice:

,I' A choked efflux at station 5 has been shown to give improved back pressure at station 4. it is

suggested that an exhaust nozzle contraction ratio of the order of 11 be used thus limiting M4
to less than 0.68. Smaller values are recommendet if there is a likelihood of M4 going supersonic.

b. The duct feeding the primary nozzle must in practice ie of limited cross sectional area and the

Mach onmber in this duct should not be greater than about 0.3. Thi then defines the size of the

zhoed thruot of the primary nozzles which in turn defines A4 depending upon the Mach number at the

-xit f the ecandot primary nozzle.

MCj M shld be as low as possible to reduce bossohin the secondary flow past the primary nozzle

asoembly.

a factrrs

These are empirica al 1wances for the various
I 
,Ise that occur in the reglins of the ejector duct flow:

I . uct between stat Ions 1 3 and 4 by the momentum equation:

P.P. (1 1.4 M1-) SP. (1 1.4 M3") I + CM4

(1 0.2 MIli" (1 '0. M13')
3

.5

where P.P. - I _)l

anId SP [%l AR-1

for AR  A4  and D  Primary nzzle discharge coefficnsnt

his loss coefficient C includes the loss in momentum due to

(a Secondary total pressure losses

(b) Secondary'primary mixing transfer losses

(Ci Mixing luct wall friction losses

(d) non-ilentropic mixing processes

in Ref. 3.2.2, *t was shown that within limits

C 1.51 + 0.019 ,i

wiere , is the number of primary nozzles for a mixing duct length

- 10

where D - mixing duct diameter

or P T 4 0 - di for an ejector in an annulus of do outer diameter and di inner diameter.



This loss factor applies to non chaed exhaust nozzle flows at station 5. As previously mentioned,
choking at station 5 improves the upstream flow quality and uniformity and the C factor is found
to be reduced by about 0,06. The above values of C assume a well-designed ejector duct system
with no separation of the primary nozzle flows, non choked secondary flow in the primary plane and
a mixing duct length equal to or in excess of L. For the primary nozzle discharge coefficient CD,
nrirary total pressure loss coefficient may be incorporated for losses which occur in small primary
reeu pipcs less than 12mm diameter. For primary nozzle throat diameters greater than this value the
effective CD is near 0.99. The value of CD may be taken to vary linearly between 0.99 at 12mm diameter
to c.go at I mm diameter. This data is applicable to primary convergence angles of 15 for convergent
sonic nozzles and 24'/14for con-dinozzles.

Mechanical design features

Ejectors for engine simulation are generally specialised and it is difficult to generalise a 'best design',
nevertheless 'good design' features should be incorporated to optimise a given requirement. Some such
features are:

(a) low secondary Mach number approach to the contractou area created by the presence of the primary
ducts. The secondary duct Mach number should be at its greatest at the plane of the primary nozzle
exhaust.

b) efficient primary nozzle design. This may be achieved by the use of sharp lipped primary nozzles
(to avoid inrfficient regions of base flow) and the use of individual tubes feeding each primary
nozzle FIG. 3.2 39a) in preference to a communal rake arm FIG. 3.2.39(b) feeding a series of
nozzles in the trailing edge.

(a) (b)

FIG. 3.2.39 PRIMARY EJECTOR NOZZLE RAKES

(C) Use of multiple primary nozzles reduces the optimum length of mixing duct for efficient energy
mixing. This also has the benefit of greatly reduced ejector noise.

Optimum performance requires that the du,. be adequately covered by primary nozzles and for thin annulus
arrangements as in 1-w by-pass gecnetri-

,
. it may be difficult to ensure adequate overlap with the optimum

number of nozzles. Thus before settling on a final arrangement, a geometric 'end view' should be studied to
ensure that there are no blank areas which will reflect as holes in the efflux total pressure. Area spacing
shoul be carried ',it ', positioning nozzles such that equal diameter circles drawn about each nozzle
centre cover the induced duct area to the maximum possible effect. Increased numbers of primary nozzles
may be seen to be necessary. The positioning of the nozzles a-ll also be governed by the blockage
imposed by the primary nozzle assembly. Where only a small number of nozzles is required for optimum
performance (as given by momentum and loss calculations) the value of n may need tc be increased if
peaks in the total pressure profiles are to be avoided. As a guide it has been found that to suppres
nozzle pressure profile peaks valJiof the relation

L > 28 M4  should re achieved for a non-choked station 5. For a choked nozzle
D

the basic minimum design value may be iser.

3.2.3.2. Soms ical Applications of EPS Units

To illustrate some typical features of ejector desiqns for an in-fuselage configuration data is
drawn from Ref. 3.2. 3,.

A single engine fiselage configuration with earthed ejector simulator i, illustrated in FIG.3.2.40.
The model was supported or, a 6 component balance 0T- TolsiT -uT. The design was typically
highly congested ir the centre of gravity area where it is desirable to keep the balance CG closely
positiooed whilst not forcing the ejector plane too far aft. The solution was the design of a special
annular balance which permitted an internal a~ial duct from the inlet to the ejector plane. The
non-reheat ejector comprised 1a nozzles whilst the reheat case had 24. The general philosophy of the
'codel was an earthed ejector and nozzle with live airframe shell carried on the annular balance.
A live/earth seal was ,itted between the front end of the earthed ejector duct and the live internal
inlet duct. With such an arrangement of course the quality of the nozzle flow (being non-metric)
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FIG. 3.2.40. SINGLE ENGINE SCHEMATIC DESIGN WITH

NON-METRIC EJECTOR. (REF 3.2.31 )

was not so important and it was not essential to optimise the mixing. The metric/non metric duct break
requires careful attention to the balance of measured force, the loads on the balance being a combination
of:

FBAL FAERO - FRAM ' FDUCT SPLIT + FSEAL + FBODY + FBLADE ---------.. FIG. 3.2.41
TARE PRESS

The pressure tare items of split, seal, and body cavity are all items applied to experimentally determined
areas.

. F mmFduct split - o - e i

thrust

seal

FIG. 3.2.41. FORCES ON EARTHED EJECTOR AND DUCT SYSTEM

The effect of deflection on the seal calibration must also he determined experimentally. Duct split
momentum force is a function of the duct flow distribution and is likely to vary with test conditions. The
position of the duct split force vector is also important due to its possible pitching moment interaction.
The FRAM term for inlet momentum is coupled through mass continuity to the FDUCT SPLIT term which

minimises the mass accuracy requirements. Accurate calibration of some of these momentum and tare terms
requires the use of a simulator test tank similar to that discussed in secti)n 3.2.2.

A similar build could be designed with a live ejector simulator. In this case the problems of seal
interference and split line momentum and mass flow calibrations are exchanged for the need to transfer
high pressure air feed lines across the metric break between the blade support and the live ejector.
The use of a live gross nozzle thrust requires its calibration against internal instrumentation to an
accuracy appropriate to the required airframe drag accuracy. In principle the live EPS FIG. 3.2,42.

is more simple to bookkeep than the earthed EPS requiring

FBAL FAERO - FRAM ' GROSS + FBLADE

THRUST TARE



in general the percentage accuracy of gross thrust determination of any system must be of the order of
the net thrust i.e. gross thrust- ram drag. For a fighter application, where the by-pass ratio is
usually low the net thrust is of the order of half the gross thrust, so for drag determination to 1 drag
count (0.0001) we have a requirement of about 0.3, in net thrust (equal to drag) and a corresponding
gross thrust requirement of 0.15 . This of course is very extreme and sights normally have to be set
lower at say 4 drag counts, as a significant number. The question that remains is, will it be possible
to calibrate ejector simulator exhaust flows to this order of accuracy?

..... F -a_ ~ . .. l . F gro s thrust

FbFbind*

FIG. 3.2.42. FORCES ON LIVE EJECTOR

It is obvious that the main problem of this system, even if the gross thrust calibration can be shown
to be satisfactory, is the design and operation of a successful high pressure air transfer system with
calibrated pressure and deflection tares.

The one system which may be attractive to the model design might be an earthed ejector protruding
into the flow of a fully metric duct. This is attractive in the avoidance of a high pressure air
transfer requirement of the live ejector system and the avoidance of the duct live/earth split of the
earthed ejector system, the only design requirement being that of a seal between live duct and earthed
ejector tube. Such a scheme is shown diagrammatically in FIG. 3.2.43.

4 -Frs thr ust

F G. 3.2.43 FORCES ON LIVE DUCT WITH EARTHED EJECTOR

It will be seen that this system introduces a new term FEJECTOR DRAG because the exit momentum is

modified due to the earthed force on the ejector body. The accounting and calibrating of this arrangement
is difficult but the mechanical advantages are such as to make a solution worth pursuing. There is no
recorded evidence of such a scheme being used.

Of particular interest is the potential of the EPS for simulation of vectored jets. The extreme
simulator requirement must be that of a Harrier or AV8B type installation. Physicall-it should be
possible to provide a dual ejector system to represent both front and rear nozzle pairs whilst giving
reasonable air inlet flows. The integrated geometry however almost precludes the use of a live ejector
with the attendant problems of live/earth airfeed systems across the balance at the iircraft CG between
the nozzles. The whole concept of a 4 nozzle split with different NPR for front and rear pairs makes
the problem formidable. Any solution will probably only be suitable for stability and control work, the
thrust analysis being very complex.

It is perhaps symptomatic of the whole problem of enqine simulation that: the airframe configuration

that most needs complete representation is the most difficult to achieve.

3.2.3.3. EPS Units Designed Using the Criteria of Reference 3.2.26 by Smith, Matz and Bauer

Ejector design features developed in the above reference are summarised earlier in this chapter and
also discussed in Ref. 3.2.32. Using this data two pairs of ejector nacelles were designed for a 6
scale model of the North American Rockwell B. The two sets of nacelles represented



A. A subsonic cruise dry power operating condition with WEC 57.7 lb/snc.ft' at an EPR of i.66.

Because of the short length of this nacelle unit it was necessary to go to a 19 unit multi nozzle
primary with an exhaust nozzle contraction ratio r-r the optimum at 1.19. The previous work in the
Ref. indicated that the maximum performance might 'ected to give a WECOf about 50 lb/sec.ft.
Thus it was expected that some inlet bleed would be reJired for full matching at this operating point.

OUTBLEED (THROUGH EJECTOR MIXING 19 PRIMARY
MODEL AND SUPPORT STRUT) ASSEMBLY DUCT NOZZLES

FIG.32.44. EPS CONFIG. OF 6% Bi MODEL IN SUBSONIC MODEL BUILD
(REF 3.2.32)

Calibation of two of these units gave surprisingly similar results. The inlet mass flow for the
basic no-bleed unit was about 5% lower than the predicted 50 lb/sec.ft

2
. Using an inlet flow scoop

as shown in the FIG. 3.2.44 perating at its max. flow, some 20% increase in inlet mass flow could
be obtained. The calibration results for the two subsonic units are given in FIG. 3.2.45.
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FIG.3.2.45. CALIBRATION RESULTS OF TWO SUBSONIC EPS UNITS (REF3.2.27)

These show the similarity of the performance and the effectiveness of the inlet bleed in giving an
operating point very close to the required design point. It will be noted how the mixing duct flow
became supersonic for values of EPR more than 1.8. For higher values of EPR there is an abrupt change
from subsonic to supersonic mixing duct flow and the exhaust total pressure distribution becomes very
non-uni form.

B. A supersonic dash point with WEC = 32.3 lb/sec.ft'. This unit was developed from a 19 to a 22 primary
nozzle build and because of the constraints of the BI nacelle shape the maximum obtainable exhaust nozzle
contraction ratio was 1.1 giving a mixing duct Mach number at the rather high value of 0.7 rather than the

optimum 0.6. To improve the anticipated poor mixing duct flow, screens were added one diameter upstream
of the exhaust plane. As the required value of W was well within the design capability of the
ejector, there was no requirement to boost W wii inlet bleed. The layout of this build is shown
in FIG. 3.2.46,
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FIG.3.2.46. EPS CONFIG. OF 6%B1 MODEL IN SUPERSONIC DASH BUILD
(REF 3.2.32)

The initial calibration of this build gave values of inlet mass flow some 25% below the design value with
significant exhaust nozzle flow distortion. The large exhaust nozzle associated with this operating point
and correspondingly high mixing duct Mach number war the cause of supersonic mixing duct flows as found in
the higher pressure ratio operating conditions of the subsonic build. The inlet induced flow was found to
be limited by choking in the plane of the ejector nozzle support struts. To alleviate the problems, the
inlet air mass flow was boosted by the use of the inlet bleed duct of the subsonic build and the choking in
the ejector was alleviated by removing some of tie primary support struts and nozzles and replacing them with
other nozzles nearer the periphery. The distribution was finally improved by the addition of a large open
area ratio screen (7% blockage) which did not completely eliminate the supersonic core but also did not
reduce the W4 as did a higher blockage screen. The results of the calibration of the two supersonic
dash units a given:
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FIG. 3.2.47 CALIBRATION RESULTS OF TWO SUPERSONIC DASH EPS UNITS.
(REF 3.2.27)

These results show that the units matched the design requirements well after the above modifications
and of course by the addition of 5-10 inlet flow bleed.

The above results are only a small selection of the detail design features described in Ref. 3.2.27.
The effect of various parameters on the design performance are given in detail in that Reference which
is recommended.



3.2.3.4. Calibration Requirements

These are very similar to those described in 3.2.2 on TPS calibration. Again it is worth restating
that a calibration of a simulator is only as good as its instrumentation and is a calibration of that
instrumentation. Very little information is available on the calibration and repeatability of EPT-units.
In the previous section it was questioned whether it would be possible to calibrate a unit to meet the
required gross thrust accuracy needed for metric EPS installations measuring drag. The possibility must be a
function of the adequacy of the ejector tube mixing with its attendent instrumentation plane uniformity.
There is no data on combined temporal and spacial uniformity and very little information on the effect of
inlet flow distortion. Basically the EPS is not as well documented as the TPS or CMAPS and must start at
a disadvantage in this respect.

Whilst it is frequently quoted that robustness is an important advantage of the EPS, presumably because
damage is not so catastrophic, it is nevertheless liable to changes in calibration due to small movement of
the primary nozzle array. For the TPS unit it has been well demonstrated that calibrations are very
repeatable, the outlet from the compressor or fan being well and truly mixed by their high speed rotation.
For the ejector however, if the length is kept to that of a useable simulator, the exhaust flow contour
is likely to reflect the total pressuretubes of the primary nozzles. If this is the case then it is
imperative that the flow contour is absolutely :onstant in time and space. If a total pressure tube is
critically positioned in an area of steep pressure gradient, then its contribution to the nozzle coefficients
can be changed by minute movements of the flow field.

As with most problems, the calibration of the EPS can undoubtedly be solved by great attention to
detail, but in principle it is likely that the EPS will need more check calibration than the TPS. It is also
likely that the EPS will be more susceptible to variations in the contours of total temperature arising
from the expanded primary nozzle flows than the total temperature variations at the exhaust of a TPS.
This is almost certainly true for the conventional civil TPS with its separate fan and core flows but the
CMAPS configuration with its mixing nozzle is becoming very similar to a multi nozzle ejector - with
similar flow and temperature non-uniformity problems.

3.2.3.5. Conclusions

The ejector powered simulator has been shown to be capable of providing an adequate simulation of the
flow requirements of current engines through the full dry and reheat cycles, For the maximum dry conditions
of large engine pressure ratio with large non-dimensional mass flows it is necessary to bleed off
significant quantities of the inlet captured flow before the ejector mixing plane. The high performance
ejector needs refined design to meet the maximum operating points, using multi primary nozzles with high
supersonic exhaust and high total pressure. Care has to be exercised to keep the mixing duct Mach number
reasonably high without allowing it to go supersonic. Equal care is necessary to ensure adequate mixing
for ejector efficiency whilst providing uniform flow at the nozzle plane.

It is likely that the EPS will suffer the same objections as the CMAPS for the particular application
of close coupled simulation. It is probable infctthat the L/D of a high performance EPS will be greater
than that of CMAPS.

There is no doubt that the ejector has its place in the non-metric application where the precise
performance of the unit is less important than its basic simulation of the inlet and exhaust flows. This
does not mean however that it is less likely to be able to meet the stringent calibration requirements
of a live simulator unit, but there is currently less evidence of the uniformity of an ejector exhaust
flow both in time and space, and in relation to pressure and temperature distribution.

The economies of the ejectors should not be taken for granted. The requirement of different units
to match dry and reheat performance, and thened for more frequent calibration contribute to the expensn
of the EPS. But of course the advantage of maintaining the design and manufacture in-house and the
flexibility of size of custom -build units is an attraction over the TPS.
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3.2.4 ANNULAR JET

The concept of plume interference on afterbody pressures has been illustrated previously in
Fig. 3.2.1., and discussion in sub chapter 3.2.1. considers how the plume may be thought to act as a
solid body flow interference mechanism which gives buoyancy forces and viscous interactions on the
afterbody. The entrainment flows in the mixing layer between plume and external flow induce afterbody
flow veloci - changes which in turn affect the afterbody pressure distribution and drag.

For exhaust blowing tests using a special model the existence of an interfering support strut system
has to be accepted, and it is assumed that incremental effects of blowing and geometry are measured
accurately in spite of the presence of the interference. As an alternative to special blowing tests a
solid body mounted aft of the model might be used to give the equivalent 'jet solid body' forwaro
interference. This will only be representative of one NPR condition for one external Mach number and
will not of course provide the entrainment. As an alternative to this an annular jet may be introduced
into the rear of a model supported on a high pressure blowing sting, This has the advantage of minimum
support interference and provides a means of linking with the conventional aerodynamic forces model.
This annular jet data can then be used as the absolute drag data link between the aerodynamic model and
the special blow test model which only provides the incremental blow effect. These concepts are
illustrated in Fig. 3.2.48.

absolute drag

level from! andfll

0 10
1"0 NPR 5-0

FIG.3.2.48. TEST BUILDS FOR ABSOLUTE DRAG.

The test conditions of this annular jet model will be limited by clearance dimensions but will
provide a datum to which CL and o effects may be added as determined by the aerodynamic test model.
This latter does of course assume the exhaust effects to be small in comparison with the attitude effects.

3.2.4.1. Development of the Annular Jet System

Early reference to the concept of annular support/jet support systems is made by Bowers Ref. 3.233
In this work comparison of afterbody pressure results was made for a typical single engine fighter
afterbody in the cruise and reheat nozzle configurations. It was concluded from this work that the
case of the cruise nozzle where the ratio of sting to nozzle diameter was 0.93 gave poor simulation
results due to the non representative plume diameter and length. For the reheat nozzle with sting to
nozzle diameter ratio of 0.67 the representation was very much better and the plume diameter and jet
wave length was much closer to that of the full nozzle flow. The indication from this work was that
reasonable representation of a free jet plume may be obtained with an annular jet if the initial cell
construction of the annular plume can be made to approach that of the free jet. The concept of correct
initial expansion of the jet from the nozzle boundary is an obvious requirement but the post exit
blockage effect associated with the plume maximum diameter is also necessary. Bowers also refers to the
practical aspects of the applicability of the annular nozzle concept to single nozzle configurations
compared with the twin nozzle and rectangular and plug nozzle. Some data is available on the use of
annular jets and solid sting jet simulators in Ref, 3.2.34. This work showed that for a F4 type
configuration with a fully expanded cylindrical exhaust the simulation by a solid cylindrical sting was
good. For a rear twin nozzle'Flll type'configuration however, significant differences were noted
particularly for the large afterburning type nozzles.

Results of tests on a twin nozzle configuration with annular jet representation showed good
correlation of drag for NPR < 5 if the NPR of the annular jet was adjusted to give the plume
maximum diameter Fig. 3.2.49.
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FIG.3.Z49. COMPARISON OF AFTERBODY DRAG WITH CONVENTIONAL AND ANNULAR

JETS FOR A TWIN-ENGINE FIGHTER MODEL WITH PLUME CORRELATION

AND CORRECTION FOR STING EFFECTS. (REF 3.2.34.)

Reference to the d'sign and concepts of the annular jet are given in Ref. 3.2.25 by Price
here a parametric study was made of exhaust nozzle area ratio and sting-nozzle exit diameter ratio.
The tests were made in the AEDC 16T at M - 0.6, 0.9 and 1.2 with a range of nozzle area expansion
ratios from 1 to 1.5 and sting to nozzle diameter ratios of 0 to 0.95. It is (f interest to note these
experiments were made in the presence of a model support strut and of necessity it was assumed that
this had no effect on the incremental findings of the study. Also, not unreasonably, the tests were
made with ambient temperature exhaust air.

A typical exar,,)le from the above work illustrates the elfect of increasing sting diameter on the
afterbody external pressure drag (Fig. 3.2.501), This effect is n st strorgly marked at fairly high

levels of NPR at conditions where the nozzle is severely under - expanded. The effect is to
significantly reduce the pressure recovery on the boattail giving an increase in pressure drag. Data
is also presented illustrating the effect of nozzle expansion ratio on afteroody drag for constant
sting ratios. This indicates how for large sting sizes the afterbody interference is predominantly
due to the sting irrespective of the expansion ratio (Figs. 3.2.5la-d). In general it may be observed
"hat the true (no sting) NPR effects are well-simulated, qualitatively, for sting diameters less than
0.7 x jet diameter.

It was noted that there were no significant effects of incidence in the range up to 6 on the plume

simulation behaviour of the annular jet.

Analysis in Ref.3.2.35 of schlieren photographs and pressure distributions alor- the sting within the
plume has allowed correlation between the full diameter nozzle jet results and those obtained with an

annular nozzle. Plume shapes calculated by the method of characteristics are illustrated in
Fig. 3,2.53 and indicate that for under-expanded jets of tne same nzzie area ratio avd NPR the

I
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FIG.3.2.50. EFFECT OF ANNULUS SIZE ON THE AFTERBODY PRESSURE DRAG

(REF 3.2.35)
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annular nozzles produce plumes of smaller maximum diameter and shorter cell wave length than do full
nozzles. This is an expected feature as the compression and expansion waves of the jet prupagate along
characteristic lines until they reflect from a solid or a free boundary. Thus a movement of the solid
sting boundary towards the free boundary (as the sting diameter ratio increases) will shorten the
characteristic path lengths. Compression waves reduce the free boundary diameter whilst expansion waves
increase it. For the annular jet the sting surface being close to the free boundary will cause wave
-plume boundary interactions to occur over shorter axial distances giving a reduction of both initial
plume length and diameter. The effect of sting diameter is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.53 and results
indicate quantitative effects as in Fig. 3.2.54.

. -- .4 0. 1 . . .0 ..1 3.0.

F G. 3.252 VARIATION OF PLUME SHAPE WITH ANNULAR JET STING SIZE AS
DETERMINED BY METHOD OF CHARACTERISTICS (REF 3.2.35)

Soc o The results have been correlated to
o s,x eren 0.9 obtain 'simulation' pressure ratios for the

________________________________annular jet whith will give the same plume
maximum diameter as that obtained without a
sting. Calculated plane maximum diameters

~characteristics ano by one-dimensional

l~a continuity relationship of the jet mass flow.
i~m NPR levels to give the same simulation maximum
o jet plume size tend to be tne same irrespectine

of which calculation method is used for the
L.2 predicted maximum plume diameter hence the one

dimensional method Ibeing simpler) is recommended.
A typical derived carve from tnese results is
shown in Fig. 3.2.54 which relates NPR for

l~l different sting diameter ratios for a given
nozzle expansion ratio and Mach number. A
corresponding correlating relationship is also
illustrated in Fig. 3.2.5o for zifferent

i~o l I l lnozzle expansion ratios at a fixed sting ratio
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.0 and M. Thus from these correlating plots it may

. -0n seem that plume diameter may be changed by either

changing NPR for a given nozzle area ratio or byFIG.3.2.53 VARIATION OF PLUME MAXIMUM changing area ratio for a given NP. Thu area
WITH STING DIAMETER,NSPR 2'O , ratio itself need not be matched although the

Scorresponding correct exhaust angle should be)
AA 5-13 .... as long as the combination of area ratio and the

such that the maximum plume diameter is matched.

These features of interchangeability ofnozzle urea ratio, sting diameter ratio and MPR, through the correct simulation of plume diameter, provide
scope for economic test progrannes where either it is morn suitable to limit the hardware or the blowing
pressure level. It should be noted however that stingnozzle diameter ratios in excess of 0. can give
rise to poor pclme representation an transonic Mach numbers.

The results of this Reference 3.2.35 may be used to proide reasonable simulation conditions for
annular jets for nozzle expansion ratios and Mach numbers where drag follows the normal trends of decreasing
drag with increasing nozzle pressure ratio and plume diameter.

3.2.4.2. Practical Application of the Annular Jet

The design of a rear sting support system has various conflicting retui -ements:

(a) Model - sting clearance.
(b) Sting strength
(d) Sting mass flow

Item (ac can be controlled by careful layout of the sting and balace fexibiiities in relation to the
centre of pressure of load and its movement with test parameter IMretc).The deflection is also a function

-. - see tha plm diametemm may mbe chne bym eithe
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NPR3 IS EQUIVALENT NPR FOR NO-STING TESTS
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FIG.3.2.54. ILLUSTRATION OF PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING THE CORRELATION

PRESSURE RATIOS (REF3.2.35)
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Fl G. 3.2.55 ILLUSTRATION OF PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING
THE CORRELATION PRESSURE RATIO NPR2 (REF3.2.35)

the maqnitude of the loads which may be controlled in the same way as the sting stress is controlled.
Item (b) is a function of the required clearance (a) and the hole size for mass flow (c) and of course
the loads dictated by the model shape and areas etc.
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The foregoing discussion has mainly pre-supposed that the annular jet occurs in the annulus between
the stins and the model nozzle ext which is true for a pressure plotted afterbody model FIG. 3.256(a)
For a force model however, where a sting support will provide the minimum datum interference condition,
pressure forces in the internal nozzle of the model may not be permitted. A model/sting
design of the type shown in Fig. 3.2.56(b) will be required where the sting to nozzle diameter is of
necessity less than 0.7 to permit even a minimum range of model incidence within the clearance.

.AIR

(a) AFTERBODY PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

4 - H.P AIR

(b) TOTAL AIRFRAMf FORCE MEASUREMENTS

FIG.3.2.56. ARRANGEMENTS OF ANNULAR JET STING SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR COMPLETE OR PART MODELS.

3.2.4.3. Conclusions

The concept of the annular exhaust jet representation is a valuable one. It is shown that good
representation of the solid body interference due to a jet can be provided by annulus ratios of
d sting/d nozzle less than 0.7. Improved simulation is obtainpd by operating the annular jet at
different NPR values from the no-sting NPR in order more closely to provide the correct initial plume
cell diameter and lenQth.

The annular jet may be used to provide the means of measuring a minimum support interference datum
condition for use with more specialised or representative jet-effects models. Such reference datum tests
will of necessity be limited to very restricted model attitudes. The use of the annular jet is of course
restricted to simple nozzle shapes but can have application to twin nozzle geometries.
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3.3 STATE-OF-THE-ART ASSESSMENT OF TESTING TECHNIQUES FOR AIRCRAFT AFTERBODIES

3.3.1 Introduction

Wind tunnel testing for aircraft afterbodies is at best a series of compromises. For either
aircraft development or general technology tests, perfect models and test facilities are never
available. Often, existing hardware such as force balances or model support systems are used as an
economy measure. This factor alone often leads to compromises in testing techniques. In addition to
the usual restrictions of limited funds and time, other major considerations can include: size of
tunnel available, model size, model detail, model support type, if and how to determine model lift,
drag, thrust and pitching moment, accuracy required, and simulation of exhaust flow and inlet flow.
The test objectives, however, should be the overriding factor. What is to be measured should come
before what can be measured.

Offered as an example of the difficulties of the issue of what can be and what should be measured
are highly integrated nozzles as shown in Fig. 3.3.1. For some afterbody force measurements, test rigs
can determine the afterbody drag separately from the thrust of the nozzle. This technique avoids the
difficulty of determining the thrust to a similar degree of accuracy as drag. However, with more
complicated nozzles, like the isentropic ramp and the blow-in-door ejector, the separation of thrust
and drag becomes more and more impractical. For the isentropic ramp nozzle this separation becomes
almost impossible because of the interaction of the flows over the thrust and drag producing surfaces.
As indicated in Fig. 3.3.2, the external flow over the boattail interacts with the primary jet and
secondary (cooling) flow. The primary nozz'e with a fixed (small) divergence section will run
off-design with related high thrust losses, depending on the base pressure P . As shown, this pressure
and the resulting nozzle thrust are func, is of nozzle pressure ratio and sicondary flow rate.
Therefore, in addition to difficult for-- measurement, it is necessary to duplicate the three merging
flows precisely in order to obtain wind tunnel results which are representative of the full scale
flight case.

SEWOPC RAM1 SOWIW cooR EJECTOR FLLY _ARAS ERECTO

FIG. 3.3.1 HIGHLY INTEGRATED NOZZLES (REF. 3.3.41)
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FIG. 3.3.2 INTERACTION OF PRIMARY, SECONDARY AND EXTERNAL FLOWS
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The complexity and diversity of state-of-the-art afterbody testing techniques are illustrated in
Fig. 1.4.5 and 3.3.3. Given the task of determining the surface pressures on a series of dxisymetric
nozzle boattails, each participant in an AGARD study (Ref. 3.3.1) evaluated the available facility and
test apparatus with respect to the test objectives and developed the diverse facility/model
arrangements shown in the first figure. Struts, strut/stings, forward/aft sting supports, and
perforated and slotted wall test sections with minimal to high blockage were used to obtain the test
data. For full aircraft afterbody models, the support system consideration alone entails choices
ranging from a nose mount to a half plane reflection, as shown in Fig. 3.3.3. These figures illustrate
" ost but not all comon aircraft afterbody test arrangements.

_ __NOSE MOUNT SYSTEM

WINGTIP MOUNT SYSTEM

EXTENDED-NOSE STRUT MOUNT SYSTEM

MODIFIED STINC MOUNT SYSTEM

REFLECTION PLANE

FIG. 3.3.3 JET EFFECTS MODEL SUPPORT SYSTEMS (REFS. 3.3.3,3.3.4)

This section will address and assess the state-of-the-art of testing techniques for aircraft
afterbodies. Included will be force balance arrangements, the use of pressures to determine the
afterbody pressure forces, model support considerations, a discussion of areas of uncertainty,
information on testing techniques for advanced aircraft and a final sumnary and reconmendations.

3.3.2 Force Balances

3.3.2.1 State-of-the-Art Metric Arrangements

The force balance techniques used for afterbody testing are as varied as the individual
tests themselves. Fig. 3.3.4 shows six different model support configuratio's which measure the
afterbody forces with one or more force balances. The total metric model thrust-minus-drag arrangement
(A) is considerably different from the three afterbody only thrust-minus drag configurations (B, C, D)
and the afterbody drag balance models (E, F). Even if the installed afterbody/nozzle is the only
emphasis of the model design, as in Fig. 3.3.5, the balance arrangement can vary from total
thrust-minus-drag, to separate balances for thrust and draq, to a thrust-minus-drag balance with a
separate shell drag balance, to a thrust-minus-drag balance with a calculated thrust value. There is
no convention or standard for afterbody/nozzle force balance arrangements.

C
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FIG. 3.3.4 AFTBODY DRAG TEST RIGS (REF. 3.3.5)
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B'oAB A-FB.Ou 
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FIG. 3.3.5 WIND TUNNEL TESTING SCHEMES FOR INSTALLED AFTERBODY/NOZZLE
PERFORMANCE (REF. 3.3.6)

Force balances should be carefully sized to provide the parametric visibility required to
satisfy the test objectives. If the force balance, for example, is sizee for full thrust loads, then
it is probably oversized to get accurate aerodynamic loads. For the B-i podded engine nacelle (shown
in Fig. 3.3.11). if the aircraft had also been metric with the nacelle, then the desired afterbody
Increments would have been hidden in the data scatter.

Multiple force balances are often used to separately determine forces on different model
sections. A typical force balance system which measures the external and internal aerodynamic forces
consists of two balances: a main balance to determine lift and thrust-minus-drag of the afterbody and
a thrust balance to measure nozzle normal and axial forces. While this arrangement allows
determination of component forces, afterbody drag is now determined as a small difference of two large
numbers. A generic pod with this balance arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.3.6 and a full aircraft model
similarly fashioned is presented In Fig. 3.3.7. This aircraft model has an afterbody balance, a nozzle
thrust-minus-drag balance and provisions for a forebody balance.

C
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(REF. 3.3.7) MTI
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FIG. 3.3.7 LARGE SCALE AFTBODY/NOZZLE MODEL

(REF. 3.3.4)

A recent trend which will receive much attention in the future due to the interactive
nature of the propulsion system and the vehicle aerodynamics is fully metric models. These models can
incorporate a nonmetric vertical tail as a portion of the support system (Fig. 3.3.8) or be fully
metric with a horizontal metric break at the support strut. Further discussion of fully metric models
will follow in Section 3.3.6, Testing Techniques for Advanced Aircraft with Highly Interactive Flow
Fields.

FIG. 3.3.8 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MODEL AND SUPPORT SYSTEM (REF. 3.3.9)

Hybrid arrangements use force balances in combination with inteyration of surface
prPssures to avoid taking a difference of two large force balance values to get a relatively small drag
number. A model of a supersonic point design aircraft, Fig. 3.3.9, was configured with an aircraft
balance and a nozzle thrust-minus-drag balance. The metric external nozzle surfaces were instrumented
with surface pressures to determine afterbody lift, drag, and pitching moment. An alternative to this
arrangement, also shown in Fig. 3.3.9, is to make the nozzle thrust and boattail surfaces nonmetric and
determine the nozzle external aerodynamic forces by a pressure area integration. This is another

variation of the fully metric approach discussed in the previous paragraph.

METRIC IN AlICAFT RALMCE

NTRIC ON NOZZLE BALANCE
,ORK TRIC-

Af 0-Bf RP A

METRIC ON ALIACU BALANCE

m ALA C,
NONMEITNIC

FIG. 3.3.9 HYBRID FORCE SYSTEM MODELS (REFS. 3.3.11, 3.3.12)
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3.3.2.2 Inherent Problems

The force balances used in afterbody force measurement provide useful informdtion for the
areas they are metering. Force balances, however, are often complicated and their output requires
corrections to provide data with acceptable levels of repeatibility and accuracy. These terms are a
function of at least the bare balance calibration, pressure area tare forces, including cavity, metric
seal, and base pressures; flow momentum tares; and combined loading interactions. For example, the
force balance in Fig. 3.3.10 has a bellows system that must be calibrated as a function of pressure to
determine the change in measured load with nozzle pressure ratio. Balance corrections should also
account for nonrepresentative forces due to internal cavities and metric break gaps. The cavity tares
are calculated using the difference in pressures inside the cavity and the freestream static pressure
over the internal projected area. The metric break tares are from seal tension and from pressures on
metric break surfaces. For the B-1 nacelle test arrangement in Fig. 3.3.11, with metric afterbody and
nozzle, the supersonic corrections for cavity pressures, metric seal and minor corrections for
labyrinth seal and base pressure resulted in a corrected axial force more than twice the balance
measured load, Fig. 3.3.12. Subsonically, Fig. 3.3.13, with the cavity pressure correction and metric
seal correction in opposite directions, the corrected axial force was just less than double the
measured load.

FIG. 3.3.10 INTERNAL FLOW THROUGH BALANCE ASSEMBLY =..2- ,

(REF. 3.3.42)

FIG. 3.3.11 FORCE BALANCE NACELLE CONFIGURATION

(REF. 3.3.14)
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Another concern with force balances is the aerodynamic effect of the small yet definite
gap at the metric break. Since the model may flex under load, a forward or aft facing step may appear
affecting the data. A change in pressure coefficient between a locked and taped metric gap and an open
unlocked metric gap is shown in Fig. 3.3.14. Pressure coefficient changes as large as ±0.06 are
evident in the data.

TRNSONIC MACH NUMBER

'CP - CPlocked - taped CPunlcked

0.06
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0 Top centerline

0.04 0 Bottom centerline

0.02

0 -- 
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-0.08 MS 27.0I "04
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-0. 12
ALPHA * 0

-0.14 I I I I
20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48

Model Station

FIG. 3.3.14 EFFECT OF METRIC BREAK ON MODEL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION (REF
3.3.14)

The model previously illustrated in Fig. 3.3.7, demonstrated the use of two force
balances with two metric breaks. Such multiple balance arrangements can introduce complex model
interactions and increased data uncertainty. For all model hardware, a complete error analysis prior
to detailed model design or prior to utilization of existing hardware should be conducted to evaluate
the predicted data uncertainty against the test objectives. A sensitivity analysis or partial error
analysis of critical parameters may be acceptable in some instances.

3.3.2.3 Summary Comments - Force Balances

Force balances are powerful testing tools for determining afterbody nozzle forces and
moments. Great care must be given to accounting for all tares and corrections, and to the measured
levels of accuracy and repeatability versus the levels required to meet the test objectives.

Past experience should serve as a guide for new model balance arrangements and can point
out potential error sources for existing model force balance hardware.

New hardware should be designeo and built considering the test objectives, the test
facility and the configuration itself.

3.3.3 Surface Pressures (Pressure Area Integration)

If surface static pressures are available, a pressure area integration can be an attrdctive
alternative to the use of force balances to determine afterbody/nozzle forces. In addition, when
comparing wind tunnel mod'l and flight vehicle characteristics, the use of pressure coetticients and
pressure integrated forces is considered a reliable techrique. On an YF-17 model (Ref. 3.3.16), for
example, one side of the wins unnel model was instrumented with 60 static pressure orifices on the
nozzle boattail, 12B on the nacelle, and 19 on the forebody. The flight vehicle had 39 fuselage
pressure orifices and 32 nozzle orifices located as close to the wind tunnel positions as possible.
This distribution of pressures allowed good wind tunnel-to-flight comparisons of the local flow
phenomena and force.



On the B-I nacelle aftend, over 200 pressures on both the wind tunnel model and flight vehicle
(Fig. 3.3.15). were utilized for not only a wind tunnel to flight comparison but also a force balance
to pressure area integration comparison on the wind tunnel model. As shown in Fig. 3.3.16, the
pressure area integrated subsonic drag plus estimated skin friction drag compares well with the force
balance value and at supersonic speeds follows the same trend. The difference in supersonic drag
values was attributed to an inaccurate metric seal correction due to widely varying seal pressures
around the nacelle. Note that while both wing sweep and nozzle setting are varying across the Mach
number range, comparisons of forces from balances and pressure area integration are conducted on
equivalent configurations.

FIG. 3.3.15 B-i AFT NACELLE SURFACE PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION (REF.
3.3.30)
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FIG. 3.3.16 COMPARISON OF DRAG COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES (REF.
3.3.14)

3.3.3.1 Inherent Problems

Kennedy (Ref. 3.3.14) points out that the largest potential problem with determining
forces with a pressure area integration is not having adequate coverage in critical areas. Complex
configurations or truly three-dimensional shapes which have severe pressure gradients are difficult to
measure with this technique. For the reasonably clean YF-I7 afterbody, Lucas (Ref. 3.3.16) compared a
70 orifice pressure area integration with a 200 orifice pressure area integration. For this comparison
the axial force differences were within the data repeatability of 3 axial force counts (±0.0003), Fig.
3.3.17. Analytical techniques should be used to determine o,Vfice placement,
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If a pressure area integration is to replace a force balance arrangement for a complex
afterbody confiquration or full vehicle, a large number of pressure orifices are required. As many as
700 pressures have been specified in past efforts. This requirement can result in mechanical as well
as financial problems. Pressure tube routing for multiple tubes will complicate model volume design
and model configuration changes. This and the additional high cost can be prohibitive factors when
using this technique in many research efforts.

While a force balance measures all forces on the metric portion of the model, a pressure
area integration can only determine the pressure effect and a calculated skin friction drag term must
be added. This term can be a large contributor to the subsonic afterbody drag (Ref. 3.3.3). The
state-of-the-art calculated skin friction drag is generally believed accurate if there are no separated
areas or if the separation location is well defined (Ref. 3.3.17).

Two final considerations for the pressure area integration technique are orifice size and
imperfections. For most conventional facilities, orifice size is determined by lag times for pressures
to stabilize relative to the cost of wind tunnel operation. Larger orifices and tubes reduce lag times
and thereby reduce testing time. In high Reynolds number facilities, however, the model boundary layer
is small relative to nominal orifice diameters or local imperfections due to the pressure orifice
installation. As discussed by Kilgore in Ref. 3.3.18. when the boundary layer thickness is very small
compared with the orifice diameter, the streamline curvature can change near the orifice with eddies
set up in the orifice resulting in a measured static pressure significantly higher than the actual
value. Experimental data also indicates that orifice imperfections such as burrs can produce flow
separation leading to incorrect measured pressure values. Additional imperfections include
out-of-round orifices, particles in the orifice, and orifices not flush to the model surface. This
type of bias error needs to be considered if testing is at high Reynolds number and accuracy is desired
to within two (CD = ± 0.0002) drag counts.

3.3.3.2 Summary Comments - Pressure Area Integration

Pressure area integration is a viable alternative to the use of a force balance to
determine total afterbody forces if the pressures are adequately distributed over critical areas and
skin friction drag is accurately calculated.
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Difficulties may arise for several reasons: complex configurations with sharp local
cross-sectional area changes and the resulting large pressure gradients may be difficult to adequately
cover with pressure orifices, the model fabrication cost may be excessive if large numbers of orifices
are required, and orifice size limits or imperfections may limit data accuracy if testing is done in a
high Reynolds number wind tunnel facility.

3.3.3.3 Force Balance versus Pressure Area Integration

The forces on most aircraft/afterbody configurations can be determined using either a
force balance or a pressure area integration. As shown in Fig. 3.3.16 and 3.3.18, the subsonic B-1
nacelle axial force can be accurately predicted with either method after the balance corrections and
estimated skin friction are accounted for.10°0
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FIG. 3.3.18 COMPARISON OF AFTERBODY AXIAL FORCES BY A FORCE BALANCE AND

PRESSURE INTEGRATION (REF. 3.3.31)

Similar results were seen in an Aeritalia study (Ref. 3.3.29) for a single engine fighter
aircraft model. Forces from limited pressure orifices and a six component balance showed the same
trends. The conclusions of that study were that the number and distribution of pressure orifices have
to be carefully addressed and that a good comparison of force balance and integrated values was
possible due to limited test conditions and a simple geometry.

The choice of pressure area integration versus force balance depends on many factors.
Besides satisfying test objectives, factors such as cost, complexity, time for model changes versus
available test tin'/, model scale, and model support must be considered. The configuration and forces
to be determined may elinminate pressure area integration if internal nozzle forces must be included or
a strong internal/external flow interaction is present. In some cases, the proper pressure
instrumentation may give more accurate information on the change in drag or the source of
afterbody/nozzle forces. The choice of pressure area integration or force balance must be made early
in the planning process, based on engineering consideration of the many factors involved.

3.3.4 Wind Tunnel Model Support

Support structure in some form must be used for afterbody nozzle testing due to high pressure air
supply requirement, Support hardware varies from facility to facility and model to model. Previous
figures (3.3.3-8) have shown the diversity of support techniques. Even for the same afterbody in the
same facility, the support system can vary from a wing tip support to a strut to a blown sting, Fig.
j.3.19. The support is required to have strength and rigidity to withstand the aerodynamic loads plus
a margin of safety, provide space for instrumentation and high pressure air lines, and yet be small
enough to produce acceptable flow interference (one of the most cited reasons that wind tunnel and
flight data do not agree). These three support systems mentioned are the most prevalent types in use
and the discussion of the state-of-the-art will center on these alternatives.

FIG. 3.3.19 YF-17 WIND TUNNEL MODEL SUPPORT SYSTEMS (REF. 3.3.3)



3.3.4.1 Sting Support - Unblown/Blown

The sting support system has long been used for afterbody testing, promising minimal
aerodynamic interference compared to other systems. The support is sized by the strength requirements
based on model weight, dynamics, expected aerodynamic loads, and test conditions. The sting support
offers the advantage that all blockage contributions are downstream of the model and the support
minimizes the aerodynamic interference on the model. It may however, have limited capability in a
highly dynamic force environment and at angle-of-attack, and may not be applicable for advanced nozzles
which are not axisymmetric. The promise of minimum interference has kept this technique in
development.

If the sting support satisfies structural requirements, then the remaining consideration
is how well the free exhaust plume is simulated. This was discussed in some detail in Section 3.2,
Progress in Jet Simulation. A free jet affects the nozzle afterbody forces through entrainment and
blockage. If the sting is solid with no flowing jet, only the blockage is simulated. Previous efforts
have contoured the support sting near the nozzle to approximate the local plume contours. These are
acceptable generally at only one nozzle pressure ratio. An effort by Porrato, Ref. 3.3.24,
investigated the impact on nozzle boattail pressures of a solid sting support through the nozzle
relative to jet-off and jet-on test conditions. A transonic test was conducted with a single engine
fighter aircraft instrumented with a six component balance and sixty one pressure orifices. The
boattail pressures with the dummy sting versus a free jet-off condition showed much more pressure
recovery, and therefore, lower drag on the boattail. The lift and pitching moment did not change. The
jet-on comparison was similar except that the effect was not as pronounced. The dummy sting boattail
drag was approximately twenty percent lower than the jet-on afterbody drag value. Some jet simulation
is reouired with a sting support to reproduce flowing jet aerodynamics.

The annular or blown sting support system maintains the interference free features of the sting
support and produces a conduit for high pressure air to the model for the flowing jet. This technique
has been developed primarily at Arnold Engineering Development Center for large scale aircraft models.
Price, Ref. 3.3.25, discusses development of the annular sting for an F-16 configuration. The model
arrangement for determining sting interference is shown in Fig. 3.3.20. The difference in axial force
between a full jet plume and an annular jet plume was five axial force counts with an average of 2-3
counts across the Mach number range.

Floor

FIG. 3.3.20 STING SUPPORT PARAMETRICS MODEL (REF. 3.3.25)

Price and other researchers have completed sufficient parametric support studies to establish
guidelines for the design of the geometric features of these systems. For example, in a complementary
research effort to establish the impact of sting taper on boattail pressures (Fig. 3.3.21), the results
indicated that the sting flare should be at least 3 body diameters downstream o' the nozzle base with a
10 degree boattail and 5 body diameters downstream of a cylindrical boattail to minimize base pressure
interference, Ref. 3.3.28.

3.3.4.2 Summary Comments

Empirical data exists and should be used during model design to determine the effec-
tiveness of a blown sting to simulate the flowing jet (Section 3.2) and to provide minimum support
interference.

This testing technique should be given strong consideration wherever test objectives,
test facility or test hardware allows its use.
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3.3.4.3 Wingtip Support

While first introduced in the early 1950's, the wingtip support has recently been used as
an afterbody testing technique in the European technical community, NASA Langley, and Arnold
Engineering Development Center. The IF-7 and F-16 Auis other airtraft have been tested with this
support system (Refs. 3.3.14, 25, 27, 28, and 29). A typical installation is shown in Fig. 3.3.22.
Note that the wing must be modified outboard for structural strength. Questions remain relative to the
impact of wing planform changes on normal force at high angles-of-attack and on wing downwash at
transonic Mach numbers.

FIG. 3.3.22 WINGTIP SUPPORT INSTALLATION (REF. 3.3.25)

Interference for this system is determined by comparing axial forces with an
"interference free" sting support and dummy wingtip support hardware to data with the model supported
by a sting only. Representative interference numbers for axial and normal force relative to the sting
supported model are shown in Fig. 3.3.23. Significant problems are evident between 0.8 and 1.1 Mach
number, both in axial and normal force. It should be noted that unpublished data does indicate
successful use of this technique up to 0.92 Mach number with specially designed transonic wingtip
bodies. Aulehla in Ref. 3.3.41 presents a computational approach to determining wingtip support
interfr ence. Based on a simplified panel computation, the distance from the yoke to the model
trailino edge was increased resulting in the selected support configuration for a supersonic Tornado
aftbody test. In isolating the interference, parametric hardware has been tested with variations of
the boom tips, and span, shape, chord, and location of the downstream blade. Some of these variations
are shown in Fig. 3.3.24. Price (Ref. 3.3.28) presents design parameters to guide use of this
technique. For example, boom tips should be shaped such that supersonically, neither the shock nor
expansion from the tips intersects the portion of the model of interest. Other design guidelines are
available in this reference for the effect of altering the wing tip support spacing as well as the
geometry and location of 2-n aft support blade.
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FIG. 3.3.24 WINGTIP SUPPORT PARAMETRICS (REF. 3.3.25)

3.3.4.4 Summary Comments

The wingtip support is a viable alternative especially for incremental afterbody/nozzle
testing, avoiding the 0.8 to 1.1 Mach number range. This technique permits only the afterbody to be
metric and the wing planform geometry is distorted.

Confidence in this technique is enhanced by the design guidelines for geometric
parametrics which enable design and fabrication of a minimum interference support system.
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3.3.4.5 Strut Support

While much maligned in some quarters as a high interference system, the strut support
continues to be used for many tests. The diversity of application was shown in Fig. 3.3.3 and in other
illustrations with this text. This technique can meet most of the criteria for a support arrangement,
that is, strength and rigidity and duct space for instrumentation and high pressure air, but often can
contribute to unacceptable tunnel blockage and model flowfield interference, presents some difficulties
at high angles-of-attack and should not be used for yaw testing. Kennedy (Ref. 3.3.14) states that in
many cases the strut blockage is the same or larger than the model blockage and that the flow
interference can be large, especially near the model. The extent of this strut interference has been
determined for full aircraft models. For an F-16 model (Ref. 3.3.25), the interference in axial force
is large between 0.95 and 1.2 Mach number (Fig. 3.3.25) and generally less than 0.01 in normal force
coefficient across the Mach number range (Fig. 3.3.26). Glidewell (Ref. 3.3.22) indicates that for a
twin engine fighter configuration, a strut could be properly designed to produce small interference
subsonically and supersonically. Transonically, however, the strut interference could be 20 axial
force counts (0.0020) or 40 percent of the subsonic afterbody drag value. Wind tunnel tests with the
B-i aircraft (Refs. 3.3.15 and 3.3.30) determined the strut effect in the afterbody nacelle region to
be 2.8 drag counts at 0.85 Mach number and 6 drag counts at 1.2 Mach number. The model was tested
inverted, that is, strut on the top of the model, to reduce this interference.
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FIG. 3.3.25 EFFECT OF STRUT INTERFERENCE ON AFTERBODY AXIAL FORCE
COEFFICIENTS (REF. 3.3.14)

Parametric studies to reduce or isolate strut interference have been conducted by German
(Ref. 3.3.26). Typical variables investigated are shown in Fig. 3.3.27. From this data, emphasizing
afterbody/nozzle test arrangements, German concluded that the interference above 0.99 Mach number is
f;om disturbances originating at the strut leading edge which are reflected from the tunnel wall to the
afterbody. The interference can be minimized by a swept strut at an optimum location and sweep angle.
Of more importance, this reference is a source of design guidelines which can be used to minimize
interference of new strut hardware or to predict the interference of existing hardware.
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3.3.4.6 Summary Comments

Despite all of the problems identified with a strut support, this arrangement may be the
"best" to satisfy particular test objectives and will continue to be used. For example, test programs
seeking total aircraft forces may require this technique.

Great care is required from at least 0.95 to 1.2 Mach number to minimize strut
interference. Maximum utilization of empirical design guidelines, past experience, and computational
tools should be considered when us- of new or existing strut arrangements are proposed.
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3.3.4.7 Summary Comments - Wind Tunnel Model Support

The predominant wind tunnel model support systems are the annular sting, wingtip support,
and strut support. Each has advantages and disadvantages relative to particular test objectives.
After the strength, rigidity and ducting requirements have been satisfied, the interference must be
evaluated. Support interference for these three systems on the F-16 is summarized in Fig. 3.3.28.
Note that for this configuration, the annular sting shows the smallest change in axial force due to the
presence of the support, followed by the strut, which has particularly high interference between 0.95
and 1.2 Mach number and then the wingtip support. It shuld be emphasized that the support system is
determined as a minimum by the test objectives, available test hardware, and test facility. Empirical
guidelines and computational methods are available to indicate the problem areas associated with a
particular support system.
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3.3.5 Areas of Uncertainty

As in any area where engineering judgement is involved, the choice of a particular test
arrangement is often more art than science, with all options compromised in some fashion. Topics which
are currently uncertain in this discipline include the choice of full versus partial model simulation,
full versus partial metric models, and the extent of model fidelity required for proper determination
of forces. This section will discuss the issues surrounding these to~ics and offer general guidelines.

3.3.5.1 Full versus Part Model (Simulation and Metric Arrangement)

The question of how much of the test configuration should be simulated or metric is
unresolved. Jaarsma, Ref. 3.3.6, presents a good review of the advantages and disadvantages of testing
partial and complete models. The advantages of partial models are: larger scale, perhaps a scaled
boundary layer, better accuracy due to a smller area on the force balance, more instrumentation, more
detailing, better data for basic investigations, parametric test possible at less cost, and the data
can be used to develop and verify theory. The primary disadvantage is that the cylindrical forebody
typically used is to some degree an unrealistic simulation and the airframe Installation effects are
missed. For a complete aircraft representation, the advantages are: better external flow simulation
and duplication of nozzle environment. better accounting of mutual interferences and the forebody
influence, more accurate simulation of aircraft aerodynamics and plume interference. Disadvantages



are: smaller model for a given facility, limited instrumentation allowed in smaller volume and
difficult simulation of secondary and tertiary air. While some basic testing still utilizes a generic
pod type body, most large scale tests have full model representations.

Usually the for0'ody and afterbody are treated as separate areas, with the afterbody
changes assumed to be affecting that region only. Data with the same forebody and changing afterbodies
shown in Fig. 3.3.29. The change in forebody drag from afterbodies 2-5 to afterbody 1 is probably only
significant for afterbody 5 with the steepest boattail. Note that the body is somewhat short coupled
and a higher fineness body may not show an interaction. Additional data is presented for the model
shown in Fig. 3.3.30 which was tested with three boattail configurations across the Mach number range.
The resulting afterbody drag difference for the three boattail configurations is significant (Fig
3.3.31), but the forebody drag difference (Fig. 3.3.32) is not (on the order of 0.002).
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Another side of the full versus part model simulation question is how much of the model
should be metric. In comments offered by representatives from testing and aircraft organizations, the
metric extent of the model depends heavily on the test objectives, for example, how much visibility is
required for configuration parametrics. The critical metric break placement is determined by the
fineness ratio of the configuration and the extent of the influence of the model parametrics. For the
entire aircraft model shown in Fig. 3.3.33, changing the nozzle power setting from maximum reheat to
dry produced a pressure coefficient change of 0.017 at a location where the area distributior was 80
percent of maximum cross sectional area. Obviously, for this configuration, the metric break is not
positioned far enough upstream to account for the entire effect of afterbody changes. Is there enough
influence of afterbody configuration changes on the forebody to warrant a fully metric forebody
simulation? The question may not need an answer. The current trend is toward use of advanced
computational tools to calculate interference and fully metric wind tunnel models for near tern and
advanced aircraft configurations which exhibit a tendency of strong inlet and nozzle flow interactions.
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3.3.5.2 Extent of Model Fidelity

Other factors related to afterbody testing are the effect of inlet fairing on afterbody
flow, effect of deflection of local empennage surfaces, the impact of secondary and tertiary auxiliary
flows, and the need for model detail. An additional paraqraph on other qualitative/ quantitative
assessments of afterbody flows is also included. These items will each be discussed briefly as they
relate to afterbody testing techniques.

3.3.5.3 Inlet Fairing

A common procedure for jet effects testing is to fair over the inlet with an aerodynamic
contour. The effect of fairing the inlet or varying inlet mass flow is evident in Figs. 3.3.34 and
3.3.35. For the B-i with a close coupled nacelle (Ref. 3.3.31), changes in inlet mass flow ratio were
evident in the drag of the reference nozzles over an angle of attack range at 0.80 Mach number. For a
sting mounted F-16 testcl at AEDC, Fig. 3.3.35, a range of inlet fairings from full flow-through, 50
percent flow-through, aerodynamic fairing and blunt fairing produced changes in both afterbody axial
and normal force across the Mach number range. The effect was larger above 0 degrees angle-of-attack
and above 0.9 Mach number. Obviously this effect Is dependent on the configuration being tested and is
part of the discussion of utilization of turbine powered simulators.
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3.3.5.4 Impact of Empennage Surfaces

If the installed afterbody configuration is in the vicinity of deflected empennage
surfaces, then the tail/afterbody interaction should be investigated. Leavitt (Ref. 3.3.35,
representative of many documents in this area) states that this interaction is present throughout the
Mach number range and is a significant part of the total afterbody drag. Especially at higher Mach
numbers, if empennage surfaces are present, then empennage deflection should be Included in afterbody
testing.

3.3.5.5 Impact of Secondary and Tertiary Auxiliary Flows

All air taken onboard an aircraft for auxiliary system use is eventually dumped
overboard. In model testing, the effect of the primary nozzle flow is accounted for but the secondary
flows, such as environmental control system (ECS) and engine bay purge, are often not simulated. In a
B-I wind tunnel-to-flight afterbody pressure distribition correlation, the inadequate simulation of the
ECS was partially responsible for a mismatch between wind tunnel and flight pressures in the inner
nozzle region. Inlet bleed and bypass flows also showed an influence on the B-1 afterbody pressures.
For the F-16 (Ref. 3.3.36), a simulation of the engine bay purge flow changed the axial force
coefficient across the Mach number range, Fig. 3.3.36. For aircraft with secondary air exhausts in the
afterbody region, a simulation of that flow in the wind tunnel model should be considered.

3.3.5.6 Need for Model Detail

How much model detail is necessary for subscale testing? Rooney (Ref. 3.3.37) suggests
inclusion of protuberances, excrescences and flaps. Fig. 3.3.37 shows an F-14 afterbody model which
simulates gun pods, inlet bleed, wing fences, and the glove vane. Leyland (Ref. 3.3.21) indicated that
for the Tornado aircraft, the model must have adequate aircraft detail and if the aircraft is changed,
a retest is advised. As the introduction to this section suggests, larger models can have more
aircraft detail. The extent required is undetermined.

3.3.5.7 Other Qualitative and Quantitative Afterbody Testing Techniques

The key to utilization of both computations and experiments is understanding the flow
physics involved in the afterbody trea. If a "fix" is required for a prodution, development or a
"paper" aircraft, the local flow penomenon creating the problem and the changes in the local flow as a
result of the "fix" must be known to adequately assess progress towards a solution. Techniques
available to develop this physical understanding are flow visualization, hot film measurements for wall
skin friction, local flow measurement (including upstream, downstream, and sidewall) of angularity,
total pressure, velocity, and total temperature, and nonobtrusive techniques such as laser doppler
velocimeter (LDV) for flowfield velocity determination. In the wind tunnel and inflight, oil and tufts
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FIG. 3.3.36 EFFECT OF BAY PURGE FLOW ON NOZZLE/AFTERBODY

AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT (REF. 3.3.36)

FIC. 3.3.37 MODEL GEOMETRIC DETAILS (REF. 3.3.23)

can be used to indicate regions of separation or high turulence. Oil has been used in the B-i wind
tunnel test program and has alsc been used successfully in the intlight Tornado development program.
Tufts, both in S-i wind tunnel and flight tests, have beef) used for a qualitative flow assessment.
Additional qualitative testing can be accomplished iII water tunnels especially when thrust reverser
impingement and reingestunl is to be studied. This test technique will increase in importance as
advanced aircraft rely on thrust reverser technology for short field landing capability. Flow

visualization tecIniques fcr a'terboy How fields, while more art than science, play an important role
in the study of a'terbody aerodyinatincs.

Laser doppler velocimetrs can provide good quantitative flow field characteristics in
near wake, and reversed and separated flow fields which can not .e accurately measured by probes or h
wire anemometers. Heltsley, Ref. 3.3.40, used An LDV to pruduce the velocity pro leos for the
avisymetric nozzle shown in Fig. 3.3.31. This technique can be used to produce detailed data to
assist computational method development and verification.
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FIG. 3.3.38 AFTERBODY/NOZZLE VELOCITY PROFILES (REF. 3.3.40)
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3.3.6 Testing Techniques for Advanced Aircraft with Highly Interactive Flow Fields

Thrust vectoring, thrust reversing and propulsive lift for takeoff and landing and inflight are
technologies associated with near term and advanced aircraft. A propelsive lift configuration shown in
Fig. 3.3.39, not unlike the current Harrier, is utilizing ejectors and forward lift jets or engines for
short take-off and landing capability. Current practice is to use completely metric models with tandem
thrust-minus-drag nozzle balances or nonmetric boattails with surface pressures for nozzle drag. Test
objectives should determine the metric arrangement. Lowspeed tests for advanced aircraft with thrust
reversers, often with the reversed thrust nonmetric, are conducted to determine the stability and
control aspects of these installations. If a turbine powered simulator is required to be metric for
closely coupled aircraft, a whole new area of force balance arrangements must be investigated. The
testing techniques required to capture all of the direct and induced forces for these highly integrated
aircraft should be the emphasis of ongoing ard future testing technique development.

HOVER

SHORT TAKEOFF AND TRANSITION

FIG. 3.3.39 ADVANCED PROPULSIVE LIFT AIRCRAFT (REF. 3.3.39)

3.3.- Final Summary and Recommendations

The choice of wind tunnel testing techniques for aircraft afterbodies must include consideration
of many factors with the test objectives, available facilities and model hardware the most important.
Sometimes there is no "best" testing technique to meet the test objectives. A general assessment of
the state-of-the-art of afterbody testing techniques concludes the following:

Force balances, while powerful testing tools, must be used with great care to minimize and
account for all tares and corrections, and an assessment should be made of the predicted levels of
accuracy and repeatability versus the levels required to meet the test objectives. A complete error
analysis, or if appropriate a sensitivity analysis or partial error analysis of critical parameters,
should be conducted.

Pressure area integration can be a viable alternative for afterbody force measurement if the
configuration is not overly complex and coverage in critical high pressure gradients is adequate.
Analytical methods should be utilized to properly place pressure orifices.

The wind tunnel model support must be chosen with great care, considering at least the test
objective, available test hardware and test facility. The most prevalent systems are the sting,
wingtip, and strut support. The sting support, especially the annular sting with a flowing jet
simulation, offers minimum interference but is limited when forces are highly dynamic and when higher
angle-of-attack data is desired. The wingtip support is especially appropriate for determining
incremental afterbody/nozzle forces if testing between 0.8 to 1.1 Mach numbe, is avoided. Use of this
technique is applicable only to a metric afterbody and requires a distorted wing planform. Use of the
strut support between 0.95 to 1.2 Mach number requires great care to minimize strut interference. If
full aircraft forces at higher angles-of-attack are required, this system may be preferred. If
resources allow, support system interference corrections should be defined and applied. Design
guidelines referenced in this document should be utilized to determine the optimum support technique.

WIile the current trend is toward fully metric wind tunnel models, the extent of model simulation
and model surfaces to be metric should be determined by the fineness ratio of the configuration and the'
predicted extent of the influence of the model parametrics.



Other 'actors which should be considered include the inlet fairing, location of deflectable
empennage surfaces, sccondary and tertiary auxiliary flows in the afterbody region and tic extent of
the model detail required.

The key to utilization of both computations and experiments is understanding the flow phys
involved in the aftbody area. Techniques available to develop this physical understanding are ' w
visualization, hot film measurements for wall skin friction, local flow measurement of angulariy,
total pressure, velocity, and total temperature, and nonobtrusive techniques such as laser soppler
velocimeter (LOV) for flowfield velocity determination. These techniques should be considered and
incorporated whenever possible to add to the understanding of this flow phenonnon.

Near term and advanced aircraft configurations are featuring thrust vectoring, thrust reversing,
and propulsive lift capability. Special advanced and more complex testing techniques are required to
determine all tf the direct and induced forces. These techniques should be emphasized for future
testing technique development.

Finally, development and evaluation of testing techniques for afterbody exhaust nozzle testing
will continue to demand high levels of resources, both manpower and financial, as exhaust nozzle
integration plays an ever increasing role in future aircraft evolution.
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3.4 AFTERBODY FLOW INSTABILITIES (BUFFETING)

The presence of separated flow regions either on an aircraft's wing or fuselage

or in cavities and bomb bays provides a sufficiently large energy source to disturb the
airframe. As a result, the performance of the aircraft may be limited by the disturbance-

induced rigid and elastic vibrations, which may furthermore cause degradations of the

handling characteristics.

The highly undesirable rigid motions of the air~raft at angles of attack beyond

the onseL of separation are referred to in the longitudinal axis as "bouncing" and "pitch-

up", and in the lateral/directional axis as "wi,g rocking", "win dropping" and "nose
slicing". These phenomena belong to the flight mechanics problem area and have a direct
effect on aircraft controllability and the pilot's ability to hold an accurate flight

pat[, (Ref. 3.4.11. Elastic mode vibrations may also exist, due to flow separation in-
duced excitation forces and changes in aerodynamic damping of the elastic modes. Both rig-
id and elastic motions of the aircraft may degrade the combat capability, either by in-
fluencing the pilot or disturbing the sensor platform signals and thus affecting con-
trolled aircraft handling qualities. This may not necessarily be considered as a flight

limit, but it gives an indication of adverse effects like degradation of longitudinal and

lateral stability.

Afterbody or tailplanLe buffeting can be provoked by flow separations on the rear
fuselage, but often it can also be caused by flow separations outside this region, for in-
stance by the wing wake or by wing vortex breakdown. Sometimes afterbody buffet even oc-
curs at steady and level flight, leading to inconvenient or even unacceptable ride quali-
ties and tracking characteristics. Both rigid and elastic mode vibrations at the pilot's
seat caused by such afterbody flow separation phenomena may lead to pilot ratings from
smooth to distressing, see fig. 3.4.1. Even structural damages may occur.

BUFFET/VIBRATIONITURaULENCE LEVELS

Suggested Pilot Rating Scheme

Pilot Category Description

Rating

I Nil Completely smooth

2 Very light Just perceptible

3 Light Noticeable without

concentration

4 Light- Mildly annoying

moderate

5 Moderate Annoying

6 Moderate- Distracting

heavy

7 Heavy Uncomfortable

8 Severe Distressing

9 Disastrous Structural damage/loss

of control

Fig. 3.4.1 Pilot rating scheme for buffet evaluation

Examples of tail buffeting induced by the wing wake are less serious now because
of the care with which tailplane positions are selected. The tailplane position selected
is inevitably a compromise between many mutually conflicting requirements (e.g. longitu-
dinal stability at high speeds and low lift coefficients and at low speeds and high lift
coefficients, or even by noise alleviation constraints) and hence tail buffeting can nor-
mally be anticipated somewhere within the flight envelope. Tail buffeting need3s not neces-
sarily be harmful, as for instance on some aircraft buffeting provided a natural warning
of the wing stall. Tail buffeting excited by wing flow separations will be sensitive to
any devices which alter these separations, such as vortex generators, flaps or engine na-
celles. A possible hazard which has occurred on a combat aircraft is tail buffeting ex-
cited by the carriage of pylon-mounted external stores under the wing and fuselage. Pre-
venting the flow separations by increasing the gap between the store and the wing or by
reducing the thickness/chord ratio of the pylons removed this type of tailplane buffeting.
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The actions to be taken in order to eliminate afterbody buffet should consist
first of identifying and possibly removing the buffet source outside the afterbody. If
the problem is due to the wing wake, changes can be made on the wing by providing vortex
generators, fences, etc. or on the tai] by changing the vertical position, anhedral, etc.
If the separation is provoked by the fuselage shape, local fuselage contour changes can
be made, or modifications can be applied on the tail, by providing root strakes, vortex
generators, profile variation etc. Ref. 3.4.2 presents a different method to reduce the
vibration level at the pilot's seat or at the sensor platform by means of an active con-
trol system with feedback of the fuselage accelerations to the tailplane servo in correct
phase relationship. It is to be noted, however, that despite a great alleviation of the
elastic vibrations the actual buffet source (flow separation) is still present together
with possibly adverse effects on other parameters, as for instance drag or directional
stability. The method was once proposed for Tornado but not pursued, after a modification
of the afterbody geometry could be found which suppressed the separation on the afterbody,
i.e. after the buffet source itself could successfully be removed. The corresponding de-
velopment is described, together with the similar example of FIAT G91Y, in the next sec-
tions.

3.4.1 Afterbody Buffeting Evaluation and Possible Improvements

Although some progress has been made in theoretical methods for predicting buffet
onset conditions, particularly at subsonic speeds, no adequate theoretical method exists
for calculating the unsteady aerodynamic excitation forces in fully developed separated
flow at transonic speeds. The determination of these excitation forces from wind tunnel
model tests for subsequent use in structural response calculations requires many assump-
tions that need to be validated. A fundamental question that needs to be resolved is
whether the isteady aerodynamic excitation forces derived from pressure measurements on
a rigid model may be extrapolated to an identical but elastic (responding) aircraft. In
addition the practical significance of Reynolds number effects on separated flow in terms
of the effects on elastic and rigid body response needs to be determined, as well as the
effect of angle of attack on buffeting severity. The semi-empirical prediction of after-
body buffeting may follow for example the procedure as described in Ref. 3.4.3.

In spite of these uncertainties several prediction techniques have shown to give
results that compare favourably with flight data for certain categories of buffeting, most
notably wing buffet onset and, to some extent, buffeting intensity. However, experience
has shown that the critical consideration is not always the wing buffet loads but some-
times the excessive fatigue loads on tail surfaces, which could lead to degradation of
performance through increased drag and decreased lateral stability which detracts from
tracking capability.

Another remarkable feature showing the difficulties of trying to predict after-
body buffeting from model tests is depicted in Fig. 3.4.2 for an early Tornado configu-
ration investigated during afterbody development flying. It shows a significant reduction
of inflight accelerometer measured buffet levels for idle power compared to max dry (mili-
tary) power engine setting, which was normally corroborated by the pilot's ratings.

Buffet 
Unodled 

Protot

Intensity

Max Dry o

Idle Power-

300 400 so
Fliht speed kts

Fig. 3.4.2 Buffet intensity dependence on engine power setting

This behaviour indicates that afterbody buffet could neither have been discovered
on the six--omponent flow-through model with its low nozzle pressure ratios, correspondinq
to about idle power, nor on an afterbody model duplicating the actual flight nozzle pres-
sure ratios but being equipped with a one-component (axial force) balance only.



A further example where very unsteady flow separations on the nozzle external sur-
face seem to have been detected in flight test only, is reported in Ref. 3.4.4 for the
F-15 ahere nozzle external flaps experienced structural failure, leading to removal of the
flaps. For such reasons it is quite difficult in most cases to detect possible afterbody
buffeting phenomena already during model testing. In particular this is not only a matter
of model instrumentation, but also a feature of the models themselves, which are usually
not able to represent the structural characteristics of the full scale aircraft correctly.
Flutter/buffeting models, on ene other hand, are not equipped with adequate jet simulation
devices and are, therefore, also-not able to reveal jet induced forces on the afterbody.
In this context it is worth remarking, as a further complication, that on occasion low pi-
lot buffet ratings at idle power did not necessarily correlate with correspondingly low ac-
celerometer measured vibration signals. There are indications that this may be due to dif-
ferent buffet frequency contents at normal and idle power, respectively, i.e., while the
overall accelerometer signal is unchanged, some of the pilot distracting low frequency con-
tent is reduced at idle power.

In Ref. 3.4.5 fo* the Tornado and later in the present contribution for the FIAT
G91Y it is shown that it may be possible to cure the afterbody buffet problem by sometimes
relatively small afterbody configuration changes, e.g. gully modification, filler pieces,
vortex generators (Fig. 3.4.3 - Fig. 3.4.4).
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Fig. 3.4.3 Afterbody modifications tested during
research programme (Ref. 3.4.5)
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Fig. 3.4.4 Most important flight tested afterbody
configurations (Ref. 3.4.5)

It should be pointed out that the remedial measures have to be selected carefully
since often other items, e.g. directional stability or afterbody drag, may also be affect-
ed. Therefore, a proper compromise is required between all the aerodynamic and structural
aspects, as is shown in Ref. 3.4.5 in the course of the evaluation of the Tornado produc-
tion afterbody configuration. Figs. 3.4.5, 3.4.6 and 3.4.7 depict,-that the finally cho-
sen "production" afterbody configuration almost completely restor(d the desired stability
and afterbody drag goals, together with virtually complete removal of the afterbody buf-
fet.
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Buffet flight testing can thus be viewed as the final field trials which yield
the qualitative and quantitative performance data and which indicate the degree of success
attained by the designer. From an operational standpoint such testing is essential since
it relates the pilot's opinion of the aircraft's maneuvering qualities to the engineering
data. Finally, buffet flight testing is an invaluable source of data (fluid dynamics,
structures, stability and control etc.) which design engineers can use to correlate theo-
retical and wind tunnel results.

In the past, buffet testing consisted primarily of obtaining pilot opinion data
on buffet onset and the relative buffet intensity, and measurements of the normal load
factor at the center of gravity. Consequently such tests related buffet onset to the pi-
lot's tolerance of load factor vibrations, and other aircraft structural characteristics
and only weakly to the air flow separation phenomena. Current buffet flight testing has
progressed to an advanced state such that highly accurate engineering data are obtained
and more thorough understanding of the flow fields, shock interactions, air loads, struc-
tural responses etc. is gained.

In general, flight instrumentation for buffet tests should include static pressure
taps, total pressure and boundary layer rakes, accelerometers, strain gauges, aircraft at-
titude sensors, high speed camera, wing/afterbody/tailplane tufts and a cockpit event mark-
er. Furthermore it is highly desirable also to perform instantaneous pressure recordings
in flow regions, which are known (e.g. blunt base areas, or from inflight tuft/oil flow
pictures) or are expected, to be separated. In the case of buffet flight testing of an op-
erational aircraft, allowable instrumentation modifications may be limited (due to outside
constraints), and close coordination must be maintained between the test engineer and the
modification facility to assure optimum installation locations.

3.4.2 A Typical Example: FIAT G91Y

A typical example of afterbody (mainly horizontal tail) buffeting and of the suc-
cessful solution of the problem is the case of the FIAT G91Y fighter. In this case the buf-
fet, associated with a eterioration of the lateral-directional characteristics, was occur-
ring in the high transonic range and was ascertained to be caused by fuselage flow separa-
tion below and aft of the tailplane root. Proper transonic wind tunnel and flight tests
provide4 an understanding of the phenomenon and allowed the necessary configurational
changes to be made.

3.4.2.1 Analysis of the Problem

In the course of early flight tests conducted on the first prototype (NC1) of the
twin jet FIAT G91Y fighter, some unexpected aerodynamic instability in the afterbody zone
was evident. Two were the main effects, provoked by the flow separations on the rear fu-
selage:

- an increased bending vibration level of the horizontal tailplane on the FIAT G91Y. c(m-
pared with the FIAT G91T which is the trainer version of the former with a single jet
afterbody

- a decreased directional stability margin (Cn8 ) which at particular side-slip angles de-
generated into instability.

After each flight, the vibration envelope, expressed as the mean value of the
highest oscillation amplitudes recorded in a time interval of about 3 seconds was calcu-
lated and plotted versus Mach number. A typical sample is shown in figure 3.4.8 where
similar data relevant to G91T are reported for comparison.
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Fig. 3.4.8 FIAT G91Y and G91T -vibration amplitude of stabilizer rear spar tip

versus Mach number (different symbols identify different flight tests)iniim, m ami iI I I I III I2



Note in this figure that, despite the obvious configurational variants in the
rear fuselage between the two aircraft (G91T is a single engine, Fig. 3.4.9, G91Y is a
twin engine, Fig. 3.4.10), the horizontal tailplane vibration envelopes aie comparable
up to M. = 0.78 (with a maximum vibration level of about 2 "g"), then the curve relevant
to G91Y shows a clean divergence which brings the vibrations level to 5 "g" at Mach num-
ber equal to 0.9. This means, among other things, that the vibrations level considered
acceptable by pilots (about 2 "g" to 3 "g") shifts from M. = 0.9 for G91T down to M_ =

0.82 for G91Y.

Fig. 3.4.9 FIAT G91T - single engine

Fig. 3.4.10 FIAT G91Y twin engine
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If the phenomenon is analysed in terms of power spectrum, e.g. resolving the vi-
bration in its components at different frequencies (in a range between 0 and 200 Hz), it
is possible to discriminate what is forced oscillation from the eigenmodes of the stabi-
lizer structure. Performing this exercise it is interesting to note (for speed beyond
M_ = 0.75) the presence of a vibration band between 20 and 35 Hz in a range where ground
tests exclude the presence of structural modes. This vibration level is therefore to be
attributed to a forced excitation (buffet) acting in a vertical direction in a frequency
range around 25 Hz. Finally it is noted that the buffeting level, recorded normally for
straight and level flight conditions, increases obviously with load factor (nz), becoming
for n. = 4.8 three times the value corresponding to straight and level flight.

3.4.2.2 Solution of the Problem

Aiming to restore the G91Y fighter to about the same buffeting levels appropriate
to the G91T, an extensive campaign of tests, both in the wind tunnel (low/transonic speed)
and in flight, was carried out.

The first series of low speed wind tunnel tests, conducted on a 1/10 scale model,
Figs. 3.4.11 and 3.4.12, was devoted to measuring the pressure distribution on the after-
body, with the aim to find out the causes of the increased tailplane vibration recorded
in flight and to identify possible geometry reshaping suitable to solve the problem.

Fig. 3.4.11 FIAT G91 1:0 scale wind tunnel model

Fig. 3.4.12 FIAT G91Y - 1:10 scale wind tunnel model



Test results showed a regular path of the streamlines along the fuselage with
the exception of a remarkable negative pressure peak below the horizontal tailplane lead-
ing to shock waves and subsequent flow separation. Among the tested changes of the after-
body shape, aiming to reduce the negative peak, the most effective oncs were to increase
the length and width of the fuselage aft of the horizontal tailplane (modifications "A"
and "E" in Fig. 3.4.13).

Aiming to check the effectiveness of the proposed solution, and to study more
deeply other possible variants, a second series of low speed wind tunnel tests was per-
formed on a 1/5 scale complete model. Test results, which basically confirmed the indi-
cations derived from the first wind tunnel series, further indicated that it was neces-
sary to couple to the previous shape modifications a "thinning" of the afterbody below
the stabilizer, thus giving the rear fuselage a "wasp-waist" contour and finally shift-
ing the horizontal tailplane 25 mm (full scale) upward (Fig. 3.4.14). Transonic wind tun-
nel tests, conducted both on the original and on the modified configurations, confirmed
the validity of the proposed afterbody reshaping.

MMod. E

Fig. 3.4.73 FIAT G91Y - afterbody reshaping after 1st series
of wind tunnel tests

MODIFIEDO POSITION
OF TAILPL ANE

25rnORIGINAL POSIN

OF tAIL PLANE

Fig. 3.4.14 FIAT G91Y - afterbody reshaping after 2nd series
of wind tunnel tests



With respect to the original fuselage configuration, significant improvements of
tailplane vibration level, of drag and of directional stability have been obtained:

- the aerodynamic drag reduction (Fig. 3.4.15), due also to the better base pressures re-
covery (Fig. 3.4.16) is equivalent to the drag of two wing pylons

CD 0  I
/

ORIGINAL

A FWITH MODIFIED AFTERBODY

ACDo= 0.01

0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
MACH

Fig. 3.4.15 FIAT G91Y - zero lift drag versus mach number
with/without modified afterbody

-0.16

-0.08 2

- ORIGINA

-WITH MOOIFIEO AFT[RBODY

0.24 1___ .. __ I -_
0.4 0.6 0.6 AC 1.0

MlACN

Fig. 3.4.16 FIAT G91Y - effect of afterbody modifications
on base pressure recovery
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- the improvement in directional stability (Fig. 3.4.17) is remarkable and the stability
appears completely restored throughout the whole speed range. This improvement, partic-
ularly significant at moderate sideslip angles (00 to 40) , is clearly due to the less
adverse pressure gradient provided by the modified afterbody (Fig. 3.4.18), which im-
plies a rearward shifting of the lateral centre of pressure

Cn CLEAN AIRCRAFT

0.02 ----

,'/

0.01

,/ / I"

0. 2o 40 6' 0- 4Z 0 2- 4 - 0- 2- 4-

'-0.01 1

0.80 0.90 0.93 0.98 MACH

Fig. 3.4.17 FIAT G91Y - effect of afterbody modifications
on directional stability

0.2

C Pcp I,

0.1
- -------------------------------- 

- - - - - - -------------------------------------- 1---T

-0

'-Pressure ta;, location
- /  

' .. . " ....

-0.2 WITH MODIFIED .

-02 ~~~AFTERBODY... OIIa
-0.3 1' B O 6' , = 0

-0. ____/I _ s=O

M, = 0.2

-0.4

FUSELAM STATION X

Fig. 3.4.18 Effect of afterbody reshaping on pressure
distribution along the fuselage (G91Y)

- the vibrations level of the horizontal tailplane, expressed in terms of the maximum
deviation from the mean value of the bending moment, is reduced by at least 50% with
the complete removal of the peak at M. = 0.95 (Fig. 3.4.19)

- finally oil flow visualizations (Figs. 3.4.20 and 3.4.21) show that flow separation
areas present on the afterbody of the original configuration have vanished on the modi-
fied configuration.
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Fig. 3.4.19 FIAT G91Y - effect of afterbody modification
on tail buffeting

Fig. 3.4.20 FIAT G91Y -oil flow visualization on the
original afterbody (transonic speed)

Fig. 3.4.21 FIAT G91Y -oil flow visualization on the
modified afterbody (transonic speed)



The final confirmation of the effectivene s of the afterbody reshaping tested in
transonic wind tunnel came at higher Reynolds n mber during flight tri, s. Flight results
showed a remarkable improvement of the afterbody buffeting level (Fig. -.

4
.
2 2

), as is eni-
dent looking at the curve displaying the vibration amplitude of the horizontal tailplane
tip, which is no longer mo-otonically increasing (for the speed range tested) as in the
original configuration, but presents a break at about M, - 0.89 and then a decrease beyond
this Mach number. As far as the directional stability is concerned, while in-flight mea-
surements were not performed, pilot's statements confirmed the improvement also for this
item.

7

6

_J

2 3
I-

o ----% t 1A

0.8jAM20.L8--0.90 MACH
0.

Fig. 3.4.22 FIAT G91Y - effect of afterbody modification
on tail buffetina (flight test)

3.4.3 Conclusions and Recommendations

The examples presented show that the task to predict, detect and cure afterbody
buffeting is a very delicate one, requiring proper model/aircraft instrumentation togeth-
er with careful analysis of the test results to allow a definition and selection of reme-
dial measures, if necessary. It is worth remarking that twin jet cc "igurations, espe-
cially with close-spaced engines, seem t, be more sensitive to unsteady local flow sepa-
rations in the afterbody/nozzle region due to the much more complex flow field compared
with single jet configurations.

In summary afterbody buffet cannot be considered a trivial problem and checks
leading to corrective measures are an essential feature of afterbody testing. Following
the foregoing discussions, some recommendations are given for simulation requirements
and instrumentation:

a) model testing

- correct afterbody geometry

- duplication of actual nozzle pressure ratios

- flow visualization (usually by oil flow pictures)

- recording of instantaneous pressures (kulites) at least in regions where the after-
body flow is supposed or known (e.g. by flow visualization) to be separated or "crit-
ical" (gully between engines, fuselage/fin/tailplane intersection)

- tail root strain gauges and/or tail tip accelerometers

b) prototype flight testing

- pressure and acceleration instrumentation corresponding to model tests

- additional accelerometers, preferably at the cockpit station (the commonly used c.g.
station accelerometers do not necessarily record the pilot perceived vibrations due
to fuselage bending)

- pilot buffet rating evaluation

- flow visualization (oil flow pictures, tufts)
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3.5 ERROR ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION METHODS FOR AFTERBOnY TESTS

As discussed in Chapter 3.3, many compromises are made when planning and con-

ducting afterbody wind tunnel tests. Contributors to these compromises include consid-
eration of time, funds, tunnel availability plus the choices of models, support and

data measurement systems that may be used. Because of so many conflicting requirements,

the test objectives, including required data accuracy, need to be well defined prior to
flnalizing the above choices. Test objectives can include a comparison of afterbodies

(Ref. 3.5.1 and 3.5.2); afterbody force increments for total aircraft performance

(drag) prediction (Ref. 3.5.3 and 3.5.4); general improvement of testing techniques

(Ref. 3.5.5); and validation or improvement of computational methods such as those dis-
cussed in Section 2.0 of this report.

In defining the test objectives careful consideration must be given to the de-
sired accuracy of the results. In other words; how accurate must be data be to give ac-
ceptable answers. Ref. 3.5.6 suggests a -CD*= 0.0001 (1 aircraft drag count) as a de-
sired accuracy requirement for total drag. Of course, experimental determination of the
total drag for a fighter aircraft normally involves an assessment of incremental drags
caused by afterbody/nozzle geometry and engine power changes. These incremental drag
coefficients can be a significant part of the total drag and need to be determined as
accurately as possible with Ref. 3.5.6 again recommending accuracy to within + 0.0001
on ICDt As will be discussed, these desired requirements are very seldom achieved.
Along with errors caused by support systems, force balances, model surface pressure
measurements, metric breaks, etc., significant contribution to the overall error can,
in many cases, be attributed to inaccurate determination of free stream or tunnel flow
parameters such as static and total pressures (P- and Pt.), angle of attack ()0 and
Mach number (M,).

This chapter is an assessment of the influence of errors in measured (e.g. P-,

Pt- , q, ) variables on the uncertainty of calculated performance parameters (e.g. CD
+
',

CL ) applicable to afterbody aerodynamics. Discussed initially is the relevance of
accuracy, error, uncertainty, etc. along with some definition of the terms as they are
being used in the literature. Following this is a section assessing the importance of
accurate measurement or determination of tunnel flow parameters such as P., A and M_.
The influence on these variables of pressure gradients, blockage, wall angle, porosity,
etc. is then discussed. Prior to the conclusions and recommendations, some of the un-
certainties existing in determinirg in-flight drag are presented.

Of course there are many methods, analytical and otherwise, of correcting lift
and drag values of two-dimensional and three-dimensional bodies for errors due to wall
interference, blockage etc. It is not meant to slight these methods,but only to keep
the discussions here to those more applicable to afterbody tests.

3.5.1 Error Analysis, Uncertainty and Test Data Repeatability

A complete discussion of an error or uncertainty analysis of experimental test
results is beyond the scope of this chapter, however, there is a need for clarification
of some of the terms used and an understanding of why such an analysis should be under-
taken. Various terms are used in the literature to describe the accuracy of measured
data and the quantities determined from the data. It is recommended that references
3.5.6, 3.5.7, 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 be consulted for in depth examples of procedures current-
ly used to conduct an uncertainty analysis and for further clarification of the many
terms used.

Uncertainty is one ,f the rore p rval nt tei:s sed an , :n unural, consists
,)f systematic and andor errors with systecatic errors sometl:es ref-rred to as bias
,r fixed errors. The methods of combining random and svysterattc errors differ accordinq
to the preference of a particular author or exper eital test qrcup, however, the maqni-
tude of the uncertainties so determined do not Aiffor ireuaty. S-me estimates are more
conservative than others. The difference can be mainlej ttribute( to thre 'artous methods
used to estimate the systematic errors as similar statistical methods are used to esti-
mate random errors. A comprehensive pretest uncertainty analysis is recommended by many
authors (e.g. Ref. 3.5.10) but in many situations, because of the complexity of the
test, lack of time, lack of appropriate data from previous tests, etc., this is often
difficult to accomplish.

If an in depth uncertainty analysis is not or cannot be accomplished, then
there is still a need to know the sensitivity of the computed parameters (e.g. C D ) to
possible errors in the measured parameters re.g. P ) if the correct test equipment and
procedures are to be chosen in order to minimize the uncertainty of the results. A
post-test analysis should always be done to assess data scatter, ittermine repeatabili-
ty and, if possible to improve the pre-test uncertainty analysis f future tests.



3.5.1.1 Definition of Terms

The following definition of terms used in uncertainty analyses were obtained
from the various noted references and are offered here as an attempt to clarify this
discussion of errors, their causes and methods that might be used to estimate and cor-
rect them. The list is by no means exhaustive and some definitions may differ with
other sources.

Error (Ref. 3.5.9) - The difference between a measured value and the "true"
one. Normally the "true" value is unknown and the magnitude of the error is hypotheti-
cal. In some cases (Ref. 3.5.7) the "true" value is assumed to be that given by the re-
ference value by the National Bureau of Standards (NBS).

Systematic (bias) error (Ref. 3.5.9) - When the values determined by repeated
measurements are in error by the same amount or (Ref. 3.5.7) the difference between the
average of all possible measured values and the "true" value.

Random error (Ref. 3.5.9) - When the values determined by repeated measurements
do not agree exactly.

Uncertainty (Ref. 3.5.7) - The maximum error reasonably expected for the de-
fined measurement process. Normally consists of systematic and random errors.

Error Limit (Ref. 3.5.8) - Similar to uncertainty but differs in method of
estimating systematic errors. In general total Error Limit will be less than total un-
certainty as defined above.

From a review of the literature it appears that the term "accuracy" is general-
ly used to mean the closeness or agreement between a measured value and a standard or
"true" value (e.g. Ref. 3.5.7), however, a more restrictive definition is given in Ref.
3.5.9 by the explanation that if an experiment has small systematic errors, it is said
to have high "accuracy". Also in Ref. 3.5.9 there is a similar definition for precision
in that if an experiment has small random errors, it is said to have high "precision".
This latter definition is similar to that given for precision error in Ref. 3.5.7.
Namely prec.-ion error is the random error observed in a set of repeated measurements.

The above terms and discussion apply specifically to the errors and uncertain-
ties of measured values of test data. When performance parameters, such as drag and
lift coefficients (CD*,CL'I are calculated from measured test values then there
needs to be consideration of how the errors or uncertainty in these measured values

influence the uncertainty of the calculated parameters. Or in other words, how do the
errors in the measurement propagate through the data reduction equations. For an in
depth discussion of error propagation one is referred to reference 3.5.7 and 3.5.8. A
common procedure to estimate the uncertainty of a calculated parameter is to use what
is referred to as the Taylor series method which leads to the determination of influ-
ence coefficients (the partial derivatives in the Taylor series expansion).

Many times it is difficilt to analytically determine the influence coefficients
and disensionless influence coefficients are used to estimate what the percentage
change in a calculated value would be for a given percent change in a measured value.
This estimation of the influence coefficients is sometimes referred to as a sensitivity
analysis and in some situations may be the extent of a pre-test or post- test uncer-
tainty analysis. Such an analysis does give an indication of what the error in the cal-
culated parameter might be for a given error in a measured value.

In general a sensitivity analysis assumes that errors in other measured values
are minimal or insignificant. A detailed uncertainty analysis takes into consideration
all possible errors of the measured values and their influence on the uncertainty of
the final calculated parameters.

3.5.1.2 Pre-Test Uncertainty Analysis

As recommended by many authors (e.g. References 3.5.6, 3.5.7, 3.5.8, 3.5.10 and
3.5.11) one should perform an uncertainty analysis prior to a test to estimate the
maximum error that can be reasonably expected. The three main reasons being; selection
of the "best" test method, selection of the "best" instrumentation and to give the
range of test conditions required to achieve the test objectives. The depth of pre-test
analyses varies from an estimate of the sensitivity of a drag coefficient to an error
in free stream static pressure to a detailed examination of the combined effects on the
drag coefficient (and other calculated parameters) of errors in pressure measurements,
force balance measurements, angle of attack etc. An example of an in depth pre-test un-
certainty analysis is given in Ref. 3.5.6 for a planned test on a transport aircraft.
The main contributors to the uncertainty in the drag coefficient were considered to be
errors in Mach number, balance forces, angle of attack, Reynolds number, static and to-
tal pressure, temperature, internal drag plus model base and cavity pressures and the
influence of pressure (Mach) gradients, stream curvature, stream upwash and tunnel
humidity. In the example it was assumed that the systematic (or bias) errors of the in-
dividual contributors were of the same magnitude as the random errors. The procedure
followed was to calculate the contribution of each of the error sources using the



root-sum square method to come up with a total uncertainty, at M. = 0.8, of + 0.0008
(8 aircraft drag counts) in CD

+
. A more detailed explanation is much beyond the scope

of this chapter, however, it is important to note that the assumption each contributor
to the total uncertainty had a systematic error equal to its random error is at best a
rough estimate and points out one of the main difficulties in conducting a reliable
pre-test uncertainty analysis. Namely, what are the systematic errors and how do they
influence the resultant total uncertainty? The reasoning followed in Ref. 3.5.6 for
assuming bias errors to be of the same magnitude as random errors was that for state of
the art pressure transducers, strain gage balances and temperature sensors their syste-
matic errors are roughly equivalent to their random errors, therefore, it was assumed
that other error sources just might have the same level of systematic errors as their
random errors. Another not as complicated example of a pre-test uncertainty analysis
which uses the procedures of Ref. 3.5.2, is given in Ref. 3.5.11.

Results of pre-test uncertainty analysis directly applicable to afterbody test-
ing are given in Ref's 3.5.12 through 3.5.16. A typical example of uncertainties in
pressure coefficients plus afterbody axial and normal force coefficients for a single
engine fighter aircraft is given in Table 3.5.1. The uncertainties in the pressure co-
efficients were determined by combining the instrumentation uncertainties using the
Taylor series method or error propagation as suggested in Ref. 3.5.7. The uncertainty
in the pressure coefficient was then integrated over the projected areas to (btain the
uncertainties in the axial and normal force coefficients.

Table 3.5.1 Pre-Test Uncertainties (Ref. 3.5.12)

M Parameter

UCp UCA
+  

UCN+

0.6 + 0.0127 + 0.0008 + 0.0070
0.9 + 0.0091 7 0.0006 + 0.0050
1.2 + 0.0066 T 0.0004 + 0.0040
1.5 + 0.0060 ; 0.0004 T 0.0030

Pre-test uncertainties for a twin-jet fighter afterbody, similarly determined
as above, are shown in Table 3.5.2. To be noted is the improvement in the uncertainties
as the Reynolds number increased.

Table 3.5.2 Pre-Test Uncertainties (Ref. 3.5.13)

M. Re X10
-6  

Parameter

UCp UCA
+

0.6 14.9 + 0.02493 + 0.00027
59.6 T 0.00985 ; 0.00018

0.8 14.8 + 0.01809 + 0.00018
42.0 4. 0.00817 ; 0.00011

0.9 14.0 + 0.01644 + 0.00016
58.8 '; 0.00579 ; 0.00009

1.2 14.9 + 0.01378 + 0.00013
48.0 ; 0.00533 ; 0.00007

The uncertainties reported in Ref. 3.5.14 and shown in Table 3.5.3 are for an
axisymmetric model that was tested at zero angle of attack.

Table 3.5.3 Pre-Test Uncertainties (Ref. 3.5.15)

Parameter

UCp UCDPAB

0.6 + 0.0116 + 0.0061
0.9 + 0.0070 + 0.0036
1.2 + 0.0056 + 0.0029

These examples of afterbody pre-test uncertainties will be further discussed in the
next section when data repeatability for the referenced tests are presented.



In Ref. 3.5.16 is a comparison of wind tunnel and flight test presssure coeffi-
cients of a twin-jet fighter. The pre-test uncertainties of the pressure coefficients
were reported in Ref. 3.5.13 and are partially repeated in Table 3.5.2. The flight test
uncertainties and observed scatter from Ref. 3.5.16 are shown in Table 3.5.4.

Table 3.5.4 Flight Test Pressure Coefficient Uncertainties and Scatter (Ref. 3.5.16)

M__ Altitude Parameter
(meters X10

- 3
)

UC Cp
(Estimateg Uncertainty) (Observed Scatter)

0.6 7.8 + 0.024 + 0.005
0.6 12.2 ; 0.048 T 0.009

0.9 8.4 + 0.014 + 0.008
0.9 15.2 T 0.035 ; 0.011

1.2 7.6 + 0.006 + 0.002

3.5.1.3 Post Test Analysis

A detailed description of what a post-test analysis should be is given in Ref.
3.5.8. The main point being that with test data available statistical calculations can
be made that apply to random errors but estimation of systematic errors can only be
made from the pre-test uncertainty analysis or possibly by using different methods to
determine the same performance parameter.

In afterbody testing the most common post-test parameters reported are repeata-
bilities and scatter of force and pressure coefficients. Repeatability and scatter are
two terms that are sometimes used in the literature to mean the same thing. In the dis-
cussion here an attempt will be made to use scatter as the variability of data during a
single test with repeatability being the variability of data in a series of repeated
tests. Examples of repeatability reported in th,, literature are shown in tables 3.5.5
and 3.5.6. The axial normal and drag coefficients were determined using pressure area
integration techniques.

Table 3.5.5 Axial and Normal Force Repeatability from Tests (Ref. 3.5.12)

Parameter

M, Avg Max Avg Max Number of
ACA

+  
ACA

+  
.CN

+  
LCN Repeats

0.6 0.00016 0.00045 0.00137 0.00385 12
0.9 0.00009 0.00017 0.00097 0.00247 18
1.2 0.00012 0.00038 0.00074 0.00210 18
1.5 0.00002 0.00006 0.00027 0.00115 12

Table 3.5.6 Drag Coefficient Repeatability (Ref. 3.5.15)

M._ Parameter

ICDPAB

0.6 0.0015
0.9 0.0014
1.2 0.0028

Corresponding pre-test uncertainties are given in tables 3.5.1 and 3.5.3 res-
pectively. A comparison of the repeatability values to the pre-test uncertainty values
shows a significant difference with the repeatability values being on the order of four
to five times less at subsonic Mach numbers. A similar order of magnitude is evident
between the observed scatter and pre-test pressure coefficient uncertainties reported
in Ref. 3.5.16 and shown in Table 3.5.4., the scatter being obtained from averaging
several Scanivalve cycles. Comparing repeatability and scatter with pre-test uncertain-
ties to determine if one is "better" than the other is not a valid comparison as re-
peatability or scatter are most likely random errors and pre-test uncertainties include
random plus systematic errors. A post-test uncertainty would include not only the
random error estimated from repeated tests, but a systematic error estimated from the
pre-test uncertainty analysis or if the proper test methods were accomplished, a new
estimated value.

Normally, as repoLted in the literature, repeatability is calculated by averag-
ing values from repeated tests rather than using statistical methods to determine an
estimate of their standard deviation and to check if the values from each test are sta-
tistically relevant. It is stated in many of the references that repeatability is a
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good measure of the quality of the test arrangement if the tests being conducted are to
obtain incremental drag data, i.e., to assess the change in afterbody drag for changing
nozzle geometry and engine power setting.

There is validity to this assumption, however, as will be discussed in section
3.5.2.1, a systematic error in tunnel or free stream static pressure can cause an error
in the drags, particularly if the projected area of the afterbody changes with the con-
figurational changes.

In a series of tests with the Tornado afterbody model a reference or datum mo-
del was retested
during each phase
of the series. The

.CD phase to phase re-
0.2 ft' 0.005 ICDA 0.0007 peatability of af-

terbody pressure

PRef. 3.5.18 as D/q
(ft

2
) versus nozzle

Phase 11 pressure ratio is
shown in Fig. 3.5.1
with the "scatter",Afterbody at sea level

Pressure cruise, being given

Drag' Zate .0 t as AD/q = 0.08 ftL
D/q ft which is equivalent

to a LCD
+ 
of

0.00028 or 2.8 air-
crft drag counts.

M- 0.6 No pre-test uncer-
tainty values were
given in the refer-
ence, however, it

Sea Level Cruise was stated that the
Pressure Ratio repeatability is

probably a better
measure of the

V- quality of the rig
I I NPR than estimated un-

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 certainty.

Fig. 3.5.1 Tornado Afterbody, Phase to Phase Repeatability (Ref. 3.5.18)

3.5.1.4 Summary; Error Analysis, Uncertainty and Test Data Repeatability

From a review of the literature it appears that, for afterbody testing, deter-
mining a post-test uncertainty value from the test results is very seldom if ever done.
Limited pre-test uncertainty or sensitivity analysis are done which can help determine
the correct instrumentation and test procedures. rhe test data repeatability values
shown above can possibly be used as indications of the validity of incremental drag co-
efficients, but a more in depth analysis of the results needs to be accomplished if the
accuracy of absolute drag coefficients is required. It is not surprising that the
repeatability values are lower than pre-test uncertainty values as the uncertainty
normally includes both random and systematic errors and is defined as the maximum error
reasonably expected for a particular test arrangement. However, whenever pre-test un-
certainty greatly exceeds the repeatability values than this should warrant further
analysis of the results.

3.5.2 Errors in Pressure, Mach Number, Angle of Attack, etc.

In the preceding section several sources of errors (e.g. static and total pres-
sures, Mach number,angle of attack, balance forces etc.) were mentioned as influencing
the pre-test uncertainties and the test data scatter and repeatability. As mentioned
previously this chapter is concentrating on errors in those variables directly asso-
ciated with tunnel or free stream flow conditions. Not all flow conditions are covered
in this chapter, however, after a review of reports published over the past ten to fif-
teen years, it is believed that the variables presented here are the more critical ones
in regard to afterbody testing.

3.5.2.1 Errors in Static Pressure and Mach Number

One of the more critical measurements of tunnel flow conditions is the static
pressure. What may appear as a relatively small error in static pressure can be the
origin of a rather large inaccuracy in aircraft drag determined from either force
balance measurements or pressure area integration. This is particularly true in the de-
termination of the absolute drag of a part body such as an afterbody where the error in
P. is proportional to the projected area. However, an incremental drag coefficient
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should not be in error due to a constant error in P. if the projected area between the

two configuration remains the same.

In Fig. 3.5.2 isentropic relations were used to show how much a small error in
free stream static pressure will

0,05 change free stream Mach number and
the ratio AP. /q- . Assuming there
are no other errors (e.g. in the
total pressure), it can be shown

0,04 that the error in P. /q- is related
'to the error, ACp, in pressure co-

efficient and to the cavity pres-

00 sure of a force balance. It can
0,0 /further be shown (Ref. 3.5.10) that

q-- for an error in P_/q of 0.01,
the related error in afterbody

0,02 pressure drag coefficient is ap-

proximately 2CDP+ = 0.0010 (10
aircraft drag counts) for the typi-

0 0cal fighter aircraft. As can be
0,01 / seen from Fig. 3.5.2 for a pressure

1,0 drag coefficient to have an error

no larger than ACDP = 0.0001
(1 aircraft drag count)the error in
the measured static pressure must

0 be no greater than approximately
0.04 % and that the error in calcu-
lated Mach number would be within
0.0004 which is a value signifi-

-0, u!2 cantly smaller than normally quoted
by most tunnel operators. A typical
value being 0.003. However, it has

0been shown that using the accuracy
in static pressure corresponding to

A 14 this typical accuracy in Mach num-
ber has generated some incorrect

0,00 afterbody pressure data from wind
tunnels with perforated walls. Fig.
3.5.3 showing an increase in after-
body drag with increasing Reynold

-_,008 number is typical of this incorrect
S10O data. Of particular interest are

P_ cases 1, 2, 3 and 6 because of a
re-evaluation of the test section

0 0,1 (),2 0, 3 0,4 0, static pressures since the results
were published.

Fig. 3.5.2 Influence of Error in
P_ on AP_/q_ and M.

A detailed analysis of the static
pressures for cases 1 and 3 is

0,01. DFVLR given in Ref's
PRESSURE 1 (D (Gttingen) 3.5.5, 3.5.17 and

+ , 3.5.19. Pressure
FRICTION 0" . '  

changes on the model
0,03 -- AEDC as Reynolds number

was changed are in-

dicated in Fig.
3.5.4. Further eva-
luation of the vari-

0,02 ation of the mean

(3 .- @ values of the pres-
"DA' p Asure coefficient on

D- AEDC the model and on the

0,01 /- wall (Fig. 3.5.5)
showed a similar

PRESSURE trend with Reynolds
number. From this

0 information it was
suggested in Ref.

NASA 3.5.17 that a syste-

- (Lewis) matic error in sta-

-0,01 tic pressure could-0,01be the reason for

106 107 10 the observed vari-
ation in Fig. 3.5.3
of afterbody drag

wit.. Reynolds number
Fig. 3.5.3 Reynolds Number Effect on Aftbody Drag (Ref. 3.5.17)
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Fig. 3.5.4 Change in Body Pressure Distribution Due to Reynolds Number (Ref. 3.5.17)

and it was shown that an average or mean
0 10 . of the tunnel wall pressures was a much

)8 I s = better indication of the free stream stat-
-- ic pressure change. As reported in Ref.

-P- 3.5.5, the scatter in forebody pressure
-drag was reduced from ACDPFB = + 0.003

/ MODELSURFACE to + 0.001 for most test cases using the
0,005 average wall pressures as the free stream

static wall pressures.
m /,,W/T WALL

The tests for caseso1 and 6 were con-
ducted in the AEDC 16 foot transonic tun-

/ /nel which was calibrated over a range of
0 Reynolds numbers after publication of the

2 results in Fig. 3.5.3. Some results of the
/~ , recalibration are shown in Fig. 3.5.6

3 which indicates by the slope of the line
showing the difference in Mach numbers
determined by the centerline static pres-

-0,005 sure and plenum chamber static pressure
5 10 15 that there is a systematic variation in

plenum chamber static pressure above a
-0Re 10-6 Reynolds number of approximately 1.5 x

10 /ft.

Fig. 3.5.5 Comparison of Averaged
Changes in Pressure Coefficients on
Model and Tunnel Wall (Ref. 3.5.17)

M = Average Center Line Mach Number 0.024 -

MC= Equivalent Plenum Chamber Mach Number 0.020 M-

:~~~:2:M 2 1 i1i 4z _ __

0.018 0.016

*a 0 1.2i
0.016 0.02

0.014
0.0; -'-- - Ii .. .! "' 0.008

0.012 0.6 .04 <^11

0.0101 0 - -

0.008 -0.004 +
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Re X10-
6
/FT Re X10-

6
/FT

Wall Angle, 
8

w = 00 Ow = Optimum Wall Angle Schedule

Fig. 3.5.6 AEDC 16 T Mach Number Calibration for Various Reynolds Numbers (Ref. 3.5.20)
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For example at M. = 0.6 the
ax increase in Mc between Reynolds

x/L - 0.505 ./L - 10 numbers 3lx 10
6
/ft and 6 x 10

6
/ft is

x/L= O.O I approximately 0.002. Assuming a AM-
of 0.002 at M- = 0.6 in Fig. 3.5.2
gives a 0.16 % change in P_ and a

< - -value of 0.007 for the change in P.
de _ d Voret l I /q_ which for the typical afterbody

Afterbody is equivalent to a change in pres-
sure drag of ACDPAB

+ 
= 0.0007 (7

aircraft drag counts). Another ex-

COMPLETE BODY ample of the error in part body
0.03 1 I I pressure drag when using results of

Calibration Independent of Re a single Reynolds number calibration
- .oC1 is given in Ref. 3.5.21 from whichS 00, \Fig. 3.5.7was obtained

0.02o ° I 1 The results for M. = 0.6 show
.02 l bIIe that, using data with the tunnel

calibrated for Reynolds number,
practically all variation of pres-
sure drag with Reynolds number is

AFTERBODY eliminated on both the fore and af-
0.03 terbody. It is interesting to note

CDPAB that the change in afterbody pres-
sure drag between Reynolds number of

A 0.02 30 x 106gand 60 x 10~ (model length
is 10.8 ft) was approximately
"I CPAB= 0.008 or a ACDAB 

=

0.01 0.008 for the typical fighter. The
model tested had the area distribu-
tion of the typical fighter. As can

FOREBODY be seen by the decreasing slope of
0.02 - the curves (Fig. 3.5.6) this syste-

CDPFB I0.60 matic variation in static pressure
CDAF __0. 0 becomes less significant as Mach

0.01 -number is increased from 0.6 to 1.0.
It should be pointed out that the
trends shown in Fig. 3.5.6 are with-
in the estimated uncertainty of Mach

0 number for the 16T tunnel. Other
variations of afterbody drag with
Reynolds number have been attributed

-0.01 to causes other than an error in
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 free stream static pressure. For a

S10- good summary and discussion of these
--mRe 0causes, Ref. 3.5.22 should be

reviewed.
Fig. 3.5.7 Effect of Tunnel Calibration on Pres-
sure Drag for Contoured Boattail Configuration
M_ = 0.60; AEDC 16 T (Ref. 3.5.21)

A reason for the incorrect plenum chamber pressures as Reynolds number is
varied in transonic tunnels with perforated walls is discussed in Ref. 3.5.5. It is
postulated that the holes act like flush boundary layer inlets and when the Reynolds
number is increased and the boundary layer becomes thinner this results in an increased
pressure recovery through the "inlets" or holes. Similar data showing increased pres-
sure recovery has been observed also for pressure measuring orifices as the boundary
layer thickness is decreased.

3.5.2.2 Errors in Angl e of Attack

In Ref. 3.5.6 it is concluded that an error in angle of attack is one of the
largest contributors to the pre-test uncertainty in the total drag of a transport air-
craft. It was stated in Ref. 3.5.6 that to maintain an accuracy in CD+ to a ACD+
= 0.0001 that the error in angle of attack needs to be no greater than AU = 0.01'. What
the allowable error in angle of attack should be for afterbody tests is shown in the
following examples where it is assumed that determination of complete or part body drag
is to be within ACD

+ 
= 0.0001 or AC D = 0.001 depending on which reference area is

being used, i.e. wing or maximum cross section.

The first example involves an axisymmetric model that was used to investigate
several different afterbodies (Ref. 3.5.5, 3.5.17 and 3.5.19). Axisymmetric and equiva-
lent bodies of revolution (EBOR) models have been and still are extensively used, par-
ticularly when investigating new afterbody geometries or when general knowledge of
afterbody test techniques is desired. In most of these tests, particularly where after-
body drag (and perhaps forebody drag) is being evaluated it is critical that the angle
of attack be as close to zero as possible. How critical this might be was evaluated in
Ref. 3.5.5. The sting mounted model used in this case had only one complete row of
pressure orifices along its top meridian that were used to measure the pressures from
which the pressure drags were calculated. A few orifices were on the bottom of the
model to obtain check pressures. This is not an uncommon procedure and is done by many
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investigators. In Fig. 3.5.8 values of the complete and part body drag coefficients
(i.e. "CDPCB', "CDPFB" and "CDPAB) were determined, using the top row pressures
as the model angle of attack was varied. The dotted curve identified by CDPCB is what
the 'true" complete body pressure drag would be if computed with adequate pressures or
by subtracting the correct friction drag from an accurate balance force.

Also shown in Fig. 3.5.8 is a table indicating the required accuracy in angle
of attack (or how close must the model be to a= 0") in order that the errors in the
respective drag coefficients do not exceed '%CDp = 0.001. As can be seen the tolerance
on , is greater for the forebody and afterbody pressure drags than it is for the com-
plete body, i.e. 0.0714' and 0.100

° 
respectively versus 0.0417*. These tolerances

should not be a difficult measurement for state-of-the art angle of attack instrumenta-
tion, however, tunnel flow angularity may sometimes be difficult to assess.

Results of using pressures measured on the bottom of the axisymmetric model are
given in Fig. 3.5.9. The differences in pressure coefficients at five different loca-
tions werc measured as the model was varied from a'= -3' to 1= +3' from which was calcu-
lated the sensitivity of the pressure changes to the angle of attack. Information from
the table in Fig. 3.5.9 can be used with the table in Fig. 3.5.8 to determine a criti-
cal .C that should not be exceeded to maintain ACDP 0,001 (as far as an error due
to angle of attack). For example; from Fig. 3.5.9 at X/L = 0.026, AC o/A = 0.0435/degr.
and from Fig, 3.5.8 '-/('C pc = 0.001) = 0.0417* and multiplying t e two sensitivi-
ties indicates that the pressure coefficient differences at X/L = 0.026 should not
exceed ',C - 0 00181 if "is not to be in error more than 0.0417

° 
and that the error in

CDPCB is got to exceed ACDPCB = 0.001. As is apparent the use of the such check
pressures can be helpful, but, as discussed in Ref. 3.5.5 the location of the check
orifices can be critical.

Angle of attack effects on a typical aircraft afterbody are shown in Fig.
3.5.10 with results for three different afterbody/nozzle configurations which are nor-
mally tested when afterbody closure and throttle dependent drags are to be determined.
There are two points to be made here. One being that an error in angle of attack is
more critical as the angle increases and the other is the importance of determining in-
cremented drags at the correct angle of attack. It can be seen by the slopes of the
curves for the cruise or reheat nozzles that an error in angle of attack is not as cri-
tical near 1- 0'. For example the sensitivity of the cruise nozzle between a- 2' and co
6" would be ACDAB+/Aa - 0.0010/degr. and for CDAB

+ 
not to be in error greater than

ACDAB - 0.0001 (due to an error in a) then the error in angle of attack should not
be greater than Ai - 0.1' which is the same value as determined for ACTPAB - 0.001
(Fig. 3.5.8) in the above for the axisymmetric nozzle and again is a val ue that is not
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difficult to measure. As for
- - the second point, it is not

Cosi NPR infrequent that incremental
O Cruise Nozzle drags determined at zero angle
o Rehent Nozzle of attack are used indiscrimi-

* Referesce Atterbody Force Moel nately at other angles of at-
tack. An example of -hy this
may not be a good procedure is
to look at the differences in
drag increments between the

reference model and reheat
model (Fi . 3.5.10) at • = 0'

--- and = 3 . The increment at
A = 0" is ACDAB+ = 0.0024
and at is 'CDAB

+

"-- 0.0014, adifference of 0.0010
CDAB or 10 aircraft drag counts

which could be of the order of
5 % of the zero lift drag at

- -subsonic cruise. However,a
check of the drag increments
at the same angles of attackF /between the reheat and cruise

0.002 - - nozzles shows that the incre-
ment remains the same , i.e.
ACDAB

+ 
= 0.0007 at = 0

and ,= 3'. So these types of
incremental drag changes are

-definitely configuration de-
4 -2 -0-4pendent and need to be allowed

- 2 4 6 8 for when planning a test.
a, Degrees

Fig. 3.5.10 Angle of Attack Effects on Afterbody
Closure and Throttle Dependent Drags
(Ref. 2.5.10)

3.5.2.3 Errors in Total Pressure and Temperature

An error in total pressure along with an error in static pressure, both
measured tunnel variables, will cause an error in the Reference Mach number which is a
calculated variable. In Ref's 3.5.6 and 3.5.11 it is shown that Mach Number is quite
sensitive to errors in both pressures, particularly at low subsonic Mach numbers. With
proper instrumentation the error in total pressure should not be as great as the error
in static pressure as previously discussed, however, when determining the uncertainty
in Mach number both the uncertainty in total and static pressure need to be taken into
account (see Ref. 3.5.6).

Similar consideration is needed when calculating Reynolds number from the
measured variables of total static pressures plus total temperatures. The uncertainty
requirements for these measured variables to minimize the uncertainty in the calculated
Reynolds number are again discussed in Ref. 3.5.6.

3.5.2.4 Summary; Errors in Pressure, Mach Number, Angle of Attack etc.

The tunnel or free stream static pressure is perhaps the most critical
measurable tunnel variable to be determined in afterbody testing, particularly when
part body forces are being calculated. A test requirement of determining the drag,
either total or part body, to within I aircraft drag count (6 C6 = 0.0001) is
difficult to achieve when considering only errors in static pressure and angle of
attack, let alone the many other small errors that may enter into the determination.
Variation of afterbody drag with Reynolds number has been shown to be attributed to
incorrect values of free stream static pressures (systematic error) which, in turn,
were improved by a more precise calibration of the tunnel (AEDC 16 T) or by using
averaged wall pressures as the "correct" static pressure (Gattingen 1 meter Tunnel).
Angle of attack errors can affect integrated pressure drags, particularly if obtai,,ed
from a single row of pressures. However, with proper check instrumentation and data it
is possible to correct and maintain a within the required uncertainty. Tunnel total
pressure and temperature are critical measurements to calculate Mach and Reynolds
number but should not normally be a problem in afterbody testing.

3.5.3 Influence of Pressure Gradient, Blockage, Wall Angle etc.

Calibration techniques for the majority of transonic wind tunnels normally do
not include corrections for changes to the calibration due to installation of a model
or change in attitude of a model. Also during the empty tunnel calibration a test sec-
tion pressure or Mach gradient may be determined, but, whether or not this gradient
changes with model installation is normally not taken into account. The empty tunnel
gradient is sometimes used to calculate a "buoyancy" effect which may be used to change
the final drag value. In general, the change in test section flow conditions due to model
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installation is attributed to blockage with a change in blockage affecting the pressure
distribution in the test section and along the walls. Some small axisymmetric tunnels
have the model supported through the throat which contribuites to a different type of
"blockage" than a model supported by a sting or strut.

During the following discussion both the influence of blockage and a change in
pressure gradient may be discussed at the same time (i.e. a change in blockage causes a
change in the pressure distribution). Of course there can be a change in pressure dis-
tribution with no change in blockage (e.g. with a change in afterbody geometry). The
principal measurable variable influenced by a change in the pressure gradient and
blockage is the tunnel static pressure. Whether or not there needs to be a correction
for this change is discussed in the following examples.

Other facters that might change the tunnel calibration and cause an error in
the test data include wall angle, porosity and humidity. They can also become impor-
tant in afterbody testing and should, therefore, be carefully watched and kept well
within the usual limits (e.g. avoidance of condensation). These parameters will be
briefly discussed in para 3.5.3.2.

3.5.3.1 Influence of Pressure M. FREE FLIGHT
Gradient and Blockage

As pointed out in Ref. 3.5.5 and
partially described in Fig. 3.5.11, con-
ventional transonic tunnels cannot com-
pletely simulate free flight flow past
model. It is therefore not surprising
that the test section will have some OUTFLOW INFLOW OUTFLOW
longitudinal pressure gradients not re-
presentative of free flight and that
these gradients will vary dependent on
the size and attitude of a model Mo RWINOTUNNEL WITH. PERFORATED WALLS

(blockage), area distribution of a model
and change in wall boundary layer growth
when the tunnel total pressure is
varied. The effect of three of these
factors (presence of model, model geome- Pig. 3.5.11 Plow Pield in Conventional!
try change and total pressure change) is Transonic Wind Tunnel and in Free Flight

shown in Fig. 3.5.12 for results using ms-0.
the axisymmetric models previously dis- 0 FB A
cussed (section 3.5.2.1). The pressure
gradient was approximated by averaging
all wall pressures between X/L = 0.0 to
x/L = 0.5 and then between x/L = 0.5 to
x/L = 1.0, taking the difference between CPWALLAB
these two averages and dividing by x/L =
0.5 (see Fig. 3.5.12). ALL FB

0,02 L/2
As can be seen introduction of the

model (Body No. 1) made the gradient - |
less positive as did a change in body 6CpWALL MODEL
geometry to a more severe boattail 6I0L)
(Body No. 3). In fact the gradient
became negative with the presence
of Body No. 3, except at the high-
est Reynolds number. Interference 0,01 --- __

free wall pressure gradients are
identified on the figure as com-
puted target values (free topute BODY No. I

flight) for bodies I and 3.
These are computed pressure ifro, floght) '"'

gradients along an imaginary re, ,,BOOY No3
wall in unconfined flow at 0
the corresponding position
of the real tunnel wall.

Only for body number I at
the highest Reynolds number was
"interference free" flow attained
in this linearized approximation. -0,01
Further analysis of the pressure
gradients produced by bodies num-
her I and 3 is presented in Ref. PWALL -W LLABCFWALLFQ
3.5.5 with the conclusion that mea- x/L 05
sured wall pressures are very sen-
sitive to small changes in model Re-106=4,4 .1O %150
georletry and can be used as inputs I__
for tunnels with adjustable walls -0,02
and to adjust or correct calibra- 500 1000 0
tions of conventional tunnels. P

Fig. 3.1.12 Change of Tunnel Pressure Gradient;

G6ttingen I Meter Tunnel (Ref. 3.5.5)
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In Ref. 3.5.10 the results of the empty test section (AEDC 16T) pressure gradi-
ent (Fig. 3.5.13) were used to determine the "buoyancy" correction for a 10 foot ' -ng
fighter aircraft model. The correction determined A CD

+ 
- 0.00022) was stated to be

well within the uncertainty of the usual model data and therefore a buoyancy correction
was not required. As can be seen from Fig. 3.5.14 the gradient at K., - 0.% is the most
severe subsonic gradient in the AEDC 16T. All gradients shown are stated to be within
the uncertainty of the tunnel calibration data.

An indication of the
change in pressure gradients

CP (CPavg) 1/9 High Re -Cpavg) 1/9 ,ow Re in the AEDC 16 foot trans-

onic tunnel with a change in
I Indicates + u.001 in Reynolds number (or total

0.02 CPvg = (Cjqw 
+ 
CpBW) /2 pressure) is discussed in

Ref. 3.5.23 with results
presented here in Fig.

M 3.5.15. The information
0 1.4 shown is derived from a

test of a 1/9 scale fighter
TW - Top Wall model where the change in

BW - Bottom Wall pressures at the high and
0 1.2 low Reynolds number were

used at each Mach number.
Tunnel calibration data used
was that reported in Ref.

- 1.1 3.5.20 and also discussed in
section 3.5.2.1 of this
chapter.

- 1.0 It was concluded in
Ref. 3.5.23 that the changes

%cp in wall pressures with the
change in Reynolds numbers

0 -- 0.9 are not significant for most
Reynolds numbers except at
Mach number 0.6 where the
change in pressure gradient

0 0.8 is not corrected by the cur-
rent tunnel calibration. It
was assumed that the uncer-

0. 7 tainty in the measurements
0.3 correspond approximately to

a deviation of + 0.001 in
Mach number.

- 0.6

Tunnel Station, ft

-0 .021 - _ t , I I _

0 5 10 15 20

Fig. 3.5.15 Effect of Reynolds Number on Test Section
Wall Static Pressures, 1/9 Scale Model;
AEDC 16T (Ref. 3.5.23)
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The effect of a model
size change (blockage) was
presented and discussed in

0. (A ACP -CPa 0
)1/4 cale 'pave'119 scale Ref. 3.5.23 for 1/4 and 1/9

3cale fighter models in theFI  AEDC 16 foot transonic tun-
IACp nel. Some results are shown

--- ITheoretical M 0.9 in Fig. 3.5.16 in which the
0.02 differences in the average

of the top and bottom test
section wall pressures for

M_ longitudinal locations along
S1.0 the test section are given.

As is noted in Ref. 3.5.23
even if there is at subsonic

Indicates Cp change speeds a measurable effect
for + 0.001 change of model size on test sec-

0.0 in 7 M tion wall pressures, the ef-
fect does not extend up-
stream of the test section
and the model size influence0.9

- -- on the averaged wall pres-
sure is negligible. A calcu-
lated pressure distribution,
at Mach number 0.9, shows

- 0.8 good agreement with the
measured distribution, with
the theoretical distribution
being determined by modeling

0 -__ _ 0.7 the configurations as equi-
valent bodies of revolution
and assuming a linear wall
characteristic boundary con-
dition. Also discussed in

0 0.6 Ref. 3.5.23 was the effect
Model Nose Location of change in attitude (a =

0* toc = 6*) for the two
-0.0c2e L different scaled models with

-0.02 I _ _ -- I _'" _ the larger model showing the

0 5 0 is 20 much greater effect on the
wall pressures. However,

"runn1 station ft when the pressures were
averaged at each test sec-

Fig. 3.5.16 Effect Model Size on Test Section Wall tion station the result was
Static Pressures; AEDC 16T (Ref. 3.5.23) a Cpavg 2 0 for all sta-

tions.

For afterbody tests which are conducted in circular tunnels, in which the axisym-
metric model is supported through the bellmouth of the tunnel, the static reference
pressure may be located on either the tunnel wall or on the model ahead of the
afterbody. It has been observed (Ref. 3.5.24) that the static reference pressure in
such a test arrangement, can definitely be influenced by a change in afterbody geometry
or by a change in model size (change in "blockage") making it difficult to establish
the correct P. and M. for the flow over the afterbody.

3.5.3.2 Influence of Wall Angle, Porosity and Humidity

Besides the influence of pressure gradients and blockage, which are the most
discussed and analyzed in the literature, other factors that can influence transonic
test section flow parameters include wall angle, test section porosity and humidity. In
Ref. 3.5.5 (section 2.3) it was proposed that changing the wall angle, at subsonic con-
ditions, could be a way of changing the pressure gradient to the correct "free stream"
pressure distribution at the wall.

Variable wall tunnels essentially use this same principle, but very little has
been done in regard to afterbody testing in conventional tunnels. Another example of
the use of a variable wall angle was presented in Ref. 3.3.23 where a zero angle was
maintained subsonically and a predetermined schedule supersonically in the AEDC 16T.
Accordingly the pressure distributions and gradients obtained were within the measure-
ment uncertainties r the tunnel instrumentation.

In general transonic tunnel porosity is used to maintain uniform transonic flow
and to minimize shock reflections. Discossed in Ref. 3.5.24 are test results showing a
significant influence of porosity on afterbody pressure distributions at 0.9 and 0.95
Mach number as the porosity was changed from 2 % to 6%, however, there was negligible
effect below 0.9 Mach number. In Ref. 3.5.23 are presented the results of tests inves-
tigating the effects of humidity in both subsonic and supersonic regimes with the
conclusions that, in the AEDC 16T, the tunnel should be operated at free stream
temperatures above the dew point, however, it is shown that this is not always possible
at supersonic Mach numbers.



3.5.3.3 Summary; Influence of Pressure Gradient, Blockage, Wall Angle etc.

In general, a change in blockage changes the wall pressure distribution which
leads to a change in the wall pressure gradient and the effective tunnel static pres-
sure. Results discussed here show that for the Ghttingen I metre tunnel there is a sig-
nificant change from the empty tunnel wall pressure gradient when a model is installed,
when the afterbody shape is changed and when the tunnel total pressure (Reynolds num-
ber) is changed. However, it has been shown previously that it is possible to average
the wall pressures in the tunnel to obtain a corrected tunnel static pressure. For the
larger AEDC 16 foot tunnel the empty tunnel pressure gradient indicated some changes
with a change in model size, model attitude and tunnel total pressure (Reynolds
number), but the changes were mostly within the uncertainties of the measurement
instrumentation and the accuracy of the current tunnel calibration. A change in wall
angle and porosity car. Sa:nifioantiy affect the test section flow condition and,
therefore, requires aopropriatc tunne l calibrat ions and settin m of wall schedules.

3.5.4 Comparison of Wind Tunnel and Flight Test Results

As pointed out in Chapter 3.3 (section 3.3.3) measuring surface pressures for
determination of afterbody pressure drag is probably the best source of data when com-
paring afterbody/nozzle forces between wind tunnel and flight tests. Two test programs
cited were the YF-17 (Ref. 3.5.13 ano 3.5.16) and B-1 (Chapter 3.3 Reference 30) pro-
grams where extensive pressure instrumentation was used on both the models and the
flight vehicles. Some of the results pertaining to the YF-17 p:ogram on pre-test uncer-
tainties and post-test repeatabilities and scatter of pressure coefficients have already
been discussed in sections 3.5.1.2 and 3.5.1.3.

Ref. 3.5.8 should be referred to for a detailed description of how to determine
the in-flight thrust uncertainty which can in turn be used to estimate the in-flight
total aircraft drag uncertainty.

3.5.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

A more complete discussion of error or uncertainty analysis would of course in-
clude errors due to force balances, local static pressures, model support systems etc.
This chapter stressed the errors in the tunnel variables of static and total pressure,
angle of attack, Mach number, temperature etc. and the influence on these errors of
test section pressure gradient, blockage, wall angle, porosity and humidity. The uncer-
tainty of these errors includes random and systematic errors and is the maximum error
that can be reasonably expected. A systematic error is usually the more difficult to
determine. A pre-test uncertainty analysis of these errors should be done to help de-
termine the best instrumentation, test equipment, test methods and range of test condi-
tions that will accomplish the test objectives.

For the majority of current afterbody tests, post-test analyses consist of de-
termining repeatibility (or scatter) values without any attempt to estimate the post-
test uncertainty. Repeatability is a good indication of the quality of the data when
incremental values of drag are desired. However, a repeatability value is normally a
measure of the random error of the test result and does not give a direct indication of
any systematic errors that might be involved, although repeatability for several tests
of the same configuration might include an unknown systematic error.

Post-test systematic errors can sometimes be estimated or at least identified
by using widely different test or computational methods. Such a systematic error in the
tunnel static pressure was shown to be the reason for a false variation in afterbody
pressure drag with a change in tunnel total pressure or Reynolds number. A corrected
static pressre was determined by a tunnel recalibration to determine the sensitivity
of static presssure to Reynolds number or, as in another case, by determining a tunnel
static pressure from an average of wall pressures.

It is concluded that computational methods need to be used not only for improv-
ing the understanding of the flow around the model, but also for understanding the
interaction of the flows between the model and tunnel walls to compute adjustment fac-
tors to correct (or reduce) errors in the derived parameters (e.g. CD

+
, CL+). Such

corrections could be incorporated into pre-test and post-test uncertainty analysis.

Drag coefficients to within 0CD
+  

+ 0.0001 are not usually attained even in
the best tunnels where it is shown that errors due to variations in static pressure,
pressure gradient, blockage, model size etc. are small and within the uncertainty of
the measurement instrumentation. If such accuracy as ACD

+ 
- +0.0001 is required or

desired more attention will have to be paid towards pre-test-and post-test uncertainty
analyses. It is acknowledged that wind tunnel test facilities do strive to give useful
data to the user, be it absolute or incremental data, however, it is believed that a
review and use of knowledge gained over the past 10 years in the area of pre-test and
post-test error analysis would improve the accuracy of the results of current afterbody
tests.
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS k EXPERIMENTAL PART)

In the foregoing, detailed conclusions and recommendations were presented after
the discussion of each topic. In the following, only the major issues are repeated to-
gether with additional thoughts which emerged from discussions among working group mem-

bers during and after their last meeting in June 1984.

3.6.1 General Considerations

3.6.1.1 Extent of Afterbody Drag Changes

Subsonically, all geometric changes on the boattail will also affect the drag
of the remaining aircraft portions. Typically, these changes in fuselage forebody drag
are below 'CDFB = 0,005 - in most cases even below 0,002 - and are, therefore, neglected
in most cases (reference area is the fuselage maximum cross-section). Alternatively, a

correction term may be computed for tests with a non-metric forebody from a few check
pressures near the metric break. To do so, it is recommended that these upstream and la-
teral pressure changes be computed for subsequent integration of these pressure incre-
ments. This assumes that only small drag increments will be obtained and that the compu-
tation serves essentially as a tool to help extrapolate the pressure changes measured at
a few check points over the non-metric portions of the model.

3.6.1.2 Drag Correlations

Present theoretical, empirical, and semi-empirical methods neither reach the
accuracy of high quality measurements nor do they meet the requirements of project per-

formance assessments. However, orders of drag magnitude can be predicted with the aid of
published data and correlations as given for example by McDonald and Hughes (Ref. 3.1.15),
by Pozniak (Ref. 3.1.9), by the Truncated Integral Mean Slope technique of Brazier and
Ball (Ref. 3.1.16) and by the data of Aulehla and Lotter (Ref. 3.1.7). It is recommended
that these four correlations be used and that further validation of these methods be un-
dertaken.

3.6.2 Jet Simulation

3.6.2.1 Jet Temperature Effects

Omission of simulating the hot jet in a wind tunnel test results in pessimistic
drag values for the aircraft, that is, up to 35 % of the jet-off afterbody drag. Since
simulation of the full afterburning jet temperature in wind tunnel force models is diffi-
cult, it is recommended that such tests be conducted with cold jets and that the correc-
tions of the type presented in chapter 3.2.1 be applied afterwards. As these corrections
were developed for single jets, it is further recommended that such correlations be also
developed for twin jet configurations.

3.6.2.2 Turbine Powered Simulators

The justification for Compact Multimission Aircraft Propulsion Simulators (CMAPS)
is the need for simultaneous representation of the inlet and exhaust flows. For long coupled
configurations with core engine length to engine face diameter L/D = 8,5 (B-1) ..... 11 (F-18)
in the cruise mode, the inlet/exit interference is expected to be small, since on civil ap-
plications with isolated nacelles (L/D = 2)these effects are only marginal. Perhaps one

should wait for the test results of ref. 3.2.13 for a L/D = 9,5. For long coupled configu-
rations in the V/STOL and thrust vectoring mode, CMAPS will probably have an application;
for short coupled configurations in the cruise mode there is a case for the development of
a still shorter simulator, a C-CMAPS. The operation of CMAPS behind highly distorted inlet
flows typical of many combat aircraft is not yet fully resolved. The calibration of CMAPS
for such flows with strong swirls requires additional development work.

3.6.2.3 Ejector Powered Simulators

The Ejector Powered Simulator (EPS) has been shown to be capable of providing an
adequate simulation of the inlet and exit flows for dry and reheat operation. It may, how-
ever, be necessary to bleed significant quantities of inlet flow. Also, different units to
simulate dry and reheat conditions are necessary. The flexibility of size is probably the
main advantage over the TPS and CMAPS. Further development of the EPS for short coupled con-

figurations is recommended.

3.6.2.4 Annular Jet Sting

The concept of a single (or multiple) rear sting with annular jet(s) was shown to
provide good representation of the interference for sting to nozzle diameters less than 0,7.
The annular jet may be used to provide 6-component aeroforce measurements with a minimum
support interference datum condition in combination with a special jet effects model. The

I
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inlet flow is, of course, not simulated by this method. It is recommended that the problem
of the clearance between sting and force model be further investigated (implications of
metric thrust, controlled sting off-set etc.).

3.6.3 State-of-the-Art Assessment of Testing Techniques for Aircraft Afterbodies

3.6.3.1 Separation of Thrust and Drag

In chapter 3.3.2 it was shown that almost all possible arrangements of drag and
thrust-minus-drag test rigs have been used in the past. There is no unique or "best" test-
ing technique. As is obvious with force balances, great care must be given to the correct
positioning of the metric break and to the accurate assessment of all tare and calibration
forces. However, with highly integrated nozzles like the blow-in-door eject r or the isen-
tropic ramp, the correct simulation of the (geometric) interfaces between the internal and
external flows is very difficult to achieve if thrust and drag are measured by separate
(flexible) balances. This is because of the movement of the two systems relative to each
other. It is thus recommended that for these cases thrust-minus-drag be measured.

3.6.3.2 Drag Assessment by Force Measurement and by Pressure Integration

The basic question whether to use balance force measurements or surface pressure
! negration on complex (3-D) aircraft configurations is essentially answered by the phase
of a project: during the early development stage, in which a large number of different
afterbody configurations are tested, drag assessment from measured surface pressures is
impractical and too expensive. This is due to the incorporation of modifications like the
addition of filler pieces and fairings, and the removal of material by "filing-off" etc.
However, during the later stage of a program when the configuration is close to being fro-
zen, confirmatory tests with pure pressure plotting may be preferable in that this provides
more detailed (local) information, e.g. the assessment of aerodynamic loads, the correct
positioning of secondary inlets and exits etc. Also, comparative full-scale flight tests
are usually done by pressure plotting purely from structural reasons (metric break). No
further activities in this respect are recommended.

3.6.3.3 Wind Tunnel Model Support

Out of the predominant wind tunnel support systems, i.e., strut, wing tip, and
annular jet sting, probably only the last one should receive further work for refinement
(see also paragraph 3.6.2.4). Advanced computational methods should be utilized to calcu-
late as far as possible the interference of the wind tunnel support.

3.6.3.4 Areas of Uncertainty

In choosing the optimum test arrangement for a particular test objective many
additional aspects need to be considered; some of the most important ones were discussed
in section 3.3.5, as for example: Complete versus part model duplication, upstream influ-
ence of geometric afterbody changes, location of the metric break, the effects of inlet
fairing, of tail plane deflections, the effects of bleed and purge flows, and the need
for duplication of model details as well as qualitative and quantitative flow measurement
techniques to better understand the physics of the afterbody flow field. In the past, some
of these items e.g., the location of the metric break and the amount of the upstream influ-
ence were the focus of controversy among specialists. However, with the present experimen-
tal knowledge and the power of current computational codes, most of these controversies
have been settled because appropriate correction terms can be computed as explained in
paragraph 3.6.1.1.

3.6.4 Afterbody Flow Instabilities

Unsteady flow separation may cause afterbody buffeting, which - in severe cases -
can render the ride qualities of an aircraft and its function as a weapon platform com-
pletely unacceptable. To detect this phenomenon early in the development stage of an air-
craft it is necessary that in wind tunnel afterbody testing at least the following two
items are provided:

a) the oscillating afterbody flow field (excitation) and

b) suitable sensors of this excitation

The correct response of the elastic aircraft structure, of course, cannot be obtained from
a "rigid" wind tunnel model but may be computed from the measured excitation distribution
and the known aircraft structural characteristics. Item a, the excitation, normally is pro-
vided if both the afterbody geometry and the jet pressure ratio, are correctly duplicated.
Dynamic pressure transducers, item b, will respond to these excitation pressures on a stan-
dard ("rigid") afterbody model; if provided in sufficient number, they will also give the
distribution of the excitation. The dynamic signals of a strain gauge force balance cannot
show afterbody buffeting directly. This is because the model differs from the aircraft in
mass, stiffness and damping. However, the onset of buffet can be detected provided the reso-
nance frequencies of the model have been determined in a separate test and are filtered from



the balance output. Naturally, the power spectral density is then also not representative.
Therefore, in such afterbody buffet tests at least a limited number of dynamic pressure
pick-ups should be provided. To cure afterbody buffeting corrective actions like reshaping
of the afterbody and the installation of vortex generators may then be taken at an early
stage of an aircraft development programme.

3.6.5 Error Analyses and Correction Methods

Although the principles of finding and correcting errors have been well known
for a very long time, draw-backs continue to occur in the development of aircraft due to
the fact that often relevant systematic errors are detected too late in the programme or
sometimes not at all. Typical examples for this are the spurious Reynolds number trends
of transonic wing shock locations and afterbody pressure drag values obtained from vari-
able density wind tunnels. A further example is the afterbody drag measured by hot jet
models with insufficient insulation of the outer model surface.

As recommended by many authors a careful pre-test analysis should always be made.
This will not only help in making the optimum choice of instrumentation, test set-up and
testing facility, but will also contribute to reduce systematic and random errors. How-
ever, because of lack of time and funds and, above all, because of the complexity of a
comprehensive error analysis, the latter is normally not accomplished. In such cases at
least a simple study should be conducted in which the sensitivity of computed quantities
(e.g. CD) to possible errors in the measured values (e.g. P,) for a varying parameter like
the location of the metric break is assessed. A post-test analysis of random and systematic
errors should also always be made in order to decide whether or not the test needs repeat-
ing with improved equipment.

Usually, systematic errors are only detected by switching to very different meth-
ods, for example, by using a different test rig or wind tunnel type, a different test fluid
or by changing from wind tunnel to flight test or from experiment to theory. Sometimes, how-
ever, it may suffice to widen the field of observation, i.e. not restrict oneself to the
changes on the test article, for example the afterbody, but to record also the pressure
changes on the non-metric forebody and on the wind tunnel walls. A systematic error like
an unintended small shift in tunnel pressure level may then be detected. This, however,
normally requires that the scatter in the wall pressure distribution be first reduced by
averaging/filtering. That is, a reduction of random errors is here a prerequisite for the
detection of a systematic error. Monitoring of the wall pressures as a routine is, there-
fore, recommended for all wind tunnel tests. Finally, computational methods should be used
wherever possible to better understand experimental results and to better plan new test
concepts.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

Since detailed conclusions and recommendations were given in the previous chapters,
only general concluding remarks will be made here.

In the ten years since publication of AGARDograph 208, much progress has been made
both on experimental and numerical methods. Especially, the computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) research and development has now reached the level of applicability for
simple (single jet) geometry using viscous/inviscid interaction methods or solutions
of the Navier-Stokes equations. Because of the tremendous progress which can be
expected from the use of Vector-Computers within the next years, this part of the
report may be considered to be only a "snapshot" from "Status 1984". At least this
part of the present WG08 report should be revised in time, considering especially the
progress of computational methods for three-dimensional viscous flow.
Experimental te-nniques have reached a very high level of reliability if proper correc-
tion procedures are applied and error analysis is performed as recommended.

It can be definitely stated that numerical analysis will not replace the wind tunnel
test, but as an outcome of the Working Group, it may be stated that numerical analysis
will play a more and more important role as a supplement to the experiment in the
future.
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